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Editors’ introduction
Developing the higher  
education curriculum

Research- based education in practice

Brent Carnell and Dilly Fung

Introduction

Illustrating the Connected Curriculum approach, a distinctive research- 
based education model for developing programmes of study in higher 
education (Fung 2017; Fung and Carnell 2017), this book showcases a 
range of innovative practices from across the higher education sector. 
The following chapters shine a light on different disciplinary and institu-
tional contexts, offering insights into ways of enriching students’ learning 
experiences. Together, the practical case studies point the way towards 
building communities of scholarly enquiry that challenge old divisions 
between research and teaching, between researcher, teacher and learner, 
and between higher education institutions and society.

Higher education scholar Dilly Fung (2017) presents the Con-
nected Curriculum on one level as a simple visual framework (Figure 
0.1), designed to act as a stimulus for constructive dialogue about how 
degree programmes –  both undergraduate and postgraduate –  are 
designed, and about how students learn.

The framework comprises a core educational principle –  that stu-
dents should learn predominantly through research and critical enquiry, 
rather than by passively receiving accepted knowledge –  and six related 
dimensions of practice, to which we will return below. Importantly, 
however, this framing also speaks to fundamental departmental and 
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institutional values and to the cultures in which those programmes are 
situated. The underpinning ‘connections’ approach reflects a values- 
based, philosophical commitment to the advancement of global human 
knowledge, understanding and wellbeing. Through critical dialogue 
and creative, collaborative practice, Fung argues, we can take up the 
challenge of breaking down ‘longstanding divisions between research 
and education’, in order to ‘build stronger bridges between research, 
education, professional practice and society’ (Fung 2017: 156).

The six dimensions of the framework (Figure 0.1) include connect-
ing students directly with researchers, encouraging students to make 
connections between different disciplinary perspectives, and empow-
ering them to engage external audiences with the findings of their 
enquiry. The core principle, that of students learning actively through 
research and enquiry, reflects a commitment to ‘research- based’ edu-
cation, rather than to curricula which are simply informed by or about 
research.

Fig. 0.1 The Connected Curriculum framework
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The term ‘research- based’ is drawn from work by Healey and 
Jenkins (2009), whose characterisation of four different ways of 
engaging students with research has been influential in the literature 
in this field. Healey and Jenkins distinguish between ‘research- led’ 
programmes, in which students learn about current research in the 
discipline; ‘research- oriented’, whereby students develop research 
skills and techniques; ‘research- tutored’, where students engage in 
research discussions, and finally ‘research- based’ programmes, in 
which students themselves undertake research and enquiry- based 
activities (Healey and Jenkins 2009:  6). The four areas of practice 
are not mutually exclusive, of course –  in fact, all are valuable –  but 
the research- based approach emphasises the importance for students’ 
development of active, engaged, enquiry- based learning. It gives 
agency to students (Levy and Petrulis 2012), positioning them indi-
vidually and collectively as both critics and creative producers. It also 
enables them to develop a wide range of research- related insights, 
qualities and skills and, in doing so, move towards understanding the 
edges of established knowledge (Fung 2017; Fung, Besters- Dilger and 
van der Vaart 2017).

It is far from simple to establish a simple causal link between 
research- based approaches to teaching and ‘effective’ student learning 
(Elken and Wollscheid 2016). This is because of the huge number of 
variables at play when such approaches are studied. These variables are 
found, for example, in student demographics; in students’ prior learning 
experiences; in disciplinary and departmental contexts and cultures; in 
the communication styles and assumptions of those who are teaching or 
facilitating learning; and, very importantly, in the design of the research- 
based activities in relation to the types of desired learning outcomes. 
However, a growing body of studies across the disciplines is showing 
how valuable and effective research- based approaches can be (Barnett 
2005; Blair 2015; Brew 2006; Chang 2005; Kreber 2009; Healey and 
Jenkins 2009; Walkington 2015). Studies by Nobel prize- winning physi-
cist Carl Wieman and his colleagues offer some very promising evidence 
that active, enquiry- based approaches lead to highly effective learning 
(see, for example, Wieman and Gilbert 2015). Other studies highlight 
the importance of structuring the parameters of students’ enquiry well, 
so that while they are encouraged to critique established knowledge and 
develop new, creative approaches, they are also supported by peers, for 
example through collaborative group work, and by engaging in struc-
tured dialogue with more experienced scholars (Blessinger and Carfora 
2014; Levy and Petrulis 2012; Spronken- Smith and Walker 2010; Wood 
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2010). Active enquiry can be challenging for students at first –  being a 
passive listener in a lecture theatre may seem like an easier option –  but 
where students are gradually exposed to greater levels of freedom and 
challenge, the benefits to their levels of understanding, confidence and 
skills are considerable.

Surrounding this core educational principle are the six related 
dimensions of practice (Figure  0.1). In her open access monograph, 
Fung (2017) explores each dimension in detail, providing examples of 
specific learning activities and practical curriculum design possibilities 
that exemplify each one. Here we will highlight two of the most stretch-
ing dimensions: the second and fifth.

The second dimension of the Connected Curriculum is that of 
building a connected ‘throughline’ of enquiry- based activity into each 
programme of study. This provides a structure for gradually building 
research skills that are vital for both academic study and professional 
life. It also empowers students to take ownership of their learning and 
their developing personal and professional identity, and articulate their 
own, overall learning story. Practical approaches in relation to this 
dimension include designing into each level of study a ‘Connections’ 
module, which explicitly challenges students to make connections 
between apparently diverse elements of their degree programme, and 
introducing a programme- wide Showcase Portfolio, which enables stu-
dents to revisit, select, develop, curate and comment analytically on the 
body of work they have produced (Fung 2017: Chapter 4).

The fifth dimension is also of key importance. This focuses on 
the production of outputs: assessments directed at an audience. Here, 
university educators are challenged to include elements of student 
assessment that are explicitly addressed to, and may even be developed 
in partnership with, audiences beyond the university –  individuals or 
groups who already have an interest in the topic, or who can benefit from 
becoming engaged with it. Such an approach helps students to develop 
a wide range of communication forms and skills, including vital digital 
practices. Students can be assessed, for example, through making film 
documentaries or websites, writing articles for specific journals, pre-
senting their work at a student conference, or running an event which 
engages the public (Fung 2017: Chapter 7).

We revisit all six dimensions now by reproducing a number of 
questions for departments (researchers, educators, professional staff 
and students) and their students to discuss, in relation to each one 
(Table 0.1).
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Table 0.1 The Connected Curriculum in 20 questions

Dimensions Key questions for departments and programme 
teams

Core principle
Students learn 
through research 
and enquiry

 1.  Are students encountering specific questions 
addressed by researchers and learning to articu-
late their own research questions, at every level 
of study?

 2.  Can we adjust our teaching methods, student assess-
ments and other aspects of departmental practice to 
prioritise engaging all students actively in research 
and critical enquiry?

Dimension 1
Students connect 
with research-
ers and with 
the institution’s 
research

 3.  Do students have regular opportunities to learn 
about the institution’s research, and other current 
research relevant to their studies?

 4.  Are students meeting with researchers and engag-
ing with their work?

 5.  Are students exploring the intellectual, policy- 
related, practical and ethical challenges associated 
with current research, and recognising their rele-
vance to professional life more widely?

Dimension 2
A throughline of 
research activity 
is built into each 
programme

 6.  Is there a well designed core sequence of modules, 
units and/ or learning activities through which 
students steadily build their research skills and 
understandings, and is this explicit to students?

 7.  Are students explicitly challenged to make intellec-
tual connections between different elements of their 
programme?

 8.  Can students have some flexibility and even take 
risks with their research- related activities, for exam-
ple by working towards a Showcase Portfolio for 
which they can curate their best work?

Dimension 3
Students make 
connections 
across disciplines 
and out to the 
world

 9.  Is the programme of study structured so that stu-
dents need to step outside their home discipline(s) 
and see through at least one other disciplinary lens?

10.  Are students required to make explicit connections 
between disciplinary perspectives, for example by 
collaborating with students of other disciplines to 
analyse evidence and issues?

11.  Through making interdisciplinary connections, 
are students challenged to address complex global 
challenges?

(Continued)
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Dimensions Key questions for departments and programme 
teams

Dimension 4
Students connect 
academic learn-
ing with work-
place learning

12.  Are all students on the programme(s) able to ana-
lyse the ways in which their academic learning is 
relevant to the world of work?

13.  Do students have explicit opportunities to prepare 
for the workplace, for example through meeting 
alumni, shadowing, and work placements, and 
where appropriate through critiquing the notions of 
work and professionalism in society?

14.  Can students articulate effectively the skills and 
knowledge they have developed through their 
research- related activities and through their wider 
studies and experiences, and showcase these to 
future employers?

Dimension 5
Students learn 
to produce 
outputs: assess-
ments directed at 
an audience

15.  Are some student assessments outward- facing, 
directed at an audience, thereby enabling them 
to connect with local and/ or wider communities 
(whether online or face- to- face)?

16.  Are student assessments across the programme 
suitably varied, enabling them to develop a range 
of skills including expertise in digital practices and 
communications?

17.  Are students required to revisit and use feedback on 
their tasks, both formative and summative, in order 
to improve their work?

Dimension 6
Students connect 
with each other, 
across phases 
and with alumni

18.  Do students have frequent opportunities to meet 
and participate in collaborative enquiry with one 
another in diverse groups?

19.  Are they building connections with students in 
other year groups, for example through events or 
mentoring schemes?

20.  Can students meet and learn from diverse alumni, 
and build a strong sense of belonging to an inclusive 
research and learning community?

Adapted from Fung 2017: 146.

We are keen to emphasise here that these questions are designed 
to provoke wide- ranging discussion. The Connected Curriculum frame-
work (Figure  0.1) and these associated questions are not designed to 
restrict thinking about curriculum and about institutional cultures. 
Instead, they are a stimulus for building a broad spectrum of dynamic 

Table  0.1 (Contd)
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new critiques and practices that suit the relevant disciplinary and insti-
tutional cultures. The Connected Curriculum framework was integrated 
into UCL (University College London) institutional strategy (UCLa 2017), 
and the range and depth of discussions and curriculum design innova-
tions resulting from engaging with it has proved very promising (Fung 
2017: Chapter 9).

The chapters that follow, from UCL authors as well as contribu-
tors from many other institutions, present a variety of practices that 
highlight the diversity of approaches implied by Connected Curriculum 
framing. These include two very important, related areas of values- 
based activity:

 1. Including students as partners and co- creators in their learn-
ing and research communities, so that they are empowered to 
challenge the status quo and bring about creative, evidence- 
based changes in their institution’s practices (see, for example, 
Bovill, Cook- Sather and Felton 2011; Dunne and Zandstra 2011; 
Healey, Flint and Harrington 2014); and

 2. Challenging Eurocentric, male- dominated curriculum content, 
and building curricula that represent fairly the work of margin-
alised scholars (UCLb 2017).

The Connected Curriculum approach is thus about more than curricu-
lum design: it opens windows onto deeper themes, including the nature 
of knowledge and its contribution to society, and is a catalyst for explo-
ration of values and purposes. We argue that developing and enhancing 
student education in the higher education sector is not just a question 
of improving learning design, as important as this is. It is about criti-
cally and constructively addressing deeper questions about what we 
mean by ‘good’ education in a challenging era. What are universities 
trying to achieve, for whom, and according to whose values? Can insti-
tutions keep a strong focus on values, promoting evidence- based critical 
enquiry at a time when the mass media present a kaleidoscope of facts, 
‘alternative facts’, news and ‘fake news’?

The values underpinning the Connected Curriculum include a 
principled commitment to the unity of teaching and research; a com-
mitment to building democratic human relations and inclusive com-
munities; and a commitment to focusing its activity, both research and 
education, on the advancement of the global common good (UNESCO 
2015). The associated practices are varied, innovative and creative –  as 
evidenced by the following chapters.
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The book’s chapters

The 15 chapters in this collection are contributions from a diverse range 
of authors offering research- based education interventions to curricula. 
Some chapters are firmly based in a subject- discipline –  including art his-
tory, biochemistry, education, engineering, fashion and design, health-
care and veterinary sciences. While there are inevitable oversights in 
a compact edited volume, the collection goes some way (though could 
go further) to reach across geopolitical regions, with contributions from 
Australia, Canada, China, England, Scotland and South Africa.

In Chapter  1, Corony Edwards and Mike McLinden focus on 
ways of developing student links between research and teaching, in a 
range of disciplines, so that their learning journey is rich and engaging. 
They argue that linking research and teaching enables programmes to 
attain ‘pedagogic resonance’ between course design, learning activi-
ties and disciplinary approaches. Their model of pedagogic resonance 
aims to ensure that there is alignment between students’ experience of 
a given learning design and learning experience within a specific dis-
cipline. Not only do the case studies show the varied ways research- 
informed learning can play out in programmes, but the challenges 
suggest ways others can learn from and implement enhancements to 
curricula.

Rachel Milner (Chapter 2) outlines a research- intensive app-
roach, 15 years in the making, to an undergraduate biochemistry pro-
gramme at the University of Alberta, Canada, which has clear parallels 
with the Connected Curriculum. This holistic approach to education, 
Milner points out, encourages students to learn through research and 
enquiry, through a series of research modules across the undergrad-
uate programme. The development has led to a cultural shift in the 
department, which now rewards contributions to education. Lack of 
reward and recognition in this area has been a surprising oversight in 
many universities, Milner argues (see also Fung and Gordon 2016). The 
department now also offers sustained funding to cover the costs asso-
ciated with undergraduate research. After outlining the rationale for 
developing a research- intensive curriculum, Milner notes the practical 
factors and design interventions necessary for the success of the initia-
tive and focuses on the implications for other departments, disciplines 
and universities.

James Wilson, Yao Wu, Jianmei Xie, Dawn Johnson and Henk 
Huijser (Chapter 3) offer a case study of a research- based curriculum 
intervention at Xi’an Jiaotong- Liverpool University. The authors outline 
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both the benefits and challenges of the research- oriented opportunities 
afforded by the 10- week Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship 
(SURF) initiative. Although these opportunities are voluntary and out-
side the formal curriculum, they reflect the principles of the Connected 
Curriculum framework. In particular SURF offers opportunities to stu-
dent groups, allowing them to connect with staff and learn about the 
institution’s research, to develop their research and critical thinking 
skills, and to share their research with a wider community, for exam-
ple through a poster exhibition. Based at a joint UK– China research- 
intensive university, located in Suzhou, China, the authors highlight 
the adaptability of research- based models to different institutional and 
national contexts.

Thomas Kador, Helen Chatterjee and Leonie Hannan 
(Chapter 4) focus their chapter on object- based learning, which, like the 
core principle of the Connected Curriculum (learning through research 
and enquiry), is a curriculum design approach based on shared discov-
ery and collaboration. Integrating objects into the learning process, 
especially from museums and collections, is a catalyst for empowering 
students to think about the production of knowledge. The authors argue 
that object- based learning can deconstruct unhelpful and inaccurate 
binary thinking between those who traditionally produce knowledge in 
the university (academic researchers) and those who passively receive 
that knowledge (students). Through engaging objects in a research- 
based environment, students generate original research and make a 
valuable contribution to the field. The authors highlight the benefits 
of students participating in object- based learning; they also discuss 
practical issues arising from engaging objects from UCL’s collections 
and museums. Finally, they draw on student feedback to illustrate the 
profound effect object- based learning has on students’ curiosity and 
development.

Recognising the importance (and often requirement of professional- 
regulating bodies) of foundation research and professionalism skills, 
Sharon Boyd, Andrew Gardiner, Claire Phillips, Jessie Paterson, 
Carolyn Morton, Fiona J.  L. Brown and Iain J.  Robbé (Chapter  5) 
outline an embedded research skills training course. Taken in the sec-
ond year of a five- year veterinary science undergraduate programme, 
this curriculum feature prepares students for subsequent independent 
research projects, as well as for a thriving career. The design has clear 
links to the Connected Curriculum, with an emphasis on outward- facing 
public assessment (for example, poster presentations, exhibitions and 
blogs), on connections with both other students (for example through 
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peer assessment), and on the world of work. The Research Skills course 
creates the opportunity early on in the programme for students to 
develop their communication, interpersonal and leadership skills and, 
importantly, to be part of a research community of practice. The authors 
offer practical tips and advice and share lessons learned; their case study 
is wide reaching, with relevance to disciplines well beyond veterinary 
science.

Darren N. Nesbeth (Chapter 6) presents a case study on curricu-
lum intervention in molecular biology at UCL. His topic is student par-
ticipation in an annual international research event –  the International 
Genetically Engineered Machines (iGEM) competition. Students work 
together and form connections across the STEM disciplines (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) to carry out a synthetic 
biology research project. The competition structure encourages teams 
to develop skills around computer modelling, laboratory practice, safe 
ethical practices, public engagement, website design and presentation 
skills (put to the test at the Jamboree event and exhibition). The collab-
oration requirements prepare students for common modes of working in 
commercial settings. Using an accessible trademarked DNA sequencing 
device, students with varying knowledge can engage in seemingly com-
plex research processes that were previously out of reach for undergrad-
uates. The investigations undertaken by students on iGEM connect work 
in academia with that of industry, resulting in patented and ground- 
breaking research.

In Chapter  7, Nicholas Grindle and Ben Thomas focus on the 
benefits to student learning in an object- based and practice- based set-
ting. They outline a research- based art curation module, part of the 
Kent Print Collection at the University of Kent. Drawing on the module’s 
development over 10  years, the chapter shows the multiple benefits, 
including:  increased motivation; leaving a legacy; engaging with pre-
vious cohorts’ collections; producing an exhibition for an external audi-
ence; connecting with employers and the general public; and learning 
the extensive employability skills that come with engaging in an assess-
ment activity that parallels the kinds of practice expected in students’ 
future careers. The regular exhibitions mounted enable students to 
manage the entire process. The authors thus offer practical applications 
of research- based education and the connections students are able to 
create as a result of their active learning.

Denise Hawkes (Chapter  8) shares curriculum development 
work supported by funding from the Connected Curriculum initiative. 
This chapter outlines the development of online resources for research 
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projects in a professional doctorate programme at the UCL Institute 
of Education. Focusing on students at the thesis stage, Hawkes shows 
how creating online support enables students to learn practical skills 
and insights, while encouraging them to develop a self- sustaining 
community of practice that facilitates peer dialogue and support 
across cohorts, and geographical distances. The Education Doctorate 
programme is often completed part- time and by those with busy full- 
time careers in higher education, and student feedback shows that this 
online support is a much- valued way of forming connections and devel-
oping knowledge. Hawkes’ account reminds us that digital platforms in 
general are incredibly valuable, and will undoubtedly become increas-
ingly important as we move towards more connective, research- based 
educational approaches (see also Chapter 13 in this volume).

Lynn Quinn and Jo- Anne Vorster (Chapter 9) outline how higher 
education can and should evolve to acknowledge the lived experiences 
and knowledges constructed in the global South. They focus on the 
changing context of higher education in South Africa following the fall 
of apartheid in 1994, and on the most recent passionate student protests 
calling for decolonisation of the curricula. Through outlining a num-
ber of case studies of enhanced curricula, Quinn and Vorster show how 
features of curriculum design can challenge learning dominated by the 
global North in general and European thinkers in particular; this new 
focus is more clearly connected to the lived experiences of the black 
majority. For example, students are encouraged to discuss learned topics 
in their African mother tongue, as well as in English. This helps shift the 
focus from an education designed to ensure that middle- class white stu-
dents feel at home to one where local cultures are respected and valued. 
The examples and ‘stories’ outlined in the chapter offer practical ways of 
decolonising curricula in a variety of disciplines and contexts, relevant 
to educators well beyond the South African university system.

In Chapter  10, Elizabeth Cleaver and Derek Wills outline an 
institutional strategic change project from design through to implemen-
tation. Curriculum 2016+, at the University of Hull, UK, asks programme 
teams to come together to evaluate their education provision by think-
ing about programme themes, ‘big ideas’ and outcomes and the suitabil-
ity of pedagogic approaches. Importantly, this approach centres on the 
student experience, with a rewrite of the programme documentation 
for students –  making the implicit (‘big ideas’, approaches to teaching, 
and assessments) explicit –  with the goal of giving graduates the nec-
essary skills for successful careers. Through thinking about the design 
of programmes, staff members were also encouraged to make explicit 
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connection between their teaching and research, as well as coherent 
connections across disciplinary communities and to the world of work. 
The chapter goes on to outline how three programme teams adopted 
the strategic approach in their local disciplinary context, reviewing and 
designing change into their programmes of study.

Alison James (Chapter  11) makes explicit the links between 
research, enquiry and communities of practice. Learning by connecting, 
making and doing are approaches that employ social models of enquiry. 
Taking this as her focus, James looks at social learning in the creative 
disciplines, including fashion, arts, design and media. The chapter out-
lines how these disciplines demand human- centred learning which is 
best done by doing, making and getting stuck in –  in other words, by 
enacting a constructionist model that develops both students themselves 
and their external links with the wider world. It is through the connec-
tive opportunities fostered by social learning that students can learn the 
skills needed for a thriving future and successful career, actively shap-
ing their own education and development. The chapter offers several 
short vignettes of social learning from the University of the Arts London.

Shelley Fielden and Alison Ledger (Chapter  12) take as their 
focus the connections afforded by interprofessional healthcare education 
(IPE). Two case studies of IPE at the University of Leeds are outlined; 
one is unassessed and voluntary, the other is assessed and mandatory. 
The curriculum design features afford students multiple opportunities 
to connect with a range of universities and professions. Through themes 
such as patient safety, students, facilitators and patients come together 
in workshops and other settings. Along with the opportunity to network 
and learn to work with other professionals, healthcare students put into 
practice a range of learned key skills. The chapter outlines the difficul-
ties, challenges and practicalities of organising this complex yet clearly 
beneficial set of connective opportunities for students. Student feedback 
suggests interacting with professionals is a key driver in high satisfaction.

In Chapter 13, Eileen Kennedy, Tim Neumann, Steve Rowett and 
Fiona Strawbridge explore the use of digital technology as an enabler 
in a thriving research- based education environment. Drawing on exten-
sive research over two years with the community at UCL, which entailed 
investigating and examining the existing online learning environ-
ment, the authors arrive at a manifesto of sorts, outlining the demands 
for the future of virtual learning. ‘UCL Together’, their proposal for a 
‘Connected Learning Environment’, will be a confederation of systems 
that will integrate with virtual learning environment (VLE) Moodle, 
including media creation, file storage, Wikipedia, video conferencing 
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and personal student webspace. It will also include a social network to 
enable connections between staff and students. The authors argue that 
this platform will help rigid boundaries become porous, allowing con-
nections to be made across and through modules; such a system would 
allow, for instance, prospective students to sample course material, as 
well as enable connections with alumni and the world of business.

In Chapter 14, Elizabeth Marquis, Zeeshan Haqqee, Sabrina 
Kirby, Alexandra Liu, Varun Puri, Robert Cockcroft, Lori Goff and 
Kris Knorr focus on the Students as Partners initiative at McMaster 
University (Hamilton, Canada). They highlight the ways in which this 
institution- wide programme affords students opportunities to engage in 
research within and beyond the formal curriculum. Students engage in 
the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) through their partner-
ship with staff, as co- enquirers. In so doing, they conduct research, co- 
author papers, and present at national and international conferences. 
The chapter outlines the challenges of developing meaningful partner-
ships devoid of hierarchical structures. Student partnership is presented 
as a threshold concept for teaching and learning, and the authors char-
acterise four case studies of partnership projects to highlight the experi-
ences of both staff and students.

Keeping with the theme of students as partners, Chris Browne 
(Chapter  15) outlines an engineering curricular intervention at the 
Australian National University. The ‘jigsaw model’ encourages active 
student partnership and engagement, through small- group teaching 
and research, on a second year undergraduate programme. Students 
act as facilitators in the design of learning activities, which they then 
teach to their peers in tutorial setting. This requires research into the 
disciplinary content, and also pedagogic research into the scholarship of 
teaching and learning. Students learn content in tutorials and bring this 
back to both group projects, thereby building up a scaffold, or jigsaw, of 
knowledge. Sharing this with the group, students develop a dossier of 
knowledge and skills with which they can take on individual projects. 
The jigsaw classroom provides the structure for both course delivery and 
scaffolds assessment tasks, with students as active partners in enquiry- 
based learning, moving through identifying, producing, authoring and 
pursuing modes.

Finally, Chapter 16 offers 12 short vignettes of practice, to high-
light a further series of ways in which engaging students with research 
and enquiry can enrich their learning experiences, preparing them not 
only for more advanced academic learning, but also for professional 
roles in complex, rapidly changing social contexts.
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1
Cultivating student expectations  
of a research- informed curriculum

Developing and promoting pedagogic resonance 
in the undergraduate student learning pathway

Corony Edwards and mike mclinden, with Sarah Cooper, 
helen hewertson, Emma Kelly, David Sands and alison Stokes

Introduction

While the integration of research and teaching can provide valuable 
ways of enhancing a student learning experience, establishing such 
links can be complex and challenging given different practices and 
levels of understanding of ‘research- based education’ and ‘research- 
informed teaching’ within and between disciplines. Further, it is 
increasingly recognised that effective integration does not hap-
pen automatically and requires proactive steps on the part of tutors 
(McLinden et al. 2015). In this chapter, we examine the nature of the 
challenges and deliberate steps that can be taken to cultivate a rich 
variety of research- teaching links from the earliest stages in the stu-
dent learning pathway. We see this as being the key means to ensuring 
there is ‘pedagogic resonance’ (e.g. Polias 2010) between the perspec-
tives that inform the course design (learning design), the learning 
activities the students will engage in (learning experience) and the 
practices and traditions of the discipline into which the students are 
being inducted (learning discipline). Drawing on relevant literature, 
we provide an overview of the types of research- informed teaching 
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that undergraduate students may experience at a university. We out-
line how a framework of research- informed teaching descriptors could 
be used as tools to inform the curriculum design process and to sup-
port student induction and transitions. We then draw on invited case 
studies to illustrate ways in which research- informed teaching can fos-
ter student engagement, so that students learn their discipline through 
a curriculum that has pedagogic resonance. Each case study illustrates 
how practitioners have designed their curricula to ensure students 
become increasingly active and self- directed participants in the pro-
cess of acting and ‘thinking as’ a researcher in their discipline from an 
early stage in their learning pathway. We conclude by summarising the 
key challenges, and offer some approaches to achieving more active 
student engagement in a ‘Connected Curriculum’ (Fung and Carnell 
2017; Fung 2017) that is both research- informed and pedagogically 
resonant.

Research and teaching links in higher education

Over the last two decades there has been extensive exploration of the 
links between teaching and research in higher education. Key con-
tributors include, among others, Neumann (1994), Boyer (1998), 
Brew (2003; 2006; 2010), Griffiths (2004), Jenkins and Healey 
(2005), Robertson (2007), Spronken- Smith and Walker (2010), 
Land and Gordon (2015), and more recently, the UK government, 
who in their white paper on teaching excellence in higher education 
acknowledge that, ‘For too long, teaching has been the poor cousin of 
research. Skewed incentives have led to a progressive decline in the 
relative status of teaching as an activity’ (Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills 2016: 12). As reported by Cleaver, Lintern 
and McLinden (2014), a frequently cited example is the typology 
developed by Griffiths (2004), subsequently presented by Jenkins 
and Healey (2005) as four distinct approaches linking teaching and 
research, namely teaching that it is ‘research- led’; ‘research- oriented’; 
‘research- based’ and ‘research-tutored’ (see the introduction to this 
collection for definitions of these terms).

Jenkins and Healey (2005) report that learning and teaching activ-
ities frequently involve a mixture of these four approaches, with the 
particular blend dependent on the context in which an activity is struc-
tured. Embedding research- informed teaching into the curriculum is not 
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considered to be straightforward, however. The ‘nexus’ between research 
and teaching is complex and influenced by a wide range of factors, such 
as departmental structural arrangements for organising research and 
teaching activities, and a potential gap in making connections between 
staff research outputs and students’ learning when this research is too 
far ahead of the undergraduate curriculum to be accessible to students 
(e.g. Jenkins 2004). Jenkins (2004) argues that students tend to vary in 
their attitudes towards research depending on their academic orientation 
to their studies, noting that disciplinary variations occur, with teaching– 
research relations shaped by how disciplinary communities conceive the 
nature of knowledge, research and teaching, the forms of pedagogy and 
curricula in different disciplines and, for some, the impact of professional 
organisations and student interests on the content and practices of the 
disciplines. This view is supported by the findings of an institutional sur-
vey conducted among academic staff and students at a research- intensive 
institution in the UK, which investigated how research- informed teaching 

1. RL: Research-
led –

Learning about
the research of

others

2. RO: Research-
oriented –

Learning about
research
processes

5. SoTL: Enquiring
and reflecting on

teaching and
learning

4. RT: Research-
tutored – Learning
through critiquing
others’ research

3. RB: Research-
based – Learning
as researchers

Research-

informed
teaching

Fig. 1.1 Types of research- informed teaching approaches (adapted 
from Griffiths 2004 and Healey 2005)
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is understood and practised across different disciplines in the university 
(McLinden et al. 2015). The survey employed an amalgamation of the 
Griffiths (2004) and Healey (2005) categories in asking respondents to 
select the type of ‘research- informed’ teaching they used in relation to five 
broad headings (Figure 1.1):

1. Research- led (RL):  Students learning ‘about’ the research of 
others.

2.  Research- oriented (RO):  Students learning about research 
processes.

3. Research- based (RB): Students learning as researchers.
4. Research- tutored (RT): Students critiquing others’ research.
5.  Scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL): Enquiring and 

reflecting on teaching and learning.

Case studies of research- informed teaching

In April 2016, we distributed a call via our professional networks for 
volunteers to act as case study leads for four disciplines (Humanities, 
applied Social Sciences, a ‘pure’ Science and an applied Science). 
Leads were recruited for Humanities, Law, Criminology, Physics and 
Earth Sciences. A template was provided for the leads to capture 
examples of research- informed approaches to teaching and learn-
ing (‘RIT’) in their respective disciplines. Interviews were conducted 
with the leads through Skype to identify defining characteristics and 
research practices for each discipline. The call resulted in 25 contri-
butions.1 Given space limitations, we present here one example to 
illustrate research- informed programme design beyond the level of 
the single module, with connected, staged and planned inclusion of 
research- informed teaching throughout the programme. In the pen-
ultimate section below we draw on this and four further examples to 
show how pedagogic resonance can be achieved through alignment of 
the learning ‘discipline’, ‘design’ and ‘experience’.

Table 1.1 shows how the five variants of research- informed 
teaching are embedded in a BA English programme at De Montfort 
University with combinations of two or more of the variants often 
used, and explicit links apparent between modules within and across 
years of study.
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Table 1.1 Example of connected, discipline- focused, research- informed 
curriculum (Humanities: BA English). Contributed by Deborah Cartmell, 
De Montfort University
➔ Indicates an activity that progresses from the previous year (sequential 
coherence), for both topic and research- informed approach

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Shakespeare is taught 
on a compulsory 
introductory course 
in four strands, 
including ‘adapta-
tion’ (a key area of 
research at DMU). 
Adaptation is taught 
by academic staff 
and PhD students 
working in the field, 
using key publica-
tions of the school, 
including two inter-
national journals 
edited by members 
of staff. (RL, RO)

Students are intro-
duced to a range 
of approaches to 
Shakespeare’s 
plays, looking 
at Shakespeare 
through dramatists’ 
adaptations and 
taught by published 
scholars in both 
Shakespeare and 
adaptation. (RL)

Students start with a 
structured staff led 
project, then prog-
ress to a more inde-
pendent, student 
led project. Year 1 
scaffolding takes the 
form of staff setting 
the research ques-
tions, and providing 
online resources.

➔ Students can elect 
to take a 30-credit 
option in Rewriting 
Film and Literature 
which continues 
from the first year 
and draws on the 
module leader’s 
specialist interest 
in Victorian adapta-
tions. The module 
leader’s book on 
adaptations of 
Wuthering Heights 
is a key text. (RL)

The range of texts 
widens and 
students are 
encouraged to 
challenge the views 
of their tutors and 
others. (RT)

The tasks become 
more inde-
pendently 
designed; students 
work in groups to 
reflect on different 
approaches to a text 
and its adaptation. 
(RL/ RO/ RB)

➔ Students find their 
own articles to 
answer a staff set 
research question.

➔ Students can further their 
interest in adaptation by 
taking a 15- credit module 
in Radical Contemporary 
Adaptations and/ or 
Studies in Literature 
and Film, utilising the 
Centre for Adaptations’ 
most recent research 
outputs. (RL)

➔ In the final essays on the 
adaptations modules and 
in the undergraduate 
dissertation students set 
their own research ques-
tions and choose appro-
priate texts for study. This 
is a deliberately planned 
3- year programme for 
developing independent 
research skills. (RB)

The work involves the 
interrogation of different 
methodologies and the 
practical application of 
these. Students may opt 
to write screenplays with 
their own critical reflec-
tions on these. (RO/ RB)

Students present their 
work at a ‘Dissertation 
Conference’ and take turns 
leading discussions in the 
3rd year Adaptation mod-
ule. They are able to both 
teach and learn from their 
peers, developing skills in 
presenting and responding 
to research. (SoTL)
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Although details of the programme- specific manifestations of 
research- informed teaching were not collected in the McLinden et al. 
study (2015), the survey revealed different practices and levels of under-
standing among students and staff as to the nature of research- informed 
teaching both generically and within different disciplines. A key con-
clusion of the project was that, however well justified the claims to be 
offering ‘research- informed’ teaching, there is a risk of disappointing the 
expectations of the students if staff are unable to explain when and why 
they are being taught through a range of ‘research- informed’ approaches, 
appropriate to their disciplines, since it cannot be assumed that without 
such explanation, students will recognise research- informed teaching 
when they experience it. This observation is reflected in Brew’s (2010: 
44– 5) report of research at Monash University, Australia, where she 
cites ‘evidence that many of the University’s initiatives in research- led 
teaching were initially teacher centred [and there was] … realization 
that the concept … was by no means clear, and developing understand-
ing needed to be worked on continually’. In spite of this, Brew also 
reports that ‘there was growing evidence that these activities resulted 
in improvements in students’ awareness of research in the university’. 
McLinden et al. (2015) recommend developing resources to promote 
greater awareness of research- informed teaching approaches supported 
with examples of good practice for staff and students, and ensuring 
students are made aware of the different types of research- informed 
teaching and associated skills they will experience, with reminders of 
this throughout their programme of study. We consider next how, from 
a student perspective, the different types of research- informed teaching 
approaches can be conceptualised, and expectations and understand-
ings suitably cultivated.

Cultivating student expectations of research- informed 
teaching

As noted above, research- informed teaching can be conceptualised 
in various ways leading to differences in understanding, expectations 
and experiences. In Figure 1.2, we present an overview of the types of 
research- informed teaching approaches that undergraduate students may 
experience during their studies, but described from a student’s perspective.

The figure is offered as a tool for use with students, to highlight 
the characteristics of the different approaches. We suggest that this 
generic model may serve as a resource to draw on, first as a prompt for 
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programme and module leads when considering the range of learning 
activity designs they will include in their courses, and secondly, if aug-
mented with discipline- specific examples, as an aid to student induc-
tion and transition. Talking through this model with newly arrived 
students could assist with explaining the pedagogy they will encoun-
ter, making explicit how research is embedded into their programme 
as part of the learning design, thus helping to cultivate expectations 
from the outset.

Attention to the process by which students gain knowledge and 
understanding of their discipline requires particular consideration, 
since it is through engagement in discipline- appropriate learning activ-
ities that the learning experience becomes ‘pedagogically resonant’. 
While traditional, transmission- based lectures may form a part of this 
process (akin to conference presentations for staff, for example), they 
could offer an impoverished ‘learning diet’ unless balanced with other 
ways of engaging with research.

• You will learn about the research findings of
   others, including your tutors, and gather
   examples and ways of illustrating concepts 
   and theories;
• Teaching may be through lectures, set
   reading or online content, that inform you
   about what you need to know, as well as
   you seeking information yourselves about
   the research of staff who teach you.

LEARN ABOUT RESEARCH FINDINGS

• You will learn to critically appraise research
   and how to move research forward,
   typically by participating in small group
   discussions with or without a tutor to
   consider research findings;
• Examples include critical discussions about
   research papers and the writing of critical
   literature reviews.

LEARN TO CRITIQUE RESEARCH

• You will gain knowledge and understanding
   of your subject through ‘enquiry-based’ or
   research activities;
• You will actively engage with problems and
   issues through e.g. case studies, problem-
   solving activities, field trips and simulations,
   or through your own small-scale research 
   project;
• You and your tutor may both be
   participants in the enquiry process, with
   your tutor acting as the more experienced
   research ‘partner’.

LEARN AS A RESEARCHER

• You will learn about the ways in which
   knowledge is produced. E.g. critically
   consider research methods presented in
   research papers and academic books;
• You may be preparing to undertake your
   own research for a project or dissertation,
   and selecting your own research methods;
• Tutors may encourage you to ‘think as’
   researchers, and not simply accept others’
   research methods.

LEARN ABOUT RESEARCH PROCESSES

You listen
to and
read
about
others’

research
activities

You focus
on

research
findings

You focus
on

research
processes

ENQUIRE & REFLECT ON TEACHING & LEARNING

• Tutors may undertake research into their own teaching, and seek your
   input and views as data for this;
• You may be asked to critically reflect on how you learn, and how you could
   become a better learner;
• You may be asked to give feedback on your learning experiences through
   questionnaires, interviews or focus groups, or to keep a reflective portfolio;
• You adopt a research mindset towards learning and teaching.

You do
research
activities

Fig. 1.2 Approaches to research- informed learning described from a 
student perspective (adapted from McLinden et al. 2015)
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In our discussion thus far, we have moved from generic con-
ceptions of the different expressions of the research- teaching nexus 
towards a practical consideration of how these might be experienced 
by an undergraduate student during a programme of study. In relating 
this experience to the notion of ‘pedagogic resonance’, we propose that 
by making the learning design explicit, we can cultivate appropriate 
expectations of students’ research- informed learning experience. We 
have also suggested that programme and module leads can draw on the 
research- informed teaching frameworks to inspire a more connected, 
research- informed curriculum design. We have made limited reference 
thus far, however, to disciplinary considerations which we argue are 
an integral component of a curriculum that has pedagogic resonance. 
With reference to our case studies, we consider next some of the par-
ticular disciplinary orientations and traditions that shape the precise 
nature of the pedagogically resonant learning design and experience at 
programme level.

Pedagogic resonance and disciplinary considerations

In this section, we draw on the notion of ‘pedagogic resonance’ to elu-
cidate the alignment between curriculum elements and how these are 
experienced by students within their chosen discipline. The term ‘ped-
agogic resonance’ has been variously defined. As examples, Trigwell 
and Shale (2004: 529) discuss ‘the bridge between teacher knowledge 
and student learning’, while Polias (2010: 42) uses the term to describe 
how teaching approaches and resources can ‘work in unison so they do 
not confuse the student but instead make the learning pathway more 
effective and efficient’. If we want students to fulfil their academic 
potential, this is a highly desirable condition for maximising learning, to 
which we should aspire. Our interpretation of the term in relation to the 
‘Connected Curriculum’ (Fung and Carnell 2017), is from the student 
perspective, in seeking to ensure resonance between three components: 
the learning design (aspects of course design, including intended learn-
ing outcomes, selection and sequencing of subject content, time alloca-
tion, resources, teaching modes, assessment design and criteria, etc.), 
the student’s learning experience (the learning and assessment activities 
students actually engage in, including interactions with tutors and other 
learners, and the cognitive processes these engender) and the prac-
tices and traditions of the learning discipline into which the students  
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are being inducted, including research traditions and practices, values 
and ethics, and underlying epistemologies and ontologies (Figure 1.3).

This notion of resonance builds on, but goes beyond, the concepts 
of ‘synchronic coherence’ (how the learning on a number of separate, but 
synchronously taught, modules is experienced) and ‘sequential coher-
ence’ (how the learning of a topic at the beginning of a course relates to 
the learning of the same topic later in the course) (Wallace 1991:153). It 
also differs from, but needs to be supported by, the now familiar concept 
of ‘constructive alignment’ of course design (Biggs 2003), where the 
intended learning outcomes, learning activities and assessment design 
must align. In our interpretation, disciplinary cultures, practices, val-
ues and traditions can intersect with considerations of both coherence 
and constructive alignment through the programme- wide adoption of 
research- informed approaches to teaching and learning.

The deliberate and progressive integration of a range of research- 
informed approaches into the learning design and activities of all stages 
of an undergraduate programme of study, as illustrated in the previous 
section, is, we contend, integral to ensuring that pedagogic resonance 
is fully achieved and experienced by students, with the learning bene-
fits that it aims to bring. Furthermore, in seeking to promote ‘pedagogic 
resonance’ between the components outlined in Figure  1.3, we argue 

Learning
discipline

Learning
experience

Learning
design

Pedagogic
resonance

Fig. 1.3 The components of ‘pedagogic resonance’ in the ‘Connected 
Curriculum’
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it is important to find meaningful ways to make our own thinking as 
tutors and learning designers explicit to students. The process of expli-
cating our thinking pushes us to clarify and test our own logic, as well 
as helping learners to engage with activities that they may initially find 
alien and challenging. This suggests that in terms of suitably cultivat-
ing learner expectations, induction into research- informed teaching 
and learning must be embedded into the earliest stages of the learning 
pathway, as part of a wider, supported transition process, with opportu-
nities frequently and repeatedly provided throughout the programme 
to consolidate these ideas and to ensure alignment between learner 
expectations and their actual experience. We consider next how the 
components outlined in Figure 1.3 can be drawn upon to examine how 
research- informed teaching activities are embedded into the case study 
discipline programmes.

Pedagogic resonance in the disciplinary case studies

humanities (English)

Learning discipline. The case study lead described Humanities as a 
group of disciplines with ‘fuzzy identity’ (Chan 2016:  1657), where 
the defining characteristics relate to a cluster of intellectual skills. 
Humanities disciplines, including English, focus on understanding 
interconnections, seeing the bigger picture, and the realities and the 
consequences of actions. Reflexivity and awareness of multiple per-
ceptions are threshold concepts. Mixed methods are often used in 
research, with scholars tending to start with very open questions, 
seeking to uncover and understand complexity. Critical thinking, 
ways of being able to explore and come to understand the world are 
fundamental.

Learning design. Chan (2016: 1667) envisages constructing the 
Humanities curriculum to help develop a subject identity, through activ-
ities such as ‘capstone projects which integrate and consolidate subject 
knowledge’, similar to the dissertation in the UK, and also through the use 
of discussions and debates which address students’ academic discipline 
identities, and their purpose in the wider social context of the ‘real world’. 
In our case study (Table 1.1) we see the inclusion of a dissertation as the 
culmination of three years of deliberately designed preparation, where 
students are scaffolded through an increasingly independent approach to 
conducting and presenting research. Tutors model ‘Humanities’ research 
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questions in years 1 and 2, before students are asked to set their own 
research questions.

Learning experience. Characteristics of a discipline- focused learn-
ing experience can be seen in the series of English ‘Adaptation’ modules 
which run from years 1 to 3, in the course of which students experience 
all of the fundamental variations of research- informed learning, from 
learning about research findings and processes in year 1, to more active 
participation in the critiquing and challenging of views in year 2, to the 
undertaking of independent research or adaptation, and critical reflec-
tion on this process, in year 3.

law

Learning discipline. Law is both a profession and an academic discipline 
with a vibrant research community, which draws on ‘a wide range of 
methods and techniques, some of which are specific to the discipline but 
some of which are drawn from the humanities and social sciences’ (QAA 
2015: 6). Furthermore, ‘Law [is] a human creation… that is subject to 
the ethics and values of those that make and apply it’ (QAA 2015: 6). The 
case study lead for Law explained how her school bases its identity on the 
core values of access to justice, pursuit of excellence and internationali-
sation, for example.

Learning design. As a vocational subject, Law focuses on the develop-
ment of the wide variety of skills and knowledge students need to develop 
in order to be successful legal professionals. ‘Doing’ is seen as an effective 
mechanism for achieving this. Of the 10 case study contributions, there 
were many rich examples of modules that combined authentic research 
and other skills needed by a practising lawyer through extended simu-
lations or authentic activities linked to the professional practice of the 
module lead. Co- curricular opportunities for authentic ‘lawyering’ also 
abounded, through work placements and pro bono work; mooting was 
offered as a typical example for students to ‘do’ law in a simulated envi-
ronment. Academics underpin their teaching with their own experiences 
of ‘doing’ the law, as well as their more conventional academic research 
and writing. These practices are designed not only to inform students’ 
legal knowledge but also to engender an appreciation for wider issues 
(e.g., commercial awareness, cultural sensitivity and politics) and the 
development of softer skills relevant to ‘lawyering’.

Learning experience. Students are expected to critique both aca-
demic and government research, and research undertaken by other 
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students. Group work participation fosters a collaborative and mutu-
ally supportive environment for constructive criticism and subsequent 
improvement. Students experience situations that require a deep con-
sideration of the ethical issues noted as being a defining characteris-
tic of the discipline. For example, one course introduces students to 
human rights and pro bono work in optional year 1 seminars, with 
some students undertaking UK- based pro bono work in the form of 
minor casework and research tasks; in year 2 they can apply for an 
international internship, followed in the final year with a dissertation 
option.

Criminology

Learning discipline. As a relatively young discipline, Criminology rep-
resents a federation of established disciplines with different identities 
and epistemologies, described by the case study lead as a ‘rendez- vous’ 
subject. The range of disciplinary approaches brought by the staff 
is seen as an asset, as students are consciously exposed to a range of 
perspectives and research practices  –  a ‘melting pot’ of history, poli-
tics, international relations, crime, security studies, sociology, law and 
psychology.

Learning design. The case study programme team have devel-
oped a clear focus (and boundaries) to the subject for their programme 
in order to manage the diversity of subject perspectives, with a num-
ber of clear themes creating coherence for both staff and students. For 
example, research is a theme introduced from the start of year 1, with 
different disciplinary approaches covered within this. Workshop- style 
support is the main teaching mode for the research modules in years 
1 and 2, with the level of challenge increasing from highly scaffolded, 
interactive introductions to research methods (year 1) to group assessed 
projects in year 2, and a popular, optional research project (dissertation) 
in year 3. Learning and assessment modes are designed to foster interac-
tion, engagement and development of transferrable skills.

Learning experience. Students develop the capacity to appre-
ciate different viewpoints and to understand that there is no abso-
lute ‘right’ way of doing things. Many students arrive with a narrow 
view of the world and an often naïve, single viewpoint; by the end of 
year 1, they can appreciate diversity of views (a threshold concept), 
and by year 3, can take their own standpoint and ownership for their  
position. Diverse assessment modes (simulations, poster presentations,  
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podcasts, journalistic pieces, group project reports) foster student 
engagement and enable the acquisition of transferrable skills as well as 
subject knowledge.

physics

Learning discipline. The case study lead described how two views of 
Physics prevail:  as a theoretical, mathematically- based subject that 
investigates the laws of the physical universe, in a quest to understand 
how the universe works, and as a more practical subject that connects 
maths with the physical world through experimentation and application. 
Physics, as a science, is considered to be not just a ‘body of knowledge’ 
to be learned, but a process of systematically testing theories against 
the evidence. Physics is fundamentally a quantitative discipline that 
adopts a reductionist perspective, aiming to identify, clarify and sim-
plify principles and laws, and test these through empirical observation. 
Physics is thus about solving problems. Of note is the Quality Assurance 
Agency (QAA) (2008: 2) description of Physics as ‘a demanding disci-
pline. A  deep understanding of the frontiers of physics often requires 
advanced knowledge, which cannot necessarily be acquired during a 
bachelor’s … degree programme’.

Learning design. In seeking to develop students’ thinking as 
physicists, undergraduate programmes tend to reflect the QAA sub-
ject benchmark guidance: learning is typically viewed as incremental, 
lending itself to ‘systematic exposition and the ordered and structured 
acquisition of knowledge’, with practical skills, including an appreci-
ation of the link between theory and experiment, also being devel-
oped (QAA 2008: 5). A range of teaching and learning methods are 
used to achieve this, including flipped lectures, group tutorial work, 
practical work, computer simulations, electronic resources, project 
work (some of which may be team- based), and activities devoted to 
generic and subject- specific skills development. The case study lead 
challenged the view that the foundations must be established before 
students can do research (normally in Physics programmes research 
comes in the later stages of a course), stating that aspects of research 
can be introduced at a much earlier stage. Tutors can help students to 
develop conceptual understanding that moves them towards devel-
oping a more coherent conceptual framework and ‘investigative hab-
its of mind’ (c.f. ‘learning about research processes’ and ‘learning to 
think as a researcher’).
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Learning experience. An example of students developing an 
‘investigative habit of mind’ is seen in a quantum mechanics course 
where understanding is developed through a series of simulations. 
Students engage in a process of research, in that they have to interact 
with the simulations and do something with the material. Learning 
is scaffolded through directed activity. The learning experience 
is practice- based and includes application of maths to the physical 
world while practical skills are also developed. In another example, 
flipped lectures provide an opportunity to engage students in ‘quali-
tative reasoning’, an important part of the mental process of model-
ling in Physics, rather than simply use lecture time to transmit ‘the 
body of knowledge’ that students must acquire. In a third example, 
group- based experimental problem solving is introduced in year 
2, where students work in small groups to solve a set experimental 
problems over a number of weeks. By having to design and execute 
the experiment themselves, students discover that there is no such 
thing as a perfect experiment, and gain a better understanding of the 
complexities of experimental physics and experimental uncertainty. 
Following this, final year students undertake a project involving a 
real investigation, experimental, computational or theoretical. The 
investigative skills developed in the second year are thus deployed 
and further enhanced.

Earth Sciences

Learning discipline. Earth Sciences is an interdisciplinary subject that 
investigates the workings of the Earth and its different systems. It is a 
historical subject in that it seeks to understand what happened in the 
past in order to understand what is happening in the present and predict 
what might happen in the future. While boundaries with related dis-
ciplines were described as ‘porous’ by the case study lead, much of the 
advancement in knowledge and understanding in these subject areas is 
founded on accurate observation and recording in the field, investigating 
evidence for processes that take place on large physical and long- term 
time scales that cannot be observed directly. Observation and visualisa-
tion are a central theme. Knowledge generation is based on inference to 
develop multiple working hypotheses to explain observed phenomena, 
and research methods span the spectrum of quantitative and qualita-
tive approaches. Earth scientists rely less on the scientific method than 
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other scientific disciplines but they do develop specific habits of mind, 
e.g. spatial thinking, temporal reasoning, systems thinking and gradual 
building up of layers of knowledge and understanding through collabo-
ration between scholars from different disciplines.

Learning design. To develop an understanding of Earth Sciences, 
students need significant, immersive exposure to field- based learning 
and assessment (which presents an access challenge for some students 
with disabilities). The integration of fieldwork with other learning 
methods is seen as key to achieving skills such as the ability to visu-
alise and extrapolate data in three dimensions, or understanding the 
application of practical methodologies. Developing field- related prac-
tical and research skills is essential. A range of research approaches 
are introduced and developed throughout the three- year undergrad-
uate programme.

Learning experience. The QAA benchmark statement mandates 
that completion of a programme of fieldwork is compulsory for all 
students graduating from geoscience programmes, and for accredited 
programmes, the Geological Society of London stipulates a minimum 
number of days that must be spent in the field. From day 1 students 
keep a field notebook –  a skill they develop over three years. Year 1 
field activities are prescribed in some detail; by year 2, students should 
know what they need to record and how, and by the time they start 
their final year independent project (creating a geological map), they 
have the necessary skills in place. These include the ability to look at 
things on different scales, to extrapolate from 2- D to 3- D and possi-
bly the 4th dimension of time (‘visual penetrative ability’), to develop 
multiple working hypotheses and seek evidence to support or reject 
hypotheses. Students learn to work with others as members of a group, 
develop discipline- specific technical vocabulary, and skills in using spe-
cialist equipment.

Conclusion: addressing challenges to research- informed 
teaching

In this chapter we have proposed a model of pedagogic resonance that 
seeks to ensure there is alignment between students’ experience of a 
given learning design and learning experience within a given discipline. To 
conclude, we identify three significant challenges in relation to achieving 
such resonance through embedding research- informed teaching across 
the undergraduate curriculum.
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Challenge 1: understanding research- informed teaching 
and learning

As noted above, there is evidence to indicate that while there is substan-
tial activity by staff in relation to the linkage between research and teach-
ing, this is not always clear to students, and may be experienced by them 
in a piecemeal and confusing way. Brew (2010: 147) notes that:

While there is a good deal of research that has examined the levels 
and kinds of learning that take place within inquiry- based learning 
contexts, there is relatively little that examines students’ percep-
tions… The little research that has been conducted suggests that 
students respond differently according to the discipline in which the 
inquiry- based learning is situated (Abrandt Dahlgren and Dahlgren 
2002) and according to their epistemological beliefs (Tsai 2000).

While particular groups of students may or may not benefit from the 
full range of research- informed approaches to teaching, a key issue to 
address, therefore, is a lack of understanding among both staff and stu-
dents of what research- informed teaching is and how it relates to their 
current or future learning experience (McLinden and Edwards 2011). 
We have offered in this chapter some explanations of research- informed 
teaching and learning, illustrated with examples from a range of disci-
plines, which we hope will prove useful in elucidating the various man-
ifestations of such teaching approaches.

Challenge 2: Cultivating student expectations and supporting  
transition to research- informed teaching and learning

McLinden et al. (2015) report that a particular challenge in embedding 
research- informed teaching and learning is in finding effective ways to cul-
tivate students’ expectations at an appropriate point in the learning path-
way, so they recognise and appreciate the relevance of the links between 
research and teaching in relation to their particular disciplinary learning 
experiences, and approach their programme of study feeling confident and 
prepared. We have suggested a framework in this chapter that could func-
tion as a useful tool to support student induction and transition both at 
the start of their undergraduate programme and at key points throughout 
it. The case studies outlined show how these generic descriptions can be 
‘translated’ into programme- specific illustrations of the research- informed 
teaching and learning experience that students can expect.
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Challenge 3: achieving pedagogic resonance through systemati-
cally embedding research- informed teaching and learning across 
the entire curriculum

In this chapter, we have argued that we need to take our efforts to prac-
tise research- informed teaching and learning even further, as the key to 
achieving pedagogic resonance through deliberate, connected and coher-
ent embedding of the full range of research- informed teaching approaches 
across the entire undergraduate programme –  something that may be dif-
ficult to achieve as a retrospective adjustment to an existing programme. 
We propose the achievement of pedagogic resonance as the outcome of 
a curriculum that is not only constructively aligned, but that is also ren-
dered accessible and meaningful through the use of research- informed 
approaches to align learning design, experience and discipline.

The case studies we have presented provide evidence of the disci-
plinary practice that is already being undertaken in the sector, with inbuilt 
pedagogic resonance as an emerging or fully embedded design feature. 
A key challenge for the wider sector now is to develop and promote simi-
lar practice in disciplinary appropriate ways. Only thus we contend, will 
we succeed in fully engaging our students as active participants in their 
induction as members of our respective disciplinary communities.
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Development of a connected  
curriculum in biochemistry at  
a large, research- intensive  
university in Canada

rachel E. milner

Introduction

In this chapter I  describe the development of a research- intensive 
undergraduate curriculum in biochemistry at the University of Alberta, 
Canada. In the last decade and a half, our department has made signifi-
cant changes to its teaching programme with the specific goal of improv-
ing students’ experiences through increased and improved research 
opportunities. Our focus has been on enabling active critical enquiry 
throughout our programme, and on early immersion of our students 
in a research and learning community. We have described our teach-
ing programme as research- intensive, to capture these objectives. The 
programme design is in keeping with the institutional objectives stated 
by University College London (UCL) –  a university leading in this area 
(Arthur 2014):

At University College London, our top strategic priority for the next 
20 years is to close the divide between teaching and research. We want 
to integrate research into every stage of an undergraduate degree, 
moving from research- led to research- based teaching.
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UCL has used the term ‘Connected Curriculum’ to describe their 
institution- wide initiative to ensure that all its students are able 
to learn through participating in research and enquiry at all lev-
els of their programme of study (UCL Teaching and Learning 
Portal: Connected Curriculum; Fung 2017). Throughout this chapter, 
I use the descriptor ‘research- intensive’ for our programme, but I con-
sider our goals and purposes aligned with those of UCL’s Connected 
Curriculum initiative.

There are three major focus points in this chapter, the first of which 
is our rationale for development of a research- intensive curriculum. The 
second is a discussion of the factors which had a particular impact for our 
programme, namely ensuring that research opportunities are embed-
ded effectively, integrating service teaching into our programme, and 
recognising students’ research experiences officially. The final focus of 
the chapter is on implications for institutions which truly wish to support 
undergraduate research initiatives, specifically the need for recognised 
and valued teaching- intensive academic positions, and the need for 
appropriate operational funding.

Context

The University of Alberta is a large, research- intensive university 
ranked among the top five universities in Canada and the top 100 in 
the world (QS World University Rankings n.d.; CWUR 2016). It has five 
campuses with a combined graduate and undergraduate enrolment of 
more than 37,000 students (UAlbertaFacts n.d.). The Department of 
Biochemistry is housed in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, which 
is considered one of the world’s top medical schools (Times Higher 
Education Supplement World Rankings, 2010– 2011). The department 
has a strong research history with a broad range of research interests, 
from structural to molecular to cellular biology. Through historical 
anomaly rather than design, our undergraduate programme (BSc in 
Biochemistry) is offered through the Faculty of Science but is created, 
managed and taught by academic staff in the Faculty of Medicine and 
Dentistry. Approximately 25 students per year graduate from our pro-
gramme, but the department also teaches introductory ‘service’ courses 
for more than 2,500 students in other programmes (Department of 
Biochemistry, Always to Excel n.d.)
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The rationale for a connected curriculum in biochemistry

Biochemists are defined by their research practices

There are a number of factors which have influenced our work in develop-
ing a research- intensive curriculum for our undergraduate programme. 
One of these, and perhaps the most important, is the simple question 
‘What is biochemistry?’ As a research biochemist who has subsequently 
spent more than 20 years thinking about how best to teach biochemis-
try, and as director of an undergraduate programme, I have participated 
in many discussions with colleagues on this question. It arises regularly 
because biochemistry is a broad discipline and there is no clear consen-
sus among biochemists as to what knowledge the subject does or does 
not include. At the University of Alberta, we have PhD ‘biochemists’ 
located in departments of chemistry, engineering, medicine, pharma-
cology, cell biology and microbiology. At the same time, we have profes-
sors in the Department of Biochemistry who were trained as chemists, 
cell biologists, microbiologists, pharmacologists and biophysicists. In 
North America, biochemistry instructors may be located in Faculties of 
Medicine, Departments of Chemistry, or Departments of Biology, among 
other places.

Our existential angst as biochemists has a notable influence in 
determining the curriculum of an undergraduate programme in bio-
chemistry because it is entirely debatable which particular didactic 
courses would be necessary to qualify a student as a biochemist. In con-
trast, the approaches and practices of a biochemist are easily identified. 
Biochemists practice an ‘imaginary’ science, exploring life processes at 
the molecular level. They use physical and chemical data to construct 
models, visualising invisible molecules and their interactions with one 
another. Indeed, the abstract concepts of biochemistry are now commu-
nicated almost entirely through diagrammatic images, models and maps 
(Schonborn and Anderson 2010) and it is argued that biochemistry has 
moved from being a mathematical- logical to a visual- logical science 
(Habraken 2004). This phenomenon has been reflected in biochemistry 
classrooms to the extent that visualisations have become a ‘main vehicle 
of communication’ (Ferreira and Arroio 2009). That is, the processes of 
collecting physical and chemical data and then creating models based 
on those data are critical to ‘being a biochemist’. Without this level of 
exploration, without engagement in the modelling process, the student 
is not a biochemist. More simply put, with respect to biochemistry and 
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being a biochemist (with apologies to Sartre), to do is to be. Only through 
conducting research in biochemistry can one be a biochemist.

research is a high- impact practice in undergraduate education

Another factor that has influenced our curriculum development 
is growing recognition in North America that research- intensive 
undergraduate programmes are a ‘necessary thing’. This began 
with the Boyer Commission Report (1998). The report, Reinventing 
Undergraduate Education: A Blueprint for America’s Research 
Universities, which was released only two years prior to the start of 
our curriculum reconstruction project, presented 10 recommenda-
tions for ‘the radical reconstruction of undergraduate education at 
research universities in the United States’. It argued that ‘undergradu-
ates at research universities too often have been short- changed and a 
new model of undergraduate education is needed’. The commission’s 
10 recommendations were:

(1) make research- based learning the standard; (2)  construct an 
inquiry- based freshman year; (3) build on the freshman foundation; 
(4) remove barriers to interdisciplinary education; (5) link commu-
nication skills and course work; (6) use information technology crea-
tively; (7) culminate with a capstone experience; (8) educate graduate 
students as apprentice teachers; (9)  change faculty reward systems; 
and (10) cultivate a sense of community.

There has been some progress in undergraduate education in North 
America since the Boyer Commission Report was released. There 
is an increasing tendency towards engaging students in authentic 
research, especially in science and engineering disciplines (Sadler and 
McKinney 2010) and the positive effects of undergraduate research 
experiences are now recorded as systematic data (Loppato 2010). In 
a report from the National Survey on Student Engagement (NSSE 
2015) certain practices are designated as high impact in relation to 
their positive influence on student learning. These practices, such as 
involvement in authentic research experiences, are noted to ‘demand 
considerable time and effort, facilitate learning outside of the class-
room, require meaningful interactions with faculty and students, 
encourage collaboration with diverse others, and provide frequent 
and substantive feedback’. NSSE founding director George Kuh rec-
ommends that institutions should aspire for all students to participate  
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in at least two high- impact practices over the course of their under-
graduate experience.

The structure of our research- intensive curriculum:  
programmes, courses and credit requirements

At the University of Alberta, a ‘programme’ describes the subject 
matter of the degree. For example, students who meet the require-
ments of our programme graduate with a BSc in Biochemistry. A stan-
dard undergraduate programme in the Faculty of Science requires 
completion of 40 distinct ‘courses’ (120 credits, *120) which can 
be completed in four years. Each programme specifies required and 
optional courses, minimum course- load requirements and minimum 
acceptable academic performance. The academic year is divided into 
two terms, Fall (September to December) and Winter (January to 
April). Within this structural framework, students have traditionally 
taken five courses in each term for a total of *30 per academic year. 
However, in recent years, as student debt increases and more students 
work while studying, it is more common to see students taking four 
courses in the Fall and Winter terms, for a total of *24, with one or two 
additional courses in Spring (May– June) and Summer (July– August) 
special sessions.

Specific course requirements for the BSc in Biochemistry:  
2000– 2001 and 2015– 2016

In their first year most students take foundational (100- level) science 
courses such as chemistry, physics, mathematics, biology and English. 
In particular, chemistry is a critical prerequisite for biochemistry so stu-
dents in our programme normally take their first course in biochemistry 
in the Fall term of their second year (200- level). Therefore, our specific 
programme curriculum extends through only three academic years 
with 200, 300 and 400- level courses.

The change in the structure of our programme since we began 
work on this project is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In 2000– 2001, the pro-
gramme was largely didactic, with a single 400- level capstone research 
project (*6) and seven didactic 400- level courses. The capstone 
research project was intended only for students considering graduate 
studies and a career in research, and it had as prerequisites only two 
introductory (200- level) biochemistry courses and an undergraduate 
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laboratory course (LAB). In 2015– 2016 our programme is quite differ-
ent (Figure 2.1). We have broadened and deepened our introduction to 
the subject matter by converting the two introductory didactic courses 
(200- level) into four foundational courses, one at the 200- level and 

Fig. 2.1 The Biochemistry Programme in 2000– 2001 and 2015– 2016
This diagram illustrates changes in the number, academic level and credit 

weight of didactic and research courses available to students in the biochemistry pro-

gramme since 2000– 2001. Each white hexagon represents a didactic course with *3 

credit weight. The 400- level didactic courses rely on the 200-  and 300- level didactic 

courses as prerequisites. The grey hexagon labelled LAB represents the undergraduate 

laboratory ‘boot camp’ (*6) which is important preparation for the 400- level research 

courses. Each black hexagon represents a research course with *3 credit weight: where 

two are connected, the research course in question has *6 credit weight. Research 

courses do not normally have other research courses as prerequisites. Research oppor-

tunities for credit are now available at all levels (200, 300 and 400) enabling early 

and prolonged integration of undergraduate students in the department’s research 

community.
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three at the 300- level. In addition, we have embedded research courses 
at all levels, with multiple options for research at the 400- level.

Important factors in the design of our research-   
intensive curriculum

There were three major factors which influenced specific choices we 
made in developing our research- intensive curriculum:

• thinking about embedding research effectively;
• integrating service teaching into our curriculum; and
• recognising the students’ experience officially.

Embedding research effectively: several new courses, time  
and a laboratory boot camp

Deciding to embed research in an undergraduate programme is easy, given 
current prevailing thought in the field of higher education, but knowing 
how best to do that is more complex. There are a number of factors that 
were important to us. Firstly, we felt that ‘research- based learning’ means 
enabling students to participate in research rather than simply learn-
ing about it in didactic classes. That means creating new undergraduate 
research courses, for credit. In addition, these experiences must be embed-
ded throughout a programme, rather than creating a single ‘capstone’ 
course, and they should be sustained, because the length of time a student 
is engaged in research determines the extent to which they gain a deep and 
real understanding of what they are doing (Sadler and McKinney 2010).

With these factors and objectives in mind, our approach has been to 
develop and re- define a number of research courses and to embed them at 
all levels of the curriculum (Figure 2.1, 2015– 2016). By creating a number 
of courses offered at different times in the academic year, with different 
credit values and varying duration, we have tried to optimise opportuntity 
for students to participate. Given that students’ ways of knowing or think-
ing typically evolve during the undergraduate years (Donald 2004), we 
have also tried to ensure that involvement in the research process is at a 
level appropriate for the academic level of the student. That is, our expec-
tations and objectives are directly related to the typical independence and 
ability of students at that level in their programme.

The research courses we added to the programme provide students 
with access to supervised, authentic research experiences as a part of  
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a larger team of investigators. Students typically contact a potential 
supervisor in whose work they are interested and are generally super-
vised by post- doctoral researchers or senior graduate students. In addi-
tion to their own work in the lab, students will normally spend time at lab 
meetings and research group meetings. Importantly, students are free to 
select a supervisor from within the Department of Biochemistry (most) 
or from other departments on campus. We feel that this option is import-
ant for our students, given the breadth of the discipline.

When creating or redesigning our research courses, we did not for-
get the importance of providing appropriate time. According to the NSSE 
Report (2015), involvement in authentic research experiences demands 
considerable time and effort and this is certainly true in biochemistry, 
where laboratory research can be technically difficult and painstaking, 
with experiments failing often even for experienced researchers. This 
reality necessitates careful consideration and adjustment of the course 
weight or credit value, to reflect the hours of work required to complete a 
research project. Disappointingly, this kind of course- weighting adjust-
ment can still be controversial among academics who think of learning 
in terms of the number of lecture hours per week.

The first and arguably most important decision for us in develop-
ment of our research- intensive undergraduate curriculum was whether 
or not to offer a laboratory/ research skills course for students, and if so, 
where to include it in the curriculum. We debated the purpose of lab-
oratory courses in general, and wondered whether or not this purpose 
differs in a research- focused curriculum. I have heard academics in dis-
ciplines which require significant technical skills argue that ‘anyone with 
any brains can learn the techniques as they go’. While this argument is 
intended to promote authentic research experiences instead of stilted 
laboratory exercises, we decided that it denies students the advantages 
of getting technical training prior to their immersion in research. As 
noted above, effective research experiences for undergraduates require 
significant time. However, developing the skills necessary to complete 
technically challenging experiments also takes significant time. While 
these skills can be developed when a student is working on a research 
project, the research project is likely to be far more rewarding, and the 
data more reliable, if the student has already learned basic techniques 
and is confident in their laboratory skills. Given this, we developed a 
full- year biochemistry laboratory course (Figure 2.1, LAB). This course, 
which was implemented in 2000– 2001, provides our students with valu-
able time to refine their skills –  the time commitment is recognised with 
course credits.
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We consider the introduction of our laboratory training course to 
have been pivotal in the success of the current research- intensive pro-
gramme structure. As Sadler and McKinney (2010) noted in their review 
of scientific research opportunities for undergraduate students, ‘Authentic 
research represents a significant departure from typical undergraduate 
laboratory courses’. Our laboratory skills course also represents a sig-
nificant departure from a typical undergraduate laboratory. This course 
focuses on the development of extensive and reliable laboratory skills 
rather than the completion of experiments to illustrate scientific facts. It is 
a prerequisite course for the two major directed- research project courses 
currently available to our students (Figure 2.1, 497 and 499). In the LAB, 
our students practise and perfect their use of a wide variety of techniques 
used in the department’s research laboratories and they are given ample 
opportunity to trouble- shoot and to think through technical problems. 
The course is also designed to encourage students to practise fundamen-
tal behaviours required by successful researchers in biochemistry, such 
as keeping a good laboratory notebook and developing proper organisa-
tional skills to ensure the validity and reliability of data collected.

integrating service teaching into our curriculum

A major issue for us in the redesign of our curriculum was developing 
introductory didactic courses that must simultaneously meet multi-
ple purposes. Biochemistry is a foundational subject matter in various 
disciplines, and at our institution students from more than 20 distinct 
programmes (such as medical sciences, pharmacy, kinesiology, nutri-
tion and dental hygiene) are required to take introductory/ survey level 
courses in biochemistry. These students, who will never be ‘biochemists’, 
bring with them diverse and distinct interests, motivations and prereq-
uisite knowledge. Our introductory courses are important for the non- 
specialists we serve and for those in our programme. Our own students 
require a deep understanding of the didactic content if their parallel 
research experiences are to have meaning, and our service population 
require a solid foundation for further studies in their own programmes.

Our guiding philosophy in the development of introductory didactic 
courses was that course content should be limited, and carefully selected, 
to favour understanding of basic concepts and to provide appropriate time 
for substantive engagement. This approach is based on work by Sundberg 
and Dini (1994) who compared two introductory biology courses, one for 
science majors (rigorous, content- intensive) and the other for non- science 
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majors (basic concept understanding, details de- emphasised). They found 
that ‘Rigorous, content intensive instruction, characteristic of the majors’ 
course, was less effective at promoting student understanding of concepts 
and had a generally negative impact on student attitude’. We were aware 
that our two, 200- level didactic courses (Figure 2.1, 2000– 2001) were 
content- intensive and disliked by almost everyone regardless of their pro-
gramme. Given this, we created a new course structure (Figure 2.1, 2015– 
2016), which consists of a single 200- level survey course followed directly 
by three more- specialised 300- level courses. It was necessary to create 
three courses in order to properly cover the wide range of material encom-
passed by the term ‘biochemistry’. This is a notably different approach 
than is normal in most institutions of higher education in Canada, where 
introductory biochemistry is almost always covered in only two terms. Our 
approach doubles the time available for students to study and engage with 
the subject matter. This enables students in our programme to develop 
a far greater understanding of the subject matter, which enhances their 
parallel research experiences. Students who are not in our programme are 
free to select any number of the 200- level and 300- level courses, depend-
ing on their particular interest and discipline. Overall, this new introduc-
tory course structure has been a success and students provide us with 
extremely positive feedback about their classroom experiences.

recognising student experience: an embedded Certificate  
in Biomedical research

We are proud to offer students the chance to engage deeply with research 
in biochemistry through our new curriculum. We also recognise that it 
is important for students’ transcripts to show exactly what they have 
achieved in their studies. Because of this, we collaborated with col-
leagues in other departments in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 
to create an embedded Certificate in Biomedical Research.

Certificates at the University of Alberta are intended to recognise 
student achievement in particular areas of focus more clearly. An embed-
ded certificate implies that the requirements of the certificate can be met 
by students during the completion of their regular degree programme. 
The Certificate in Biomedical Research was approved by the University 
of Alberta Academic Standards Committee, under delegated authority 
from the General Faculties Council. Programme and Certificate approval 
mechanisms at the University of Alberta are based on existing mature 
programmes and/ or approval processes at the four major universities 
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in Alberta (University of Alberta, University of Calgary, University of 
Lethbridge and Athabasca University). All approval processes at the 
universities include department, faculty and university approval, and 
they reflect discussions among the four universities, the government of 
Alberta and the Campus Alberta Quality Council (CAQC).

The Certificate in Biomedical Research is available to undergrad-
uates who participate in a minimum number of the research courses 
now available to them and it recognises the development of significant 
research skills in the disciplines of biochemistry, cell biology, pharma-
cology and physiology, or other life and health science programmes. The 
certificate recognises the student’s technical skills, general research 
skills, through courses which explore the biomedical research liter-
ature, and participation in a minimum of three terms in one or more 
biomedical research projects. Students are awarded the Certificate con-
currently with their degree and it is inscribed on their transcript.

Implications for the institution in the success  
of a research- intensive curriculum

Figure 2.1 illustrates the evolution of our research- intensive curriculum in 
biochemistry, starting with the implementation of the undergraduate lab-
oratory ‘boot camp’ (LAB) in 2000– 2001 and continuing, most recently, 
with the implementation of the 200- level research experience (299) in 
2015– 2016. Our research- intensive curriculum, as it is now, has been 
15 years in the making. There are solid arguments that this duration is not 
a problem, per se, because undergraduate programmes should always be 
undergoing change, review, exploration and improvement, and are never 
‘finished’. However, change can be facilitated and institutions of higher 
education have both the responsibility and the ability to enable improve-
ments in the undergraduate educational experiences they provide. Each 
institution of higher education has unique structural and organisational 
factors that may facilitate or impede programme development. For the 
Department of Biochemistry at the University of Alberta, two major fac-
tors continue to have an impact on the quality of our research- intensive 
curriculum. These are:

• recognition of teaching- intensive academic positions as critical in 
this kind of work; and

• provision of appropriate operational funding for undergraduate 
research.
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teaching- intensive academic positions

We have known for a long time that proper recognition of educators is 
necessary if an institution truly wishes to develop quality programming. 
In the Boyer Commission Report (1998), the ninth recommendation is 
to ‘change faculty reward systems’. In ‘Learning Our Lesson: Review 
of Quality Teaching in Higher Education’, Henard (2010) refers to the 
importance of support of faculty from the institution:

The institutions need to develop innovative approaches to measur-
ing the impact of their support on quality teaching. They are still 
struggling to understand the causal link between their engagement 
in teaching and the quality of learning outcomes. (Henard 2010: 11)

Sadly, many research- intensive institutions are still unsure, or unwilling, 
to reward and recognise educators and education- focused leaders (Fung 
and Gordon 2016). The University of Alberta has engaged enthusiasti-
cally in debate about the relationship between teaching and research 
at research- intensive universities, and in its recent Comprehensive 
Institutional Plan (2016), the University acknowledges the importance 
of high- impact educational experiences for students, as well as its obliga-
tion to provide these kinds of experiences: ‘Teaching and learning prac-
tices have shifted… to more opportunities to co- create and engage with 
knowledge…’ (7).

Despite this, the University of Alberta, like other research- intensive 
institutions across the world, is struggling to define and accept academic 
roles that are teaching- focused. In particular, research- intensive institu-
tions frequently hesitate to create and support teaching- intensive aca-
demic positions.

This is a problem, because substantive engagement in educational 
development requires time, which is not available for academic staff 
required to defend their role as a researcher. We cannot continue to require 
academics to follow identical, rigid job descriptions. Instead, we must allow 
for an individual to change focus and roles over their career. If we value 
teaching programmes and care about their quality, we must value the work 
of faculty in curriculum design and educational development. To value this 
work is to recognise it in faculty reward systems and to allow academics to 
focus on these areas without fear of ‘punishment’ for reduced research pro-
ductivity. To value this work is to recognise, create and support teaching- 
focused academic positions that are equal to research- focused academic 
positions, that is, to create a teaching- intensive stream.
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At the University of Alberta, there are different attitudes towards 
a teaching- intensive stream of academic staff. The Faculty of Medicine 
and Dentistry has embraced these academic positions and has supported 
the Department of Biochemistry in its work on curriculum development 
by recognising and rewarding the work that has been done. We have 
been able to develop our research- intensive curriculum with such suc-
cess because Chairs of our department have chosen to value teaching 
equally with research as an academic contribution. The importance of 
Chairs in supporting educational reform is noted by Henard (2010):

The success of any quality initiative supported by the institu-
tion depends mainly on the commitment of the heads of depart-
ments. The heads of departments are the main drivers helping 
the quality teaching spirit to spread and allowing operational 
implementation. (65)

The role of Chairs is critical, but they need institutional support. In other 
faculties and departments at the University of Alberta, there is not such 
support for teaching- intensive academic positions. Indeed, in response 
to growing enrolment and shrinking per- student funding, a common 
response across North America has been the rapid expansion of contract 
teaching positions, rather than either traditional research and teaching 
tenure- track positions or even new, teaching- focused tenure- track posi-
tions. At the University of Alberta, nearly 1,000 contract academic staff 
are employed each year to teach (mainly) introductory level classes, and 
they work without the job security, compensation and benefits of their 
tenured or tenure- track counterparts (University of Alberta Students’ 
Union 2016). This ensures that teaching programmes are little more 
than a collection of courses delivered by an ‘underclass’ of academic 
employee, and it can only compromise a department’s ability to think 
seriously about its curriculum and to undertake the significant work 
required to implement major curriculum reform.

The institutional approach to teaching- intensive academic positions 
varies across Canada, with many institutions creating teaching- streams 
in recent years. The University of Toronto, for example, has a clearly 
defined teaching- stream academic appointment (University of Toronto 
2015). Approximately half of the Canadian universities that belong to the 
U15 Group of Canadian Research Universities (U15) have some form of 
teaching stream (with tenure). However, these positions vary significantly; 
the total number of individuals in these positions appears to be relatively 
small, and the remuneration for these positions seems to be notably less 
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than that for individuals in traditional academic positions. The University 
of Alberta Students’ Union (2016) recently proposed that the General 
Faculties Council Committee on the Learning Environment establish a 
sub- committee to explore the opportunities and challenges of supporting 
teaching-intensive academic positions more broadly across campus at the 
University of Alberta. Our students understand the connection between 
the educational opportunities available at an institution and the direct 
ways in which that institution rewards educational work.

Many argue that teaching and research are inextricably linked such 
that academics must be engaged in active research programmes in order 
to provide the best learning opportunities for students (Riddell 2016). 
This position appears to have some validity, as many students choose the 
University of Alberta because it is a research- intensive institution and they 
are looking for a research- intensive undergraduate experience. However, 
the argument is simplistic: When an academic chooses to focus on educa-
tional development and teaching, this does not mean that their work must 
now exclude all connection with research. The opposite is true, because 
when given time an academic has the ability to do the necessary work to 
create, support and continually improve the curriculum, thus connecting 
students with the research experiences they seek. This argument also 
fails to take account of the different levels of student learning within an 
undergraduate curriculum (Donald 2004). Cross- fertilisation and mutual 
enrichment between teaching and research do not occur spontaneously 
simply because an individual runs a research programme. On the contrary, 
in our discipline those running research programmes usually suffer from a 
notable shortage of time to devote to the students in their classroom, much 
less to do the necessary work to create an effective programme curriculum.

operational funding for undergraduate research

An important and unsurprising institutional barrier to maintaining the 
quality of our research- intensive curriculum is funding. In biochemis-
try, and other medical science disciplines, research is costly. With the 
best will in the world, faculty may not be able to support undergraduate 
students in research because this work requires reagents and equipment 
that might be limited and thus more usefully directed to a graduate stu-
dent’s project. Supervisors need funding for undergraduate research, 
and for the Department of Biochemistry at the University of Alberta this 
has not been forthcoming. We are in danger of losing some of the gains 
we have made because of a lack of financial support for these courses. 
Our institution has no mechanism for transferring even a fraction of a 
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student’s registration fees to contribute to the costs of running under-
graduate research courses. Some of the courses in our new curriculum 
are already struggling to survive, including the popular Design and 
Construction of Synthetic Biological Systems. This course is built around 
the iGEM competition (International Genetically Engineered Machines) 
held every November at MIT and it will be a sad loss for students at the 
University of Alberta if it cannot be sustained.

If the University of Alberta, like other institutions, truly values this 
kind of programme structure, they must recognise the costs. Alternative 
funding models for these kinds of programmes require exploration, and 
this includes serious reconsideration of standard funding models which 
support labs for all large- enrolment, introductory science courses, yet 
provide no funding for research courses. A research- intensive curricu-
lum in our discipline can only survive if it is adequately supported by an 
institution prepared to make changes to the ‘old way of doing things’.

Summary

This chapter describes the development of a research- intensive undergrad-
uate curriculum in biochemistry at the University of Alberta, which shares 
the objectives encompassed in UCL’s Connected Curriculum project. Over 
a 15- year period we have incorporated research opportunities for our stu-
dents at all levels of the programme, moving successfully from research- 
led teaching to research- based teaching (Arthur 2014). Our work has been 
enabled specifically by Faculty and Departmental leaders who recognise 
teaching- intensive academic positions and who have rewarded educational 
development as important academic work. The continued success of our 
programme depends, to a large extent, on whether or not the University of 
Alberta is prepared to support research- led teaching across the entire insti-
tution. If it does wish to do this, it must revisit its resourcing practices.
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3
Inspiring learning through  
research and enquiry

The Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship 
(SURF) at Xi’an Jiaotong- Liverpool University (XJTLU)

James Wilson, yao Wu, Jianmei xie, Dawn Johnson and henk huijser

Introduction

Research skills can be seen as an umbrella term for a range of skills, such as 
problem solving, critical thinking and analysis. Since the latter part of last 
century, there has been an increasing concern in the higher education sec-
tor, and among governments and employers, about whether university grad-
uates were being adequately prepared for current working environments 
and demands of the twenty- first century (Katkin 2003). In the US, this con-
cern culminated most influentially in the work of the Boyer Commission on 
Educating Undergraduates in the Research University (1998). However, sim-
ilar concerns have been voiced in other national contexts. More recently for 
example, in the UK context, Michael Arthur (2014), president and provost 
of UCL, has noted the urgent need to bridge the perceived divide between 
teaching and research, arguing that to do so requires the integration of 
research into every stage of undergraduate degrees. He identifies three main 
benefits or motivations for doing so:

One motivation is to help equip graduates with skills such as crit-
ical thinking and problem solving that will aid them in the work-
place. Another is to help students feel inspired and valued. A third 
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is to help UCL in the increasingly fierce and global competition for 
the best students and researchers, by leveraging the university’s 
huge research power in close support of its teaching.

This very much applies in the current Chinese context. China is engaged 
in significant educational reform (Ryan 2011), and the founding of Xi’an 
Jiaotong- Liverpool University (XJTLU) and its approaches to learning 
and teaching is one of the logical developments. This applies in particu-
lar to its focus on research- led teaching, and the Summer Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship (SURF) initiative at XJTLU in turn is an example of 
this focus.

XJTLU is a joint venture between Xi’an Jiaotong University in 
China, and the University of Liverpool in the UK, based in Suzhou, 
China. It merges two different higher education systems. Thus, the uni-
versity offers four- year rather than three- year degree programmes, to 
accommodate both Chinese law and English language level expecta-
tions. Within this context, SURF offers opportunities for a select group 
of undergraduate students to work on research projects for 10 weeks 
during the summer period. While not directly integrated into university 
programmes, SURF provides students with the opportunity to develop 
practical research skills related to knowledge they have acquired in 
class (Healey, Jenkins and Lea 2014). It aims to provide students with 
an authentic research experience. The key objectives of SURF are:

• to stimulate active research interest and creativity of undergradu-
ate students;

• to provide an opportunity for undergraduate students to support 
academic staff in their research;

• to provide an opportunity for undergraduate students to develop 
their practical skills and to apply knowledge acquired in class;

• to provide an opportunity for undergraduate students to present 
their research findings internally and externally, and to develop 
presentation skills;

• to boost the reputation of XJTLU’s students and student research 
in the Suzhou region and Jiangsu province where the university is 
located.

All students are required to present results of their projects at a 
university- organised event, which involves a public poster presentation. 
At the end of the event faculty- based winners and overall winners are 
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announced, based on a vote from a jury, comprised of academic staff 
from each faculty, and students elect what they view as the best poster.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the SURF initiative aligns closely 
with UCL’s Connected Curriculum framework (Fung 2016; Fung 2017). 
For example, (1)  it allows students to connect with staff at XJTLU and 
learn about ongoing research; (2) it provides step- by- step guidance and 
learning activities; (3) some projects are interdisciplinary, allowing stu-
dents to make conceptual connections between their own subject and 
other disciplines; (4) students can connect academic learning with wider 
learning and skills, for example, teamwork, project management, crea-
tivity, enterprise and leadership; (5) students can connect with external 
audiences through their poster presentations; and (6) through working 
on their projects, students often gain a sense of belonging, of being part 
of a learning community at XJTLU and beyond. However, SURF is not 
integrated into undergraduate degrees in the way Arthur (2014) imag-
ines, and is rather based on voluntary participation, which imposes cer-
tain limitations.

Overall, we see SURF as a first step in a process of developing a 
broader research- based learning and teaching approach at XJTLU 
(Gibbs 2014), and we argue that UCL’s Connected Curriculum frame-
work is highly applicable in this transnational context.

Research- led teaching and learning in a Chinese context

Research- based teaching in the context of Chinese higher education is 
part of a wider agenda of education reform, which is concerned with 
moving away from teacher- centred and exam- focused approaches 
(Wang and Byram 2011)  towards more active learning and student- 
centred approaches. As Jin and Cortazzi (2011a:  2)  note, China has 
in recent years officially emphasised ‘quality education’, including ‘a 
turn to more modern approaches to teaching and learning, includ-
ing learner- centred ones’. Thus, educational reforms in China in 
recent times,

have emphasised more active participation from learners in class-
rooms and collaboration in learning tasks, together with devel-
oping a wider range of learning strategies and students’ ability to 
learn independently and with greater autonomy. (Jin and Cortazzi 
2011b: 67)
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However, such changes do not necessarily have much impact in the 
short term, for ‘the reform of teaching methodology does not neces-
sarily go hand in hand with a change in teachers’ beliefs, especially 
where these are closely linked to cultural heritage’ (Li and Cutting 
2011: 40). Seah (2011: 172) touches on this when he asks, ‘if students 
are expected to take more initiative in the learning process, to what 
extent will teachers be prepared for students to pose “what if” or 
“why” questions during lessons?’ It is not our intention here to draw 
a binary between ‘Chinese’ and ‘Western’ approaches to learning and 
teaching (Yuan and Xie 2013; Wang 2013). Rather, we explore the 
kinds of teaching approaches that would be conducive to research- 
based teaching, which involves posing plenty of ‘what if’ and ‘why’ 
questions; precisely the kinds of questions that students and teach-
ers are expected to ask in a research- based learning and teaching 
environment. Furthermore, ‘undergraduate students’ participation 
in hands- on research is widely believed to encourage students to 
pursue advanced degrees and careers in science, technology, engi-
neering, and mathematics fields’ (Russell, Hancock and McCullough 
2007:  548), which in turn is seen by many governments, including 
the Chinese government, as important in driving (economic) devel-
opment (Rui 2015). SURF offers early opportunities for hands- on 
research experience. In addition, it creates a situation whereby ‘stu-
dents’ projects are derived from the academic staff research interests, 
[which] helps create a learning environment in which research and 
teaching are integrated’ (Al- Atabi, Shamel and Lim 2013), which in 
turn is seen as mutually beneficial.

According to the XJTLU website (XJTLU 2016), if (as a student) 
you choose to study at XJTLU, you can expect to be:

• encouraged to develop and test your own ideas;
• exposed to the ideas and challenges of your classmates;
• ready to question received opinion, including the opinion of your 

teacher; and
• equipped with the skills to pursue your own research, by means of 

projects, dissertations and theses.

This clearly has a research- led focus, which suggests research- related 
skills such as critical thinking, analysis and problem solving.

Of course, there are different levels of research- led teaching and 
the various widely cited versions of Healey and Jenkins’ model (2009; 
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Jenkins and Healey 2005) allow us to distinguish between different lev-
els of ‘research’ that students are actually engaged in. This runs along 
a continuum from students as an audience (research- oriented and 
research- led) to students being active participants in research (research- 
tutored and research- based) (Healey and Jenkins 2009: 7). The most 
ideal end of the spectrum, as implied in their model, is ‘research- based’, 
whereby students undertake research independently or as part of a team. 
This in turn raises the question of the development of research skills in 
the curriculum. In Healey and Jenkins’s model (2009: 7) this is covered 
in the ‘research- oriented’ part of the model, which consists of ‘develop-
ing research skills and techniques’. The development of research skills 
is important in relation to SURF, as SURF aims to offer an ‘authentic 
research experience’, in some cases at first year level, but not necessar-
ily any research skills training. Indeed, research skills training at XJTLU 
is explicitly tied to postgraduate research at masters or doctoral level. 
At undergraduate level, this skills development is largely implied rather 
than systematically applied across curricula, for example in the form of 
a consistent teaching approach such as enquiry- based or problem- based 
learning (Blessinger and Carfora 2015; Henderson 2016). In relation to 
SURF, then, research skills are largely assumed or there is an implicit 
expectation that SURF supervisors will teach such skills. SURF never-
theless offers an environment where students potentially ‘are themselves 
involved in staff research activity, and not just as willing participants in 
yet another student survey on pedagogic practice, but as active contribu-
tors to and/ or beneficiaries of that research’ (Fuller, Mellor and Entwistle 
2014: 384– 5). This aligns nicely with some of the benefits of undergradu-
ate research that the Boyer Commission identified.

Initially, the key point that the Boyer Commission (1998: 5) made 
was that universities were ‘shortchanging’ their students in several ways, 
‘most notably the prevalence of models of teaching and learning that fail 
to engage students, enable them to make connections across spheres of 
knowledge, or enhance their development of critical skills’ (Katkin 2003: 
21). This realisation then led to 10 key recommendations in their report 
(Boyer Commission 1998) that relate to SURF in various ways:

1. Make research- based learning the standard –  XJTLU equivalent: 
promotion of a research- led teaching approach, which is not yet 
systematically implemented, as noted above.

2. Construct an enquiry- based first year –  XJTLU equivalent: SURF 
is the most explicit example, but is not integrated in the curricu-
lum, so an enquiry- based first year is still dependent on individual 
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lecturers, which in turn requires a significant shift in some lectur-
ers’ sense of their ‘teacher identity’ (Li and Cutting 2011).

3. Build on the first year foundation –  XJTLU equivalent: a number 
of students return to SURF in the second or third year, which 
implies a symbiotic relationship between what they learn in their 
programmes of study and their SURF projects, and they straddle 
different elements of Healey and Jenkins’ model (2009).

4. Remove barriers to interdisciplinary education –  XJTLU equiv-
alent: apart from SURF, degree programmes are more likely to 
stay within their disciplinary silos. Not coincidently, it is SURF’s 
relative ‘disconnect’ from degree programmes that allows for this 
potential interdisciplinarity.

5. Link communication skills and course work –  XJTLU equivalent: 
SURF stimulates students to communicate their research out-
comes in a public event, in the form of a poster presentation, and 
to an interdisciplinary audience.

6. Use information technology creatively –  XJTLU equivalent: there 
is a university- wide push (coordinated from within the Academic 
Enhancement Centre by the Educational Technologies team) to 
use information technology creatively, including in SURF.

7. Culminate with a capstone experience –  XJTLU equivalent: all 
students at XJTLU are required to do a final year project, which 
involves independent research, giving SURF students a distinct 
advantage.

8. Educate graduate students as apprentice teachers –  XJTLU 
equivalent: some PhD students are involved in mentoring SURF 
students.

9. Change faculty reward systems –  XJTLU equivalent: SURF 
would benefit from more direct incentives for lecturers to get 
involved.

10. Cultivate a sense of community –  XJTLU equivalent: SURF plays 
a key part in developing a sense of a university- wide research 
community.

While there are clear ways in which XJTLU can be seen to address 
most of the Boyer Commission’s recommendations to some extent, 
especially through SURF, there are still significant challenges. For 
example, while SURF has many benefits for those who choose to par-
ticipate in it, it is ultimately students’ own choice. Moreover, there 
are not necessarily enough SURF supervisors available nor sufficient 
funding, so entry into SURF is a competitive process and not every 
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applicant gets to take part. Thus, only selected students gain this 
valuable research experience, and even then, they do not earn any 
direct credit from it towards their degree. Katkin (2003: 27), writing 
about the impact of the Boyer Commission’s Report on undergrad-
uate research, identifies two main challenges: 1) involving signifi-
cantly more students and determining which students to target; and 
2) expanding the pool of qualified [and willing] supervisors and 
identifying new venues and new resources to support their work. 
These challenges apply directly to SURF. However, if research- based 
learning and teaching were to be more systematically implemented 
across all degree programmes at XJTLU, for example in the form of a 
consistent enquiry- based and/ or problem- based learning approach, 
it would overcome the first challenge to a significant extent, and it 
would tackle the first three of the Boyer Commission’s recommen-
dations head- on. However, it would also require a significant shift 
from a teacher- centred, exam- based approach to learning and teach-
ing (Seah 2011), towards a more active learning and research- based 
approach. Furthermore, it would need to address the often perceived 
divide between research and teaching, between the teacher as an 
authority figure and ‘dispenser of knowledge’ on the one hand, and 
that same teacher as a ‘research partner’, on the other (Schapper and 
Mayson 2010).

Finally, there are two more related issues. Firstly, in our argu-
ments, there is an underlying assumption that ‘doing research’ and 
having a ‘research experience’ at undergraduate level is inherently 
valuable. However, even though we believe strongly in the beneficial 
outcomes of an undergraduate research experience, Katkin’s (2003) 
warning, that some would question whether engaging all students in 
research activity is even desirable, in a context of large student num-
bers and a related emphasis on direct employment- related skills, should 
be considered. The other issue relates to different understandings of 
what research means, to both students and lecturers. Healey and 
Jenkins (2009) make distinctions between different levels of research 
activity, and there is a lot of slippage between these different levels of 
research with lecturers sometimes assuming that they are operating at 
the research- based level, when in fact they are engaged in research- 
oriented or research- led levels. The same applies to students. Murdoch- 
Eaton et al. (2010: e152) found that while ‘undergraduates recognise 
the benefits of research experience [they] need a realistic understand-
ing of the research process’. SURF is designed to provide them with 
such an understanding.
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Evaluating SURF at XJTLU

methodology

For this study, a mixed- methods research design and approach (surveys, 
interviews and focus groups) was used, with a primarily qualitative 
focus, as the aim was to reflect upon a particular instance of educational 
practice, in this case SURF at XJTLU (Freebody 2006). This study also 
incorporated the student voice, as we were interested in student percep-
tions about research in general and about SURF in particular, includ-
ing student experiences. This study was approved by XJTLU’s human 
research ethics committee and all participants in the study have pro-
vided their written signed consent.

Data were collected from a wide range of SURF participants:

•  One survey was sent out to SURF alumni from the past three 
years, to get a sense of the longer term impact of SURF  –   
Responses: 38.

• One survey was sent to new SURF students in 2016, to gauge the 
reasons why students want to engage in SURF projects and their 
initial expectations –  Responses: 65.

• One survey was sent to academics who acted as SURF Poster Day 
Judges and Marshals –  Responses: 18.

• Two focus groups (four students each) were conducted with 
returning SURF students. Data collection took place at the begin-
ning of the 2016 SURF period, which explains why no focus 
groups were conducted with current SURF students, as they had 
not started yet. However, their voices were captured by the survey 
mentioned above.

• Two in- depth interviews were conducted with returning SURF 
supervisors.

• Two in- depth interviews were conducted with first time SURF 
supervisors in 2016.

SurF in numbers

XJTLU initiated SURF for all departments in 2012, when 36 research 
projects from eight different departments were carried out during the 
summer by year 1 to 3 undergraduate students, under the close supervi-
sion of academics. Since then SURF has rapidly gained popularity across 
the campus. From 2013, the university has allocated half a million RMB 
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(around US$75,000) for around 70 SURF projects and 150 student fel-
lowships every year. For some projects, one student may work closely 
with one supervisor, while for others academics and students from dif-
ferent departments work together for up to 10 weeks on projects that are 
interdisciplinary to varying degrees.

SURF starts every year at the beginning of the second semester 
by calling for proposals from all academics. Tentative SURF projects 
are then selected for ethics assessment. Once a list of SURF projects 
is finalised, an announcement is made for all year 1 to 3 students to 
apply, and students are subsequently selected by supervisors. During 
the SURF period, the university organises mid- summer social get- 
together events for SURF students, as well as a more formal work-
shop about developing a public academic poster presentation. At the 
end of each SURF period, a SURF Poster Day is held to allow students 
to come together to showcase the results of their research projects. 
This is an increasingly popular event, attended by the broader univer-
sity community. From 2012 to 2016, more than 600 XJTLU students 
have worked on research projects, choosing to stay on campus over 
the summer, making the SURF application process more competitive 
every time.

Starting in 2016, an international student scheme was piloted 
under which a non- XJTLU international student was accepted to come 
to the university to participate in one of the research projects. This sum-
mer, a year 3 student from Italy came to XJTLU and collaborated with 
XJTLU students on a Mathematics project. This scheme is expected to be 
expanded next year.

What follows is an analysis of the data, broadly based around the 
themes in the Connected Curriculum framework (Fung and Carnell 
2017; Fung 2017).

theme 1: Connecting with staff and learning about research

In the surveys, students were asked why they participated in SURF. 
Most students expressed their interest in learning about research from 
academics, both in terms of the research subject and research methods. 
Responses to open- ended questions included:  ‘to enrich my research 
experience’; ‘to improve my laboratory skills’; ‘to do research under 
the guidance of the brilliant professors’, and so on. SURF students are 
able to connect with experienced academics as ‘research partners’ for 
a period of two months. This creates highly valuable opportunities for 
aspiring undergraduate research students.
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SURF supervisors were similarly positive about this opportunity to 
connect with students on a deeper, more meaningful level. One return-
ing supervisor noted:

I think it’s great, for both me and my students, they can learn to 
do research on real cutting edge projects, be trained in the lab in 
terms of safety, lab skills and time management. The students also 
get a great opportunity during the poster session to present their 
work to a diverse range of people, which is great for their future 
careers. (Supervisor A)

However, some supervisors expressed a level of frustration and diver-
gent expectations in this respect. For example, one first time supervisor 
(Supervisor B) suggested that the students liked the idea of research, 
but had very little understanding of what research entails in reality. This 
supervisor expected the students to come into the project with a certain 
level of research skills, which was not reflected in reality. He did not feel 
it was his role to teach them such skills.

Judging from the survey data, many supervisors have a dif-
ferent perspective than Supervisor B’s thoughts. The following sur-
vey responses reflect a common theme in this respect:  ‘Not only were 
research skills improved [during SURF], but it also brought me a great 
vision of what research looks like’; and ‘SURF is a great opportunity to 
gain a deeper understanding about research.’

theme 2: Step- by- step guidance and learning activities

Usually, at the beginning of SURF, supervisors and students meet and 
propose the project plan for the 10- week duration; then, they meet reg-
ularly as needed. Students received step- by- step guidance during the 
projects as a fundamental part of the SURF process, which, as noted 
above by Supervisor B, was not necessarily everyone’s expectation of 
the process. Student responses during the focus groups with return-
ing students included: ‘My supervisor was really helpful in providing 
daily feedback. He kept tabs on every activity related to the project 
and would come up with suggestions on problems we encountered’; 
‘He helped us a lot in theoretical field and with the hardware and we 
held a regular meeting every week for us to discuss our process and 
obstacles’.

The step- by- step guidance in particular was commonly men-
tioned in the survey responses. At XJTLU, undergraduates are required 
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to do a Final Year Project (FYP), and especially the previous SURF 
students frequently mentioned that the step- by- step guidance they 
received during their SURF experience gave them a distinct advantage 
in their FYPs.

Theme 3: Students making connections

Not only do academics get to know students’ learning styles better, 
but students are also able to pursue interdisciplinary research and 
make connections with students and staff from other departments, an 
opportunity often not available in their degree programmes. In SURF, 
academics and students with very different backgrounds commonly 
work together on the basis of similar research interests. For example, 
2015’s winning SURF project demonstrated a successful collaboration 
between a Mathematics supervisor and two Computer Science stu-
dents. Also, 2016’s overall SURF winner was a collaboration between 
the Department of Urban Planning and Design and the International 
Business School.

However, divergent expectations mean that this does not always 
work. Supervisor B talked for example about students not really under-
standing that their project was in essence a humanities- focused proj-
ect that relied on research around client behaviour, while the students 
expected a more technical- based project based around design skills. 
Thus, while potentially cross- disciplinary connections were made by 
students, the feedback from this supervisor drew attention to the impor-
tance of spelling out clear expectations.

Furthermore, not all projects necessarily lend themselves to inter-
disciplinary approaches, while yet others are not necessarily appropri-
ate for first year students. As Supervisor C notes:

In chemistry we only allow students who have successfully com-
pleted their second year to participate in the SURF projects:  this 
is mainly due to safety, but they also need a theoretical basis in 
chemistry. After the second year they should have the basics, and 
I can fill in the gaps on project specific material.

He touches on a common dilemma around project-  and enquiry- based 
learning, where lecturers often feel they need to explicitly teach subject- 
specific material first to provide students with a firm grounding, espe-
cially where research involves a certain amount of risk (Blessinger and  
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Carfora 2015). Others argue that interdisciplinary connections and 
projects cannot start early enough, and many SURF projects therefore 
involve first year students (Huijser and Kek 2016).

theme 4: Connecting academic learning with workplace skills

Some supervisors explicitly embed practical workplace skills in their 
supervision. For example, one returning supervisor (Supervisor C) 
noted that in his first SURF meeting with students, they arrived 20 
minutes early. This was the first time for these keen students to real-
ise that arriving too early may impede other people’s pre- arranged 
schedule. Thus, while being keen fits well with their identity as a 
student, it fits less well with their new (SURF) identity as a ‘profes-
sional research partner’. Of course, this is a highly valuable lesson  
in itself.

Generic workplace skills, such as teamwork, critical thinking, 
communication skills and creativity, are key elements of SURF proj-
ects. In the focus groups, students mentioned frequently that working 
in a team on complicated projects was a very rewarding experience. 
Students learn how to negotiate with team members, combine and 
merge different goals of the team, communicate effectively and share 
the research results with a wide audience. When asked about their 
fondest SURF memory, many SURF alumni mentioned teamwork: 
‘Teamwork is the most valuable thing that I have learned’; ‘cooper-
ating with partners’; ‘I worked with my fellow teammates to figure 
out some software and solve the problem’. One student put it like 
this: ‘The most valuable thing was how to work in a group. This is 
something that I cannot learn from books and I have to experience 
it myself’, suggesting that this skill can only be acquired by actually 
working in a team on a project, which is what most SURF projects are 
about.

From a supervisory point of view, there is perception by some 
that these generic workplace skills are learned ‘on the job’, and that 
SURF provides a perfect opportunity for this. As Supervisor B put it: 
‘It’s quite ad hoc, because you don’t have a lot of time actually to 
teach them these things. So you have to see what they want to do… 
It’s very much learning on the job.’ Students may not get many oppor-
tunities in their regular degree programmes to acquire such ‘on the 
job’ skills.
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theme 5: producing output directed at an audience

In addition to the SURF Poster Day, where project achievements are 
presented and celebrated in public, some SURF reports have been 
turned into successful conference papers or publications, which is a 
valuable experience for undergraduate students. Focus group responses 
include: ‘I significantly enjoyed the academic atmosphere through that 
conference’; ‘a conference paper was published and a patent was claimed 
by our research team.’ SURF creates many opportunities for first- time 
research- based experiences for students, like attending an academic 
conference, or applying for a patent.

theme 6: Students become part of a wider learning community

SURF allows students to become part of a research community at XJTLU 
early in their student life, where learning happens in a research- led tra-
dition, rather than through direct teaching as is more common in their 
regular degree programmes. Supervisor A compared SURF to his own 
student experience: ‘As an undergraduate student I took part in a similar 
scheme, the Carnegie scholarship for Scottish students, and I worked in 
the lab, but we had no poster session at the end.’

Finally, supervisors sometimes recruit PhD candidates who 
are working on other research projects to support undergraduates’ 
SURF projects as well, and function as mentors. This further extends 
the network and links undergraduates into a wider XJTLU learning 
community.

Conclusion

The SURF journey at XJTLU has taken an interesting path of develop-
ment and achievement since its inception in 2012. It is evident from the 
feedback from both students and staff that collaboration, teamwork, 
community building and skills development have been the core ben-
efits derived from participation in the SURF programme. It has also 
been noticeable for those involved in the development of the SURF pro-
gramme over the past few years how the quality of the research, the 
students’ communication skills and the poster dynamics and design 
have consistently improved. As is highlighted by a senior academic on 
the XJTLU website, ‘I think our students’ work matches anything going 
on at the top international universities around the world. To look at the 
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posters, you wouldn’t guess that they were made by undergraduates 
and not established researchers’ (Professor David O’Connor, Dean of 
Research and Graduate Studies at XJTLU).

SURF appears to be an effective way of providing undergrad-
uates with an ‘authentic’ student research experience, which is val-
idated by the feedback in this evaluation. The addition of a poster 
presentation at the end of the period facilitates the development of 
generic skills that support the more specific disciplinary- based ones 
learned from the collaboration with their supervisors. As evidenced in 
the student feedback, SURF has benefited them in the development of 
their Final Year Projects and has given them a distinct advantage over 
peers without this experience. Furthermore, it is one of the core fac-
tors for success in receiving offers of postgraduate study at prestigious 
universities around the world.

Analysing the evaluation data through the Connected Curriculum 
lens has also identified challenges that an innovative project such as 
SURF brings, thus requiring constant evaluation and change. Major foci 
for the future will be to examine avenues of funding in order to be able 
to offer a SURF experience to more students at XJTLU and the widening 
of the SURF umbrella to embrace a larger international student partici-
pation. Ultimately, the lessons learned from the SURF programme could 
be used to develop a more integrative approach to developing research 
skills as part of undergraduate programmes, which would also align 
closely with the earlier- mentioned higher education reform agenda in 
China. Providing students with the opportunity to become involved in 
research- focused projects at an early stage in their undergraduate stud-
ies can only enhance their skills and knowledge, and generate a context 
in which enquiry, critical thinking and reflection is at the heart of their 
education.
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4
The materials of life

Making meaning through object- based learning  
in twenty- first century higher education

thomas Kador, helen Chatterjee and leonie hannan

Introduction

In a Connected Curriculum the aim is to ‘integrate research into every 
stage of an undergraduate degree, moving from research- led to research- 
based teaching’ (Arthur, cited in Fung and Carnell 2015). In the light 
of this statement, what are the best approaches for facilitating learning 
experiences based on research and enquiry? One possible approach is 
perhaps counter- intuitive and that is to remove some of the firm (sup-
port) structures within which learning at higher education –  and espe-
cially at undergraduate level –  takes place. These structures tend to be 
predicated on the academic expert, both asking the questions and then 
also providing (or at least already knowing) the answers. If instead we 
open up the opportunity to students asking their own questions, and 
thus risking that we, the ‘experts’, might not have all the answers, we 
can begin to collaboratively explore much more fundamental issues. 
This would not only benefit the students’ learning experience but also 
the way universities generate knowledge more generally. However, tra-
ditional academic structures do not lend themselves well to this collab-
orative approach and even the architecture of most university campuses 
reinforces the division between expert teachers and novice students. For 
example, most lecture theatres are built with a clear focus on one cen-
tral figure. Working within this environment and acknowledging that 
a genuine research- based education will require a cultural as well as 
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practical shift, the question is: what are the steps we can take to facili-
tate this shift within our own areas of teaching? Our answer to this ques-
tion is, to integrate physical objects, and especially those from museums 
and collections, into the learning activities we design.

This chapter will set out the case for the strengths of object- based 
learning (OBL) as an approach that moves the learner and their own 
engagement with the material world centre stage to the learning pro-
cess, and thus allows them to take charge of their own learning experi-
ence and the meanings they may construct from it. Put simply, learning 
with objects is by default both research- based and active (Bonwell and 
Eison 1991).

The pedagogical context of object- based learning

To begin with, it might be useful to outline what OBL means. OBL is a 
relatively recently coined term to characterise a pedagogy that prior-
itises facilitated interaction with material culture to enhance critical 
thinking and the acquisition of key skills (Chatterjee et al. 2015; Dhus 
2010). Material culture is a very broad concept that includes everyday 
objects, documents, works of art, biological specimens and artefacts, 
to name but a few (Buchli 2002). Therefore, OBL can be successfully 
undertaken with all sorts of objects and materials, including things that 
may be found in people’s homes or even their rubbish bins. In this chap-
ter we will focus primarily on the value of objects (items, specimens, 
things)1 from formally curated collections such as those from museums 
and in the first instance our discussion will centre on material from 
UCL’s own university museums and teaching/ research collections. 
Fundamentally, however, we wish to make the case for the use of objects 
in learning activities not just for subjects and disciplines that have tra-
ditionally drawn on collections, such as anthropology, archaeology, art 
history and geology, but across the full spectrum of academic disciplines 
taught at university.

The pedagogical value of OBL is based on sound educational the-
ory and here we shall briefly outline some of the most salient elements 
of this theoretical background. Objects can be viewed from many differ-
ent perspectives to reveal multiple, and sometimes contradictory, mean-
ings. On encountering an object, especially one they have never seen 
before, a learner may start by asking relatively basic questions; such as 
what is it, what is it made of and where did it come from? However, these 
questions will lead the learner on a path towards confronting ever more 
complex considerations, which may concern the historical contexts, 
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social relationships and biography of the object, as well as its (multiple) 
cultural meanings and values. Students can discover these new investi-
gative avenues for themselves, as they respond to the prompts the object 
raises and can begin to make their own meaning through their concrete 
experiences with it. Kolb (1984) identified the importance of such con-
crete experiences and opportunities to test and refine ideas in order to 
understand theoretical concepts. In turn, Hein (1998) has explicitly rec-
ognised the significance of Kolb’s ‘experiential learning cycle’ in relation 
to museum collections. What is more, learners often benefit from their 
object encounters not just on their own. Material culture can be a cata-
lyst for social interaction, as encounters with objects inspire conversa-
tion and encourage people to share their experiences and ideas (Rowe 
2002). The pedagogical benefits of social learning –  people learning 
from each other when doing activities in a group setting –  have long 
been recognised (Vygotsky 1978; 1986) and OBL plays very directly into 
the power of social and peer learning. The varied perspectives on the 
same object that different members of a group may have and the oppor-
tunity to share and discus them, can be an eye- opening experience.

Learning with objects also operates well within Gardner’s the-
ory of multiple intelligences (Gardner 1993), as material culture can 
be explored utilising most of our senses. In the context of the above 
discussion on social learning, OBL lends itself extremely well to stu-
dents with particular strengths in interpersonal intelligence. But more 
broadly, in contrast to traditional teaching styles that tend to foreground 
the learners’ use of their verbal and visual senses, object handling pro-
vides opportunities to engage through touch (Chatterjee 2008) and thus 
allows learners whose strengths lie in kinaesthetic or bodily intelligence 
to succeed. By extension, tactile object learning offers opportunities for 
the considerable proportion of the population –  including among the 
UK and European student body –  who experience specific learning dif-
ficulties, such as dyslexia, dyspraxia and ADD/ ADHD (British Dyslexia 
Association 2016; Pennington 1991; Riddick 2009: 12; Zabell and 
Everatt 2002).

Directly engaging with objects is a very physical and haptic expe-
rience (Candlin 2008; Tiballi 2015); it allows students to relate theo-
retical concepts to something applied and tangible. For example, being 
able to look closely and compare and contrast a number of zoological 
specimens can make plain seemingly complex taxonomical relation-
ships between different species. Such transformative insights, which 
open up ‘a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking about some-
thing […] without which the learner cannot progress’ are referred to  
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as ‘threshold concepts’ (Meyer and Land 2003; 2005). Objects demand 
that learners master these concepts before they can move on and engage 
with a topic on a higher level. Moreover, objects often have a certain 
aesthetic appeal to learners’ natural curiosity. If an object- based activ-
ity forms part of a larger problem, task or project that students work on, 
once their interest is awoken they tend to be so focused on their task that 
the learning of difficult concepts can take place almost unnoticed and 
seemingly with ease.

There is an increasing body of literature that attests to the ben-
efits of using hands- on object engagements in learning. Much of it is 
summarised in the contributions to a recent volume dedicated to OBL 
in higher education (Chatterjee and Hannan 2015) and, from a UCL 
perspective, Sharp and colleagues (2015) provide a useful overview 
of recent OBL research conducted at this institution. Consequently, we 
refer readers interested in the evidence base concerning the pedagogical 
efficacy of OBL to these publications. Whereas in the present chapter, 
we will focus on some of the practical issues associated with creating 
OBL opportunities, based on several examples and case studies from our 
practice at UCL Culture, the department responsible for the university’s 
museums and collections comprising a diverse range of materials and 
artefacts (see below and Kador et al. forthcoming).

Creating OBL opportunities

We argue that there is no discipline for which material culture could not 
be employed as part of innovative teaching and wish to challenge any 
sceptical reader to suggest a subject or topic to which the use of material 
culture could not contribute in some way. Below we present a number 
of practical examples and case studies to illustrate several possibilities 
of how objects can be successfully utilised in academic practice across a 
wide spectrum of fields from the Arts/ Humanities, Social, Natural and 
Life Sciences.

At UCL, academics and teachers who are interested in utilis-
ing material culture for their teaching and learning activities have at 
their disposal three public museums and several additional collections 
of objects and artefacts relating to a broad range of disciplines from 
Anthropology to Zoology and totalling over 800,000 items (as well as 
the library special collections). While the UCL museums hold many rare, 
unique and valuable items, all of the collections are teaching collections 
in the first instance. This means that most of these objects can be used for 
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learning activities. Clearly, using real museum objects means that there 
is always a balance to be struck between curatorial concerns of preserv-
ing the objects and pedagogical ones of maximising the learning oppor-
tunities they afford. Having said that, this tension can in itself be turned 
into a valuable learning experience, for example through discussions on 
the necessity of wearing gloves to handle certain objects and how this 
may affect the tactile experience of the handling (Willcocks 2015).

Also, as mentioned at the start of this chapter, OBL is not confined 
to museum objects and, therefore, even university teachers who do not 
have ready access to a curated collection can employ a material culture 
focused approach. Moreover, many local and civic museums would be 
happy to support higher education institutions in exploring the use of 
their collections for teaching and learning in a collaborative way and 
in the UK there is a specific Museum University Partnership Initiative 
(MUPI) to facilitate this (Bonacchi and Willcocks 2016). Therefore, 
colleagues at institutions without their own collections would be well 
advised to contact their local museum to investigate this possibility. To 
illustrate this, the last of our three case studies presented below will draw 
on one such collaboration, where UCL Culture, as a university museum 
service, helped develop and facilitated a visit from another higher edu-
cation institution to access one of our collections for an OBL project. The 
following examples provide a range of possibilities for including the use 
of collections within a connected curriculum. The first will provide the 
‘gold standard’, of an entire module situated within a collections setting.

learning our object lessons

‘Object Lessons: communicating knowledge through collections’ is 
a second year module on UCL’s Bachelor of Arts and Sciences (BASc) 
undergraduate degree programme. The module is led by (staff from) 
UCL Culture and is designed entirely in an OBL framework. In a forth-
coming publication we outline the practical aspects of this module, how 
it is structured and how it relates to research- based education (Kador  
et al. forthcoming). Here we will focus on the specific role that learning 
directly with objects plays within this module.

‘Object Lessons’ runs for one academic term (usually in the spring), 
thus lasting around 11 weeks and comprises three weekly contact  
hours –  a one- hour lecture and a two- hour seminar. The lectures are 
delivered by a range of object and material culture specialists, incl-
uding archaeologists, anthropologists, museum curators and digital 
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technology experts. They introduce the students to different disci-
plinary perspectives on objects and also allow them, in line with the 
first dimension of the Connected Curriculum framework, to con-
nect with different researchers and the institution’s (world- leading) 
research (Fung and Carnell 2017; Fung 2017). However, it is in the sem-
inars where the students are directly confronted with objects.

In the first seminar, students are introduced to a broad range of 
objects drawn from across UCL’s collections. To a large degree, these 
are objects that will look unfamiliar to the students; this allows them 
to develop their confidence in safe object handling and also to sharpen 
their observation, interpretive and analysis skills (Figure 4.1). One of 
the key qualities that students get to practise in this session is how to 
look at things ‘slowly’ (Roberts 2013), with the aim of reaching deeper 
understandings and asking more interesting questions. The seminar 
also highlights the importance of drawing, for cognition and informa-
tion processing (Ingold 2011), which has special significance for objects 
that cannot be touched or safely handled (due to their material prop-
erties, size or fragility), including most artworks (Tiballi 2015). These 
newly gained and refined skills prepare the students for the second 
week, when each of them is personally allocated a different object, from 

Fig. 4.1 Students on the UCL Bachelor of Arts and Sciences module 
‘Object Lessons’ working with objects and specimens from UCL Museums 
and Collections. Photograph: Mike Osaer
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a UCL museum, collection or the library’s special collections. This could 
be an archaeological or ethnographic artefact, an artwork, a rare book 
or manuscript, a scientific object or a zoological specimen. In line with 
the third dimension of the Connected Curriculum, objects are selected 
to facilitate interdisciplinary encounters. Students whose wider pro-
gramme pathway is predominantly science focused might be assigned 
an ethnographic object or an artwork, while those taking mainly arts/ 
humanities subjects might be given a scientific instrument or zoologi-
cal specimen. They are thus forced to operate outside their disciplinary 
comfort zones. Applying their newly acquired observation, interpre-
tation and analysis skills, students are tasked with conducting inde-
pendent research on their object, using both the object itself and the 
museum records as primary research material and making use of more 
than one disciplinary framework. From then on they are treated like any 
other research visitor using UCL’s collections, and have to make appoint-
ments with the respective curator for their follow- up visits to engage in 
more detailed object research. This echoes the fourth dimension of the 
Connected Curriculum, allowing students to connect academic learn-
ing to real- world, workplace learning. Student feedback highlights the 
benefits of this. For example, one student stated, ‘I really enjoyed get-
ting access to such interesting objects and learning through them and 
through the curators was a very stimulating experience’ (extracts from 
BASc2001 student evaluations, March 2016).

Their close engagement with one particular object in its wider 
context provides the basis for the students’ first assessment, which takes 
the form of an object report (like a curator might produce) or a book 
proposal styled on a pitch an author might write for a popular science 
publisher. For the second assessment, students work in teams of five, 
bringing together their individual objects from the first task, with the 
objective of developing a virtual exhibition from this collection of five 
‘randomly assembled objects’. The exhibitions are to be curated within a 
digital platform called MyPortfolio (https:// myportfolio.ucl.ac.uk/ ). In 
their groups the students must agree on a theme for their exhibition and 
on a target audience, at which their exhibition will be primarily aimed 
and that might be especially interested in their collection. At the end of 
term they get the opportunity to pitch their exhibition to the rest of the 
class, and indeed the wider public, as part of a presentation day.

Both the first and the second assessments on ‘Object Lessons’ 
align well with Connected Curriculum dimension 5, in that they are 
outward facing and directed at an audience. The second task in par-
ticular also relates closely to the sixth dimension, connecting students 

https://myportfolio.ucl.ac.uk/
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with each other, in group work. Moreover, frequently, they also engage 
with fellow students from different years on the BASc programme, to 
test their exhibition ideas, thus connecting with students from differ-
ent phases.

Finally, ‘Object Lessons’ does not operate in isolation and relates 
closely to other core and optional modules on the BASc degree pro-
gramme, providing a throughline of activity across the programme, as 
encapsulated by Connected Curriculum dimension 2. This is directly 
reflected in student feedback where many stated that their first year 
modules Approaches to Knowledge and Interdisciplinary Research 
Methods (both part of the BASc degree programme) provided a ‘logical 
foundation’, as they helped ‘to create and understand abstract connec-
tions between objects, events, people [and] ideas’ and ‘learning skills for 
learning and doing research from multiple perspectives’ (extracts from 
BASc2001 student evaluations, March 2016).

More generally, feedback from ‘Object Lessons’ reflects the effec-
tiveness of this way of learning. One student described it as a ‘very 
interesting and unique module [that] has potential to be one of the 
best BASc modules’ (extract from BASc2001 student evaluations 
March 2016). Another student characterised it as ‘mind- opening, a 
good introduction to museum curation and it brings us new perspec-
tives to view things around us’. The student continues, ‘I like this very 
much as we can really touch and learn a real thing and connect them 
with the culture context’ (extract from BASc2001 student evaluations, 
March 2015).

When creating research- based learning activities it is important 
to acknowledge that the culture shift involved, often associated with an 
apparent lack in structure, as discussed at the start of this chapter, can 
also be intimidating to students. However, this in itself can become a 
valuable learning experience, as expressed by another ‘Object Lessons’ 
student:

There was a lot of flexibility in terms of how to ‘interpret’ the object 
report, which at first seemed very daunting. In the end, it ended up 
being a good learning process, having to figure out yourself how 
to best structure the assignment according to your object (extract 
from BASc2001 student evaluations, March 2015).

Once students have discovered their own capabilities, they realise the 
opportunities a student- centred education affords. ‘I really enjoyed going 
about the university more –  visiting the different exhibitions and being 
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given the freedom to go on our own to visit the new places’ (extract from 
BASc2001 student evaluations, March 2016). The ability to follow their 
own curiosity and (being granted) the freedom to explore, as expressed 
by some of the ‘Object Lesson’ students, are fundamental elements of 
a research- based education, which OBL and especially collection- based 
teaching can foster extremely well.

the art of brain science

While the above example relates to a module that allows students to 
engage directly and closely with material culture for an entire academic 
term, it must be recognised that most programmes of study do not have 
the capacity to include entire modules based on object engagements and 
that ‘Object Lessons’ is a special case, supporting all six dimensions of 
the Connected Curriculum. Consequently, most of the OBL activities 
currently provided at UCL are one- off visits (to museums), workshops, 
seminars or project- based assignments, using the collections for one 
specific purpose or element of a module. In this context, one of the main 
interests of UCL Culture is to forge ‘less obvious’ links with subjects or 
disciplines that would not traditionally draw on collections, such as 
those from the natural or social sciences.

A recent example of this is the second year undergraduate Brain 
and Behaviour module that forms part of the BA/ BSc Psychology with 
Education programme at the UCL Institute of Education. A conversation 
with the module coordinator at a (UCL Arena) staff training event led 
to an exploration of how UCL Culture could support a seminar focusing 
on specific neurological conditions. We responded by bringing together 
a number of artworks from the UCL Art Museum with two brain speci-
mens, one ‘healthy’ and one ‘diseased’, from the UCL Pathology Museum. 
The artworks included three large anatomical watercolour paintings 
(Figure 4.2) by renowned surgeon and gifted artist, Sir Charles Bell 
(1774– 1842), two oil pastels of WWI facial reconstruction surgery by 
the former Slade Professor (and British Army draughtsman) Henry 
Tonks (1862– 1937) and an abstract, early computer- generated artwork 
from the 1960s by Slade scholar Pauline Aitken, titled In the Beginning 
was the Secret Brain. In small groups students had the opportunity to 
engage with each of these objects and find the connections between the 
artworks and the brain specimens as well as comparing the healthy and 
injured brain and discussing the likely symptoms the patient would have 
presented with after sustaining their brain injury.
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These hands- on tasks were followed by two presentations, the first 
by psychologist (and module leader) Frances Knight on the key areas of 
the brain and the second by clinical psychiatrist, Bernice Knight, about 
two common neurological conditions (epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease) 
and current neuropsychiatric approaches to treating them. For these 
presentations, students still had the benefit of the two brain specimens 
to help them identify the regions of the brain discussed and allow them 
to make connections to the previous task. In combination, the activi-
ties at this seminar covered the first, third and fourth dimensions of the 
Connected Curriculum (see above, Fung 2017 and Fung and Carnell 

Fig. 4.2 Charles Bell (c1830). Nervous system of the head and trunk. 
Watercolour, graphite and iron gall ink on paper. 1000 x 500mm. © 
UCL Art Museum, University College London
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2017). The students learned from leading experts in the fields of brain 
science and neuropsychiatry respectively; they were able to investigate 
links between psychology, psychiatry, surgery/ anatomy and fine art and 
got to connect this learning to real- world and workplace settings, such 
as a hospital or health centre. Moreover, student feedback for the ses-
sion was unanimously positive. In particular, the impact of holding a real 
brain in their hands (for most of them for the first time) and being able to 
identify on it the different regions (i.e. frontal lobe, temporal lobe, pari-
etal lobe, occipital lobe, cerebellum, etc.), which had represented the 
focus of large parts of the module, had a transformative effect on them.

illustrating galton’s ‘missing’ objects

As already referred to above, UCL Culture also supports many external 
partners and higher education institutions in developing innovative 
learning, practice and research opportunities for their students. For 
example, the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology has an annual 
collaboration with the University of the Arts London (UAL), Central St 
Martin’s, that gives second year fine art students the opportunity to cre-
ate new artworks in response to the museum’s collections and culminat-
ing in an annual exhibition of their works in the museum’s gallery.

UCL Culture also supports the creation of OBL opportunities for 
external students through using the collections in more formal settings, 
such as providing input and support in the development of teaching 
and learning opportunities, ranging from one- off visits to entire course 
units. A recent example of such a collaboration is the ‘Responding 
to External Briefs’ unit on the BA Illustration from the University of 
Creative Arts, Farnham. For this collaboration third year Illustration 
students –  already skilled illustrators –  visited UCL’s Galton collection 
(www.ucl.ac.uk/ museums/ galton), which contains the personal effects 
and custom- made instruments owned and used by Victorian scientist Sir 
Francis Galton. While Galton’s work was far- reaching with implications 
for contemporary meteorology, biology and crime science, his legacy is 
problematic and he is nowadays primarily associated with his champi-
oning of eugenics (Challis 2013). Thus in turn his racist credentials also 
cast his collection of objects in a difficult light, which necessarily rep-
resents an important element of the educational uses of this material 
(see Kador et al. forthcoming; Nyhan et al. 2014).

After receiving an introduction to Galton’s life and the background 
of the collection by its curator, Subhadra Das, and then having had the 
opportunity to examine some of Galton’s objects close up, the students 
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were presented with their brief. This was to either visually tell the story 
of (all or part of) Galton’s life or to provide illustrations of some of the 
more conceptual aspects of his work in statistics and psychology; in 
particular, focusing on twin studies, mental visualisations and anthro-
pometry (Galton 1884; 1907). The latter are areas for which there are 
few (if any) physical objects in the collection; therefore the students 
were tasked with producing illustrations designed to help people grasp 
abstract concepts at the centre of Galton’s work that may otherwise be 
difficult to understand.

The final (assessable) output for the unit was ‘an ambitious body of 
high quality work’ responding to the brief (Figure 4.3a and 4.3b), along 
with the preparatory work of the same, such as sketchbooks, drawings, 
drafts and mock- ups as well as a research file, personal reflection and 
reflective journal. To achieve this, students had a follow- up visit to the 
collection and could draw on its curator’s extensive knowledge of both 
the collection and Francis Galton’s biography. The ultimate objective of 
the brief was that the students’ work can be added to the suite of teach-
ing resources for the Galton collection and its website.

Along the lines of the Connected Curriculum, this unit relates 
directly to dimensions one, three, four and five; through giving students 
the opportunity to discuss their projects with the curator and Galton spe-
cialist, Subhadra Das, through making connections across the various 
subjects that combine Galton’s many interests and with their own field of 
illustration, through connecting their learning with a professional brief, 
based closely on a workplace scenario and through producing an assess-
able output directly aimed at an audience (Fung and Carnell 2017).

Discussion and conclusions

The examples presented here demonstrate how object- based learning at 
any level –  whether concerning an entire academic module or just a single 
seminar –  almost by default, necessitates a research-  and enquiry- based 
approach to learning and how it can be easily related to most, if not all, 
dimensions of the Connected Curriculum. The cornerstones of creating 
such object- based encounters for students are the availability of curated 
university collections or other collections available for hands- on learn-
ing and the curatorial staff whose knowledge and expertise is invaluable 
to allow academics to embed the material within learning activities. 
This therefore stresses the value of the cultural assets and resources that 
many universities hold and the importance of maintaining and looking 
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Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b Example of a student’s work with the UCL Galton 
Collection from the University of Creative Arts BA Illustration module,  
‘Responding to External Briefs’. This example presents the ‘young 
Galton’s expedition to West Africa and the inspiring events that  
happened whilst he was there’. © 2017 Catherine Paiano
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after them, but crucially also opening them up to the student population 
to spark their curiosity and allow them to engage, learn, research and 
make their own meanings with these collections.

In periods when finances are under pressure, cultural resources 
can appear like luxuries that organisations can ill afford. However, to 
anyone believing in the effectiveness of student- centred, active and 
enquiry- based learning and that higher education should be re- oriented 
firmly in that direction, it is surely obvious that collections- based teach-
ing should be at the centre of this process. Moreover, from a student 
perspective, as both research in this area  –  referred to earlier in this 
 chapter –  and the above examples have illustrated, object- based learn-
ing also helps students to develop not only subject- specific competencies 
but also substantial transferable skills, such as observation, articula-
tion, communication and presentation, which will benefit them in an 
extremely competitive labour market.

Finally, there is one ingredient with strong pedagogical benefits 
that can be difficult to attain but seems to come very easily to museums: 
the power of wonder. Teaching with museums and their objects has 
the potential to surprise our students, which has significant potential 
from an educational perspective (Kearns 2015), specifically igniting an 
inquisitive mind- set and a drive to discover. There is a growing body of 
writing testifying to the pedagogical benefits and possibilities offered by 
object- based encounters. This includes formal publications (Chatterjee 
2008; Chatterjee and Hannan 2015; Paris 2002), blog posts (e.g. http:// 
blogs.ucl.ac.uk/ museums/ ; http:// blogs.reading.ac.uk/ oblhe/ ) and 
social media (including several twitter handles and YouTube videos, 
such as those by UCL2, Manchester Metropolitan University3, Phoenix 
Art Museum4 and the Royal Ontario Museum5). However, much OBL 
work taking place at UK and international universities goes entirely 
unpublished. Even within UCL alone there over 150 modules that 
UCL Culture supports every academic year with objects, venues and 
expertise. Consequently, this chapter has just scratched the surface in 
its attempt to provide a selection of the learning that takes place that 
utilises university collections. However, the examples presented here 
hopefully provide a useful illustration, outlining how OBL can work 
in practice. Moreover, we hope this can inspire educators new to this 
approach to begin developing their own object- based learning activities.

We have chosen these specific examples as they demonstrate how 
OBL works well within the dimensions of the Connected Curriculum. 
In addition to very naturally facilitating research- based education and 
problem- based learning, OBL’s effectiveness lies in the combination of 
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the power of touch, the power of ‘slow looking’ and the power of won-
der. In the fast- paced world of twenty- first century Western Europe, 
surprising students with one or a selection of strange and unfamiliar 
objects and giving them the space to explore at close range by looking, 
touching and even smelling, provides an immersive learning experience 
that places students at the centre of generating new modes of knowing. 
In this context, academic programmes providing object- based learning 
opportunities as part of an active, research- based and student- centred 
curriculum have the potential to transform how learning takes place in 
higher education.
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5
Foundation skills for veterinary  
medical research

Sharon Boyd, andrew gardiner, Claire phillips, Jessie paterson, 
Carolyn morton, Fiona J. l. Brown and iain J. robbé

Introduction

Research skills are essential for students in all disciplines (Dwyer 2001; 
Trigwell 2005; Healey et  al. 2010). For veterinary professionals, these 
essential skills are recognised nationally and internationally, promoted 
by professional bodies (Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons 2015; 
American Veterinary Medical Association 2016) and must be explicitly 
demonstrated in the curriculum.

This chapter will focus on a Research Skills course (~120 students 
per year) integrated within the five- year undergraduate veterinary med-
ical degree at the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies (RDSVS), 
University of Edinburgh. This second- year course is the first step in devel-
oping student research skills. Skills such as information management, 
critical enquiry and public engagement are enhanced, with the aim of 
preparing students for future research.

The design of the course specifically encourages students to make 
connections, both within the discipline and more broadly. It is student- 
led, with opportunities for student groups to meet with staff and discuss 
progress. This learning dialogue enhances confidence in professional 
communication which is essential, both for workplace learning and 
developing individual research projects in later years. The course is 
structured as a group project assignment, with students selecting a topic 
beyond the taught veterinary curriculum. This encourages students 
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to make interdisciplinary connections beyond the programme; this 
approach can therefore be readily adapted.

This chapter will begin with an overview of the theory underpin-
ning the development of a research community of practice (Wenger 
1998). This will be followed by an outline of the Bachelor of Veterinary 
Medicine and Surgery (BVM&S) programme. We will consider the 
structure of the Research Skills course and how key elements integrate 
research within the curriculum. Core to this is the inculcation of stu-
dents to the veterinary research community, and the support mecha-
nisms used to achieve this will be reviewed. The chapter will conclude 
with a reflection on future developments and indication of how this pro-
cess can be extended to other disciplines.

Developing a research community of practice

In the case of veterinary practice, as with many vocational areas (Andrew, 
Tolson and Ferguson, 2008), the goal is to develop a community of prac-
tice comprised of lifelong researchers who can critically review current 
research, align with previous knowledge and identify gaps in understand-
ing. Evidence- based veterinary medicine (EBVM), with its concomitant 
requirements to understand the derivation and robustness of the evidence, 
is a central ethos to the clinical approach taken by veterinary professionals, 
and this is embedded within veterinary medical learning and teaching.

It is recognised that veterinary medical education involves the 
formation of professional identity through enculturation and situated 
learning (Lave and Wenger 1991). Students are welcomed as part of the 
professional community of practice at a ‘white coat’ ceremony at the start 
of their degree programme. In this Research Skills course, learners form 
groups and create a community of practice in the context of their project. 
Situating their learning in the group allows each individual to move from 
peripheral participation to active engagement in the research, consistent 
with Lave and Wenger (1991).

Furthermore, peripheral participation through listening to the 
introductory lecture and reading the course handbook develops prop-
ositional knowledge (Eraut 2000). Active engagement through form-
ing a group, choosing a topic, self- determining whether to talk with 
researchers and course staff, and submitting their proposal, begins the 
development of procedural knowledge (Eraut 2000). Meeting addi-
tional requirements of the course including submitting the items for 
assessment shows procedural knowledge through demonstrating learner  
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competence. This procedural knowledge will be developed further 
through the individual research project from year 3 onwards, and 
through their involvement in research as part of their continuing profes-
sional development (RCVS 2016).

Linn et  al. (2015) report how reflection is a core element to 
allow students to develop their practices, synthesise their results, con-
sider how they will take their conclusions forward and recognise new 
strengths related to their careers. Reflective practice is an important 
professional skill –  students reflect through a portfolio and peer feed-
back; staff through the course review committee and by reflection- in- 
action (Schön 1991) in their professional practices.

These processes of reflection, enculturation and situated learning 
link with the Learning Partnerships Model proposed by Baxter- Magolda 
(2009), whose principles are to validate learners’ ability to know, situ-
ate learning in experience and define learning as ‘mutually construct-
ing meaning’. Integrating research- based activities into the curriculum 
serves to support students as they undergo the transition from school 
student to student researcher to veterinary professional. This transition 
is modelled in the approach to developing research skills described by 
Sambell (2008).

Structure of the BVM&S degree programme

The BVM&S degree is a five- year professional veterinary programme, 
with a four- year programme for graduate entry students holding an 
appropriate Biological or Animal Science Honours degree, with the 
final year being taught at masters level. For students on the five- year 
programme, key research- skill components include the Research Skills 
group project in year 2 and the individual research project in years 3 to 5.  
Graduate entry students on the four- year programme bring research 
experience from their previous studies and thus are not required to com-
plete this course.

Students complete workplace learning, or extra- mural studies, 
through their time on the programme. This comprises a set amount 
of non- clinical (12 weeks) and clinical (26 weeks) placements. These 
placements give students the opportunity to develop skills through 
hands- on activity, e.g. animal handling (animal husbandry), surgical 
and laboratory skills (clinical). Students submit reports on their place-
ments providing a route for developing reflective practice. This process 
aligns with the apprenticeship research model described by Zimbardi 
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and Myatt (2014); in the case of veterinary students on placement, their 
supervisor may be a clinician working as an academic staff member or 
in an external practice. The veterinary network is not differentiated into 
‘academic research’ versus ‘professional practice’, but is rather an inte-
grated community of practice.

There is significant challenge in fulfilling the joint requirements 
of creating masters- level graduates, with critical thinking and creative 
knowledge acquisition, alongside the profession- specific knowledge 
and practical competences required by the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons (RCVS 2015). Fully embedded research skills training is the 
most practical and effective way of achieving this.

In their report for the Higher Education Academy, Healey and 
Jenkins (2009) review the four elements of the teaching research 
model developed by Healey (2005). Student engagement in research 
can be through research- tutored, research- led, research- orientated or 
research- based modalities. As recommended by Healey and Jenkins, a 
range of teaching and learning methods are used in the curriculum to 
ensure students have experience of all four aspects. Research- led and  
- tutored practices often result in the student as ‘audience’, with research- 
oriented and -based practices seeing the student as a participant.

Research Skills course

We concur with Healey and Jenkins (2009) that the four routes to 
engagement outlined above are not independent. By including methods 
such as peer-  and small- group teaching (Bell, Paterson and Warman, 
2014), we endeavour to include as much research- tutored student 
participation as possible. Baxter- Magolda (2009) highlights two key 
problems with building a learning partnership which apply to any new 
undertaking: perceived institutional barriers and rigid assessment pro-
cesses. Institutional barriers preventing the integration of additional 
activities or research projects can be policy- led, or can be the result of 
staff perception: ‘we can’t do that because it’s not permitted’. We are 
fortunate that we do not experience institutional barriers; we have 
robust assessment processes and are positively encouraged to be var-
ied and forward- thinking in assessment methods, including student- led  
and - assessed summative assessments.

Instead, we have a heavy curriculum requiring measured, ‘effi-
cient’ integration of research. It must be seen as relevant by our students 
to engage them so they gain the most from the experience in both the 
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short and long term. Through lecture, practical, project and workplace 
activities, students are encouraged to develop their professional skills. 
Students are aware from the outset that the methods and techniques 
used in their studies form the foundation of their professional work.

The Research Skills course is a 10- credit SCQF Level 8 (Scottish 
Qualification Framework 2016) course taken in the second year of the 
five- year undergraduate programme. The aim is to develop students’ 
skills in:

• acquisition and organisation of knowledge;
• presentation of a body of knowledge in a structured and interesting 

way;
• correct source referencing and formatting;
• communication between team members;
• team management, time management and allocation of tasks; and
• peer assessment and feedback.

The course was based on an earlier student- select project, and was 
re- designed in 2015 in response to student feedback and changing 
institutional strategic policy. Students were asked to develop proj-
ects which draw on their work- based practical experiences with ani-
mal species through the lens of socially- responsible and sustainable 
themes. These themes included ethics, technology, cultural influ-
ences, socio- economics, One- Health/ One- Wellbeing and local/ global 
issues. The choice of these topics made the course aim of exploring 
themes that affect and connect animals, people, societies, countries 
and the world as a whole more explicit. It resonated with institu-
tional strategy and policy (University of Edinburgh 2016), and guid-
ance issued by the Higher Education Academy and Quality Assurance 
Agency (HEA and QAA 2014) on improving sustainability literacy in 
all students.

It is essential that the research focuses around an authentic 
task that is clearly aligned with the discipline. The authentic task 
is a key element to foster engagement in particularly goal- led stu-
dents working on a very intense, full- time professional degree pro-
gramme. The student- selected projects provide a clear opportunity 
for students to participate in research- based activities, drawing on 
the research content to address questions or problems associated 
with veterinary medicine (see Box 5.1). The course also provides 
an important element of free choice in an otherwise predetermined 
curriculum.
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Through the Research Skills course, we seek to reduce anxiety and 
develop confidence by connecting students with a wider staff network. 
It allows the teaching team to share their own research experiences with 
students, as this passion and professional interest has been shown to 
have a positive influence on students participating in research- teaching 
activities (Dwyer 2001; Trigwell 2005; Healey et al. 2010). This is the 
first step in becoming part of the research community within the RDSVS 
and the wider veterinary community of practice. The goal was to help 
students to build their confidence in communicating as part of the 
research community (Adedokun et  al. 2013). As such, the assessment 
submission was in four parts:  an abstract, a group blog, a poster and 
a group presentation. The abstract and poster presentation follow the 
same format as the Veterinary Education (VetEd) Symposium (https:// 
vetedsymposium.org/ ), clearly demonstrating to students how they are 
developing skills which have a practical application in their career.

Through the requirement for core skills in presenting and writ-
ing, the students are introduced to searching for and finding rele-
vant information on their topic to produce a cohesive assessed piece. 
Information Skills sessions separate to the Research Skills course 
explain the additional value to the students of being able to search 
systematically for information. The sessions introduce the topic of 
EBVM, which is built on further as they progress through the degree. 

Box 5.1 A selection of titles from student projects to demon-
strate the range of topics covered in the Research Skills course.

One Health: an approach to the global management of zoonotic 
diseases in farm animals

Economics versus ethics in horse racing

Why donkeys? How their welfare impacts the economy and well-
being of the local community

The Engineer vs. The Farmer; are high technology procedures 
economically beneficial to the livestock industry?

Exploring the ethics in Animal- Assisted Therapy (AAT)

Are UK pig farms bringing home the bacon? An evaluation of the 
evolving pig industry across the globe.

War, what is it good for? The effect of civil war on wildlife and 
comparison of safeguarding strategies

Sustainability of Felis silvestris silvestris (Scottish Wildcat)

 

https://vetedsymposium.org/
https://vetedsymposium.org/
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Furthermore, the American Veterinary Medical Association’s (2016) 
Standard for Information resources includes a requirement that stu-
dents are able to retrieve and evaluate information. One of the aims of 
the information literacy sessions is to encourage students to see value 
in using different, subject- specific databases when searching for infor-
mation, to critique sources and integrate these in their final submis-
sion. Undergraduate students are familiar with search engines such 
as Google and may not believe that searching bibliographic databases 
adds anything. Grindlay, Brennan and Dean (2012) evaluated sev-
eral databases to determine which provided the most comprehensive 
veterinary coverage and recommended that CAB Abstracts (http:// 
www.cabi.org/ publishing- products/ online- information- resources/ 
cab- abstracts/ ) gave the most comprehensive coverage of veterinary 
literature. The Research Skills course provides a key opportunity to 
put these information literacy skills into practice.

The following section will describe the Research Skills course 
structure in more detail to illustrate how this makes effective 
use of a small part of the curriculum to develop student research 
confidence.

Course design

As stated previously, the Research Skills course is a 10- credit contri-
bution to the second year. It helps prepare students for the individual 
research project of third through to final year. This course is structured 
as a group project, recognising that much research work in the clinical, 
applied or pure sciences is collaborative in nature. In this section, we 
will look at the staff support, structure, assessment and feedback aspects 
of the course.

Staff support

Dwyer (2001) found one of the key negatives reported by research stu-
dents is poor staff availability. Levy and Petrulis (2012: 91) report the 
need for support and guidance in research activities, what they term 
‘bounded independence’ where students can retain a sense of autonomy 
while knowing that support is there should they require it.

Eight members of staff form an interdisciplinary team drawn from 
across the school, including clinical and support academics, research 
staff and information scientists. A  further interdisciplinary approach 
is demonstrated through the appointment of the course’s external 
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examiner who comes from medicine for human animal patients. This 
examiner has accreditation in public health medicine and a background 
in medical education and contributes to quality assurance of the course 
through commenting on standards regarding the processes of teaching 
and assessment.

In this course, because the project is student- led, teaching staff act 
as support contacts and assessors. At the outset, staff comment on draft 
abstracts and this starts a dialogue with students. Students have oppor-
tunities to meet with staff and discuss their projects. Students can also 
approach a member of the teaching team directly, can connect through 
the course administrator, and can attend a non- compulsory timetabled 
drop- in session. Meetings with staff are voluntary; it is up to the stu-
dent whether they take these up or not. In 2015, almost one third of 
the groups (nine out of thirty groups) chose to attend the drop- in ses-
sion. There was no evidence indicating whether attendance improved 
the final result. However, the course and student team reported that it 
was important the option was provided should students wish to avail of 
it. Many of the free- text comments in the course evaluation feedback 
thanked individual staff members for their approachability and advice.

By providing multiple routes to connect, our goal is to reduce the neg-
ative impact described by Healey et al. (2010) where staff were unavail-
able due to time pressure. It also allows students to see staff as individuals 
(Dwyer 2001), thus reducing anxiety in communicating their ideas.

Structure

As per Levy and Petrulis (2012), in this project the students focus more 
on research as ‘information gathering’ or reporting on current research 
in the discipline. This fosters an open ‘discover- oriented’ research 
approach as recommended by Spronken- Smith and Walker (2010). 
Students work collaboratively on their first research project. This learn-
ing approach provides space for learning from peers and from staff 
(Trigwell 2005), and marks the first step in building connections with 
the veterinary research community. The task requires effective collabo-
ration, with all the compromise and latitude required to reach a unified 
output and thus closely mirrors veterinary professional practice. The 
course and project follows the five- step process outlined below.

1. Introductory lecture: the course leader gives an introduc-
tory lecture outlining the purpose of the course and practical 
aspects of the project. This ensures that all students are given 
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information on assessment and timescales at the same time. 
Students have the opportunity to ask questions about the project, 
and can see examples of projects from previous years.

2. Forming a research group: students self- select their group 
(n=4) or ask to be placed in a random group by the course 
administrator. Students who have not selected a group by a spe-
cific deadline are placed in a group by the course administrator.

3. Choosing a topic: students are invited to select a group topic 
of their choice, incorporating the sustainability and species- 
specific themes as described earlier. The only restriction is 
that the topic should not focus on material directly related to 
their studies as the goal is to encourage research beyond the set 
curriculum.

4. Abstract submission: once the group is formed and topic cho-
sen, the next step is to submit an abstract of between 100 and 
200 words. This must be approved by the teaching team before 
the students can begin work, and is the first opportunity to gain 
feedback on their research proposal. Two members of the teaching 
team independently provide feedback; this is collated before being 
returned to the students.

5. Group- work: the group- working process includes peer assess-
ment and feedback through a tool called WebPA (http:// www.
ed.ac.uk/ information- services/ learning- technology/ assess-
ment/ webpa). The tool is specifically designed to facilitate peer 
marking against a set of group criteria, e.g. participation, infor-
mation skills, communication. This deals with the concern sur-
rounding ‘free riders’ reported by Trigwell (2005). Two different 
modes of group- working have been observed:  groups which 
divide the topic, work individually and come together at the end, 
and groups who work more collaboratively throughout the pro-
cess. Students are not given specific guidance on how the group 
should carry out the work, and are therefore free to choose the 
approach which works best for them. As yet, no difference has 
been observed in the results of groups who take one approach 
over another, though this is noted for ongoing observation. The 
mode of group communication is not recorded; students report 
this can be face- to- face, using electronic modes of communica-
tion, or a mixture of both.

The final group presentation of the project is described in more detail in 
the next section.

http://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/learning-technology/assessment/webpa
http://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/learning-technology/assessment/webpa
http://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/learning-technology/assessment/webpa
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assessment

The group project assessment comprises the abstract (formative feed-
back), presentation (10 per cent of the final mark), poster (20 per cent) 
and blog (70 per cent), allowing students to develop skills in presenting 
to a range of audiences. This ‘bilingual’ skill effectively tests the breadth 
and depth of the student’s understanding of the topic.

As mentioned previously, the poster presentation is similar in 
format to that used by a recognised veterinary education conference. 
The group blog was added in response to feedback from students in 
the previous year and is in line with the RCVS’ initiative to encour-
age clinical research by practitioners. The blog allows the students 
to expand on the topic in greater detail than permitted in the presen-
tation. It developed collaboration among the group, and leadership 
skills through the ability to move towards a compromise/ consensus. 
The potential public nature of blogging required students to con-
sider the appropriateness of the material published and thus develop 
a moral/ ethical responsibility and empathy with a wider perspective 
and differing sensibilities.

Formative feedback is provided via the abstract submission; 
assessed elements are the poster, presentation and blog.

• Abstract: Students are made aware from the outset that the 
abstract can be adapted as the project progresses, depending on 
the outcome of their research. As a result, the final abstract may 
have evolved, while providing a clear and concise introduction to 
the presentation and blog. It also provides an early opportunity for 
formative feedback to assist students in developing their project, 
which students report as being helpful in course feedback (see the 
next section on feedback).

• Poster presentation: Students present their posters in a lecture 
theatre to an audience of their peers and staff. The staff cohort 
includes at least two members of the teaching team (the assessors) 
and colleagues. Posters are displayed in the atrium over a one- 
week period to be viewed by students, staff and visitors to the vet-
erinary school and on- campus veterinary hospitals.

• WordPress blog: This tool was used effectively by colleagues in 
medical education for student projects. The team could there-
fore be confident that the tool would be suitable and straight-
forward to use. The blog was kept private, ensuring that it 
was visible only to staff and students in the appropriate group. 
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It could be locked for editing during the marking period, and 
received marks and feedback independently from two members 
of the teaching team.

Feedback

Levy and Petrulis (2012) emphasise the importance of the sense of own-
ership a student feels when they have the opportunity to select the area 
they wish to study. In addition to directing the topic, students also join 
staff in a liaison committee during the course to discuss what is working 
and what could be improved for future years. In the case of the Research 
Skills course, students are aware that they will not be involved in the 
course in the following year. However, they are always keen to feed for-
ward, and the course team ensure they see how their recommendations 
are put into action. Based on feedback (Table 5.1), free- text comments 
and course review, the following adaptations will be investigated and 
incorporated where possible:

• Timetable change to move the course into the second semester at 
a time students have identified as being more appropriate due to 
fewer assessments.

• WebPA will be used to provide formative peer feedback earlier 
in the project process, allowing students to improve their group- 
working skills as the project progresses.

• More explicit links will be made to the students’ extra- mural place-
ments, highlighting how their reports can be used to inspire more 
in- depth research into this area of their professional development. 
The goal is to encourage students to take ownership of both the 
placement and the project.

Table 5.1 Key student responses taken from course evaluation survey 
(n=108; 90 per cent response rate)

Question Response

I managed to join a group project that 
interested me

Definitely Agreed (61.4%) Agreed 
(27.8%)

The feedback on our draft abstract was 
useful

Definitely Agreed (34.3%) Agreed 
(42.6%)

I felt that support and advice was on offer 
if needed

Definitely Agreed (38.9%) Agreed 
(30.6%)

Overall, I found the course intellectually 
stimulating

Definitely Agreed (34.6%) Agreed 
(32.7%)
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• In the first year of using the blog, we encountered a conundrum 
in deciding whether to make these public as our colleagues in 
medicine had done. As outlined previously, public engagement 
and effective communication are key professionalism issues. We 
felt that we had not clearly outlined the considerations students 
should take into account before making their blogs live, e.g. use 
of copyright- cleared images, and potential impact of emotive and 
sensitive material on animal welfare. We elected to keep these pri-
vate within the network for the first year, and to work in collabo-
ration with colleagues in research public engagement to define a 
policy for future years.

• Audience feedback will be facilitated, resulting in a ‘People’s 
Choice’ award. This is in response to requests from staff, stu-
dents and visitors to the campus who wished to comment and 
reward the research on display in the atrium and in the pre-
sentations. An invitation to attend the presentations will be 
extended to students and staff in human medicine and biomed-
ical research to provide an external (to the programme) profes-
sional audience.

• Collaboration is extending beyond the programme in our use of 
peer assessment for group work and inclusion of sustainability 
themes. Our colleagues in medicine and social sciences wish to 
include the sustainability themes in similar projects they under-
take; we are working with them to take that development forward. 
Colleagues in the business school have proposed a more effec-
tive use of the peer- assessment process which we will integrate. 
Students group- assess against criteria halfway through the proj-
ect, rather than at the end. This feedback is then used to encourage 
each team member to improve their group- working skills for the 
remainder of the project.

Each of these developments is connected to the development of the stu-
dent as part of the research and veterinary professional community at 
the institution.

Discussion and summary

The previous iteration of this course, called Student Selected Component 
1 (SSC1), had run for a number of years. It generally received consist-
ent feedback from a significant number of students which questioned 
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the relevance of SSC1 to the veterinary programme. It was interesting 
that some students would make this comment while at the same time 
remarking that they had enjoyed the ‘freedom’ that SSC1 provided, with 
its overall stipulation that the projects must not touch on any aspect 
of veterinary medicine at all. In the highly content- driven veterinary 
course, they enjoyed being able to research a topic of their own choice. 
An issue with SSC1 might be termed ‘The Loch Ness Monster problem’, 
i.e. the tendency of students to choose a certain type of project (and 
Loch Ness Monster projects featured rather frequently). When done 
well, these projects could be interesting and insightful; however, when 
done superficially they resembled secondary school- type projects and 
had little depth or analysis.

In reinventing the course, the intention was to preserve the free-
dom of SSC1 but allow the students to feel that this was linked to the 
BVM&S programme by allowing interaction with veterinary- related 
topics, provided these engaged with the deliberately wide- ranging 
and interdisciplinary intentions of the new course, with its themes 
of ethics, sustainability, socio- economics, etc. The new framing of 
the course ensured students had to think in different ways, seeing 
and exploiting connections. It encouraged them to tap into animal- 
related subjects but in ways which were quite far removed from tradi-
tional bioscience approaches. Additionally, the new format provided 
the opportunity for students to explore a mix of evidence- based and 
value- based subjects (a good example being sustainability) in contrast 
to the more positivist slant of their other subjects in the preclinical 
sciences. We feel this is an important feature of the course because 
graduates entering clinical practice (as the majority will do) will in 
fact be operating in a world where evidence-  and value- based deci-
sions often collide. The vocational nature of the veterinary degree, 
and ever- expanding scientific clinical knowledge, means that there is 
little room to introduce course options in disciplines that traditionally 
encourage scholarship centred around value systems, e.g. humanities 
and philosophy.

The first year of transition was interesting. The project titles 
were imaginative and sometimes surprising (see Box 5.1), and it was 
very clear from the blogs and oral presentations that most students 
had engaged. Student feedback was decidedly better, and included 
a suggestion from students for placing the course later in the aca-
demic year, which made good sense as the students at this point had a 
slightly lighter timetable and were already involved in another course 
(Animal Body 4)  which also aimed to promote synthesis, this time 
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across traditional preclinical science subjects. Some synergy between 
these two very different courses, but with rather similar aims, is 
expected in coming years.

While the Research Skills course directly taps into the RCVS 
requirements to produce research literate graduates/ professionals, the 
course provides a hub for the development of a number of additional 
key graduate attributes. This is a rare early opportunity for the students 
to develop their communication, interpersonal and leadership skills 
authentically, rather than in the more typical simulated environments 
in other parts of the degree. The output will exemplify the ability of the 
students to recognise their social and professional accountability for 
the appropriateness of the material across the range of audiences, and 
thereby develops empathy for alternative perspectives along with moral 
and ethical responsibility. Self- reflection and skills associated with peer 
assessment extend beyond the university environment to professional 
practice and all of these taken together become the fundamental pro-
fessional and graduate attributes that should create dynamic graduates, 
equipped to enter a wide range of roles within and outside the veterinary 
profession although this is impossible to measure or assess (Hughes and 
Barrie 2010).

Practical hints for those contemplating trying a similar course 
would be to start on a small scale by introducing an activity to a pre- 
existing course. This will embed the new way of working within a 
familiar context especially if efforts are made to show relevance and 
application, including application in practice and the world beyond 
academia. Students should be supported appropriately as, depend-
ing on their school education, they may have focused on a certain 
discipline (e.g. humanities, sciences) from an early stage. Providing 
examples can help, but one of the merits of the group approach is that 
ideas are likely to bounce between students and help them to think 
creatively once that initial impetus is obtained. Inter-  and cross-   
disciplinarity is a major theme and aspiration in most academic insti-
tutions, so giving them examples of such approaches in action is likely 
to help, and by exploring conference sites, webinars and other media, 
students will gain an appreciation of how different subject specialists 
can work and talk together.
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6
Connecting the curriculum with the 
iGEM student research competition

Darren n. nesbeth

Introduction

The International Genetically Engineered Machines (iGEM) compe-
tition is an annual activity in which undergraduate and postgraduate 
university students from different degree programmes are encouraged 
to form teams and develop their laboratory, computer and communica-
tion skills through exploring a project of their choice, with clear links 
to research- based education. Students can apply to join an iGEM team 
during any year of their degree course but most often UCL iGEM team 
members have completed at least one year of undergraduate study. The 
Connected Curriculum Framework is a university- wide initiative at UCL 
with the goal of empowering students to learn through active partici-
pation in research and enquiry (Fung 2017). At the UCL Biochemical 
Engineering Department, iGEM participation has been harnessed as 
a driver for this institutional agenda. This chapter will provide a brief 
disciplinary background and a discussion of the ways in which iGEM 
has enabled and energised a Connected Curriculum approach. The 
Connected Curriculum Framework is defined by six themes, or ‘dimen-
sions’ (Fung 2016; Fung 2017). These dimensions can be briefly sum-
marised as: dimension 1: enabling students to connect with researchers 
and with the institution’s research; dimension 2: providing a ‘through-
line’ of research in a programme of study; dimension 3: encouraging 
students to make connections across subjects and out to the world; 
dimension 4: providing students with opportunities to connect academic 
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learning with workplace learning; dimension 5: providing students with 
opportunities to learn to produce outputs directed at an audience; and 
dimension 6: encouraging students to connect with each other, across 
phases and with alumni.

The iGEM competition is large and successful (300 teams par-
ticipated in 2016) and, though interdisciplinary in nature, it is prin-
cipally led by science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM) topics. However, the iGEM concept –  small, multidisciplinary, 
student teams working on self- defined projects –  potentially can map 
onto non- STEM disciplines or disciplines that encompass STEM but 
are led by the Arts and Humanities. The discussion that follows high-
lights how the UCL iGEM programme actively delivers dimensions 1, 
2, 3, 5 and 6 of the Connected Curriculum framework (Fung 2017). 
Workplace learning (dimension 4) is not a distinct iGEM activity but 
entrepreneurship does play a key role in the UCL iGEM experience 
and to date two spinout companies have been founded from UCL 
iGEM teams (Table 6.1).

The discipline of synthetic biology and the  
connected curriculum

Making connections across a curriculum is increasingly recognised 
as an effective way to help students acquire skills, knowledge and 
insight in a given subject or discipline. Most academic disciplines are 
made up of a collection of distinct areas of knowledge and practice, 
and because of this there can be an organisational inclination to teach 
disciplines in a process akin to sequentially dipping students in and 
out of different silos. With this approach connections between silos 
are implied and hinted at but rarely explored in a way that has impact 
for students.

In common with many academic disciplines, synthetic biology can 
be difficult to define and has fuzzy borders with other disciplines. For 
many research- intensive academic institutions, synthetic biology could 
be in principle taught by assembling a selection of pre- extant courses 
available across multiple departments and divisions. Arguably a better 
approach is to make explicit connections across courses and to make 
those connections credible and meaningful for students. Activities such 
as iGEM give students the opportunity, autonomy and guidance to make 
these connections themselves.
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Table 6.1 iGEM teams supported by UCL Biochemical Engineering

Year Team Awards/ notes

2009 Stress Busters (UG) Silver Medal

2010 Hypoxon (UG) Gold Medal

2011 E. coili (UG) Bronze Medal

2012 Plastic Republic (UG) Gold Medal

Top- ranked UK Team at World 
Championship Jamboree

Best Presentation Award Winner

First BioBrickTM submitted by members of 
the public

(with London BioHackspace)

Morph Bioinformatics 
(Entrepreneurship)

Founded spin- out company Morph 
Bioinformatics

2013 Spotless Mind (UG) Gold Medal

Spectra (PG) Silver Medal

Top- ranked PG UK iGEM Team at European 
Jamboree

Darwin Toolbox

(Entrepreneurship)

Founded spin- out company Bento Bioworks

Mature Papyrum

(High School)

UCL Academy school team

First UK school to attend iGEM Jamboree

2014 Goodbye Azo- Dye 
(PG)

Gold Medal

Cyano- Busters

(High School)

UCL Academy school team

Juicy Print

(Community Lab)

London BioHackspace team

First UK community lab to attend iGEM 
Jamboree

2015 Mind the Gut (PG) Gold Medal

Top- ranked PG UK iGEM Team at Jamboree

Best PG Entrepreneurship Award Winner

Best Composite BioBrickTM Award Nominee

2016 BioSynthAge (UG) Gold Medal

Best Entrepreneurship Award Nominee

Best Therapeutic Award Nominee

Best Composite BioBrickTM Award Nominee
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Biochemical engineering

The disciplinary provenance of biochemical engineering makes it a 
natural fit for the aims and objectives of synthetic biology and iGEM, 
defined below. The emergence of biochemical engineering from chem-
ical engineering was necessitated by the new products and processes of 
the biotechnology industry (Shamlou et al. 1998). As the need for bio-
logical knowledge and expertise increased, the demand for biochemical 
engineering to become a distinct discipline grew.

masters of Engineering

In the United Kingdom, the Masters of Engineering (MEng) degree was 
launched in 1980 with intended learning outcomes (ILOs) that encom-
pass both academic standards and the accreditation requirements set 
by professional engineering bodies such as the Institution of Chemical 
Engineers (IChemE). Typically, such accreditation standards place a 
premium on students’ demonstrating teamwork skills and independent, 
creative thinking. At the UCL Biochemical Engineering Department 
staff experience developing MEng programmes informed their view of 
iGEM as a potentially highly valuable student activity. UCL Biochemical 
Engineering, with the support of the UCL Faculty of Engineering 
Sciences, has hosted UCL iGEM teams since 2009, providing full labora-
tory facilities and sponsorship.

Synthetic biology

Synthetic biology has recently emerged as an academic discipline that 
forms the philosophical underpinning of the iGEM competition. It 
can be defined as the application of engineering principles to biolog-
ical material in order to design biological devices that do not exist in 
nature (Kwok 2010; Nesbeth 2016). From around 2005 onwards the 
retail cost of DNA synthesis and DNA sequencing has continued to fall 
significantly. This has created favourable conditions for the expansion 
and development of the discipline of synthetic biology. Low cost syn-
thesis, or ‘writing’, of DNA gives synthetic biologists capabilities for 
assembling DNA at scales that were previously impossible. This has led 
researchers to assemble the entire complement of DNA needed to con-
trol a living cell, known as a cell’s genome, and use such designed, syn-
thetically originated DNA to generate an entirely synthetic organism 
(Lartigue et al. 2009).
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Fig. 6.1 UCL iGEM activities, schedule and participants. A) Major 
types of student activity required by iGEM. B) Faculties from which 
UCL iGEM students have been drawn, plus student participants from 
Central Saint Martin’s College (CSM), King’s College London (KCL) and 
the University of Westminster (West.). C) Typical annual schedule of 
UCL iGEM organisation and activities

the igEm competition

iGEM is an interdisciplinary science competition that was first organ-
ised by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), USA, and has 
since become an independent foundation. In the early years of opera-
tion, iGEM participants were mainly undergraduate and postgraduate 
university students, with a small number of secondary schools also par-
ticipating (Campos 2012). Participation has since widened to include 
community laboratories run by members of the public. The competition 
structure encourages teams to carry out research projects that encom-
pass computer modelling, public engagement, website design, explo-
ration of ethical issues, standardisation of biology, artistic expression 
and molecular biology (Figure 6.1). The typical schedule of UCL iGEM 
activity is set out in Figure  6.1, and a UCL iGEM cycle extends from 
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November to October of the following year. The competition concludes 
with students attending a large event, the ‘iGEM Jamboree’, in October/ 
November to present their work. Most participating universities design 
a curriculum that enables students to gain a valuable educational expe-
rience from iGEM participation.

The group- work and collaboration requirements of iGEM prepare 
students for common modes of working in commercial settings, where 
small, interdisciplinary teams of employees/ contractors/ licensees work 
towards defined goals with set deadlines. Such business- oriented, group- 
based approaches to project management have also been reported to be 
effective in educational settings (Gaudet et al. 2010).

A core requirement of iGEM is that teams submit DNA constructs 
that conform to a set standard for their construction, known as the 
BioBrickTM standard. Construction using the BioBrickTM standard tends 
to be less technically demanding than standard molecular biology meth-
ods. As a result, iGEM teams can be recruited from students studying dis-
ciplines beyond science and engineering. Sources such as the Synthetic 
Biology Handbook (Nesbeth 2016) provide a detailed introduction to 
the discipline of synthetic biology and technical elements of the iGEM 
competition, including the BioBrickTM standard, for readers interested 
in exploring the topic further.

Designing a throughline of synthetic biology into the  
UCL iGEM programme

A programme of basic molecular biology and synthetic biology teaching 
is designed so that students’ learning builds on previous learning in a 
throughline of research activity. This begins with traditional transmis-
sion of content. The programme then progresses through to students 
defining and advancing their project in the laboratory, while engaging 
in cycles of feedback and discussion of challenges and achievements 
with staff and peers. UCL iGEM team recruitment is open to the entire 
university. On average, the recruitment results in a team composed of 
40 per cent students from the Biochemical Engineering Department, 40 
per cent students from the UCL School of Life and Medical Sciences and 
20 per cent from other disciplines, ranging from social sciences, physi-
cal sciences, arts and humanities. Basic molecular biology and synthetic 
biology, particularly the roles of the BioBrickTM standard and low- cost 
DNA synthesis, comprise the scaffold of knowledge within the iGEM 
programme from which all other areas and topics extend.
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teaching foundational molecular biology

The molecular biology curriculum for UCL iGEM has been structured in a 
manner that approximates the ‘spiral’ approach to curriculum design as 
described by Harden and Stamper (1999). In a spiral curriculum design 
topics are revisited, levels of difficulty increase as topics are revisited 
and new learning relates to previous learning as student competency is 
assessed to have increased.

This ‘spiral’ approach (Bruner 1960; Coelho and Moles 2016) is 
often recommended for molecular biology teaching (Anderson and Rogan 
2011). The theme of ‘engineering biology’ is revisited repeatedly in deep-
ening exploration of the chemical and informational structure of DNA. 
A  series of lectures or whiteboard- and- pen ‘project hack’ days are typi-
cally scheduled with the aim of introducing the basic science and, criti-
cally, informally assessing the knowledge base that already exists within 
the team. Once students’ level of knowledge has been appraised, a series 
of tasks will be set for sub- teams in which team members are grouped so 
that knowledge can be shared by peer- teaching (Benè and Bergus 2014).

teaching foundational synthetic biology

Understanding the fundamentals of molecular biology equips the students 
to take the first steps in defining their project. The laboratory element of 
their iGEM project must be achieved using DNA molecules that comply with 
the BioBrickTM standard. Teaching of this standard is delivered by lecture 
and seminar complemented by the exhaustive online resources provided by 
the iGEM Foundation and their online Registry of Standard Biological Parts 
(http:// parts.igem.org/ Main_ Page). This teaching shifts from transmission 
to interaction over a series of workshops and ‘project hack’ sessions in which 
students explore their project proposals with academic staff. Importantly, 
these discussions must explore topics beyond the BioBrickTM standard, par-
ticularly when considering potential impacts of the project on stakeholders 
in wider society. However, any project must ultimately find expression in 
the form of several designed BioBrickTM- compliant DNA molecules so the 
concept runs through the programme from start to finish.

progression along the synthetic biology throughline

The UCL iGEM programme begins with delivery principally via lec-
ture and seminar. The teaching goal at this stage is for students to gain 
knowledge of the type of DNA- based tools they will design and use in 
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the project. Next there is a transition to peer- teaching while project 
ideas are developed. This is followed by discussion and debate with aca-
demic staff when final project topic choices must be made. At this stage 
the students should finalise the DNA tools they need to design and how 
they will be constructed in the laboratory. For the remainder of the pro-
gramme students access online resources and work collaboratively with 
academic staff and student peers to manage the designs and construc-
tion of the DNA tools needed for the project. The connected sequence of 
learning activities –  lecture, workshop, project definition, project prog-
ress, researcher partnership –  serves to establish an effective through-
line of staff- led teaching and student- led research activity.

UCL iGEM students connecting with staff and  
their research

Synthetic biology staff members from across UCL support iGEM stu-
dents through regular meetings and providing feedback on student 
project proposals and presentations. These interactions also provide 
staff with the opportunity to present their research interests to students 
and to facilitate connections with other UCL staff whose research inter-
ests match the students’ project. The first responsibility of UCL iGEM 
academic staff (including in some cases doctoral students) is to provide 
a safe environment for undergraduate students to participate in iGEM. 
This includes ensuring the outputs of an iGEM project, such as bacterial 
strains or web page content, are also safe and appropriate (McNamara 
et al. 2014). Arguably the next essential function for academic supervi-
sory staff is to link iGEM students with relevant researchers from across 
UCL. Establishing these links is frequently key to iGEM success.

Student learning through igEm research and enquiry

Classic teaching modalities alone, such as the lecture and the practical 
demonstration (Anderson and Rogan 2011), are often not sufficient for 
preparing students for modern research degrees and employment in 
research settings. Participation in iGEM brings an added dimension by 
virtue of the high degree of student autonomy it engenders. The very real 
and important sense of ‘ownership’ UCL iGEM team members have for 
their project can be a potent motivator for achieving these competencies. 
Inevitably mistakes are made along the way as deadlines approach and 
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the pressure students place themselves under mounts. Overall this gives 
iGEM students a unique opportunity to hone their research skills by pro-
posing research, gathering data and then learning to report their data 
clearly.

In much conventional university teaching, a three- stage arc 
of learning progresses from a lecture/ transmission stage, then to 
instructor- directed research and finally a stage when students are 
granted research autonomy. The following examples typify research 
collaborations that arise between UCL iGEM undergraduate students 
and UCL staff. Such collaborations improve upon the conventional 
learning arc in that student- led research is encouraged from the very 
start of the activity.

genetic modification of microglial cells

The 2013 team ‘Spotless Mind’ proposed the use of re- designed microg-
lial cells to address Alzheimer’s disease. Natural microglial cells patrol 
brain tissue and help maintain the healthy function of neuronal cells. In 
Alzheimer’s disease, it has been suggested that microglial cells detect 
and migrate to plaques (regions of damage) associated with the dis-
ease, and upon encountering plaques bring about harmful inflamma-
tion. Engineered microglial cells would be modified such that, upon 
arriving at plaques, they would secrete factors that suppress harmful 
inflammation.

Enabling this research therefore required that staff contacts 
be established across multiple silos of the university teaching and 
research organisational structures. In this case a stable microglial 
cell line, SV40  (Applied Biological Materials, Richmond, Canada) 
was identified for the project and links were established with 
Robin Ketteler of the UCL Medical Research Council Laboratory 
for Molecular Cell Biology to explore use of a NucleofectorTM device 
(Lonza, Amboise, France) for the team to attempt genetic modifica-
tion of the microglial cells.

gut on a chip

The 2015 team ‘Mind the Gut’ explored routes by which engineered pro-
biotic bacteria (EPB) could be used to detect chemical signatures in the 
human gut that signal different mood states in the brain. Compounds 
that improve mood would then be produced by EPB in response to those 
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chemicals. The team sought to mimic the environment in which EPB 
would interact with human gut cells. A step towards this was to recon-
struct a microfluidic device, based on the design by Kim et al. (2012), 
by working extensively with Ya- Yu Chiang in the laboratory of Professor 
Nicolas Szita.

A common dynamic in practical teaching is for context to be supplied 
solely by instructors. An unspoken bargain is struck between students 
and instructors in which students accept their de facto disenfranchise-
ment from the context of the practical. In return for this, students’ expec-
tations that a practical will ‘work’ (i.e. yield ample, explainable data) are 
given tacit approval. A less passive option, exemplified in the two exam-
ples above, is for students to be empowered to define context themselves. 
Throughout UCL iGEM, empowering students in this has always had an 
energising effect, evidenced by the time and focus given to projects. The 
corollary of this is that projects may not ‘work’ by the above definition. 
However, when the time comes to judge whether a project has worked 
or not, student skills have already been developed and competencies 
enhanced.

UCL iGEM students learning to produce outputs

Students must meet a number of outputs that engage a range of audi-
ences to be eligible for iGEM assessment. They must: produce a com-
prehensive wiki- based website; deposit biological material and data 
on the Registry of Standard Biological Parts; present a research poster 
at the iGEM finals ‘Jamboree’ event in Boston, USA and also give a  
20- minute presentation at the Jamboree; followed by a five- minute 
question and answer session. iGEM assessment follows a summative 
model in which fulfilment of a defined list of tasks determines qual-
ification for a given iGEM medal category: gold, silver, bronze or no 
medal. Judges drawn from the global synthetic biology community, 
alongside a variety of other stakeholders in the field, assess team per-
formance (Campbell 2005). An electronic scoring table system has 
emerged as the preferred iGEM scoring method since 2011, as it was 
assessed to be the fairest and most flexible approach. Via this scor-
ing table a medal status is determined for all participating teams that 
attend the Jamboree event.

Formative iGEM assessment (Willis et  al. 2002) is provided by 
mechanisms such as i) feedback statements from iGEM judges; ii) 
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reflection and discussion within the UCL supervisory team; and iii) 
discussion between supervisors and team members. Consensus arising 
from these evaluations (Nicholls 2002) informs structure and selection 
decisions for the subsequent iGEM cycle.

the igEm Jamboree event –  3– 4 days in Boston, uSa

All iGEM teams must provide a full account of their achievements on a 
wiki website. Technical details of a team’s BioBrickTM plasmids must be 
provided on their wiki and inputted to the Registry of Standard Biological 
Parts (often referred to as just ‘Registry’) at the relevant profile pages for 
the BioBrickTM plasmids a team has deposited. Critically, technical team 
achievements garner zero credit unless reported on both their wiki site 
and the Registry.

Medal qualification is primarily based on scrutiny of a team’s wiki 
site, which must fulfil a set of stated criteria. Teams must also give a 20- 
minute presentation and produce a poster that they can competently 
discuss with judges and delegates. This ‘live’ interaction with judges is 
a valuable opportunity for students to develop the key research skills of 
effective presentation of data, responding to intellectual challenge from 
peers and public speaking.

UCL iGEM students as partners with UCL academic staff

In a conventional lecture setting, students and staff have clearly distinct 
roles as the transmitters and receivers of knowledge. When students 
participate independently in research their relationship with staff is 
transformed to that of ‘fellow travellers’ (Jones 2005), partners working 
together towards a common purpose. The process of transition from pas-
sive receivers to partners poses the challenge of helping students develop 
new skills and understanding, while also ensuring students experience 
the risks and rewards of research autonomy. These goals can diverge or 
converge through the lifetime of an iGEM project, depending on factors 
such as topic choice and prior experiences of team members and super-
visory students.

This potential dichotomy between transmission- based or 
participation- based learning echoes the discussion by Neville (1999) of 
whether ‘direction’ or ‘facilitation’ is the more effective role for teach-
ers to adopt. For instance, directing research topic choices for iGEM 
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can deprive students of a sense of ownership of their project, whereas 
facilitating the process of shortlisting projects allows students and staff 
to work together as authentic partners. In contrast, much time in the 
laboratory can be lost ‘reinventing the wheel’ if directive teaching is not 
provided.

UCL iGEM teams are afforded the opportunity to work closely  
with full- time members of academic staff, post- doctoral research  
assistants (PDRAs) and doctoral students throughout the period of the 
competition. As the research direction of the project is student- led, 
this provides students with the opportunity to experience research 
as an active, collaborative partner as opposed to a passive receiver of 
information.

Teams are assisted in approaching UCL researchers for their 
input at all stages of a project:  from brainstorming and scoping, to 
experimental design, data capture, troubleshooting and data report-
ing. In this way students learn specific techniques or areas of theory, 
pragmatic details such as preparing and printing posters and how 
all these new experiences interplay and link within the lifetime of a 
project. Applications such as Slack (https:// slack.com) and Google 
Docs (https:// www.google.co.uk/ docs/ about), which work seamlessly 
across mobile and desktop devices, enable effective collaborative work 
and project management of teams whose members are widely dis-
persed geographically. This powerful connectivity makes it easier than 
ever for students to make meaningful contributions to iGEM, even if 
they cannot remain on campus through the summer stage of an iGEM 
cycle (Figure 6.1).

Developing approaches to igEm team supervision

iGEM supervision varies across the hundreds of universities that 
participate in the competition each year. At UCL the principal 
supervisor provides scientific guidance and extensive ‘behind the 
scenes’ work toward securing funding and facilities. Small group 
work (Gaudet et al. 2010) and problem- based learning (Carrió et al. 
2016) are core elements of UCL iGEM, important skills needed for 
success in the competition and in students’ future careers. Although 
different teaching styles (Jones 2005) may be appropriate for the 
diverse range of tasks required for iGEM (Figure  6.1), three core 
approaches have emerged and each is set out briefly in the follow-
ing sections.
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Encouraging intra- group and alumni collaboration

Experienced staff members must provide knowledge and insight for stu-
dents to help steer nascent projects to realistic goals. However, this is not 
the only effective mode of project examination by the team. Inescapably, 
the presence of academic staff renders project discussions more time- 
limited and formal than student- only interactions. Providing a student- only 
space to discuss decisions that will be crucial to the mission and identity of 
the team is key to establishing students’ sense of ownership of their project.

Providing a cadre of student peers that includes UCL iGEM alumni 
means the students can still have directed and facilitated discussions, 
while maintaining the student- led autonomy of the project. Student 
peers can provide the information and also the informality that helps 
foster intra- group collaboration. In this way iGEM teaching is delivered 
by peer- supported learning (Micari and Drane 2011) as well as partner-
ship with academic staff. Figure 6.1B details the numbers of postgradu-
ate students and iGEM alumni involved in UCL iGEM each year. Every 
UCL iGEM team since 2010 has benefited from peer- support and peer- 
teaching in this way. Inevitably students can also benefit from access to 
their peers in discussion of future career choices and opportunities.

providing a local context for team activities and deadlines

iGEM defines structure for teams via a comprehensive online content pro-
vision, including archived websites for many previous teams and competi-
tions (http:// igem.org/ Previous_ iGEM_ Competitions). However, the fact 
remains that an iGEM cycle stretches across 12 months, from applying for 
team membership through to attending the Jamboree event. Consequently, 
for much of an iGEM cycle the Jamboree is distant in terms of both time 
and location. A real danger when context is so temporally and geographi-
cally remote is that it becomes effectively absent altogether. Such a context 
void, if not filled by a local framework, can siphon off student motivation. 
Regular meetings with team supervisors, plus presentations in semi-   
formal settings, help to establish a meaningful routine of in- project reviews 
and feedback that encourages planning and helps progress.

Embedding group autonomy

Dolmans et  al. (2003) suggest the extent to which student learn-
ing is ‘self- directed’ positively correlates with attainment of learning 
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outcomes. This self- directed ethos is promoted within UCL iGEM by 
granting the team autonomy in terms of both the topic the team elects to 
investigate and the experiments and activities undertaken. When con-
sidering projects iGEM teams are also encouraged to address real- world 
problems (Balmer and Bulphin 2013), in common with many problem- 
based learning (PBL) approaches to teaching and learning (Norman and 
Schmidt 2016).

The three approaches above, tested and developed over several 
cycles of UCL participation in iGEM, favour partnership between stu-
dents and academic staff. Perhaps paradoxically, encouraging student 
independence strongly enables the formation of authentic research part-
nerships between students and staff. When students trust that staff will 
defend and support their creative vision, they tend to be more open to 
the unfamiliar experience of working in a research partnership. This 
contrasts with alternative modes where research projects are defined 
and directed by staff and the student’s role can be limited to completion 
of externally set targets and goals.

UCL iGEM students making connections across subjects 
and beyond the academy

Student collaboration has been reported as being beneficial to student 
attainment (Scheufele, Blesius and Lester 2007; Singaram et al. 2011) 
and providing evidence of credible inter- team collaboration has become 
a formal iGEM success criterion over time. The iGEM team wiki sites also 
function as a medium for communication and collaboration between 
teams and evidence suggests that such internet- based approaches are 
highly effective drivers of collaboration (Collier 2010; Sampaio- Maia  
et al. 2014; Ostermayer and Donaldson 2015).

Core values shared by iGEM and the Connected Curriculum frame-
work (Fung 2016) are the importance of encouraging students to be 
aware of their social responsibility as global citizens and to consider the 
ethical, social and legal implications of their work. An important feature 
of iGEM is the core requirement that teams make credible links outside 
of the academy to explore potential societal impacts of their work. This 
stipulation has become known as ‘Human Practices’ and has been sum-
marised by the director of iGEM judging, Peter Carr: ‘Human Practices 
is the study of how your work affects the world, and how the world 
affects your work.’ In response, UCL iGEM teams have initiated many 
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compelling interactions with organisations outside academia to engage 
with real- world stakeholders. Two examples discussed below illustrate 
UCL iGEM students’ human practice activities and how they have led to 
the formation of connections with wider society.

Biohacking and the laptop laboratory

The 2012 team, ‘Plastic Republic’, explored the feasibility of designing 
a bacterium capable of persisting in the world’s oceans and degrading 
waste plastics. As part of the project students initiated contact with 
members of the public who use the ‘London BioHackspace’ commu-
nity laboratory in Hackney, East London. This collaboration represents 
somewhat of a landmark in synthetic biology (Borg et  al. 2016) as it 
led members of the BioHackspace to design and assemble their own 
BioBrickTM (serial number BBa_ K729016), which became the first ever 
BioBrickTM submitted to the iGEM Registry of Standard Biological Parts 
by members of the public.

The do- it- yourself ethos of the BioHackspace led a group of 2012 
UCL iGEM alumni to found the company Bento Bio (https:// www.
bento.bio), which has developed a laptop- sized molecular biology lab-
oratory for retail to the general public. Bethan Wolfenden and Philipp 
Boeing were 2012 UCL iGEM team members and used the 2013 iGEM 
Entrepreneurship (iGEM- E) competition to take the first steps in found-
ing Bento Bio, then known as Darwin Toolbox. Like other UCL iGEM 
alumni, Philipp and Bethan have been closely involved in the design 
and implementation of subsequent UCL iGEM cycles, partnering with 
team members and supervisors to develop iGEM training and teaching. 
They also contribute a guest lecture on the UCL Bachelor of Arts and 
Sciences course, BENG3071 Open Source Synthetic Biology, presenting 
case studies drawn from their experiences with Bento Bio, synthetic 
biology and iGEM.

mental health and medicine: open mind night

The 2015 project, ‘Mind the Gut’, dealt with issues of mental health 
and featured the design of a genetic circuit within a probiotic bacte-
rium that could help decrease the negative side- effects commonly expe-
rienced by patients taking certain classes of sedative. To explore how 
mental health is treated, and the impacts of mental health medication, 
the team established links with the mental health and arts charity, 
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CoolTan Arts (www.cooltanarts.org.uk). An event was co- organised 
with CoolTan Arts to exhibit artwork produced by people suffering 
from mental distress and to discuss synthetic biology approaches to 
addressing mental health.

The team also worked with the Mental Fight Club (http:// men-
talfightclub.com), an organisation that explores creative routes to 
addressing the challenges of mental health and ill- health. Interactions 
with Mental Fight Club, CoolTan Arts and others inspired the team 
to host a public ‘Open Mind’ event which mixed performance, such 
as singing, poetry and stand- up comedy, with honest and open nar-
ratives of mental illness. Frank accounts of mental health challenges, 
provided in a remarkably brave manner by members of the public, 
served to highlight the real human connections between research and 
research impact.

Why connecting beyond the university can improve the 
student experience

The ‘human practices’ element of iGEM invites students to expand 
their definition of what a project is, to see it as something more than 
the process of gathering data for discussion exclusively with academic 
staff. Projects such as ‘Mind the Gut’ and ‘Darwin Toolbox’ typify the 
passion and commitment displayed by UCL iGEM students taking their 
own projects to authentic stakeholders outside of the academy. During 
the process of planning and delivering these engagement activities stu-
dents tend to develop a much richer and more expansive sense of what 
is possible and just how ‘real’ research can be. Research is no longer 
merely a different form of assessment in a narrow educational context, 
but a basic human activity with the potential to engage and impact 
communities.

Principles that have emerged from UCL iGEM 2009– 2016

Trusting students to decide their own research directions, encouraging 
interdisciplinarity and expanding scope beyond the university, can all 
improve learning in multiple different disciplines and settings beyond 
iGEM and synthetic biology. Student experience should be prioritised, 
even if this means students may experience frustration and disappoint-
ment as well as excitement and curiosity. Keeping student experience at 
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the heart of a student- led, research- led, team activity is not always easy. 
Organisations that can keep student experience at the heart of their con-
nected curricula will find that the resulting enhancement of learning 
enriches not only the immediate cohort of students, but also their peers, 
alumni, the institution’s teaching and research culture, and the wider 
community.
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7
Curating connections in the art  
history curriculum

nicholas grindle and Ben thomas

The act of curating, at its most basic, is about connecting. (Obrist 
2015: 1)

Introduction

In recent years ‘connecting’ has proven a powerful way of rethinking 
how people learn in educational settings, including in both universities 
and museums. The teacher’s or curator’s job is not to impart informa-
tion but to make it possible for the learner to construct their own under-
standing of the topic.

Constructivist pedagogy now dominates discussion of formal edu-
cation. Its impact on curating has been slower to emerge but is proving 
to be equally profound. In his widely- cited sketch of the ‘constructivist 
museum’, George Hein noted that:

the logical structure for any subject matter and the way it is pre-
sented to the viewer depend not on the characteristics of the 
subject or on the properties of the objects on display, but on the 
educational needs of the visitor. (Hein 1999: 76– 7)

Galleries and art collections have been viewed as less concerned with 
transmitting authoritative views than museums (Pringle 2006:  7– 9) 
and less has been written about the impact that constructivist peda-
gogy might have in these areas. Sue Cross and Emily Pringle, writing 
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independently about learning in galleries and from different perspec-
tives and backgrounds, each draw attention to themes that feature 
prominently in any discussion of constructivist education: learning as a 
facilitated process, the need to understand the needs and habits of indi-
vidual learners, the importance of learning in a social setting and the 
role of co- construction, the generation of multiple interpretations and 
the testing of those interpretations against the visual evidence (Pringle 
2006; Cross 2009: 143– 52).

Curating offers one model for conceiving how the university cur-
riculum can shape a student’s engagement with the subject in a way that 
leads to the generation of meaning not only for the student but also for 
her companions, including the teacher. As Hans Ulrich Obrist notes, 
‘The act of curating at its most basic is simply about connecting … the 
task of curating is to create junctions, to allow different elements to 
touch’ (Obrist 2015: 1).

But a crucial question emerges at this point. Who is making the 
connections? In other words, who is the curator? The shifts in under-
standing and practice of curating described above point to the emer-
gence of a new model of personalised learning in a curriculum that is 
curated by the student. Raphael Hallet has noted how the emergence in 
recent years of a highly social, image- based digital environment means 
that students come to university with spaces of curation and display 
already quite well honed (Hallett 2016). It would be a mistake, however, 
to think that this means we should give the curriculum entirely over to 
students. Hallet’s point is that curating is crucial because in its revised 
form it models the co- creation of knowledge: it describes the partner-
ship between those with expert subject knowledge and those ‘digital 
natives’ who are already expert in visualising knowledge to build their 
own understanding of the subject in new and exciting ways. This in turn 
leads to the exciting prospect that students are able to take their experi-
ence of digital curation and managing an online identity and work with 
subject experts in presenting the outcomes of their collaboration to an 
outside audience.

The best way to explore how curation works as a means of knowl-
edge co- creation is to look in detail at an example: art historian, cura-
tor and print specialist Ben Thomas’s partnership with students to 
co- curate the Kent Print Collection at the University of Kent. In this 
chapter we consider why Ben’s work has proven so successful, and what 
it tells us about students as curators of their own curricula – and, in 
particular, of the ways that students learn to produce outputs directed 
at an audience.
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Curating as a model for learning

If curating offers a model for thinking about how researchers and stu-
dents work together to make connections between different subjects, 
between university and the workplace, and between assessed work and 
external audiences, it also offers a history on which these ambitions can 
draw. Curating increasingly describes the practice not only of the gal-
lery professional, but also of the artist themselves as well as the visitor. It 
is therefore not surprising that contemporary art has shown a great deal 
of interest in forms of engagement, such as collecting and display, that 
pre- date the establishment in the nineteenth century of large galleries 
and museums that enshrined a grand narrative of a nation’s progress. In 
the words of one university- based curator: ‘Traditional audiences […] 
expect you to be the one who knows everything. That’s not how it works 
in higher education’ (Willcocks 2016; our italics).

Some of the characteristics of pre- modern museums, such as their 
capacity to provide a fully embodied experience where the visitor can feel 
and handle the objects, and the organisation of space around a central 
area for study, have re- emerged in university museums as part of what 
might be called the ‘curricular turn’ that started in the United States 
in the late 1990s and is expressed in the UK as ‘object- based learning’. 
Universities in the United States witnessed a growth in campus- based 
museums in the second half of the twentieth century, fuelled in large part 
by private bequests and donations. Subsequent funding for outreach to 
schools and the local community has recently been matched by funding 
for work with students and staff within the university (Bradley 2009). 
Dedicated spaces, variously named ‘study centres’, ‘study galleries’, ‘object 
study rooms’, ‘teaching exhibition galleries’, ‘laboratories’, have been cre-
ated to help staff and students engage more closely with objects, includ-
ing works of art (Hammond 2006; Tishman, McKinney and Straughn 
2007; Bradley 2009). The emphasis has been on a partnership between 
study centre curators, staff teaching their discipline, and students, to turn 
a space traditionally associated with the authoritative communication 
of grand narrative into a more student- centred environment, and going 
some way to realising Hein’s vision of a constructivist museum.

University museums in the United Kingdom have developed 
in different circumstances to those in the US, and here greater 
attention has been paid to the pedagogical benefits of ‘object- 
based learning’. The scholarship of object- based learning has been 
pioneered at UCL and is in its early stages, but its investigations 
have suggested that learning with objects is an effective way of  
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realising two key conditions of effective learning as set out in con-
structivist pedagogy: turning learning from an individual to a social 
experience, and broadening the focus from cognitive activity alone, 
to include a wider range of skills and competencies (Chatterjee, 
Hannan and Thomson 2015). These findings echo what Jean Lave 
and Etienne Wenger have written about ‘situated learning’ and how 
‘opportunities for learning are, more often than not, given struc-
ture by work practices instead of by strongly asymmetrical master- 
apprentice relations’ (Lave and Wenger 1991, 93). This is borne out 
by case studies of students learning about objects through learning 
to be curators. For example, Alexandra Woodall observed that when 
students were confronted with an uncurated collection they were 
obliged to learn about how museums worked in order to make sense 
of objects whose meaning and significance was obscure because they 
had not been classified (Woodall 2015). These findings suggest that 
rather than putting people off, curatorial practices are a key way in 
which learning can be made meaningful through the situations in 
which it takes place. In our opinion this nicely captures the ways in 
which curating offers a very practical model for thinking about how 
researchers and students might use a connected curriculum to forge 
connections between different subjects, practices and audiences.

Educational research offers strong support for the efficacy of stu-
dent curating as a model for promoting complex and authentic learning. 
Elizabeth McDowell’s analysis of an art history module where students 
curated an online exhibition showed it was almost unique among a large 
number of projects in meeting all six of their criteria for how assessment 
can support learning (McDowell et al. 2006: 14). They noted that curat-
ing as a mode of learning was successful because it:

• emphasises authenticity and complexity in content and methods of 
assessment;

• uses high- stakes summative assessment rigorously but sparingly;
• provides opportunities to practise prior to summative assessment;
• is rich in feedback derived from formal mechanisms;
• provides a continuous flow of informal feedback on ‘how they are 

doing’; and
• presents opportunities to direct and evaluate one’s own learning.

McDowell’s findings are echoed by others (Knight and Yorke 2003: 83; 
Grindle and Fredericksen 2010; for a student perspective see Littlewood 
and Wyatt- Livesley 2016).
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Theories of learning seem to offer powerful support for the efficacy 
of curating as a means of connecting the curriculum and this is backed 
up by the evidence from case studies. As long ago as 2007 educators 
and curators in the US were discussing curating initiatives under the 
title ‘Curricular connections’. It therefore comes as a shock to find that 
curators do not have many positive things to say about student cura-
tion. Bringing in students as full partners has been described as a ‘tricky 
proposition’ that is ‘difficult to pull off’ (Bradley 2009). Janet Marstine’s 
analysis of ideal learning experience for student curators describes the 
process as ‘messy’, in a bid to acknowledge the unrehearsed and risky 
but potentially rewarding nature of such projects (Marstine 2007). 
Marstine observes that the examples cited by the literature as a resound-
ing success can be found exclusively in ‘elite private colleges with signif-
icant funding for pedagogical initiatives’ (for an example, see Rodgers 
2015) and suggests that one reason for the success of projects at these 
institutions is that they are able to offer small funds for the purchase of 
prints or photographs to be used in exhibitions that will be added to the 
permanent collection (Marstine 2007).

What follows is an account of the Kent Print Collection project and 
the related Print Collecting and Curating module at the University of 
Kent from the perspective of its convener Ben Thomas. As Ben shows, 
involving students in the formation of the collection and linking this to 
a structured curatorial project has proved to be a means of successfully 
negotiating some of the challenges identified in earlier attempts to use 
curating as a means of connecting the curriculum.

Connecting the curriculum with the Kent Print Collection

The Kent Print Collection was established during the summer of 2005 
when, with extraordinary beginner’s luck, Ben purchased from the art 
dealer P. Y. Chin in London’s Portobello Market an impression of Christ 
and the Adulteress, an engraving made in 1575 by the first female print-
maker Diana of Mantua, working after a design by Raphael’s pupil Giulio 
Romano. During a period of study leave Ben noticed that the prices for 
Old Master prints had dropped and that he was able to acquire works 
of art by artists that he was researching. This got Ben thinking about 
how putting together a small collection of museum- standard prints 
might prove a rewarding exercise for his students. Since taking Kent’s 
Post Graduate Certificate in Higher Education programme Ben had been 
wrestling with the problem of how Art History might be taught in ways  
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that were ‘student- centred’ and which fostered ‘deep learning’ by 
involving students in an active process of discovery (Ramsden 2003). 
Working in a School of Arts alongside colleagues in Drama and Film he 
could see how practice- based learning, whether performance or film-   
making, fitted naturally into the programmes they taught, tapping into 
the creativity of students to enhance their learning. Perhaps collecting, 
and then curating the results of that collecting, could be the art historical 
equivalent? Fortunately, the then Head of the School of Arts, Professor 
Jill Davies, saw the potential in this idea and allotted £1,000 towards 
beginning the collection –  leading to the acquisition of the Diana of 
Mantua along with 14 other prints. Ben then designed the module Print 
Collecting and Curating, putting the module specifications through the 
necessary learning and teaching committees, not without some search-
ing questions about the viability and nature of the experiment proposed. 
This module is now in its tenth year, and ran for the sixth time in Spring 
2017 with over 30 students enrolled. The module is very demanding on 
Ben’s time and so does not run every year.

Students begin the module by studying the existing print col-
lection to identify its strengths and weaknesses, learning about print 
techniques and the history of printmaking in the process. By using the 
associated ‘handling collection’ –  several hundred genuine prints of low 
monetary value used for training students how to identify print tech-
niques –  this is a fully interactive process. Then, working individually 
or in small groups of two or three, they write an exhibition proposal 
containing a rationale, budget and proposed list of loans and purchases 
(30 per cent of the overall grade). Not only must the proposed exhibi-
tion be art historically rigorous, it has to be inspiring and accessible to 
a wider public, and also feasible logistically within tight budgetary and 
time constraints –  the students face the formidable challenge of putting 
on a show with £3,000 in a little over three months. The exhibition pro-
posals that receive a first- class grade, judged against these criteria, are 
then presented at a class meeting or ‘hustings’, where the students as 
a group vote to adopt one winning proposal. This means that students 
effectively choose the subject of the module, and therefore that the lec-
turer’s role is more about advising and training than simply delivering 
module content.

Once an exhibition proposal has been adopted the pace of the mod-
ule shifts with classes resembling focused business meetings with agen-
das that reflect the interlocking deadlines that suddenly loom large. 
Typically the group splits into three:  a curating team which develops 
the exhibition concept, identifying potential loans and purchases, and 
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carrying out research and interviews; a marketing team which tackles 
design tasks (posters, websites, the form of the catalogue) and public-
ity (press releases, social media, education programmes); and a finance 
team which manages the budget, negotiates purchases of prints, fund-
raises, deals with copyright issues and insurance, and handles logistical 
arrangements such as transport. Every aspect of the winning proposal 
is analysed and often rethought and reformed, with good ideas from 
other proposals being integrated into the project. Frequently the work 
of one group will stall while another group attempts to resolve a prob-
lem: for example, the marketing team cannot produce a basic exhibition 
design to go on banners, posters and websites until the curating team 
have decided the exhibition’s title and chosen a leading image, and the 
finance team have then secured permission and paid any reproduction 
fee for the use of that image. Working through the sometimes complex 
ramifications of their decision- making processes, the students learn the 
value of teamwork and how to be creative while negotiating real con-
straints. They learn to accept constructive criticism in the spirit in which 
it is offered, and to be respectful of each other’s opinions. Often mis-
takes are made –  for example, a large banner for the exterior of the gal-
lery was once printed with a costly spelling error that proof- readers had 
missed –  but each mistake is a learning opportunity. This is undoubtedly 
the most demanding and stressful part of the process and it is here that 
the support and experience of the teacher on the module, and also of the 
partners we work with, is most telling.

After the list of works of art in the exhibition has been finalised, 
the delivery date for loans has been fixed, prints have been sent to 
the framers, the catalogue delivered to the printer, and the invita-
tions to the private view have been sent out, the module then enters 
a more reflective stage with students working on their Log Books (40 
per cent of the overall grade). These contain analytical sections on 
the art historical significance of the exhibition, but also self- reflective 
passages that consider the skills developed through the experience of 
working on it. Students document their own individual contributions 
to the project, which might include drafting press releases, inter-
viewing artists, writing catalogue entries, arranging the transport 
of artworks, or sending emails and visiting galleries as part of loan 
negotiations. The next major task is the installation of the exhibition –  
now held in the University of Kent’s Studio 3 Gallery, but before 2010 
in Keynes College and at the Museum of Canterbury. At this point the 
curating team usually finds that the careful plans made for the hang, 
which at first were balsa wood architectural models but now use 3D 
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digital imaging, do not match the experience of arranging the works 
in the actual gallery space. Working with the Kent Estates team the 
students direct the hang and the lighting, and install other additional 
elements such as vitrines or stencilled lettering on walls. The private 
view is a celebratory occasion filled with justifiable pride at achieving 
a remarkable feat, but it is not the end of the module. The exhibition 
has to be invigilated, events and educational visits are arranged, and 
then finally the borrowed works need to be returned and the gallery 
cleared. The students all receive the same mark for the exhibition con-
sidered as a whole (20 per cent of the overall grade), a sometimes con-
troversial feature of the module but one which motivates teamwork, 
and which is mitigated by a grade for individual contribution to the 
project (10 per cent of the overall grade).

To date five exhibitions have been organised as a result of running 
the Print Collecting and Curating module, and three further exhibi-
tions were arranged by students in closely related but extra- curricular 
work. The Kent Print Collection’s inaugural exhibition was curated by 
11 undergraduate students working voluntarily with the 14 prints pur-
chased in 2005 that made up the fledgling collection.

The first time that the Print Collecting and Curating module ran in 
Spring Term 2007 it resulted in the exhibition Dreams and Nightmares, 
held first on the university campus and then at the Museum of Canterbury 
(Thomas 2007). Here a larger group of 20 students worked together to 
develop the exhibition concept from an initial proposal devised by one 
member of the group, Claire Inglis. Thematic exhibitions have proved 
popular with student curators as they allow for a relatively wide range 
of prints to be selected, hence ensuring flexibility when delivering an 
exhibition to a tight deadline while also appealing to a broad audience.

Reacting against the rather sombre imagery of Dreams and 
Nightmares, the next group of 21 students to take the Print Collecting 
and Curating module adopted a proposal about humour in prints that 
led to the exhibition The Art of Comedy (held in 2008 on campus and at 
the Museum of Canterbury) (Thomas 2008). In developing the exhibi-
tion concept students were able to draw on research carried out in Kent’s 
Drama department, with the expert in stand- up comedy Oliver Double 
bringing them quickly up to speed on the history and theory of comedy. 
In this way the development of an exhibition proposal led naturally to 
interdisciplinary exchanges.

The next exhibition based on the Kent Print Collection occurred 
in 2010 and took place in Studio 3 Gallery in the Jarman Building, the 
newly built home of Kent’s School of Arts. This large ‘white cube’ style 
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gallery is perhaps Canterbury’s most impressive exhibition space, and 
seemed to demand a shift in scale and ambition. The 22 students taking 
the module decided to focus on contemporary art in order to develop 
an area of relative weakness in the collection, and also in reaction to 
the prevailing Old Master feel of previous exhibitions. The criteria for 
including artists in this show was that they had some connection with 
the county of Kent, and this led to an eclectic and revealing show that 
brought together a roster of artists that included Frank Auerbach, Peter 
Blake and Michael Craig- Martin. The knowingly kitsch title Krikey! 
Kentemporary Prints marked a different style of curating on the part of 
the students: less British Museum and more Saatchi Gallery (Chan 2010). 
This show also witnessed a move away from purchases and towards 
loans, with the majority of works on display lent by leading commercial 
galleries. The exhibition was insured for over £250,000, showing that 
the students’ artistic interests and ambition were not matched by the 
£3,000 budget they had to operate with. Nevertheless, they were able to 
fundraise to acquire prints by artists such as Ian Davenport and Tracey 
Emin for the collection. Impressed by the energy and purpose of the stu-
dents, the artist Humphrey Ocean RA generously lent from his own col-
lection and opened the exhibition.

Two further student- curated exhibitions were included in the 
Studio 3 Gallery schedule: Double Take: The Art of Printmaking in 2012, 
and Underexposed: Female Artists and the Medium of Print in 2014. The 
earlier exhibition happened because Professor Jo Stockham of the Royal 
College of Art invited our students to explore the RCA’s impressive col-
lection of prints. The second exhibition, Underexposed, grew out of an 
exhibition proposal that had been developed for the Print Collecting and 
Curating module: a proposal that recognised the curious fact that while 
the first print purchased for the collection was made by a woman, and 
all of the subsequent acquisitions were made by largely female under-
graduates for specific exhibition projects, the Kent Print Collection had 
unintentionally reproduced the gender bias in favour of male artists that 
is so evident in more established art collections (Chiverton and Dickens 
2014). It was also a landmark show for Studio 3 Gallery in being the 
first ever to be supported by a loan from a national museum, the V&A, 
prompting a national security inspection of the gallery, and a chance for 
the students to participate in the rigorous loan procedures required at 
this level.

The diversity of themes tackled by students was further demon-
strated by the fifth Kent Print Collection exhibition, which took place 
in 2013 when 22 students developed an exhibition on fame and  
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the obsession with celebrities, evident in art inspired by Andy Warhol. 
The sixth and most recent exhibition of the Kent Print Collection took 
place in 2015 and was inspired by a Philosophy of Art module taught 
at Kent by Hans Maes entitled ‘Exposed: The Aesthetics of the Body, 
Sexuality and Erotic Art’. Students who had taken this module wanted to 
explore, by curating an exhibition of prints, the philosophical question 
of whether sexually explicit imagery could be defined as art. The result-
ing exhibition was titled Beautifully Obscene: The History of the Erotic 
Print and raised obvious challenges for the student curators which they 
met by deftly avoiding sensationalism and maintaining high scholarly 
standards (with catalogue essays commissioned from leading research-
ers in the field of erotic art).

In devising the module Print Collecting and Curating Ben hoped to 
foster ‘deep learning’ in Art History through the practice- based activi-
ties of collecting and curating. To this end he was keen for the exhibition 
exercise not to be a simulation but to involve real works of art. What he 
did not anticipate was how opening up the module beyond the class-
room would give it a real momentum of its own, stimulating academic 
enquiry that is genuinely interdisciplinary and enquiry- led and which 
also led students to develop practical skills such as fundraising, manag-
ing a budget and negotiating (to name but three). Connecting academic 
learning with workplace learning has afforded many students their 
first experience of the type of work that they might pursue as a career. 
What has made it so effective is that it results from experiences that are 
integral to the teaching of Art History and is not simply an additional 
emphasis on ‘transferable skills’; anecdotal evidence suggests it carries 
more impact with employers than generic skills training.

The catalogues published by students have attracted positive 
reviews in leading journals dedicated to print studies, such as Print 
Quarterly and Printmaking Today, and were described in 2012 by Art 
in Print as ‘exemplary’. Exemplary, that is, as print scholarship, not as 
student work. The fact that students will graduate from the module as 
published authors has certainly motivated them to raise the quality of 
their writing, aware that they are leaving a lasting legacy and not simply 
turning in an essay. The legacy issue is felt more broadly by students tak-
ing the module, with each new class of students determined to maintain 
the standards established by their predecessors and to leave the collec-
tion enhanced. In this way a virtuous circle operates with each cohort 
of students learning from past classes and nurturing future learning. 
From the teacher’s point of view there is enormous satisfaction to be 
had from students thinking beyond the short- term goal of meeting an 
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essay deadline and believing that their studies will have an impact in the 
wider world and acting accordingly.

Finally, it is worth mentioning how the Print Collecting and 
Curating module and the Kent Print Collection have had a wider impact 
on the curriculum at Kent. Other practice- based modules have been 
developed involving photography, drawing, visual arts writing and 
internships in professional organisations. Prints from the collection are 
also routinely used in teaching more traditional modules, for exam-
ple on Renaissance or Baroque art. The decision of the School of Arts 
to invest in a gallery space when it moved into the Jarman Building in 
2010 was in large part due to the potential for enhancing educational 
attainment demonstrated by the Print Collecting and Curating module. 
The gallery’s programme has involved a number of high profile artists, 
and this in turn has led to generous donations to the print collection –  
for example, Art & Language gave a set of their Maps to Indicate… prints 
following an exhibition in Studio 3 Gallery in 2011. An MA Curating 
was established four years ago, where postgraduate curators participate 
in a year- long curating project modelled on the Print Collecting and 
Curating module but not confined to prints. At the time of writing, the 
current exhibition in Studio 3 Gallery is Curio: Sites of Wonder, a contem-
porary meditation on the cabinet of curiosities, which was curated by 
the MA team –  two of whom graduated from the undergraduate curating 
module. Even the ‘handling collection’ is now employed in the assess-
ment of applicants during recruitment or ‘UCAS’ days in ‘speed curat-
ing’ exercises that have replaced formal interviews. Drawing ultimately 
on the imagination and creativity of students, the Kent Print Collection 
project has grown organically, forging unexpected and exciting connec-
tions across the curriculum and beyond.

Conclusion

The foregoing outline of the Print Collecting and Curation module shows 
how it meets all the points identified by McDowell as crucial aspects of 
an environment that allows assessment to promote effective learning 
(McDowell et al. 2006). It further promotes student learning by success-
fully addressing two other key issues that the literature has suggested 
can cause problems.

Bradley notes that ‘it remains a tricky proposition to bring students 
in as full partners in museum functions’, but cites some successful exam-
ples where students have been able to add to the collections they are 
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curating (Bradley 2009). This suggests that there is a potential for a clash 
between student curators and guardians of the (permanent) collection, 
which could disrupt the staff– student partnership. The Print Collecting 
and Curating module circumvents this issue because the works acquired 
for the exhibition with the funds made available by the university will be 
accessioned into the Kent Print Collection. This leads to a neat alignment 
between curating, collecting and the collection, a connection reinforced 
by the module convenor also taking responsibility for the Print Collection. 
How this hitherto cheerful arrangement will continue in the future as the 
Collection grows remains to be seen, and may emerge as one of the peda-
gogical challenges facing the module convenor. As Bradley suggests, the 
institutionalisation of the collection has the potential to alter the nature 
of the staff– student partnership.

A second issue raised by the recent literature is about the learn-
ing potential represented by physical environments. Claims continue to 
be made that ‘the benefits of digitisation are obvious’ but this has been 
often been disputed (DCMS 2016:  38). By making everything availa-
ble, online environments can remove the opportunities for serendip-
itous learning by channelling the possibilities of where researchers 
can search (Hammond 2006). The materiality of the activity, from the 
dealers in Portobello Road to the exhibition space itself, creates a prac-
tical –  that is to say, practice- based –  environment that shapes what and 
how the students choose to learn. It also situates the module convenor’s 
own curatorial expertise as part of this landscape of practice, rather 
than as an object for the students to admire from a distance and repro-
duce as best they can. Furthermore, working with unclassified material 
encourages students to learn about how to classify things and gain an 
understanding of how collections work. The handling collection is a key 
resource here as micro- curating activities using the collection serve to 
engage prospective students and can be used as a resource by teachers 
from any subject wishing to explore the potential of curating to foster a 
more connected student experience.
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8
Developing online resources to  
support student research theses  
and dissertations

Evidence from the EdD at the UCL  
Institute of Education

Denise hawkes

Introduction

Professional doctorates aim to enable experienced professionals to gain 
doctoral level academic research skills through research based within 
students’ working environments (QAA 2011), allowing students to make 
an original contribution through exploring a problem of practice iden-
tified in the candidates’ workplace. Of all the professional doctorates, 
the EdD is one of the most established within the UK (Mellors- Bourne, 
Robinson and Metcalf 2016) and the most studied in the academic liter-
ature, although relatively little is written about the online support for 
the thesis stage of the programme (Hawkes and Yerrabati forthcoming).

The Doctor in Education (EdD) programme has been running at 
the UCL Institute of Education since 1996. The programme consists 
first of a year of taught modules, in professionalism in education and 
research design/ methods, which build up a portfolio of practice, fol-
lowed by a 20,000- word Institution- Focused Study (IFS) which sets out 
the problem of practice the doctoral candidate faces and the context 
within which this happens. Finally, the student writes a 45,000- word 
thesis which attempts to address the problem of practice through a piece 
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of academic research. The aim of the EdD programme is for the candi-
date to make a contribution to professional practice through work on the 
three parts of the programme (portfolio, IFS and thesis) (UCL Institute 
of Education 2016).

This chapter reports on our experience of improving the online 
resources for our students at the thesis stage of the EdD programme. 
The development was funded through a Connected Curriculum staff- led 
grant motivated by student feedback.1

I was the principle investigator and worked with two colleagues 
on this development project. Through online forum posts, students 
were encouraged to provide their thoughts on the content and future 
resources they would like developed. Student representatives were 
also encouraged to seek student views of the resources developed, both 
in terms of the content of developed resources and which additional 
resources may be useful.

The aims of this project were:

1. to convert the module leader’s library of resources for the face- to- 
face thesis workshops for a successful EdD thesis into resources 
for the new online site;

2. to develop a range of Web 2.0 resources to build on the original 
materials used in the classroom for the thesis workshop;

3. to explore tools to develop a sense of the EdD peer community for 
those who cannot make it to the face- to- face workshops; and

4. to consider the transferability of the resources developed for 
other research project modules within UCL, likely within social 
science and related areas in the first instance.

This chapter attempts to address point four, above, and to build on our 
experience of developing these resources and attempt to identify some 
broader design principles to help those developing online resources to 
support student dissertations and theses. This chapter also builds on 
an earlier presentation at the UCL teaching and learning conference 
(Hawkes 2016). While these resources were developed to support stu-
dents at doctoral level this chapter will present the key design principles 
identified during this process. These provide general advice for develop-
ing online resources to support student research dissertations and the-
ses at any level of study.

The chapter will proceed as follows: firstly, I set out how the EdD 
programme fits within the wider institution research-based education 
strategy, Connected Curriculum. Secondly, I present the context of the 
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ongoing rework of the programme in which the thesis workshops devel-
opment occurred. Thirdly, I set out the development undertaken for the 
thesis workshops. And finally the chapter sets out the lessons learned 
from this project and presents student feedback on the development.

EdD and the Connected Curriculum

By its very nature as a professional doctorate, the EdD programme meets 
many of the Connected Curriculum ideals (UCL 2016), the institution’s 
research- based education strategy, which, among other aims, seeks to 
bring research and education closer together, ensuring all students have 
opportunities to learn through research and enquiry. The EdD is designed 
to support experienced professionals within the broadly- defined educa-
tion field, to facilitate the development of research skills and academic 
knowledge. It allows one to add to a body of research which makes a 
contribution to professional practice. Before the developments on the 
thesis resources, the EdD nicely mapped to the core principles and many 
of the Connected Curriculum dimensions (Fung 2017; Fung and Carnell 
2017). That is, students learn completely through research and enquiry 
(core principle), with their work making real connections between their 
academic learning and their workplace (dimension 4). Our students are 
often very experienced professionals within education and related fields. 
The programme enables these experienced professionals to connect 
with UCL Institute of Education staff and their world- leading research, 
both through working with their research supervisor and engaging with 
the teachers and tutors on the taught modules (dimension 1). By its very 
nature the programme has a ‘throughline’ of research activity through-
out the programme built through the taught modules and assignments 
(dimension 2). During the first year, the modules are designed to help 
these professionals develop the necessary academic and research skills 
to undertake their own independent research, which is first explored in 
the Institution- Focused Study. The students produce not just the thesis 
for the award of their doctorate but many produce publications for aca-
demic and practitioner journals. They therefore learn to produce out-
puts directed at a range of audiences (dimension 5).

EdD students are required to have a masters degree and at least 
four years’ professional experience in education, although many have 
much more experience than this when they join the programme. Our 
students are seeking to extend their professional understanding and 
develop skills in research, evaluation and high- level reflection on  
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practice (UCL 2016). The student cohort provides an important element 
of the programme working as critical friends throughout the modules 
and thesis. This helps the students to develop their own support net-
work of fellow research students, with these connections often lasting 
throughout the thesis stage and beyond the EdD itself (Hawkes and 
Taylor 2016).

General programme development

The thesis workshop development built on an increasing use of online 
resources on the EdD programme inspired by the Institutional Valida-
tion2 in 2014. In this validation the programme team proposed the devel-
opment of virtual alternatives for students who were unable to attend 
the face- to- face delivery as well as to build towards an online version 
of the EdD programme (Institute of Education 2014). This started with  
the development of online resources for the taught modules and the IFS.

The change was most dramatically found on the IFS workshops. 
In addition to the development of online resources for each face- to- face 
workshop, at the IFS stage the curriculum for the workshops was refo-
cused away from knowledge of more research methods towards infor-
mation of the research process especially around scale and scope of the 
project proposed. These developments led to more students designing 
valuable and feasible research projects which enabled them to complete 
their IFS on time, with significantly fewer extension requests made since 
the redesign (Hawkes and Taylor 2016). This development was import-
ant given the nature of the part- time and very busy student body.

Thesis workshop development

The EdD Thesis Workshops had run exclusively in a face- to- face mode 
with little supportive material on the Virtual Learning Environment 
(VLE) Moodle. The module leader had developed a range of resources 
which he used in his face- to- face thesis workshops to support the stu-
dents with a range of issues. Only around 20 per cent of the eligible 
students actually attended the face- to- face delivery. Given the non- 
compulsory nature of the workshops, many students, especially those 
based overseas, often miss out on these workshops and the opportunity 
to benefit from peer community dialogue. With the programme team 
having developed enhanced Moodle sites for the taught phase and the 
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IFS workshops, it was timely to redesign the Moodle site for the thesis 
workshops, building on the face- to- face resources developed already.

The development enabled the enhancement of the mapping to the 
Connected Curriculum. EdD students develop their theses, drawing on 
the early programme taught provision and IFS, which connects academic 
learning with workplace learning. They write for their own practitioner 
publications so that the findings of their research are disseminated to 
other practitioners to ensure their research has a real- world impact on 
professional practice. They also write for academic journals as part of the 
research degree journey making contributions to academic knowledge. 
Both types of contribution draw heavily on the academic research skills 
taught on modules and their own professional experience. Writing for 
publications helps these experienced practitioners become researching 
professionals. The module leader had developed a range of resources to  
support the students in developing their thesis, make a contribution  
to professional practice and publishing their work. This project sought to  
build on the development of the online resources based on these face- 
to- face sessions and leading on from the IFS workshops development, 
which largely focused on the research process and management.

In addition to making online resources for the thesis stage, the 
development has built on the experience of the IFS workshops to provide 
a space for students to ‘connect with each other, across phases and with 
alumni’. The thesis workshops are open to students from completion of 
their IFS in mid- year 3 of the programme to their completion of the pro-
gramme within years 4 to 7. In the face- to- face sessions recent alumni 
are invited to share their EdD experiences with the current students. 
The development of online resources sought to develop tools that could 
enable those missing the face- to- face workshops.

Lessons learned from the Thesis Workshop Moodle  
Site development

The thesis workshop development was underpinned by Salmon’s five- 
stage model (Salmon 2014), which gives a framework for a structured 
and paced programme of activities online. It provides a link between 
the degree of e- moderating the academic module leader needs to pro-
vide and the level of technical support needed for the learner to develop 
online learning skills. The development focused on the first two stages 
of Salmon’s five- stage model as this was the initial development of 
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online resources for this module. Considering the EdD is a part- time 
programme completed over four to seven years, many of the current the-
sis stage students had experienced the taught phase of the programme 
before the IFS development and validation. As a consequence, they 
had little programme experience of online resources. In future devel-
opments, we will explore the next three stages of Salmon’s model, as 
students who have experienced the enhanced programme in the IFS and 
taught modules reach thesis stage. Starting with stage one, access and 
motivation, it was important to think about the underlying organisation 
principle for the online site.

Stage one: explore key themes

The first design principle in the development of the Thesis Workshop 
Moodle Site was to think through with the module leader the key themes 
which would act as the organising principle for the online resources. 
The face- to- face sessions took an overarching design principle of a jour-
ney through the thesis, from the thesis proposal to the viva and beyond. 
It was thought by the module leader that this structure was helpful and 
so was mirrored for the online environment.

The key themes for the material were:

1. Moving from IFS to Thesis
2. Thesis Writing
3. Thesis Components
4. Contribution to Practice
5. EdD Viva
6. Entry to the Academic Community

It was very clear from experience on the face- to- face sessions that 
the signposting process really mattered. This also built on the IFS 
workshop development which moved from a focus on research meth-
ods to a more research- process focus. This shift was to acknowledge 
the role of the thesis workshops which was distinct from the role 
of the research supervisor, who was the academic lead and guide  
for the project. With the diversity of topics among the student body, 
the research process was the common theme which could promote 
discussion and engagement with peers. Of course subject- based 
discussion was not excluded but the organising principle was on 
research process.
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Focusing on research process was also important as the thesis 
workshops are accessible by anyone at thesis stage, those working on 
the thesis proposal and those just completing their viva. Therefore, the 
focus on process and the research journey would enable students to get 
from the site what they need and enable those at different stages of the 
thesis to support each other. Within the broad community of EdD thesis- 
stage students, there are various communities of practice. Wenger 
(1999) defines a community of practice as a group of people who share 
a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it bet-
ter as they interact regularly. For EdD thesis students, communities of 
practice develop based on location (being based in London and beyond), 
by subject expertise, by work role, by institution of work and by year 
of study. Therefore, the online space needs to enable students to meet 
and discuss within, as well as across, cohorts. This interaction could be 
enhanced by the module team’s use of online posts in face- to- face ses-
sions. In short, the key principle of design focuses on the research pro-
cess being as important as context/ academic knowledge in supporting 
dissertations and theses.

Through monitoring the student access of the digitised resources 
we found that the main resources frequently accessed by students were 
those which focused more on demystifying the processes of how to 
actually write a thesis and the assessment process for the work when 
submitted, as well as materials on the viva. Student feedback suggested 
that the section on thesis components and contribution to practice were 
important in understanding supervisor feedback about the structure of 
their work. It seems that regardless of topic of study, the focus on process 
was found to be helpful.

Stage two: developing individual resources

There are three design principles in the development of resources for 
individual activities for the thesis workshop online: exemplar extracts, 
sharing experiences and certainty in process. In each example is a 
description of the resource developed and a discussion of why it was 
found to be useful based on student feedback and programme team 
reflection.

Exemplar extracts

One of the resources used in the face- to- face workshops is extracts 
from previous EdD theses. In one example an extract from the 
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introductory chapter is used to highlight how the student uses this 
chapter to highlight their contribution to practice as well as act as a 
map for the examiners with regard to the structure of the thesis. The 
extract shows how the student signposts the content of each chapter 
for the examiner and manages the scale and scope of the project so 
that the examiner is clear what is and is not included. This extract 
is used in the face- to- face class to facilitate discussion of the struc-
ture of the thesis, the need to signpost this for the examiner as well 
as a discussion of the scale and scope of an EdD thesis. In the online 
environment the resource is used to prompt discussion on a forum. 
Guided questions used in the lesson plan for the face- to- face sessions 
are amended for this online forum. The forum enables students across 
cohorts to communicate and share, with those later in the thesis writ-
ing stage providing different insights to those earlier in the process. 
The online environment can also be accessed by those who attended 
the face- to- face sessions and this provides an important link to discus-
sions between the two modes of delivery.

The use of exemplar extracts from previous EdD theses helps our 
students to decode the research process vocabulary and supports the 
students to see what others have achieved, and provides hope that they 
can produce something similar (Lawrence and Zawacki 2016). As our 
students are experienced professionals they are very competent work-
ers but are not necessarily academics. Therefore, they can feel ‘lost 
in translation’ between their strong professional knowledge and the 
requirements of the EdD thesis. Terms well known to academics, such as 
‘rationale’ and ‘theory’, can be confusing. Sharing of exemplar extracts 
helps the translations through both the access to the document and the 
peer sharing of the examples. The students are able to have discussions 
both online and in face- to- face arenas; even good students need this 
reassurance of confirming the meaning of terms well known to aca-
demics. This translation is the toughest part of the EdD journey, that of 
the final transformation of the practitioner to the scholar- practitioner 
(Dailey et al. 2016).

In sum, exemplar extracts from previous theses and dissertations 
can be used as discussion points, in both face- to- face and online set-
tings, to help students develop an understanding of terms common in 
academic writing. The sharing of these with peers in either mode helps 
the students to see that struggling with understanding is not unusual, 
and by developing this task it is also acknowledged as challenging. The 
role of students’ peers is important in helping to understand the terms 
and the exemplar extracts can help to scaffold that discussion.
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Sharing experiences

Thesis workshops provide those who attend with a safe environment to 
share concerns and experiences of the EdD thesis journey. Throughout 
the EdD the students are encouraged to share with their cohort their 
experiences during the workshops. At the thesis workshops there is an 
added dimension of being able to share between the cohorts with those 
at different stages on the EdD, as well as with alumni who are also 
encouraged to share their experiences. Moving to the online arena it 
was important to build on this tradition to give opportunities for online 
sharing. Successful EdD completers report that they were significantly 
supported by members of their cohort, and those who have these strong 
connections finish the EdD quicker than those who do not (Hawkes and 
Taylor 2014).

The sharing that was developed built on the notion of connectiv-
ism (Siemens 2004) as the EdD students have a strong bond after com-
pleting the taught phase of the programme. The online space needed to 
be both unstructured and structured. In the unstructured space the use 
of real- time chat and cohort forum were open for the students to share 
as they wished. Often sharing in this area was focused on things people 
were unsure of in terms of process and university services, for example 
library facilities and workshop dates. The more personal concerns seem 
to be shared outside of the university system and students develop their 
own networks through social media. Our light into this world comes 
from the student representatives who come to our programme team 
meeting. As part of the Connected Curriculum grant, we encouraged 
the student representatives to seek their peers’ views of the resources 
developed and to ask which resources were found most helpful. We also 
exploited the Moodle site data which records how often and for how 
long resources in various parts of the site are accessed. The student rep-
resentatives were often able to help us interpret the data from Moodle 
in terms of why resources were accessed, for example in terms of the 
students’ perceived value of the resource. This link between the quan-
titative data from Moodle and the qualitative data of the student repre-
sentatives’ feedback helped us fine tune the online resources provided.

The more structured sharing is designed using forums through 
two main areas. Firstly, in the face- to- face sessions the module team 
had a series of questions to help facilitate small group discussion around 
common concerns and challenges. These lesson plan prompts were used 
as the material to develop these forums. These forums enable members 
of the cohort to act as each other’s guides both online and face- to- face. 
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This linkage between students is highlighted in the Dissertation House 
model which suggests that moving away from the apprentice- master 
model to a more collaborative model is ideal for improving comple-
tions on the doctoral programme and reducing dropouts (Carter- Veale 
et al. 2016).

Secondly, the face- to- face environment was also an opportunity 
for peers to review each other’s work and if they desired to present 
what they had for feedback. In the online environment it was possible 
to replace this with posts of a two- minute video and requests for feed-
back by forum message. This has worked well for those who previously 
had not come to the thesis workshops and appears to be prompting more 
engagement with the face- to- face sessions. In addition, the use of forums 
means that conversations in the past are recorded and can be used by 
new students when they face similar issues, which is a benefit beyond 
the face- to- face delivery. Student representative feedback suggested 
that this was well liked by those with good IT skills but not so well appre-
ciated by those who struggled with making a two- minute video. We are 
exploring options of developing resources or linking to existing institu-
tion resources for those who lack these skills. Unfortunately, the will-
ingness to try a new resource is a more challenging problem to resolve.

In sum, encouraging the use of both unstructured and structured 
discussions online enables the EdD students to share their concerns and 
knowledge. This sharing helps support the students’ academic devel-
opment through helping them to see their concerns are normal and 
addressable. This safe environment to ask what may be silly questions 
is vital to the EdD students and an important aspect of the thesis work-
shops. Making a virtual equivalent has enabled those who work on the 
EdD at a distance to experience this peer support too.

Certainty in process

By far the most used part of the online resources and the most requested 
by students are resources on the assessment (viva) and on processes (for 
example formal review prior to thesis and ethics application). Students 
often find the university processes difficult to navigate and are unclear 
about the expectations.

The key assessment for the EdD thesis is a viva and the viva can be 
a mystery which causes many concerns for the students. As it is unlike 
any other assessment they have completed on the programme, they 
often request more information on the viva. In the face- to- face sessions 
this is addressed through the alumni talks, who share their EdD journey 
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and experience of the viva. With the move to the online environment, 
a wider body of EdD alumni have been able to share their experience. 
Alumni focus on what the viva is like on the day, including feelings and 
preparation expected.

The most accessed material was a collection of the most com-
mon comments from examiners on EdD thesis. This was put together 
by a member of the EdD administrative team and has been used exten-
sively by the module leader of the thesis workshops to show what the 
common concerns of examiners are. These thoughts have been drawn 
from the examiners’ reports from EdD vivas, with the permission of the 
examiners.

In addition to demystifying the viva process, material on the site 
presented examples of good practice documents. These documents 
related to the university monitoring process on the thesis stage with 
notes on why this is so important. Information was also provided on how 
these processes are intended to be used by the student and supervisor. 
Annual reviews, for example, are a valuable opportunity to reflect on 
the year that has gone and set milestones for the year ahead, provided 
students actively engage with the process. Sharing assessment experi-
ences and exemplar documents, together with text explaining the value 
of these processes are an important part of demystification which helps 
the student to engage with these processes productively.

In sum, not assuming that students understand assessment pro-
cesses and university processes is an important part of demystifying the 
environment for the students and improving their confidence in work-
ing within university processes and regulations. This is especially true of 
processes for research students and the viva, which for many is different 
to any previous experience in higher education. This demystification can 
be enabled by making it possible for recent alumni to share their expe-
rience with current students and for the module team to both provide 
examples of good practice documents and share practical tips to navigate 
processes. These examples can be delivered face- to- face or online.

Conclusion

The EdD programme as a professional doctorate fits many of the char-
acteristics of the Connected Curriculum, which at its heart seeks to pro-
mote learning through research and enquiry. Although a doctoral- level 
programme, insights from the development of thesis workshops can be 
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relevant to other programmes at any higher education level, with a par-
ticular focus on a dissertation or thesis. The first step in this development 
was to ensure that the online resources were presented in a logical way. 
We selected an approach linked to the journey through the thesis, as the 
organising design principle. This helped students access the resources 
appropriate to them. It is worth noting that the movement of resources 
to the online environment was not merely about replication, but rather 
translation. In addition, many of the developed resources exploited the 
principles of connectivism which were possible because of the strong 
community of practice within the EdD cohort.

There are three design principles for the content of the online 
resources. These are:  Exemplar Extracts, Sharing Experiences and 
Certainty in Process. The underlying message is that processes and 
structure matters as much as academic knowledge development to 
students completing dissertations and theses. Many processes and 
structures need to be translated for our students, to make them under-
standable and useful. If the process is important, then, it is worth 
exploring with our students to enable them to develop an under-
standing of its value. As part of this project’s development we actively 
sought feedback from student representatives. This helped to reassure 
our students that processes achieve their aims. The same translation 
exercise is important for the vocabulary and structure of the disser-
tation/ thesis. Exemplar resources and room for discussion can be 
invaluable here.

The role of the thesis workshops, whether face- to- face or online, 
does not replace the role of the research supervisor. The thesis work-
shops in any mode provide students with hints and tips to develop 
their work and an opportunity to share concerns with peers and 
alumni. This function makes the focus on process and structure 
appropriate. This is not to replace the role of the thesis/ dissertation 
supervisor who will lead on the academic content and support the stu-
dent’s academic development. Clearly both are needed for a successful 
research output.

Finally, in relation to the aims of the Connected Curriculum, 
the project has successfully converted the module leader’s library of 
resources into resources for the online site. A range of Web 2.0 resources 
were designed to enable students to collaborate and share information 
online through peer discussion. Access to exemplar resources and dis-
cussion forums helped to develop a sense of the EdD peer community for 
those who face geographic restraints, unable to attend the face- to- face 
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workshops. This chapter and the presentation at the UCL Teaching and 
Learning Conference have started the process of considering the trans-
ferability of the resources developed for other research project modules 
within UCL, likely within social science and related areas in the first 
instance.
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9
Connected disciplinary responses  
to the call to decolonise curricula  
in South African higher education

lynn quinn and Jo- anne vorster

Introduction

In South Africa 2015 and 2016 were marked by widespread student pro-
tests. One of the main issues underpinning the protests was students’ 
anger with how little higher education has transformed since the offi-
cial demise of apartheid in 1994. In particular, students argued that it 
is time for universities to reject the iniquitous influences of colonisation 
and to decolonise curricula so that what and how they learn is more 
clearly connected to their lived experiences and ways of being of their 
communities of origin (Mbembe 2015). Protesting students argue that 
the knowledge drawn on currently in curricula comes predominantly 
from the global North. There is little acknowledgement of the import-
ant contribution to disciplinary knowledge of scholars from the global 
South. The teaching methodologies, assessment strategies, examples 
used in class and the general culture of universities are all designed to 
ensure that middle- class white students feel at home while black stu-
dents feel that their culture is inferior and that in order to ‘succeed’ they 
need to assimilate and become like white people.

The call to decolonise curricula has been met with a range of 
responses from academics in different disciplines. Some academics are 
perplexed by the demands from students; they feel protective of disci-
plinary boundaries and identities. Some have embraced the challenge 
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and have realised that they cannot continue to design curricula and 
teach as before. In general, it seems that few academics are sure exactly 
what it means to decolonise curricula in their disciplines.

As academic developers whose role it is to contribute to all aspects 
of teaching and learning in our institution (and nationally) we felt it was 
important for us to explore, with the academics with whom we work, 
what decolonising curricula could mean. For the purposes of this chap-
ter we focus on how academics in a range of natural science and human-
ities/ social sciences1 disciplinary areas have responded to the calls to 
transform their curricula and their pedagogy. We were guided by the 
following question: What could it mean to ‘decolonise’ curricula in the 
natural sciences and the humanities? We were interested in investigat-
ing ways in which curricula in both disciplinary fields can connect more 
strongly to the lives of students, the global South and African contexts.

Understanding disciplinary differences

We decided to focus on the natural sciences and the humanities as 
they have, according to Bernstein, very different knowledge structures 
(2000). Bernstein argues that disciplines evince different knowledge 
structures that impact on curricula and pedagogy. The hierarchical 
knowledge structure of the sciences means that students need to build 
disciplinary knowledge systematically, from basic to more complex 
knowledge. Selection and sequencing of knowledge in a science curric-
ulum is important if students are to develop a sense of the structure of 
disciplinary knowledge and ways of thinking.

In most humanities subjects there is less agreement about the 
nature of disciplinary canons. In fact, there is often contestation around 
the ontological and epistemological bases for knowledge production as 
well as around the adequacy of explanations of exactly which underly-
ing mechanisms have resulted in which social situations. This is because 
the social world is an open system in which there is a complex inter-
play of multiple mechanisms, the outcomes of which can be explained 
in different, often competing ways. These disciplines thus exhibit a hor-
izontal knowledge structure with more latitude around selection and 
sequencing. The freedom that academics from these disciplines have to 
design curricula places greater responsibility on them to make choices 
based on sound epistemological, ontological and axiological principles.

Disciplinary canons are built over time, using discipline- specific 
research traditions and through processes of agreement among powerful 
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disciplinary ‘experts’. Although there are often contestations within dis-
ciplines or fields, and canons undergo change, they are largely stable. 
However, as we argue below, we believe that part of the decolonisation 
of higher education is to ask critical questions about canons.

Maton (2014) argues that in all disciplinary fields there is always 
knowledge and there are always knowers. Therefore, what constitutes 
legitimate knowledge in a field and who can claim to produce and/ or have 
legitimate knowledge are important curriculum considerations. As well 
as the selection of knowledge, academics also need to consider the kinds 
of ‘knowers’ their curricula would shape. According to Maton, in science 
disciplines the focus is more on knowledge than on knowers whereas in 
humanities the focus is more on knowers and less on knowledge.

However, we would argue that despite different knowledge 
structures and different disciplinary foci on knowledge and know-
ers, academics across the disciplines need to ask questions about what 
knowledge they select for their courses and whether what counts as 
‘powerful knowledge’ of the traditional canons in their disciplines is 
still appropriate for a decolonising context. In addition, in all disciplines 
academics need to ask questions about the nature of the knowers their 
disciplines set out to shape and whether these are the kinds of knowers 
needed in Africa and globally for the twenty- first century. It has also 
become increasingly important to make knowledge meaningful to stu-
dents’ lived experiences in Africa.

Context of study

The context of this study is Rhodes University, a historically white, 
advantaged university in Grahamstown, South Africa. Since the official 
demise of apartheid in 1994, the university has transformed, inasmuch 
as the majority of students (64 per cent) is now black although the aca-
demic staff complement remains predominantly white (75 per cent). 
Rhodes University has among the best overall undergraduate pass rates 
in the country. However, as brought home to us by the student protests, 
many students do not believe that real transformation has occurred. 
Students from across the disciplines are now calling for curricula 
(including pedagogy) to be decolonised.

Although there has been a strong call for curriculum transforma-
tion in South African universities since we became a democracy in 1994, 
few academics have engaged substantially with what kind of transforma-
tion is required. When the stronger discourse of decolonisation emerged, 
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many academics and academic developers felt even more uncertain as to 
how to respond. There were, however, some academics who were grap-
pling with the challenges for transformation and decolonisation of their 
curricula so early in 2015 the Teaching and Learning Centre at our uni-
versity began a series of Curriculum Conversations for the university com-
munity. At these fortnightly events, which are ongoing, academics share 
ways in which they have conceptualised and responded to the need for 
curriculum transformation and decolonisation in their disciplines. The 
purpose of these Conversations is to stimulate debate among academics 
about curriculum and in this way begin to formulate an overall response 
to the challenges we face.

In order to consolidate the ideas that have emerged from these 
Conversations and to ensure that more academics can learn from what 
their colleagues across a range of disciplines have done to decolonise 
their curricula and/ or pedagogy, using the stories that emerged from 
the Conversations we compiled a teaching resource booklet. The book-
let consists of an introductory chapter and 20 case studies, that is, the 
‘stories’ told by the lecturers at the Conversations of ways in which they 
are responding to calls for decolonisation (Vorster 2016).

In our deliberations we encountered the work on Liberating the 
Curriculum at UCL, underpinned by the idea of ‘making connections’ –  
part of the larger research- based education enhancement initiative 
known as Connected Curriculum (Fung 2017; Fung and Carnell 2017). 
With the key principles of Connected Curriculum in mind we under-
took an analysis of the case studies in the booklet that emanated from 
the Conversations. We found that the core principle that ‘students 
learn through research and enquiry’ is demonstrated in a number of 
the case studies. In addition, we argue that there are, inter alia, four 
key (overlapping) areas in which connections are made to respond to 
calls for decolonisation:  1)  connections to research and knowledges 
beyond the traditional canons; 2) connections between the knowledge 
and pedagogy in a course to the lived realities of students; 3) connec-
tions which will enable students to navigate a supercomplex and ever 
changing world; 4) connections to a range of places, people and societ-
ies, including to students’ local communities and beyond.

Connections to a range of knowledges

In the past, in our role as academic developers we asked academics 
to articulate their understanding of what counts as knowledge and to 
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describe how knowledge is created in their disciplines. We did not, how-
ever, push them to think deeply about the nature and appropriateness of 
the knowledge and how it connects to the lived realities and histories of 
students at this time and in this place.

Part of decolonising curriculum is to ask questions around whether 
the traditional disciplinary canon is the only form of powerful knowl-
edge and if there are other knowledges, particularly those from the 
global South that are equally (or more) important for inclusion in cur-
ricula in both the sciences and the humanities. Establishing or including 
a canon of work by black scholars is an important strategy for decoloni-
sation and offers the means for rethinking the relationship between the 
university and society.

A decolonised curriculum is one concerned with justice and 
knowledge- making processes within and beyond the academy. In both 
the selection of curriculum knowledge and research- based teaching, 
part of decolonising a curriculum is to engage students, particularly 
those from marginalised groups, in meaning- making activities to 
enable them to develop coherent accounts of their lived experiences 
(Anderson 2012).

For Mbembe decolonisation is a project of ‘re- centering’; it is about 
not assuming that the

… modern West is the central root of Africa’s consciousness and 
cultural heritage. It is about rejecting the notion that Africa is 
merely an extension of the West … [it is about rejecting] the end-
less production of theories that are based on European traditions; 
are produced nearly always by Europeans or Euro- American men 
who are the only ones accepted as capable of reaching universality. 
(2015: np)

There is evidence in some of the case studies of academics addressing 
some of these ‘whose knowledge’ questions. Vashna,2 a History lecturer, 
developed an honours- level course on the history of what Gordon calls 
Africana Intellectuals (2014). The purpose of this course is to introduce 
students to Africans as intellectuals from across different time periods 
and from across different geographical regions of the world, from Africa 
to the Caribbean, to the United States. Vashna wanted to teach history 
that situated Africa as central to the emergence of ideas by and about 
Africans, the history of African (forced) migration over the centuries, 
the role of Africans in world religions –  and in particular in the history of 
Islam. Furthermore, she wanted to show how current African thinkers 
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such as Thabo Mbeki have been influenced by the ideas of Africana intel-
lectuals from across time and place. This course therefore shifts the geog-
raphy of reason (Gordon 2014) from the global North to the global South. 
As a black intellectual herself, Vashna is able to use her research and her 
curricula in ways that do not reproduce society and the status quo, but 
that build different kinds of connections between peoples, places and 
knowledges.

Part of the reason for including black authors in courses is also to 
offer students exemplars of black intellectual life. Sally is a white lec-
turer teaching African politics to classes of mainly black students. Many 
of the theories about Africa and African politics have been developed 
by white, Western scholars. She makes a particular effort to include 
texts by African scholars in her curriculum. She attempts to compensate 
for her whiteness by including the voices and images of black scholars 
through the use of YouTube videos.

Both these case studies are examples of lecturers who have 
expanded their disciplinary archives to include the work of scholars 
from the global South to reduce the damage done to the psyches of gen-
erations of black students through the establishment of ‘a hierarchy of 
superior and inferior knowledge and, thus, of superior and inferior peo-
ple’ (Grosfoguel 2007: 214).

To offer students opportunities to consider what it means to live 
good and ethical lives, Pedro and his team designed a course that con-
nects knowledge from a range of disciplines. Students engage with a 
selected set of documentaries and films. Using students’ responses to the 
films, he introduces them to concepts from philosophy, social psychology 
and many other fields, including Black Consciousness and post- colonial 
thinking, to stimulate in- depth conversations about issues such as how 
social pressures form minds, justice, morality, duties and responsibilities 
of individuals vis à vis society. In doing so Pedro encourages students to 
critically examine some of their long- held beliefs about important issues 
that speak directly to students’ lives. This course bridges the gap between 
social psychology and moral philosophy and between classroom- based 
teaching and community- based service learning and between learning 
through printed text and other media. Crossing these boundaries offers 
opportunities to explore the complexity of the world and society.

In supervising postgraduate students who undertake research on 
sustainable water catchment practices in Southern Africa, Tally has come 
to realise that the kinds of problems her students research are complex 
and intractable and require participation from the communities who 
live in catchment areas. These problems can only be addressed through 
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interdisciplinary work that recognises the complex interplay of a multi-
plicity of factors, including those related to the lives of the communities 
affected by the problems being investigated. The knowledge produced 
emerges from the context of application and requires knowledge sharing 
between the researchers and the community. Tally’s students engage in 
scientific problem solving that makes use of the insights from a range of 
social sciences, the arts and knowledge held by communities.

In this section we have highlighted some issues related to the 
knowledge that academics select to include in their curricula. For some 
of the academics whose work we describe above, decolonising curricu-
lum means critically rethinking issues around what and whose knowl-
edge is taught and how this knowledge impacts on the lives of the 
students in front of them.

Connections to the lived realities of students

Higher education globally has become less elite and the diversity of the 
student body has increased. Many universities and academics have been 
slow to recognise the need for change to ensure that the lived realities of 
all students are acknowledged; that all students deserve to feel included 
and to thrive academically and as human beings.

In some of the case studies, lecturers show an awareness of the 
need to ensure that all students feel included and validated by their 
courses. Some have been aware of the urgent need to mitigate against 
the damage done by curricula which have contributed towards perpetu-
ating a ‘deficit model of Africa and Africans’ (Alexander 2013 in Luckett 
2016). For example, Susi in her Ecology course initiates students into 
research practices so that they see themselves as legitimate producers of 
new knowledge early on in their undergraduate programmes. She and 
her colleagues create many opportunities for students to ‘do’ science, by, 
for example, taking classes on field trips and field- based practicals in all 
years of undergraduate study. These field trips introduce students to the 
research process where they play an increasingly independent role in 
generating research hypotheses and testing them with the data they col-
lect. In this way, students can experience what it means to be an African 
science graduate with the potential to make contributions to scientific 
knowledge production.

Vashna, in her History of Africana Intellectuals course, aims to 
erase the silence around African history and African thought that has 
characterised the history curriculum in most institutions. Vashna’s 
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course contributes to students feeling validated and valued for who 
they are and where they come from. Similarly, Sally in her third year 
African Studies course encourages students, black and white, to reflect 
on how their own backgrounds have shaped their ideas about Africa and 
Africans and to be more critical of the way the continent is represented 
in the media and the academy. She requires students to critique and con-
trast ideas from mainstream (mainly white male) scholars with those of 
African scholars.

Although acknowledgement of student diversity is important, 
universities need to move away from the ‘neoliberal diversity regime’ 
where people are seen as consumers of knowledge and where differ-
ences between people are regarded as harmless and unimportant (Bilge 
2013). In Natalie’s second year Psychology course on Gender, Race and 
Sexualities she demonstrates that positionality and subjectivity need to 
be considered in curriculum decision- making processes. Positionality 
refers to how people are defined (race, gender, class, sexuality, etc.) and 
subjectivity refers to how social, cultural, economic and political factors 
shape students’ lived experiences. By keeping these considerations in 
mind, academics can challenge the perpetuation of inequalities in soci-
ety. Natalie creates opportunities for students to critically reflect on the 
implications of what they learn for promoting social justice and ethical 
being.

Paying attention to difference requires that teachers bring stu-
dents’ and their own experiences into the classroom (hooks 1994). 
For this they need pedagogic tools which allow them to embrace feel-
ings of vulnerability and discomfort and to value not just academic 
knowledge but also personal and embodied knowledge. Thina, who 
teaches Statistics, shares with students her own experiences of grow-
ing up in a South African township, her feelings of confusion and 
alienation when she first went to an historically white university. She 
believes that students respond positively to teachers who connect 
with them on a human level. Because of her own struggles with the 
abstract nature of statistics, she makes connections to the contextual 
realities of her students’ lives and shows them how statistics is embed-
ded in everyday life and can be used to solve problems. For example, 
she refers them to a common township card game, Unjiqa, where they 
will have encountered the principles of probability, distribution and 
variance –  important statistical concepts.

Luckett, in a study conducted at a South African university, found 
that the post- colonial university does not create enabling conditions 
for academic success for the majority of students. She suggests that ‘At 
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the level of pedagogy, … there may be a “collective hermeneutic gap” 
between some academics and their students’ (2016: 415). Corinne, who 
teaches the augmented curriculum for a Humanities Extended Studies 
programme, works with students most of whom find the pedagogic prac-
tices of the university alien. She uses a ‘pedagogy of mutual vulnerabil-
ity’ to counteract the potential social, economic and epistemic violence 
that some students experience when confronted with knowledge and 
practices that are different to their own social, cultural and emotional 
norms. She reduces the power differences between her and her students 
by acknowledging the privileges and prejudices that her position affords 
her in the university context. She creates spaces for herself and her stu-
dents to tell stories about their vulnerabilities. In addition, she makes 
explicit the often hidden norms and values underpinning academic 
practice. Viroshan addresses students’ views of themselves as inca-
pable of doing mathematics through engaging them in meta- thinking 
about how they have come to hold these negative views of themselves. 
He encourages students to construct a different relationship to mathe-
matics by engaging them in creative mathematical problem- solving pro-
cesses rather than focusing on formulaic problems that tend to reinforce 
student fragility in relation to mathematics.

Some of the pedagogic difficulties encountered by South African 
students are the result of stark differences in the quality of schooling 
for students from different economic and social backgrounds. There 
is an ‘articulation gap’ between what students have learned in high 
school, and what university learning requires of them (Scott, Yeld and 
Hendry 2007). Academic success and failure in South Africa is still 
racially skewed in favour of white and Indian students and those from 
middle- class families. The failure and dropout rate of black students, 
especially in the sciences, is unacceptably high. Karen, a lecturer on 
the Science Extended programme, is interested in curricula and peda-
gogies in the sciences that will contribute to students gaining ‘episte-
mological access’ (Morrow 1994). She has come to the conclusion that 
the articulation gap in the sciences exists at three levels: disciplinary 
knowledge, science literacies and what she calls ‘being a science 
learner’ (Ellery under review). In science curricula, especially at the 
first year level, attention needs to be paid to closing the gap in all three 
of these areas if students are to be given access to powerful science 
knowledge. Lecturers thus need to create opportunities to enable stu-
dents to cultivate disciplinary knowledge, disciplinary literacies and 
ways of being both science knowers (scientists) and science learners 
that lead to academic success.
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Environmental science is about learning to solve complex, non-
linear environmental challenges that confront the world. An essential 
pedagogic strategy for this context is group work that enables learning 
through interaction, collaboration and sharing of ideas and experiences. 
However, as Gladman discovered, if group work is not well managed and 
students aren’t taught how to do group work, it can impact negatively 
on learning and on how students view themselves. In common with 
most university classrooms, Gladman’s students are diverse in terms of 
race, class, gender, ethnicity, language, personality, disciplinary back-
grounds, etc. This diversity results in a multiplicity of ideological posi-
tions that can be the source of great tension. A challenge for Gladman 
has been to set up group work in ways that are conducive to learning 
and that offer safe spaces for all students. To do this he has embarked on 
‘courageous conversations’ with his students in which they try to con-
front, in a dialogic manner, the possible tensions which may be created 
by the diversity of the groups (Thondhlana and Belluigi 2014).

It is axiomatic that it is through language that human beings make 
connections with one another. The role of language has been highlighted 
as a key instrument of oppression in colonised universities. According to 
Luckett, ‘A key cultural resource for the emergence of human agency is 
language’ (2016: 421). And yet the majority of students in South African 
universities are not given the opportunity to engage with conceptually 
difficult higher learning in their mother tongues. Black students ‘will 
invariably experience a cultural system and curriculum that devalues 
and negates their home languages, cultures, histories and identities  –  
thus positioning them as culturally deficient’ (ibid.).

Alexander (2013, in Luckett 2016)  argues strongly for the use 
of indigenous languages as resources in teaching and the building of 
languages for academic use. Monica, Deyi and Khaya use African lan-
guages as a pedagogic tool to facilitate student learning of disciplinary 
knowledges and practices. They use strategies such as multilingual 
exploratory classroom talk, and English for what is termed presenta-
tional talk. A strategy known as translanguaging in which African lan-
guages are used to develop and explore conceptual understandings is 
used to enable students to develop disciplinary knowledge. Switching 
between languages is about more than translating ideas and terminol-
ogy; it involves higher order thinking and intercultural negotiation to 
draw on complex meanings of concepts in the multilingual classroom.

In this section the case studies draw attention to how curricula can 
pay attention to the diverse lived experiences of students –  thus focusing 
on being and not only knowing. For students to benefit from university 
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learning they need to feel included and valued for who they are and for 
the societies from which they come. Pedagogies that pay attention to 
students’ legitimate learning needs highlighted in this section include 
those that: reduce the power relations between students and their teach-
ers; endeavour to make explicit academic practices; encourage connec-
tions between diverse students; bridge the articulation gap between 
school and university; and demonstrate to students that their home lan-
guages are a valuable resource for learning.

Connections to enable students to navigate a 
supercomplex world

It has long been argued that university curricula need to be respon-
sive to the world and to society (Soudien 2015). However, as noted by 
Barnett (2000), this is extremely challenging in a constantly changing 
and supercomplex world. To prepare students for the future new epis-
temologies, as well as a radical reconsideration of what it means to be 
human in the twenty- first century are needed. Barnett therefore sug-
gests that ‘being overtakes knowledge as the key epistemological con-
cept’ (Barnett 2000: 418).

Facing up to the unknowability of a supercomplex world, which 
Journalism lecturers Gillian and Anthea have to prepare their students 
for, led them to focus more explicitly on the being of their students. 
Instead of coming into their teaching with a set agenda, they now ask 
students to work with them to navigate a new teaching and learning 
space. They harness the capabilities students bring with them by encour-
aging them to share with one another their knowledge and experiences 
of digital and social media and to use these to shape projects. They work 
collaboratively with their students to develop knowledge and storytell-
ing practices. Gillian and Anthea are thus teaching students to be jour-
nalists who are responsive, reflexive and adaptable.

Leonie, a Pharmaceutical Chemistry teacher, decided to prepare 
her students for a future beyond the classroom by using problem- based, 
student- centred pedagogies and assessment methods. Formerly she 
taught declarative knowledge and then expected students to develop 
‘functioning’ knowledge by solving integrated problems. Now she starts 
the course with a problem aimed at showing students from the outset 
what kinds of ‘real’ problems knowledge from the course could solve. 
She sequences the problems to become progressively more complex, 
thus providing scaffolding for incremental learning, internalisation of 
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difficult concepts and automation of functioning knowledge. Leonie 
also adopted an innovative assessment method that requires students 
to write ‘stories’ explaining how they go about solving problems. These 
innovations encourage metacognitive understandings about how sci-
ence knowledge is used to solve problems and better prepares students 
for the complex world of work.

Nomalanga, a History lecturer, believes that many of the historical 
theories of the past are no longer adequate to deal with the questions 
and interests of contemporary students and nor are they adequate for 
enabling graduates to respond to challenges they will face when they 
enter the world of work. In her course on Economic History the socio- 
political, historical and economic context of South African social life is 
interrogated. Students learn the best of traditional political economy 
while also engaging with the language of contemporary economics of 
finance capital and its impact on society.

The strategies in the case studies in the section demonstrate 
attempts by lecturers to devise pedagogies that will enable students to 
better navigate the supercomplex world and help them to contribute to 
solving some of the vexing problems of our society.

Connections to a range of places, people and societies

Many black students have reported feeling alienated from the physical 
and cultural space of the university. This alienation impacts on their 
ability to connect at a deep level with what they learn (Mann 2001). One 
way of counteracting this sense of alienation and the distance between 
the university and society (and in particular the marginalised societies 
from which many students come) is to engage with and to minimise the 
absolute distinction between scientific knowledge and ‘other kinds of 
knowledge’ (Santos 2010: 278).

In a course for first year Journalism students on the importance 
of place for shaping thinking and experiences, Rod’s students explore 
the diversity of peoples and places that make up South Africa. Each stu-
dent writes about where they packed their bags to come to university. 
Students then examine a range of spaces and the people who occupy 
them on the university campus; they spend time in those spaces and 
get to know how the people in them think about important events on 
campus. They move into spaces in the town and get to know the people, 
aspects of their lives and their thinking. In this course, students produce 
and learn from short biographical texts, interviews, feature stories,  
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and so on. Through these exercises students become more engaged with 
each other and recognise and learn to value the differences and similar-
ities among themselves, and between the campus and the town. It gives 
them an opportunity to see the conditions under which the majority 
of South Africans live and prepares them to work as journalists and to 
gather news from and write about topics emerging from many different 
contexts, places and people.

Susi’s Ecology course demonstrates that what connects scientists 
from different times and places is the quest for solutions to real- world 
problems. She puts a human face to science by exploring scientists, the 
problems that exercised their minds as well as the science that enabled 
them to solve particular problems. Susi is especially interested in show-
ing students that (South) African scientists, as a result of the economic 
constraints under which they have to work, are often able to provide 
unique solutions to problems.

In Kirstin’s third year course on Information Systems Theory stu-
dents learn about the influence of diverse worldviews and belief systems 
on how different people interpret and experience situations. Students 
reflect on the origins of their own value systems and how these can influ-
ence the way they approach information systems projects.

In teaching African languages to students engaged in professional 
studies, Pamela and her colleagues, Dion and Bulelwa, aim to break 
down the barriers between speakers of African languages and speakers of 
other South African languages. In these courses students discuss African 
culture; however, African students are often reluctant to discuss issues 
that they regard as taboo topics in a multicultural context. Through these 
discussions students come to recognise that many cultures share similar 
practices and values, albeit in different guises.

In this section the case studies have shown ways in which lecturers 
have found ways of ensuring that curricula connect to places, people 
and societies that are meaningful to students.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have worked with the ‘stories’ of academics grap-
pling with decolonising their curricula. Through the Curriculum 
Conversations, the compilation of the case studies into a booklet as 
well as writing this chapter, we hope to have contributed to the ongoing 
conversations on how academics and academic developers can respond  
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to the students’ urgent calls for the decolonisation of higher education. 
One of the main arguments that has arisen in decolonising debates is 
that students have felt alienated and disconnected from their university 
learning. The concept of ‘Connected Curriculum’ provided an organ-
ising framework to conceptualise how we can work with academics to 
design curricula and teach in ways which explicitly connect to the needs 
of all our students in a transforming (South) African higher education 
context. Although the chapter focuses on the South African context, we 
argue that the issues that we raise are relevant for academic developers 
and academics in other parts of the African continent, the global South 
generally, as well as the global North where student cohorts are becom-
ing increasingly diverse.
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10
Connecting research and  
teaching through curricular and 
pedagogic design

From theory to practice

Elizabeth Cleaver and Derek Wills, with Sinead gormally, David grey, 
Colin Johnson and Julie rippingale

Introduction

This chapter focuses on one institutional strategic change programme 
(Curriculum 2016+) and the journey from conception to realisation of 
the programme’s first stage: the process of curriculum and pedagogic 
design and programme validation. To begin, we provide a brief overview 
of the aims, scope and process of the Curriculum 2016+ programme. We 
move on to discuss the new approach which lay at the heart of its curricu-
lar development activities and was embedded within curriculum design 
processes and documentation. Finally, we explore how the curriculum 
development process was executed in three disciplinary settings (Sport 
Rehabilitation, Computer Science and Youth Work and Community 
Development) to highlight the contrasting ways in which different pro-
gramme teams approached the challenge of redeveloping their peda-
gogies and curricula. To conclude, we offer some overall observations, 
reflections and lessons learned that we hope will be helpful to others 
undertaking similar curriculum development activities in the higher 
education sector. While not directly structured around the Connected 
Curriculum six dimensions of practice (see Editors’ introduction and 
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Fung 2017), where activities reflect or resonate with aspects of these 
dimensions, these connections are highlighted and explored in the 
detail of the chapter.

Background

In 2013 the University of Hull embarked on a strategic journey involv-
ing complete curriculum and pedagogic redesign. Key to this strategic 
decision was a recognition of rising stakeholder (student and employer) 
expectations, the changing technological landscape and the growth of 
the digital knowledge economy, the increasing competition within the 
higher education sector (in both research and teaching) and a need for 
continued improvement in overall academic quality. It was recognised 
that these challenges may not be fully addressed through the usual 
incremental and risk- based continuous enhancement processes that 
underpin curriculum and teaching development in higher education. 
As such, a step change in the way the university met its educational 
mission was required. A major change programme, Curriculum 2016+ 
(C2016+), was established in December 2013 to coordinate this step 
change, comprising five interrelated projects and reporting to a pro-
gramme board chaired by the Pro Vice Chancellor for Learning and 
Teaching. With the prime focus on improving the overall student expe-
rience, these included a holistic market- facing review and evaluation of 
the existing portfolio, the creation of a roadmap for the development of 
learning technologies and digital literacies and the development of a co- 
curricular employability award. However, key to the chapter presented 
here were two interrelated projects:

• Connecting Research and Teaching through Curriculum and 
Pedagogic Design  –  the promotion of whole institutional re- 
engagement with curriculum design and pedagogy as an academic 
endeavour; and

• Regulations, Responsibilities and Processes  –  the design of new 
approaches to quality assurance and enhancement to underpin 
curricular and pedagogic design work and to ensure responsive-
ness to new opportunities and future developments.

These two projects together developed a flexible end- to- end process for cur-
ricular and pedagogic design, reflecting the desire to maximise opportunities 
for innovation while acknowledging differences in resources, expertise and 
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epistemic starting points across disciplinary programme teams. Throughout 
the curriculum design process academic programme teams were supported 
in a range of flexible ways including a re- imagined developmental and dia-
logic programme validation process which prioritised the development of 
academic practice, understanding and knowledge throughout.

The change programme completed in July 2016 following the 
successful re- design and validation of over 680 undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes, the majority of which demonstrated consid-
erable change in their learning, teaching and assessment approaches. 
The phased introduction of this new academic portfolio and associ-
ated policies and processes began in September 2016 and wrapped up 
in September 2017. A second stage of the curriculum programme will 
assess the level and effectiveness of the planned changes in learning, 
teaching and assessment in practice.

At the heart of the design process was an underpinning vision and 
approach which was developed to encourage and support staff to make 
explicit the connections between their teaching and research within 
and across disciplinary communities and contexts and to engage staff in 
developing disciplinary and practice- based pedagogies and assessment 
practices that reflected real- world learning. These foci connect directly 
with dimensions 1, 3 and 4 of the Connected Curriculum framework, 
and it is to a discussion of them that the chapter now turns.

The C2016+ approach: connecting research, teaching 
and the real world

The C2016+ design approach was strongly influenced by the insights 
of Lee Shulman (1993) and Tony Wagner (2008), and was designed for 
Hull with two key aims in mind. First, to promote the recognition of the 
need for single rather than separate spaces and approaches to research 
and teaching in the university in order to ensure that students connect 
with and understand research and teaching in holistic ‘disciplinary’1 
ways (see Shulman 1993) and second, to support staff and students to 
make explicit the now recognised connections between the skills of citi-
zenship, work and learning in contemporary society (see Wagner 2008).

To achieve the first of these aims, programmes design teams, 
including wherever possible students, were asked to provide compel-
ling pedagogic rationales as to why the chosen teaching, learning and 
assessment appr oaches were the most appropriate to use and how they 
would support students to achieve planned curriculum outcomes, in the 
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same way that a research methodology would be expected to provide the 
rigorous bedrock and process by which valid research outcomes could 
be achieved. This approach was led by the development of a university 
Vision for Learning: Connecting Research and Teaching, which is repro-
duced in part below:

The research, teaching and learning activities of our staff and stu-
dents are fundamentally interconnected through academic dis-
ciplines, fields of study and areas of professional practice. Our 
understanding of this interconnectivity goes beyond simple research- 
teaching linkages [recognising] … the shared epistemic origins of 
research, teaching and learning practices in University settings.

This approach helps us to recognise why teaching and learn-
ing take different forms and have distinctive characteristics across 
the institution and allows us actively to foster these differences. …
Students from all programmes of study are encouraged and supported 
to articulate how the skills, knowledge and understandings that they 
have developed equip them for life in the world of work and prepare 
them to become active, responsible and reflective global citizens.

In addition, a briefing note and diagram (see Figure 10.1) were developed 
to engage students and staff in understanding how the approaches to 
and processes of research and teaching (methodologies and pedagogies) 

Pedagogy

Research
methodology

What we
research

What we
teach and

students learn

Epistemic
beliefs/
cultures

and norms
of the

discipline
or field of

study

Fig. 10.1 Connecting research and teaching in disciplinary communi-
ties (Cleaver 2014)
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are both informed by the epistemic underpinnings of the disciplines 
from which they emanate, and to which they actively contribute.

To realise the second of the aims –  to make stronger connections 
between academic learning and the skills and practices of the real 
world –  teams were asked to identify ways in which their academic pro-
gramme and pedagogies could be meaningfully linked with the skills 
of the workplace and citizenship and how best to engage students in 
understanding these connections. Teams were also asked to identify 
how any attributes or skills that had been absent in the past, perhaps 
due to a perceived irrelevance to the academic discipline, might now be 
meaningfully incorporated. For example, how might enterprise and/ 
or entrepreneurship be approached and developed within their disci-
plinary context? And how might traditionally text- based disciplines, 
such as English or Philosophy, meaningfully engage with quantitative 
approaches and skills?

This provided the foundations for the development of an approach 
where programme teams worked together to challenge and enhance 
curricula and pedagogies in ways that supported students to connect 
with staff and their research, to make connections out to the world and 
to connect academic learning with workplace learning. Key to this was 
an explicit focus on and exposition of the big ideas at the heart of each 
programme of study, the ways of ‘knowing’, ‘thinking’ and ‘doing’ or 
‘practising’ in a discipline, field of study or area of practice (see Hounsell 
and Entwistle 2005)  and the ‘disciplinary habits of mind’ that teams 
aimed to build and support in their academic and student communities 
(see Shulman 2005; Gurung et al. 2009). In addition, teams were asked 
to identify key programme- level threshold concepts (Meyer and Land 
2003) that aligned to each programme’s big ideas, ways of thinking and 
practising and disciplinary habits of mind.

Throughout, teams were asked to make the implicit explicit, to 
ensure that connections were made between academic skills and the 
skills of the workplace and society and that authentic formative and 
summative assessment tasks were developed to confirm that such 
‘ways of knowing, thinking and practising’ had indeed been achieved. 
Teams were further encouraged to think outside the module box: to work 
together on and share their curricular and pedagogic designs to ensure 
that connections across and within programmes were explicit and that 
assessment strategies were coherent and planned.

A series of reflective questions was developed within institutional 
briefing notes, each articulating and supporting the achievement of a 
key curricular and pedagogic design theme and set of expectations. For 
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example, questions focused on whether programme and module aims 
and outcomes reflected an ethos of inclusion; whether the curriculum 
reflected a broad range of real- world examples and provided opportuni-
ties for students to draw on ‘life- wide’ experiences; whether students had 
opportunities to effect or contribute to positive change and development 
in communities (learning communities, local communities, workplaces) 
through action or research; whether curricula contributed to the enhance-
ment of intercultural understanding and an international outlook; and 
whether clear connections were made between disciplinary manifesta-
tions of skills and attributes and wider graduate workplace skills.

As part of the end- to- end process of design and implementation, 
such questions and themes were integrated into the curriculum design 
phase of the university’s quality assurance and enhancement framework 
and became central to the redesigned programme and module valida-
tion process. The new validation events themselves were reimagined as 
academic discussions rather than what had become perceived as a tick- 
box quality assurance hurdle to navigate. The new events were centred 
around critical dialogue between the programme design team, external 
and internal academic colleagues, students and external stakeholders, 
and learning from the development process was discussed and shared 
beyond the immediate attendees and at sharing and exchange events.

Connecting research and teaching in practice:  
some disciplinary reflections

To gain an insight into how this curriculum design approach was both 
interpreted and applied, we asked three programme areas –  Sport 
Rehabilitation, Computer Science and Youth Work and Community 
Development –  to discuss their C2016+ experiences.

Sport rehabilitation –  Colin Johnson

C2016+ enabled many of the thoughts, ideas and approaches previously 
discussed within the programme team to come to life. The opportunity 
to redevelop our programmes was met with a collective level of enthu-
siasm, motivation and desire to create student- centred, fit- for- purpose, 
curricula.

To add some background, the existing BSc Sport Rehabilitation 
was accredited by The British Association of Sport Rehabilitators 
and Trainers (BASRaT) with the profession recently approved as 
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an Accredited Register, administered by the Professional Standards 
Authority for Health and Social Care. Since 2013, Sport Rehabilitation 
has been formally recognised as a healthcare profession within the UK, 
which constitutes a huge step in terms of recognition and regulation 
within the field of neuro- musculoskeletal injury management. Such rec-
ognition brings the requirement of high levels of professionalism and 
competency to the fore for those working within the field: the Graduate 
Sport Rehabilitator (GSR).

Such standards were the catalyst for the programme team’s ini-
tial approach, encouraged by the C2016+ ethos of a programmatic 
focus and making the implicit explicit. From a pedagogical perspective 
we were already implementing examples of good disciplinary practice 
including problem- based and peer- assisted learning, but often more at 
the modular level and without overall programme- level coordination. 
C2016+ gave us the opportunity to ‘think outside the module box’ and 
consider programme- level design in a progressive and coherent way.

The start point was the identification of the key graduate attributes 
and skills that characterise the practising GSR. These then became the 
inspiration for the big ideas underpinning the programmes: autonomy, 
working with others, competency and clinical specialism. These ideas 
were mapped and developed across all programme stages enabling a 
clearer picture and shared understanding of the journey towards the 
development of the ‘Hull GSR’. In the vast majority of cases these themes 
were apparent within the existing pedagogical approaches and module 
content but, importantly, were not always explicit, either within exist-
ing module descriptors or associated assessment strategies.

For example, problem- based learning (PBL) is a disciplinary ped-
agogic approach which is extremely relevant to the GSR in practice and 
clearly connects academic learning with workplace learning. However, 
the way this had previously been incorporated into our modules was 
highlighted by students as simply adding to their workload; the value of 
the real- world skills and understanding that it fostered was not evident 
to them. This informed a comparative exercise between the old and the 
new: how could we make our ideas come to life both on the page and 
from the page? From a personal perspective this period of time signalled 
the most significant indicator of the flexibility that the C2016+ design 
approach provided.

The reconsideration and streamlining of module focus, con-
tent and assessment from the programme perspective was coupled 
with the design of three end- of- stage thresholds for Levels 4, 5 and 
6. Group PBL has been written into the curriculum at stage rather  
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than modular- level and students are now supported to work across the 
whole academic year on a given clinical case scenario, with the focus 
of the tasks based upon specific topics covered within modules during 
the year. The same case scenarios will be used throughout the three 
years of undergraduate study with layers of complexity added at each 
level. For example, at Level 4 students focus on anatomy and princi-
ples of injury assessment while at Level 6 students will consider neu-
rological involvement coupled with the presentation of psychological 
issues. This new approach is designed to ensure that tasks culminate 
in an end- of- year presentation to peers from all years demonstrating 
aspects of autonomy, working with others and competency. This partic-
ular example enthused both staff and students who were consulted on 
the approach. Our students, although acknowledging the pressure of 
presenting in front of their peers, could see the real- life application of 
what was being proposed.

Students were involved in discussions and consultation through-
out the C2016+ process and their input was particularly useful when 
consideration turned to the terminology employed by the programme 
team. C2016+ encouraged programme teams to design their pro-
grammes using student- relevant language, and student feedback from 
all year groups encouraged a hybrid of the old and some newly proposed 
terminology and helped the programme team to maintain their focus on 
making the programme aims, its pedagogies and its intended outcomes 
meaningful and explicit at all times.

A distinctive feature of the new Sport Rehabilitation portfolio is 
the introduction of a four- year Integrated Masters programme (MSci), 
the first of its kind within the field. This provides our students with the 
opportunity to follow a tailored pathway into postgraduate study and 
develop clinical specialism to further enhance their employability. This, 
as well as some of the examples highlighted earlier, has been acknowl-
edged within the wider Sport Rehabilitation and Therapy education 
community and is testament both to the innovative approach, enthusi-
asm and foresight of the programme team and the freedom and owner-
ship accorded to them by the C2016+ design approach.

Computer Science –  David grey

The broad, overarching intents of the new undergraduate and post-
graduate programme portfolios in Computer Science were based on 
the applied ethos of the department and the key aim to develop com-
puter science graduates that are capable of ‘doing’ and able to make an 
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immediate contribution in the world of work. The department identified 
two small staff teams, each of circa five individuals, to lead the devel-
opment of the programme portfolios. The teams followed the design 
approach provided by C2016+, undertaking programme- level design 
rather than the modular content- led approach that had taken precedence 
in earlier development and redevelopment cycles. Each team worked to 
identify programmatic big ideas then shared these to crosscheck and 
evaluate their choices; they then worked on identifying the key thresh-
old concepts (Land, Meyer and Baillie 2010) that would inform the 
programme narrative, aims and outcomes. Many of the programme big 
ideas (e.g. learning by doing and the importance of real- world applica-
tion) and threshold concepts (e.g. object orientation and object thinking) 
were informed by the broad intents of the portfolios. A mapping to the 
programme professional body requirements (British Computer Society) 
was of key importance during this process to ensure continued future 
accreditation and national comparability of the programmes.

Following this initial design phase, a student focus group consist-
ing of all course representatives from existing programmes was con-
vened to discuss the proposed programme- level design, associated big 
ideas and possible delivery (module) structures. In parallel, the designs 
were shared with all academic staff to ensure that a common under-
standing of the programme design approach, and the choices made, 
was in place. All staff were then involved in the detailed design of the 
revised programmes and individual modules, with each staff member 
being involved in the design of at least one module.

The C2016+ approach differed from previous departmental 
approaches to programme design in a number of ways. From the outset it 
was more student- centred, involving more and regular student involve-
ment in each of the design phases. There was also greater involvement 
of all academic staff and greater consideration of the pedagogies and 
assessment approaches to be used. Previously, programme design was 
largely undertaken by a small team and although colleagues had some 
involvement in contributing to specific module indicative content, often 
in isolation from one another, little consideration was given by all staff 
at the design stage to whole programme key themes, big ideas and out-
comes and the pedagogic approaches that would lead to real- world stu-
dent success. C2016+ offered a whole- team opportunity to consider 
learning and assessment approaches in detail at the design stage, to take 
stock of the approaches currently in use and to intentionally choose ped-
agogic approaches to benefit the students and to develop their employ-
ability skills.
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As part of this process, we have particularly drawn on the insights 
of Christie (2009) who identifies signature pedagogies for Computer 
Science, which include:

• developing students’ abilities in object thinking;2

• engaging students in problem solving and learning through doing;
• focusing on the real- world applications of computer science;
• emphasising the team- based and collaborative nature of the 

profession; and
• using visual approaches to explaining complex computer science 

concepts.

While these were already used to a greater or lesser extent within 
existing modules, we had not considered how they mapped across the 
programme to inform student development. For example, the new pro-
grammes now have a core focus throughout on group working. This is, 
in part, facilitated through increased placement learning opportunities 
which can be undertaken for a whole year or within modules, offering 
students real- world experience of the computer science profession and 
its collaborative approaches.

The language with which our programmes are communicated to 
our students has also changed. Legacy programme specifications and 
handbooks focused on technical professional body outcomes and the 
mechanics and structure of the programme. In the new programme doc-
umentation the big ideas of the programmes and associated teaching, 
learning and assessment approaches are articulated clearly and explic-
itly for a student audience.

The C2016+ experience significantly changed the approach to 
curriculum design taken by our programme teams and there have been 
many positive outcomes for our students. Staff have had new opportuni-
ties for development, with those involved in programme design encour-
aged and supported to reflect critically on existing and new pedagogic 
approaches and methods. Perhaps a lesson learned was that we could 
have benefited from more whole team involvement from the outset. 
The inclusion of further opportunities to pause, think, reflect and dis-
cuss developments throughout the project may have facilitated this col-
lective creativity and ownership, reducing the number of changes that 
may now occur as the new programmes are delivered. It is important 
that, as the curriculum is rolled out, the collaborative and discursive 
approach that we have developed between staff, students and other 
stakeholders is fostered and expanded. This will not only be of benefit 
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to the new programmes but is also vital if we are to further model to our 
students the distinctive collaborative practices that lie of the heart of the 
Computer Science professional community.

youth Work and Community Development –  Julie rippingale and 
Sinead gormally

The BA Youth Work and Community Development programme has two 
Professional Statutory and Regulatory Bodies (PSRBs) and is staffed 
by a small team of four academics. In adopting the curriculum design 
approach at the heart of C2016+, the team developed and adopted a 
robust, highly participatory and transparent process which involved in 
excess of one hundred people. This included current students and past 
graduates, partner youth work and community development organisa-
tions from the statutory, voluntary and community sectors and legacy 
programme external examiners. The programme team facilitated the 
involvement of all stakeholders, collated the various viewpoints and 
utilised the findings throughout the process. Collectively, the big ideas 
and associated ways of thinking and practising within youth work and 
community development were developed. The following big ideas were 
formulated to incorporate programme- level threshold concepts (Meyer 
and Land 2003):

1. Developing critically informed educators equipped to work multi- 
disciplinarily in a range of environments, contexts and cultures.

2. Developing critically reflective practitioners and learners who 
can be self- directed and work as part of a team.

3. Connecting theory, policy, politics and practice.
4. Helping students to confidently articulate professional values 

and resolve conflicts between their professional and personal 
identities and values.

The programme team were all conversant with threshold concepts prior 
to the C2016+ development process and were therefore actively engaged 
in identifying and mapping programme threshold concepts to appropri-
ate levels of the proposed new curriculum. These formed the framework 
for the entire curriculum design and provided an explicit focus for stu-
dent learning and progression. By virtue of our PSRB requirements, the 
legacy programmes had also involved a range of stakeholders; however, 
a modular development approach had been previously used. Thinking 
outside the module box at programme level was empowering. The process 
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started with a clean page and an objective and contemporary view of 
the discipline as a whole. This ensured that modules did not reappear 
because they had always been taught and rather allowed new ways of 
thinking and doing to emerge.

Involving a relevant range of stakeholders throughout the pro-
cess was key to the success of the curriculum design and modelled 
the participatory paradigm that is central to youth work and com-
munity development (Ledwith 2011). Practitioner symposiums were 
facilitated on the university campus and key questions were asked in 
order to gather valuable information that would relate to the creation 
of a meaningful curriculum. Students and graduates were involved 
in similar processes both in group sessions within the university and 
through an open space which displayed the curriculum development 
flip charts. Student participation was crucial in identifying where 
thresholds needed to be crossed in order to achieve higher level con-
ceptual understanding, and which thresholds proved more difficult 
to navigate or were simply misplaced. For example, the previous pro-
gramme of study taught a module entitled ‘Ethics and Values’ at Level 6 
but students very clearly identified that this needed to be a Level 4 con-
cept as it was foundational to their professional practice and academic 
learning. Similarly, students were directly involved in the process of 
naming new modules and testing out the terminology used. Students 
fed- back that a legacy Level 6 module ‘Critical Pedagogy’ needed to 
use more accessible terminology and be introduced earlier. The result 
was a new module ‘Education and Social Change’ (Level 4). Essential 
to this process was the commitment and feedback of our programme 
external examiners and the two PSRBs which had agreed to pilot the 
first undergraduate dual- accredited programme in Youth Work and 
Community Development.

Central to the development of teaching and learning strategies 
and the planning of resources was the ethos of critical pedagogy. This 
approach utilises mixed methods to ensure praxis between academic 
study and professional practice placements –  both central tenets of the 
programme. As Cooper (2015: 44) states:

Critical pedagogy … offers a dialogical approach to generating 
criticality where tutor and student co- investigate the object of 
study. It is an approach that encourages students to explore and 
reflect dialectically the nature of social problems beyond tradi-
tional understandings invariably founded on positivist epistemo-
logical positions.
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The legacy programme tended to ‘bunch’ assessments together at cer-
tain periods using an extensive and often uncoordinated range of 
assessment methods. A comprehensive audit of student experiences 
of assessment was therefore undertaken, supported by C2016+ and 
TESTA audit tools (Gibbs, Jessop and El-Hakim n.d.). The result of this 
audit was that assessments and assessment periods were distributed 
more evenly, with greater opportunities for formative and summative 
assessment across the year. Modes of assessment were directly linked 
to the threshold concepts and were made more relevant to the academic 
and professional skills reflected in the programme’s big ideas.

Our approach to curriculum design changed dramatically as 
a result of this process and we would not hesitate to use this again in 
the future. We are strong advocates of the process and have engaged 
in national conferences within our discipline to share our experiences 
in addition to hosting visits from other institutions who have taken an 
interest in our approach. The C2016+ approach facilitated the inclusion 
of external stakeholders which, in turn, resulted in new scholarly knowl-
edge within the team and a greater understanding of our disciplinary 
approaches to learning, teaching and assessment. We also believe that 
this process allowed us to achieve something that colleagues across the 
sector had deemed impossible: we became the first undergraduate pro-
gramme in England and Wales to receive dual professional accreditation 
for youth work and community development.

For colleagues embarking on a similar journey, we believe that the 
following were key to our success:

• engaging in a clear, robust process;
• adopting a collective working ethos and practice;
• having visible, collective documentation of the process, e.g. flip 

charts;
• drawing on professional practice partner feedback, requirements 

and wishes; and
• using student and graduate feedback, experience and 

recommendations.

At the end of the first year of the new programme there is strong sense 
of ownership among stakeholders. We have a dynamic, exciting coher-
ent curriculum which is highly relevant to the discipline and puts stu-
dents at its heart. Moreover, there has been a significant increase in the 
number and quality of student applications and a vast increase in profes-
sional practice placement provision.
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Concluding comments

As many across the sector will testify, the complete redesign of peda-
gogies and curricula across a whole institution is a mammoth under-
taking and, to be successful, requires strategic direction and support as 
well as agility in its implementation. The consistent yet flexible design 
approach at the heart of C2016+ was key to providing direction for such 
changes at the University of Hull, while encouraging bespoke innova-
tion and customisation within disciplines. As we hope is evident from 
the vignettes included above, each programme team adopted a locally 
relevant approach, reflecting both their disciplinary and organisational 
cultures as well as the needs of their external stakeholders and students. 
Thus, while there has been greater emphasis on top- down programme 
design, team development and partnership working with students and 
external stakeholders, flexibility has remained at the core of the design 
process. This has resulted in curricula that in a range of ways embody 
the values of the University of Hull, meet the expectations of relevant 
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) Subject Benchmark Statements (QAA 
n.d.) and PSRBs, reflect the distinctive skills and approaches of each 
disciplinary team, reflect the skills of citizenship and meet the needs of 
employers.

Throughout the change programme, the end- to- end process 
for programme development and approval has undergone consider-
able development and adaptation. While we clearly needed a rigor-
ous approvals process to meet QAA expectations, we also wished to 
ensure that the process was meaningful to academic teams. As such 
the new process was developed around critical dialogue between aca-
demics, students and other key stakeholders to ensure a meaningful, 
developmental, supportive and collegial approach. To ensure that the 
process was and remained fit for purpose, regular contact and dis-
cussions between quality assurance and academic colleagues was key, 
as was a willingness, where necessary and appropriate, to reflect on, 
review and adapt processes and academic regulations. At first this 
flexible approach created some uncertainty for academic colleagues 
who had, to date, perceived quality assurance and regulatory bound-
aries as non- porous and inflexible. However, as our vignettes testify, 
this agility ultimately provided us with the components necessary to 
build a culture which encouraged rather than curtailed pedagogic 
and curricular enhancement and innovation; something which is of 
paramount importance in the contemporary UK higher education 
environment. Moreover, the new programme designs resonate closely 
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with and demonstrate in practice three of the six dimensions of the 
Connected Curriculum framework, explicitly making connections 
between research and teaching, connections out to the world beyond 
the university and connections between academic learning and work-
place learning.

Ultimately, the impact and success of the C2016+ programme 
can only be judged once the curriculum has been delivered in full, and 
further analysis has been conducted. However, it is already evident 
that across the disciplines there has been considerable change within 
curricular portfolios, increased emphasis on partnership working with 
students, external stakeholders and professional service colleagues and 
a stronger articulation and ownership of programme pedagogies and 
design. The process and organisational changes that have either taken 
place or have been recommended, provide a strong platform for future 
enhancement activities.

As a final point it is important to note that the completion and suc-
cess of this programme to date would not have been possible without the 
open- mindedness, commitment and, at times, patience of colleagues. 
We therefore take this opportunity to thank all those who were involved 
in making this possible.
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11
Connecting research, enquiry 
and communities in the  
creative curriculum

alison James

Introduction

Human- centered designers are doers, tinkerers, crafters and build-
ers. We make using anything at our disposal, from cardboard and 
scissors to sophisticated digital tools. We build our ideas so that 
we can test them and because actually making something reveals 
opportunities and complexities that we’d never have guessed were 
there. (Ideo.org 2015)

This explanation of human- centred design has relevance for arts educa-
tion more widely, not just for physical making, but for mental, conceptual 
and virtual practices as well. In considering the six dimensions of UCL’s 
Connected Curriculum (its framework for research- based education), it 
is hard to think where connections between research, practice, teach-
ing, audience and outer world do not exist in creative disciplines (see 
Fung and Carnell 2017). They permeate student– tutor interactions at 
university in both simple and intricate ways. But design thinking is only 
one approach to exploration. Others include the ways students model 
behaviours on those of more prominent and experienced researchers 
and the times when students take a lead in the learning of all. This 
chapter will discuss innovations from different areas of creative arts 
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education which employ social models of investigation and evidence 
the pedagogic theories of constructionism, enquiry- based learning and 
Wenger’s communities of practice framework (Wenger 1998). Vignettes 
from the University of the Arts London (UAL) illustrate student research 
practices which are about –  and operate through –  the arts, design and 
media. Countless examples can be found to illustrate all six Connected 
Curriculum dimensions; however, this chapter touches on 1 and 2 and 
concentrates on 3, 4, 5 and 6 (unpacked in depth below, but see also the 
Editors’ introduction). The vignettes show how innovation in practice 
and enquiry combines with interests in identity, social responsibility 
and community. These surface connections which are internal (about 
individual growth, confidence and self- knowledge, as well as subject) 
and external, facing out into the world and linking with others. They 
underline the ripple effect of learning in creative communities which 
creates knowledge beyond the immediate subject and greater under-
standing of self and practice in context.

Clarifying terms: the creative arts and fashion

For brevity’s sake this chapter will sometimes use ‘creative arts’ as short-
hand to encompass not just the arts, but design and media. However, 
so doing recognises that all these referents hide worlds of nuance, dif-
ference and particularity. Within them, a specific referent such as fash-
ion, for example, infers a field of cultural practice beyond the wearing of 
things that keep you warm, dry and modestly covered. It includes inno-
vative design and creation, production and consumption and semiotic, 
sociological interests and psychological values that enable individuals 
to communicate and construct an identity in the world. Fashion is about 
the avant- garde and rare, as well as the everyday; about breaking scien-
tific ground, as in the invention of new fabrics and cosmetics.

At the London College of Fashion (LCF), University of the Arts 
London (UAL) industry collaborations, projects, placements and part-
nerships are fundamental to student enquiry into fashion and vary 
widely in duration and commitment. While these are implemented at all 
levels of study, specific postgraduate collaborations include university- 
led partnerships with industry, student- led enquiries with external 
consultants and peer- led investigations between students across disci-
plines. In support of such investigations Cultural and Historical Studies 
(CHS) units are key course components which encourage students to 
‘make the familiar strange’1 and to explore and question many aspects of 
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life and identity. Dissertation research into the abject, deviancy, gender 
fluidity, social norms, production and consumption, cosmetic surgery 
and cultural ideals of beauty are all ways in which students extend their 
understanding of fashion beyond external apparel and enter sociologi-
cal territories of identity, self- construction and the Other.

What does research look like in arts- based education?

The word research in all fields has multiple interpretations, from the tra-
ditional and hypothesis- based, to the experimental and qualitative. As 
can be imagined, in the arts, design and media such types of enquiry are 
almost limitless. They include research that is industrial and commer-
cial (e.g. prototyping and consultancy); conceptual and aesthetic; prac-
tice, craft and technological. The scale and range of pure and applied 
research which informs student enquiry is too great to be contained 
here, but illustrated in the section on principles 1 and 2 of the Connected 
Curriculum.

For artist and University of the Arts London Chancellor Grayson 
Perry, creative practice and research have a simple but deep purpose. 
In his address to the UAL Graduation Ceremony in London in July 2016 
Perry asserted that the role of artists is to bring meaning into a meaning-
less world. Increasingly, as the vignettes show, this is concerned with the 
questions about human condition, social responsibility, wellbeing and 
sustainability. This is a critical and overlooked aspect of the activity of 
fashion education, illustrated by Professor Frances Corner (Corner n.d.), 
citing diverse initiatives to broaden knowledge and revitalise communi-
ties. These include regeneration projects in the East End of London; the 
Cabinet Stories travelling exhibition offering workshops and ideas about 
curation in unexpected places; the Circle Collective which promotes 
the acquisition of skills for permanent employment and the Polyphonic 
Playground which fuses dance, fashion, technological creativity and 
social interaction.

More often than not in undergraduate study, students conduct 
research to get to know their subject and its present limits; to go beyond 
these, to challenge positions and practices, find alternatives and create 
opportunities. Most of the vignettes in this chapter concentrate on this 
form of enquiry. One may argue that the line between independent study 
and research- based enquiry can become blurry. When students are iden-
tifying their own needs, posing the questions, challenging the scope of 
the answers, measuring them against what is already known, validating 
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and defining actions setting their own trajectories, independent study 
looks remarkably like research. The centrality of research and enquiry 
to cultivating a curious creative mind resonates with Brew’s words:

For the students who are the professionals of the future, developing 
the ability to investigate problems, make judgments on the basis of 
sound evidence, take decisions on a rational basis, and understand 
what they are doing and why it is vital. Research and enquiry is not 
just for those who choose to pursue an academic career. It is cen-
tral to professional life in the twenty- first century. (Brew 2007: 7)

Increasingly the goal of such research is to meet a need which goes 
beyond aesthetics or consumption; to address politically and socially 
relevant issues and make a difference in the world. For students on 
courses with a creative business focus (and these come in all shapes 
and sizes) this might be about ethical and sustainable practices to do 
with production and supply chains, workforce conditions, the nature of 
products, reducing the carbon footprint and impact on the planet. Such 
forms of enquiry are often rhizomatic2 in the ways that students can 
make multidirectional and unboundaried links between self, subject, 
outside world, creative practice and research.

Vignettes

Connected Curriculum dimensions 1 and 2

1. Students connect with staff and with the institution’s research.
2. A throughline of research activity is built into each programme.

Connections to staff research activity happens in multiple ways –  from 
those mentioned already to responses to industry requests or public 
engagement need. Many involve outreach to schools, organisations and 
communities; an example, combining fashion, science and environ-
mental awareness, is the Catalytic Clothing3 project, led by Professor 
Helen Storey and scientist Tony Ryan which used garments with a cat-
alyst washed into them to help reduce pollution in the air and making it 
healthier and purer to breathe. The Field of Jeans4 installation at Thomas 
Tallis School brought their ground- breaking enquiry into the second-
ary school arena, with jeans imbued with the catalyst staked out in the 
school grounds. Another work by Storey is Dress for Our Time, a garment 
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which digitally displays data from a major study highlighting ‘global risks 
of future shifts in ecosystems’ showing ‘the impact of climate change’ on 
the Earth. Such high- profile work, displayed in locations from St Pancras 
station in London to the Pyramid stage at Glastonbury, inspires student 
research and enquiry in a powerful but slightly more distant way.

In some cases, it is the student’s activity which has the potential to 
be world leading, such as Renata Santos Beman’s PhD research into the 
relationship between the ‘born blind, and became blind’ (her terms) and 
fashion. Beman addresses an area of invisibility and exclusion caused 
hitherto by the assumption that those without sight have no interest in 
the clothes they wear. External and internal research that challenges 
accepted views on beauty and fashion has been made accessible to stu-
dents through the LCF Better Lives programme. This includes seminars 
on positive psychology and projects such as the Beauty of Age,5 a series 
of which has been curated by students. As alluded to earlier, CHS offers 
both a throughline of enquiry, backed up by staff research and studied by 
students who explore fashion through theories of consumption and pro-
duction, and the lenses of gender, identity, race, sexuality and religion. 
A first year unit introduces students to theories and key concepts, a sec-
ond year unit invites exploration of select themes relevant to the course 
discipline and in the final year the dissertation is one way of exploring 
theoretical and cultural issues alongside a final major project which may 
be looking at the same subject but from a distinctly different perspective.

Connected Curriculum dimensions 3– 6

3. Students make connections across subjects and out to the world.
4. Students connect academic learning with workplace learning.
5. Students learn to produce outputs –  assessments directed at an 

audience.
6. Students connect with each other, across phases and with alumni.

For the most part the vignettes offered in this section embody aspects 
of the theoretical triad alluded to in the introduction, starting with 
enquiry- based learning, which Levy et al. define as follows:

[Enquiry- based learning] describes a cluster of strongly student- 
centred learning and teaching approaches in which students’ 
enquiry or research drives the learning experience. Students con-
duct small-  or large- scale inquiries that enable them to engage 
actively with disciplinary or interdisciplinary questions and 
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problems. Learning takes place through an emergent process of 
exploration and discovery. Guided by subject specialists and those 
with specialist roles in learning support, students use the scholarly 
and research practices of their disciplines to move towards auton-
omy in creating and sharing knowledge. (Levy et al. n.d.)

As a supplement to this quote it is worth noting that peer- to- peer learn-
ing has a part to play in the development of enquiry and autonomy, in 
addition to specialist guidance. This may come in the form of mentors or 
student coaches, with higher year students typically supporting newer 
ones, although not always. Alumni often also contribute, either by being 
advisers on projects, acting as brokers between the educational and pro-
fessional world, or through mentoring.

A rebalancing of power and authority through this sharing and 
developing of knowledge and expertise reflects the ebbs and flows of 
tacit understanding within a group. Such movement is evoked by Wenger 
in his Communities of Practice framework as ‘changing participation 
and identity transformation’ (Wenger 1998: 11). It is visible in the ways 
students see themselves and their worlds differently through research 
and enquiry. He cites ‘three structuring elements of social learning sys-
tems: communities of practice, boundary processes among these com-
munities and identities as shaped by our participation in these systems’ 
(Wenger 2000: 1) and these evoke many aspects of creative activity. It is 
often socially situated; in a team, in a studio or centre with other practi-
tioners, in apprenticeship models where the novice is learning from the 
expert and within relationships of acting as a guide for the community 
or serving it. His vision of learning as combining ‘personal transforma-
tion with the evolution of social structures’ (idem 4) aligns itself closely 
with the ways in which artists’ identities are intertwined with both their 
creations and the context for their creating. This identification of self in 
practice and growth through creativity is noticeable in the vignettes for 
all participants.

In addition, creative and professional enquiry in the arts often evi-
dence Papert’s constructionist philosophy (Papert and Harel 1991): that 
humans learn best by making things, and that when this happens the 
outcomes are both an item and new knowledge. Constructionism, like 
communities of practice, is a social learning model which allows for 
connecting and generative thinking which goes beyond any resulting 
artifact. The importance of making something in order to prompt differ-
ent insights or perspectives has been demonstrated in David Gauntlett 
and Amy Twigger Holroyd’s workshops on creative research methods.6 
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One of these involved a collaborative knitting activity, in which knit-
ting functioned as a form of participant observation, not just for the pro-
duction of a finished piece. Other creative activities from the workshop 
helped generate questions around data and sense- making from a differ-
ent perspective. In this example and in those which follow, participants 
walked away from the event knowing something unexpected about 
themselves and their fellow participants, as well as gaining knowledge 
about the subject.

The following section offers illustrations of the varied ways 
research, enquiry and communities are connected in the creative cur-
riculum, rounded off with a personal reflection.

Shift

Shift7 is an undergraduate online publication produced as part of the BA 
(Hons) Fashion Journalism at LCF. It is overseen by former course leader 
Josephine Collins and co- produced by staff and final year students. It 
was introduced in 2015 as part of a desire to ensure that all students had 
opportunities to engage in live journalism. In producing Shift all stu-
dents have the opportunity to pitch for a role, write, edit and/ or publish 
and experience how an editorial office works. This includes handling the 
pressures of tight turnaround times, rapid decision making and select-
ing, from the first editorial team meeting at the beginning of the week to 
publication on a Thursday afternoon.

As their course tutors are all practising journalists with major 
papers or media outlets, students are exposed to the priorities of the 
professional world and its artistry. They become skilled at making fast 
improvements to copy –  spotting what is wrong with a piece, changing 
a headline, and understanding how to write a first sentence to entice 
a reader in. They learn how to make words fit a layout without losing 
impact, accuracy, mood or message, and develop the dexterity to do this 
so that the original author does not notice.

Students lead the production of the publication and make the 
key decisions as to content and layout and the editorial meetings on 
Monday afternoons are run by the student editor –  giving instant and 
real experience of how to take charge of a meeting, review past issues 
(sometimes uncomfortable if a team did not work effectively or the 
final product did not turn out as hoped for) and respond to pitches 
of ideas/ volunteers/ suggestions for attendance at events and so on. 
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From then students communicate with each other via Facebook and 
perhaps liaise with students on other courses, such as Photography 
and Illustration, for collaborations on articles. Then on a Thursday 
the whole editorial team is expected to be present in the Newsroom to 
bring the publication to fruition –  and anyone else who is interested 
who wants to join in. These have proved to be particularly appealing 
days for students who may not have been as engaged in other areas of 
their study.

The final ‘publish’ button is pressed by a member of the course 
team, once they are satisfied that the product is ready. This is part of 
assuring that while students have a responsibility to each other and to 
the project the actual quality and validity of their work is still signed 
off by a member of the teaching team. Not only are their outputs made 
public online, but they also contribute to formal assessment as part of a 
project proposal and in the final major project submission.

Shift evidences the theoretical triad introduced earlier in multiple 
ways; students work together in their community for a common objective 
and share tools and expertise along the way. They create both the online 
journal and also professional insights and self- knowledge about how they 
hone their skills and rise to the challenge of collaborating. They get to 
see their tutors performing in their professional capacity, not only teach-
ing journalism, and learn from observation, emulation and the enquiry- 
based learning experience outlined by Brew earlier. They cross between 
boundaries of novice and expert and experience shifts in power and 
responsibility. They make judgement calls and learn from experience.

Social responsibility and prison projects

As Director of Social Responsibility at LCF, Claire Swift has substantial 
experience of projects which embody the principles of the Connected 
Curriculum. Three points of experience involve collaboration with prisons:

1. The Fashion Education in Prisons Project8 brought students and 
staff together with inmates to design and deliver sewing and 
photographic workshops within a rehabilitation programme.

2. A Training and Manufacture initiative in Her Majesty’s Prison 
Holloway, leading to level 1 ABC accreditation.

3.  The Beauty’s Inside,9 a magazine produced by female inmates 
working under supervision with students on articles and visuals. 
This was a collaboration between staff and students at LCF, Her 
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Majesty’s Prison Send and external expert advisers in law and 
criminal justice. In one roll- out of this initiative students visited 
the prison every week for 10 weeks to help inmates develop new 
skills and produce an outcome.

Such activities enable students to explore perceptions of social issues and 
differences in greater depth and increase their self- awareness. For the 
students it was in part about deepening their perspectives about the situ-
ations of others and how to help them effect positive change in their lives. 
For the inmates it was often expressed in terms of worth; they voiced this 
as having had everything taken away, including self- confidence and self- 
belief. Participation in the projects led to a feeling that they still had per-
sonal value, skills to offer and something to look forward to after prison. 
Many worked on themes to do with the self, expressing frustrations over 
having become a number not a person, a crime not an individual, and 
having lost voice and identity.10 Barriers and preconceptions were also 
addressed through the activity; no knowledge of crimes committed was 
shared and everyone worked as a team (inmates were carefully selected 
to pose the minimum risk to other participants). As a group it was also 
about them belonging to a more positive community, a real team and 
developing new skills and knowledge through collaboration. Each proj-
ect embodied the constructionist principle of creating items, which was 
accompanied by a resurgence in self- knowledge and hope for the future.

Sustainability

There are countless examples of the ways in which students at LCF have 
used enquiry- based learning approaches to address issues of obsoles-
cence and reuse. One is the Speedo LZR project11 where they were invited 
to create new cutting- edge fashion designs from swimsuit stock that no 
longer met competition regulations. Another was where students from 
design, media and business courses collaborated with Nike12 to create 
new products that showed how sustainability could drive innovation. This 
venture included travelling to Portland USA to collaborate with a variety 
of organisations. A third involved the LCF Dye Garden in Mare Street, 
London, where plants are grown to revive and extend natural methods of 
dye production which are less harmful than current industrial practices. 
Inspired by the possibilities, a postgraduate student, Susie Wareham, 
focused her masters on experimenting with natural dyes and also ran 
staff workshops in how to use them. The impact of her research in the 
shape of a dye garden submitted for the RHS BBC Gardeners’ World Live  
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2014 in Birmingham led to her winning a Silver Gilt medal. Her planting 
patterns were inspired by her exploration of the history of natural dyes in 
Birmingham and evoked a map of the city from 1731.13

Exploring human rights through design14

As already shown, partnerships are particularly fruitful when students 
work alongside staff on activities aimed at a public audience. Another 
example is the annual collaboration between Amnesty International and 
LCF students seeking to promote issues of human rights through design. 
This is an eight- day rapid fire project where 250 students all work in 
multidisciplinary teams (from design, media and business courses) in 
collaboration with academics and industry specialists. They work both 
at their university base as well as at the Amnesty headquarters and par-
ticipate in bite- size rotational workshops led by practitioners (collage 
artists, consumer specialists, menswear designers and others) to help 
them create their designs. The campaigns are promoted to a global audi-
ence; the best ones go into production and then are used to raise funds 
for Amnesty across the world. There are three stages in this year- long 
collaboration:  design, selection and production. Student designs are 
exhibited at Amnesty International Action Centre and presented at the 
Amnesty Student Conference where three outcomes are voted upon  –  
the LCF choice, Amnesty Choice and public choice. In 2015 this focused 
on Amnesty’s People on the Move campaign, with the student cohort split 
into two groups to consider people displacement through various lenses. 
These included the physical, conceptual and virtual: economic perspec-
tives, gender, human rights violations, what home means, what space 
means. The winning three designs were selected to be sold by Amnesty 
online and in store.15

The connections made within this project were external, in terms 
of considering wider community issues and raising awareness of social 
injustice, and also internal. Students often went on difficult personal 
journeys in terms of grappling with human rights issues, and some had 
even lived through these in their own countries, which required sensi-
tive navigation from the course team.

Digital creative practice for positive social change

The report Discovering the Post- Digital Art School (Deakin and Webb 
2016), looks at ways in which professional creative practice is being 
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taught in a world where use of digital devices and the internet is increas-
ingly embedded in everyday life. In the Foreword Professor Malcolm 
Garrett writes of the ways in which evolving technologies are catalysing 
collaboration and the development of skills:

The new tools we now use also allow for faster trialing and proto-
typing of ideas, so design flow becomes more iterative, and is more 
able to absorb valuable input at crucial development points from 
diverse sources in a cyclical and non- linear way. Combine this with 
a rapid prototyping ethos, further enhance that with the multi- 
locational interconnectivity of the Internet and you have a crea-
tive workspace, part local and part regional, that was previously 
unavailable to us. (Deakin and Webb, 2016: 6)

In a series of workshops students came from many different disciplines, 
courses, levels, ethnicities and nationalities. They formed cross- disciplinary 
teams working both face-to-face (first iteration) and in cross- university 
online collaborations between UAL, Manchester and Falmouth Schools of 
Art. Communication was supported by the video- conferencing software 
Fuze and the messaging app Slack. During ‘Modual’, the third workshop 
iteration, week one involved preparatory lectures and exercises, while week 
two was an intensive production phase, where students worked on self- ini-
tiated projects with a positive social change agenda.

Students made connections out to industry and to their potential 
audiences/ customers –  both in terms of doing market research and pro-
ducing three minute Kickstarter- style ‘pitch videos’ about their prod-
ucts, services or projects. These were directed at potential investors 
and/ or users, and were presented to an audience at the pitch night, and 
streamed using Periscope. Many of the students had never produced a 
video before, with one girl teaching herself Adobe Premier overnight, 
so motivated was she by the project. There was a natural continuum 
between the students’ course experience and workshop/ team activity, 
sometimes resulting in additional successes such as winning competi-
tions. Webb saw interdisciplinarity as a distinct benefit:

It seemed to me that the more disciplinary diversity there was in a 
team, the easier it was for them to succeed (i.e. a team made up of 
a graphic designer, fine artist, interaction designer, film- maker, PR 
person and curator worked better than a team of two fine artists). 
(Personal communication to the author)
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The collaboration did not necessarily end with the conclusion of the 
experience; some students continued working on their projects after-
wards, while others became workshop leaders in the next phase of 
events. Their outputs were focused on some form of common, sustain-
able or socially responsible benefit:

• MANUAL –  social network for recycling.
• FABRICUTORS –  a way of selling second hand clothes with their 

history included.
• ENVIRON –  a virtual environment for the disabled.
• VENTURETEERS  –  small- scale volunteering by students and 

young people –  digital platform.

One participant commented:  ‘I learned how to listen before thinking 
and talking  –  it’s all about problem solving, and that helped me a lot 
because I hadn’t realised that before.’

Webb summarised the power of this initiative as fostering ‘positive 
digital addiction showing students that platforms like Instagram and 
Twitter can be used in powerful and meaningful ways, rather than just 
for passive, mindless consumption’.16

Critical thinking with lEgo®: a personal reflection on practice

In writing this section I am suddenly aware of my own Connected 
Curriculum, or the steps I have taken and networks of people and prac-
tices which have enabled me to grow as an academic enquirer. This chap-
ter’s references include numerous publications, including my own, as 
detailed resources for using the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology 
for complex exploration (Gauntlett 2007, 2010, 2011; James 2013, 2015; 
James and Brookfield 2014; Kristiansen and Rasmussen 2014; Nerantzi 
and Despard 2014; Nolan 2010). This system follows a set of applica-
tions and uses a metaphorical language in workshops where participants 
build, share and discuss models of complex issues and experiences. 
Physical connections (embodying virtual or intangible ones) can be built 
between these using bricks of various description and entire landscapes 
created which allow the in- depth exploration of questions to which 
there is no easy answer. Examples of my use of it have been with: inter-
national participants at an Erasmus convention, who constructed their 
ideas about successful and future Erasmus partnerships and activities; 
doctoral students, making models to critically reflect on their research  
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journey, alongside engagement with the Researcher Development 
Framework; postgraduate students, evoking their concepts of space and 
curation; and academics embodying threshold concepts from their own 
disciplines (Barton and James 2017). The impact of such activities was 
the engendering of new insights and possibilities, as well as bonds and 
understanding between participants. Building metaphorical models was 
either a reflective retrospective activity, a complement to traditional 
modes of enquiry or situated at a staging post on a journey.

Conclusion

In situating these vignettes within the framework of the Connected 
Curriculum (Fung 2017), the linkages are both implicit and explicit. 
Each one suggests a different point on the research spectrum, with 
emphasis on enquiry- based learning approaches in the creative arts. 
They all, however, share the driving force behind what research does 
and is intended to achieve. This is to create and extend knowledge and 
understanding in some way and to foster this further through building 
bridges between people and disciplines. In all of the examples students 
have been significant architects and users of these bridges.
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12
Interprofessional education 
development at Leeds

Making connections between different healthcare 
students, staff, universities and clinical settings

Shelley Fielden and alison ledger

Introduction

Interprofessional education (IPE) is the term used in healthcare educa-
tion to describe opportunities when there are ‘two or more professions 
learning with, from and about each other to improve collaboration 
and quality of care’ (CAIPE 2002) and is a widely accepted means of 
breaking down traditional hierarchies in healthcare and achieving 
safer patient care (WHO 2015; Department of Health 2000a, 2000b). 
It has become a mandatory requirement of healthcare courses in the 
UK (Nursing and Midwifery Council 2008; General Medical Council 
2009; Health Professionals Council 2012). While there is no guidance 
from regulators on who should be involved, at what stage of training 
nor how frequently, educators are expected to provide opportunities 
for students to work with other disciplines as part of undergraduate 
curricula.

Although IPE is mandatory in healthcare professional training, 
interprofessional learning opportunities are notoriously difficult to 
organise due to a number of logistical, practical and socio- cultural chal-
lenges (Carlisle, Cooper and Watkins 2004; Fook et  al. 2013; Lawlis, 
Anson and Greenfield 2014). Curriculum developers need to address 
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challenges to feasibility, such as varied timetable arrangements across 
programmes, different working practices between professional groups, 
variation in students’ age, education level and experiences across pro-
grammes, institutional constraints, different cohort sizes and degree 
length between programmes and the impact of historical rivalries 
and entrenched cultural differences in how professional groups are 
perceived by others. In our experience, further challenges arise when 
curriculum developers wish to develop IPE that is grounded in current 
educational theory and healthcare practice.

To date, there is limited evidence on whether, and if so how, IPE con-
tributes to students developing understandings about roles, responsibilities 
and multidisciplinary teamwork at undergraduate level and the impact this 
has on improving patient care (Reeves et al. 2010). We have also noted a lack 
of consensus in the IPE literature regarding appropriate educational con-
tent, format, timing and frequency. The best way of developing connections 
between professions remains unclear and educators are faced with difficult 
decisions when looking to meet regulatory requirements in relation to IPE.

In this chapter, we share tensions that have arisen in our develop-
ment of two large- scale IPE initiatives at Leeds. The first initiative involves 
four universities, 13 health and social care programmes, and takes place in 
a range of clinical workplace settings in the region. The second initiative 
involves two universities, 10 health and social care programmes, and takes 
place on university campus. We highlight strengths and challenges of these 
initiatives and then present strategies for building collaborative and sus-
tainable relationships between students, staff, universities and healthcare 
sites. These strategies will be helpful for curriculum developers who hope 
to build connections between students across subjects, and for healthcare 
educators in particular. Both authors have been involved in facilitating IPE 
at the University of Leeds, Shelley as the IPE coordinator with an education 
background, and Alison as a medical education researcher who previously 
worked in multidisciplinary teams as a music therapist.

Case study 1: Final year IPE

Background

This initiative was first implemented by Sue Kilminster and colleagues, 
who secured grant funding to develop and research IPE in Leeds, UK. 
A  series of pilot workshops were designed to ‘develop participants’ 
understanding about each other’s professional roles, to enhance 
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team- working, and to develop communication skills’ (Kilminster et al. 
2004:  717)  and were informed by recent developments in workplace 
learning theory (Hager 2011). These theoretical developments empha-
sised the importance of work- based experiences for learning, a position 
akin to the core aims of the Connected Curriculum (Fung 2016; Fung 
2017). It was deemed that the IPE initiative must be interactive and 
occur as close as possible to the clinical workplace. Pilot workshops 
were scenario based and the content was developed with input from aca-
demics, educators and practitioners from the three professions involved 
(medicine, nursing and pharmacy). More recently, patients and carers 
have contributed directly to the development of case scenarios and are 
involved in workshop delivery (Kilminster and Fielden 2009).

The pilot workshops were evaluated using observational methods 
and individual interviews with facilitators and participants (for further 
details about the pilot project and evaluation, see Kilminster et al. 2004). 
This evaluation confirmed positive benefits for participants, including 
improvements in communication and role awareness, so the workshops 
were extended to train final year students from a larger range of health-
care professions. These workshops are now in their twelfth year and we 
have over 10 years of evaluation data to draw upon and reflect on.

Workshop format and content

The three- hour long workshops are open to final year students from 13 
different healthcare programmes, from four UK educational institutions 
across Yorkshire and Humber (audiology, clinical psychology, nutrition 
and dietetics, health visiting, medicine, midwifery, nursing, occupational 
therapy, pharmacy, physiotherapy, radiography, social work and speech 
and language therapy). The workshops are advertised via programme 
leaders, virtual learning environments or personalised emails, and stu-
dents opt to participate by contacting the IPE coordinator (workshops are 
not compulsory). Workshops take place at established placement sites 
(normally training rooms in clinical workplaces). Each workshop is co- 
facilitated by two staff with different professional backgrounds, who are 
usually from different healthcare programmes and often from different 
institutions, in order to model collaborative practice. Each workshop is 
based around a case developed for its relevance to a variety of health-
care professions (themes include asking difficult questions, breaking 
bad news, and living with conditions such as autism, diabetes, postnatal 
depression or stroke). Two students are asked to interact with simulated 
patients (who play the role of a patient seeking help from a healthcare 
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professional or a carer of a person living with a particular condition, 
for example). Simulated patients are often chosen based on experience 
relevant to the case. The workshops are intended to be developmental –    
students only ever interact with others as themselves (as final year stu-
dents rather than fully fledged professionals). This is important so that 
students do not go beyond their scope of practice and expected level of 
responsibility (paramount to achieving safe healthcare practice), and to 
enhance the authenticity of the interaction. Group sizes are limited to 12 
students to allow for interaction, and active participation is encouraged 
throughout each session. Students who do not volunteer to interact with 
the simulated patient(s) are expected to provide constructive feedback 
to those students who do volunteer (in both verbal and written form). 
Facilitators and simulated patients are provided with the case scenarios 
and session plan (see Table 12.1) prior to each workshop and typically 
arrive early to begin establishing relationships and roles.

Table 12.1 Workshop plan (final year initiative)

Activity Lead

1 Welcome and introduc-
tions: state name, profession, 
current placement

Facilitators

2 Review workshop aims and 
objectives

Facilitators

3 Exercise –  identify learning 
needs in relation to case scenario, 
communication skills develop-
ment, understandings about 
multidisciplinary teamwork

Students working in multi- 
disciplinary groups of 3– 4

4 Exercise –  establish ground rules Facilitators and students

5 Overview of feedback model Facilitators

6 Recruit a student volunteer to 
work with the simulated patient, 
develop an appropriate case 
scenario based on identified 
learning needs, student’s role 
and level of training

Facilitators, students and simulated 
patient

7 Ten- minute interaction between 
the student and simulated 
patient

Student volunteer and simulated 
patient

(Continued)
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Activity Lead

8 Exercise –  review of the 
interaction:
How did you feel about that?
What went well and why was 
that effective?
What could have been done 
differently and how? (encour-
aging students from different 
professions to comment on their 
own role and approach)

Feedback provided firstly by 
student volunteer, then by student 
observers, then finally by the 
facilitators. All comments are put 
to the simulated patient to confirm, 
challenge assumptions and the 
simulated patient is directly asked 
to provide feedback in role.

9 Student volunteer re- runs 
a section of the interaction 
where a different approach was 
suggested

Student volunteer and simulated 
patient

10 Student volunteer identifies 
two areas of strength and one 
area for development based on 
feedback

Facilitators and student volunteer

11 Break –  written feedback form 
completed for student volunteer

Facilitators, students and simulated 
patient

12 Repeat steps 6– 11

13 Invite the simulated patient to 
come out of role, offer general 
feedback and contribute to 
discussion

Facilitators and simulated patient

14 Summary: Re- visit aims and 
objectives and learning needs

Facilitator

15 Evaluation: Written feedback 
form completed for student 
volunteer

Facilitators, students and simulated 
patient

Connections formed

As workshop facilitators we have observed that students engage well 
with the workshop content, students and professionals from other disci-
plines and simulated patients. Key to the success of the workshops is the 
authenticity of the interaction with the simulated patients, along with 
the time allocated for peer and patient feedback. Although it is daunt-
ing and challenging for students to be the one in the ‘hot seat’ inter-
acting with a simulated patient, the interactive and feedback elements 

Table 12.1 (Contd)
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encourage students in the group to share how students or professionals 
in their own discipline would act in similar situations, to gain and offer 
helpful tips for working with patients and carers, and identify import-
ant similarities and differences between their professional approaches. 
As students only ever interact as themselves (at their current stage of 
training) and simulated patients play established roles in insightful and 
nuanced ways, students often become so immersed in the scenarios that 
they fail to recognise that the simulated patients are acting (despite 
this being made explicit at the start of each workshop). This level of 
immersion tells us that students’ workshop experiences are relevant and 
authentic to real- life clinical practice.

Evaluation forms collected from the students at the end of 
each workshop indicate that students value the format and content 
of the final year workshops, with consistently high Likert scale rat-
ings across the past 11 years (99 per cent have felt the teaching and 
learning methods were entirely or mostly effective, 95 per cent have 
felt that the workshop was entirely or mostly relevant to their work). 
Free text comments confirm that working with simulated patients 
and students from different professional groups is a highly positive 
experience for students. Simulated patients have been described as 
‘excellent at making [students] think about how we would respond 
appropriately’ (dietetic student) and the opportunity to learn from 
others with different perspectives and experiences is seen as an ‘eye 
opener’ (midwifery student). Approximately 10 per cent of students 
go on to attend more than one workshop, in a busy final year when 
the priorities are demonstrating clinical competence, passing final 
assessments and securing employment after graduation. This is fur-
ther evidence that students perceive the workshops as relevant for 
their ongoing clinical practice.

limitations and obstacles to developing connections

Students who attend the workshops clearly benefit through developing 
connections with other healthcare students, staff, patients and carers. 
However, we strongly suspect that those students who are motivated to 
attend are already open to interprofessional collaboration and already 
demonstrate skills in building connections with others. Due to the vol-
untary nature of participation, there is a strong possibility that the work-
shops do not reach the students who most need to develop knowledge, 
skills and attitudes necessary for interprofessional healthcare practice. 
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This limitation is unlikely to be overcome while the workshops are not 
compulsory, assessed, nor assigned a particular module credit value.

The main obstacles to offering a compulsory programme are 
resource constraints. At present we run approximately 28 workshops per 
year. This requires teaching rooms at approximately 14 different health-
care sites, the involvement of 14 staff members (academia and practice 
based) and 10 simulated patients (who are paid for their time and exper-
tise, along with travel expenses). Funding is provided by the medical 
school although partner universities support the initiative by contrib-
uting to scenario development and workshop delivery. Facilitators and 
simulated patients are provided with training, and workshop materials 
and refreshments are provided for the IPE workshops. This IPE initia-
tive is therefore considerably resource intensive and work is required to 
sustain relationships with workshop venues, facilitators and simulated 
patients. The importance of relationships for sustainability became par-
ticularly apparent during the IPE coordinator’s maternity leave, when 
it became increasingly difficult to recruit staff and students for the 
workshops.

Furthermore, we have noted different patterns of attendance 
between healthcare programmes. Over the years, midwifery and nurs-
ing students have attended most consistently, while only a small pro-
portion of medical students have attended. In some cases attendance 
figures proportionally reflect the numbers undertaking training in a 
given profession, in other cases it reflects students’ and supervisors’ 
placement priorities (formal learning versus health service delivery), 
placement length, shift patterns or responsibilities of different profes-
sions undertaking training. Disproportionate medical student attend-
ance is concerning for an educational initiative funded by the medical 
school and introduced to meet General Medical Council requirements. 
We are therefore working with placement sites to develop further 
ways of engaging medical students in interprofessional education and 
practice.

Case study 2: Early years IPE: Human factors in 
patient safety

Background

In the second initiative, the Schools of Healthcare and Medicine at 
Leeds (recently joined by the School of Pharmacy at the University of 
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Bradford) developed a large- scale IPE initiative focused on human fac-
tors1 in patient safety (first piloted in 2011). Prior to this project, there 
were a number of small- scale IPE projects occurring within each School 
in both campus and practice settings. However, this was the first time 
that the schools had collaborated on such a large- scale, core IPE initia-
tive that formed part of an assessed module. The compulsory nature of 
this initiative is one of its distinguishing features.

The initiative initially involved six programmes (medicine, mid-
wifery, and four branches of nursing –  adult, child, learning disability 
and mental health) and has expanded to include students training in 
assistant practitioner, audiology, pharmacy, physician associate, cardiac 
physiology, radiography and social work courses. The initiative is devel-
oped and supported by senior academic staff at each School and now 
involves 800 first year students each year.

The primary motivation for such a large- scale initiative was to 
ensure each School was meeting regulatory requirements regarding 
core IPE provision. Implementation was further facilitated by changing 
personnel within each School, and encouragement for IPE at manage-
ment level and curriculum reviews that allowed reconsideration of how 
students were taught multidisciplinary teamwork skills within their 
own, uni- professional programmes. However, despite a track record 
of innovation in health professional education between the schools 
(Kilminster et al. 2004; Holt et al. 2010), this initiative took three years 
for us to agree on teaching format and content and put necessary struc-
tures in place (e.g. administrative support, room bookings, adjustments 
to timetables).

Workshop format and content

Teaching is delivered to students in the first year of their programmes 
(term two), as it was assumed that students were unlikely to have devel-
oped a strong professional identity at this stage, and be less likely to 
have negative stereotypes in relation to other professions. It was also 
anticipated that first year students would have varying degrees of prac-
tice experience and theoretical understandings from which to draw on, 
and that this would contribute to a rich discussion where students were 
able to learn with, from and about each other’s experiences and perspec-
tives in relation to patient safety.

Teaching materials were developed from content that had pre-
viously been delivered to medical undergraduates, as the focus on 
patient safety was felt to be of relevance to all health and social care 
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programmes. The format includes a presentation on human factors 
theory (Carthey and Clarke 2010), case studies and a number of small 
group tasks that are intended to encourage discussion, thus alerting stu-
dents to their role within the multidisciplinary team in identifying and 
reporting concerns in patient safety. The intended learning outcomes 
are that students will develop appreciation and respect for the differ-
ent roles and expertise within health and social care, be able to explain 
the contribution that effective interdisciplinary teamwork can make to 
safety in practice settings, and appreciate the impact that human fac-
tors theory can have on risk and safety. Learning is assessed via existing 
end- of- year summative assessment methods for each participating pro-
gramme module or strand.

The teaching session is formally timetabled and supports a num-
ber of modules and strands in each programme that focus on com-
munication skills, patient safety and teamwork (the module Learning 
Together, Working Together in Healthcare and the strand Innovation, 
Development, Enterprise and Leadership in Medicine). The format is a 
three- hour session taught on campus; students are divided into groups 
of approximately 25 and facilitated by two academic staff members 
from different disciplines (predominantly from those health and social 
care professions participating in the initiative and staff from biomed-
ical science, education and National Health Service management). 
Facilitators attend training prior to involvement and are encouraged 
to meet with their co- facilitator before delivering the workshop. As 
the difference in programme cohort size ranges from 15– 225 students, 
not all participating programmes are present in each student group. 
However, all groups have a minimum of five different programmes in 
attendance.

Connections formed

As workshop facilitators we have witnessed value in bringing students 
and staff together in such a large- scale IPE session. This annual event 
brings together 800 students and over 60 staff in a collaborative endeav-
our that would not otherwise occur. The initiative has had a positive 
impact on relationships between the School of Healthcare and School 
of Medicine, mellowing tensions that are typical when working across 
schools and leading to further collaborations in teaching, scholarship 
and research. Staff who have previously taught alone enjoy the opportu-
nity to work with a co- facilitator from another professional background, 
saying it is ‘great to work in a multidisciplinary environment’.
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This second initiative has now been running for five years and stu-
dent feedback highlights the perceived value of interprofessional learn-
ing; 89 per cent of students have felt that the session helped develop 
understandings about teamwork in relation to patient safety and 91 per 
cent have felt it increased their appreciation of different professional 
roles (2015 evaluation data). Students particularly value the opportuni-
ties to meet with students from different disciplines and learn about each 
other’s programmes and placement experiences: ‘[The session] allowed 
me to learn more about their course and appreciate how eventually we 
will work as part of a team.’

limitations and obstacles to developing connections

The development of a large- scale, core IPE initiative has raised a num-
ber of significant challenges for the staff responsible for developing the 
initiative and those recruited to facilitate the teaching. These challenges 
focus primarily on the logistics of implementing the session, the devel-
opment of teaching materials that have relevance for large numbers of 
professions, and the challenges of facilitating interprofessional student 
groups.

Organising teaching for several hundred students across multiple 
programmes is no easy task. University systems such as timetabling 
(campus and placement) and room bookings are designed to support 
specific programmes and associated modules. Priority is given to pro-
grammes and modules that are taught at specific times on specific days. 
Ad hoc events such as large- scale IPE initiatives are not always sched-
uled at the designated module time and, as such, booking sufficient 
classroom space is problematic. Additionally, IPE by its nature is inter-
active and universities are unlikely to have sufficient classroom space 
to accommodate large amounts of small group teaching on the same 
site simultaneously. In this initiative, we deliver teaching across four 
buildings, two of which are unfamiliar to participating students and 
staff and many offer limited space for interactive teaching. Classrooms 
are typically set up for didactic teaching, with seats and desks in rows, 
which limits opportunities for interaction. A  further logistical chal-
lenge lies in allocating students to groups given the differing cohort 
sizes of different programmes. While student numbers are proportion-
ate to those working in practice, thought is given to ensure no single 
profession dominates a group. This is particularly challenging given 
medical students are trained in very high numbers (approximately 225 
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students per year) and are perceived to be the dominant, most powerful 
profession.

In the early stages of development, the planning team worked with 
programme leads to ensure teaching materials were relevant and appro-
priate for each profession involved and to acknowledge that this one- 
off IPE session needed to signpost students to relevant themes within 
each contributing module or strand. This was particularly challenging 
given no case study is relevant to every health and social care profes-
sion, as students have different roles, responsibilities and work with 
different groups in different settings. Furthermore, it quickly became 
apparent that the way patient safety was discussed within each profes-
sion differed. For example, the term patient was problematic for those 
who thought of themselves as working with ‘clients’, ‘service users’, or in 
the case of midwives, ‘women’. A further challenge in developing mate-
rials was striking a balance between encouraging interaction, providing 
sufficient opportunities for students to learn with, from and about each 
other, and providing sufficient context and theoretical background to a 
discussion on patient safety. This was particularly challenging and con-
tinues to be so for facilitators who are delivering the teaching material. 
In facilitating the sessions ourselves, we have found it difficult to meet 
the dual objectives of students appreciating different health and social 
care roles, as well as developing their appreciation of human factors 
theory.

Managing professional hierarchies and responding to stereo-
types and difficult situations can make facilitating IPE challenging. 
Academic staff responsible for delivering this initiative may not have 
experienced IPE as part of their own undergraduate or postgraduate 
training, nor facilitated IPE before, and so are unfamiliar with the 
unique challenges involved. Furthermore, our initiative involves a 
number of new healthcare professions (associate practitioners and 
physician associates) who the majority of staff have limited knowl-
edge and experience of. Facilitators from a particular health and 
social care background are also more likely to most identify with 
students from that same background. This means that they may use 
language and examples that are unfamiliar to students who do not 
share their professional identity, and may be seen to share the views 
expressed by students from their own profession. This is particularly 
problematic when a student voices negative stereotypes of other pro-
fessions that are not challenged by the facilitator, such as ‘surgeons 
are less patient- centred’. Although we aim to minimise the risk of this 
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situation occurring through our facilitator training, the success of 
training relies on facilitators being open and willing to acknowledge 
their own biases and assumptions.

Discussion –  strategies for building connections

In this chapter we have shared our experiences of developing and deliv-
ering two large- scale IPE initiatives. The first is a series of workshops for 
final year healthcare students that are optional, developmental, case- 
based, located in healthcare settings and grounded in workplace learn-
ing theories. The second is an IPE session for first year students, which 
is compulsory for students from a wider range of professions, located 
in university class rooms, and based on human factors theory. Both of 
these initiatives have, to an extent, been successful in connecting stu-
dents and staff from different programmes, institutions and healthcare 
settings. However, neither has been perfect in its execution and IPE 
development has involved managing differences of opinion and reach-
ing compromise. We have learned that all interests must be taken into 
account if we are to deliver IPE which is meaningful and useful –  not 
only the interests of the different professions, but also those in different 
positions within each profession (research academics, teaching staff, 
university administrators, students, healthcare managers, healthcare 
professionals, patients, just to name a few). Each stakeholder has their 
own priorities, such as theoretical, educational, practical or patient 
safety concerns. While it may not be possible to match everyone’s prior-
ities all of the time, we have developed some strategies for ensuring our 
IPE is as collaborative as it can be. These include appointing an IPE co- 
ordinator, maintaining a learning attitude, embedding IPE into existing 
activities, organising facilitator training events, and acting on student 
feedback.

As evident in the two case studies, one of the biggest challenges 
of IPE is coordinating teaching across multiple programmes, institu-
tions and healthcare sites. In our view, this teaching would not happen 
without the appointment of a designated IPE coordinator. At Leeds it 
is the coordinator’s role to develop, deliver, evaluate and sustain IPE; 
her responsibilities include developing teaching content, organising 
teaching timetables, venues, facilitators and simulated patients, prepar-
ing teaching materials, arranging facilitator training, and maintaining 
relationships with everyone involved. It is through this work that the  
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various stakeholders can be consulted and different perspectives consid-
ered at every stage of IPE development and delivery. This level of collab-
oration would not be possible if the person coordinating IPE was doing 
this work alongside many other academic commitments. In our experi-
ence, it has also been helpful that the coordinator is not from a health or 
social care background herself, as she is less affected by historical ten-
sions when building connections.

In working with people from multiple professions in various 
roles, we have observed large differences in the ways that people 
think about learning and the ways that facilitation (and healthcare) 
should be done. While we believe that IPE should be as authentic and 
close to real- life practice as possible, we have learned that this is not 
everyone’s priority in IPE development. For some, meeting regulators’ 
requirements is most important, for others, the priority is equality of 
experience across the professions, and some take a more pragmatic 
view, occupying themselves with the price of refreshments, for exam-
ple. In developing IPE, we have discovered that all of these perspec-
tives are valuable and it is important to try and understand where 
each person is coming from and learn from others’ experiences and 
expertise. Although neither of us are medical doctors, we have come 
to realise that we are associated with medicine due to our employ-
ment within the medical school, and are located within the position of 
power that medicine has traditionally been afforded. In order to build 
relationships with staff from other professions, it has been important 
for us to listen to others’ ideas and concerns rather than to dictate pre- 
determined approaches. Often this has meant compromising on our 
desire for practice- based IPE, as in the case of the first- year initiative. 
However, this compromise has enabled us to meet the needs of the 
range of healthcare programmes involved.

One way that we have addressed logistical, practical and socio- 
cultural challenges has been to embed IPE within existing activi-
ties. Instead of creating entirely new sessions and content, we have 
included IPE within existing modules or placement activities. The 
benefits of embedding IPE are three- fold. First, it minimises the 
amount of work needed for finding spaces in the timetable, rooms 
and facilitators. Second, it ensures that session content is relevant 
to the various professions involved, and third, it helps to secure the 
buy- in of senior academics within each programme, who are under 
increasing pressure whether working in a higher education or clin-
ical context.
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Co- facilitating IPE sessions is not the same as facilitating on your 
own, nor facilitating single discipline or other small group teaching. 
In the healthcare literature, it is well established that rivalries exist 
between the professions (Hoskins 2012; Ledger, Edwards and Morley 
2013) and healthcare professionals maintain stereotypes that they may 
not necessarily be aware of (Joynes 2014). These rivalries and stereo-
types are likely to influence the degree to which connections can be 
built between students and pose new challenges for facilitators who are 
experienced in teaching students within their own single profession. It 
is therefore essential that facilitators receive training, to highlight the 
idiosyncrasies of IPE facilitation and any unrecognised stereotypes, 
biases or assumptions. At Leeds, we invite facilitators to attend a train-
ing event prior to the IPE sessions and ensure that co- facilitators have 
each others’ contact details so they can get to know one another before 
the teaching. Facilitator training helps to further promote an atmos-
phere of shared learning, as facilitators discuss how they understand 
terms such as interprofessional education and learning, raise concerns 
about facilitating student groups they have not taught before, and offer 
helpful tips and tricks based on experience from their own disciplines 
and previous IPE teaching.

Our final strategy is acting on student feedback. For example, 
first year students’ evaluation responses have indicated that one of 
the most valuable aspects for them is the chance to interact with stu-
dents from other healthcare professions. Through talking to other 
students informally, they learn about others’ training, role and expe-
riences, and are able to identify similarities and differences between 
professions themselves. This feedback has led us to allow greater 
time within the session for unstructured interaction, in which stu-
dents can get to know other students and learn from each others’ 
experiences.

Conclusions

Developing connections between different healthcare students, staff, 
universities and clinical settings is not an easy task. Our experience 
indicates that IPE is most successful and most relevant to practice when 
it is embedded in existing activities rather than added only to meet reg-
ulatory requirements. Furthermore, building relationships between 
all those involved in healthcare training and practice is critical to 
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developing meaningful IPE activities. Strategies we have found most 
effective include appointing a coordinator responsible for involving and 
building relationships between all relevant stakeholders, learning from 
others rather than dictating predetermined approaches, compromising 
on aspects which are not essential, providing facilitators with training, 
and acting on student feedback.
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13
Digital education and the  
Connected Curriculum

Towards a connected learning environment

Eileen Kennedy, tim neumann, Steve rowett and Fiona Strawbridge

Digital education at UCL

UCL is currently embarking on a major initiative to reshape its approach 
to teaching and learning to draw on its strengths in research while taking 
account of the current and future needs of students in a fast- changing, 
interconnected and globalised economy. The educational vision driving 
this is the Connected Curriculum (Fung 2017), outlined in the Editors’ 
introduction. The Connected Curriculum has been defined as ‘a plan for 
a joined up approach to education’1 which will put research- based learn-
ing and teaching at the heart of UCL. Digital education will be at the core 
of the Connected Curriculum; in particular, it will be key support for 
dimension 6, ‘Students connect with each other, across phases and with 
alumni’; it will also provide tools for dimension 5, ‘Students learn to pro-
duce outputs –  assessments directed at an audience’. As a result, UCL 
is in the process of creating a Connected Learning Environment (CLE) 
that will use digital education to support these and other dimensions of 
the Connected Curriculum. This chapter reports on the background to 
this project, the way we conceive of our anticipated digital environment 
and the rationale for its creation. While the CLE is not yet in place, the 
authors have spent the last two years undertaking a phased investiga-
tion to examine UCL’s existing online learning environment, conduct-
ing individual and focus group interviews and workshops with staff 
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and students to gather their perspectives on current and future digital 
support, and exploring new developments in learning technology and 
online learning. Our conclusions have helped us identify what our CLE 
will look like and start the process of implementing our vision.

The future of online learning environments

Digital education at UCL currently supports a Virtual Learning 
Environment (VLE) (Moodle), supplemented by a selection of digital edu-
cation tools, including a lecture recording system (Echo360) and a portfo-
lio system (Mahara). VLEs, also known as Learning Management Systems 
(LMS), have had widespread –  near total –  adoption in higher education 
(Brown, Dehoney and Millichap 2015). As Brown (2010) observed, how-
ever, despite high expectations at their inception, implementations of 
VLEs have proved disappointing. For example, systems restrict student 
access to the courses in which they are enrolled and, while students can 
take part in discussions and collaborative activities created for them 
within a VLE, role permissions preclude the kind of active engagement 
enjoyed by the teacher. This has led to the sector developing a ‘love/ hate 
relationship’ with the VLE since their ‘design is still informed by instruc-
tor- centric, one- size- fits- all assumptions about teaching and learning’ 
(Brown, Dehoney and Millichap 2015: 2). Such systems have begun to be 
understood as carrying values and imposing these on the way teaching 
and learning takes place within them. Code is not neutral: ‘Classrooms, as 
one scholar puts it, are instances of built pedagogy, and the LMS, in a sim-
ilar way, imposes a pedagogical model’ (3). In this view, the transmission 
model of education imposed by typical VLEs clashes with emergent peda-
gogies within the sector emphasising active learning and personalisation, 
and has even led to calls for the death of the VLE (Wilson 2015).

However, there are other ways of using technology in learning. 
Tinmaz (2012: 239) has suggested that a connected network offers the 
potential for ‘learners to increase their capacities, performances, and 
levels of knowledge while creating and reforming the information’ and 
that social networking technologies ‘have a superior potential to enrich 
learners’ current knowledge, skills, and abilities’. A connected network 
might, therefore, be a vital part of what Brown, Dehoney and Millichap 
(2015) term the ‘next generation digital learning environment (NGDLE)’ 
to come after the LMS or VLE.

For Brown, Dehoney and Millichap (2015) the new generation of 
digital learning environments is unlikely to be a single application that 
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aims to do everything that the university requires. Instead, it may be 
more of a ‘confederation’ (3) of systems that prioritise certain features 
that allow it to work for users –  interoperability, the capacity for per-
sonalisation, providing a cloud- like user experience and presenting a 
‘mash- up’ of content from different places. A university may retain the 
traditional VLE or not, but may supplement or replace its features alto-
gether with a confederation of components from many different systems. 
However, the capacity to allow integration at the level of data, platform 
and tools allow for the newly envisaged component- based approach to 
create a coherent and adaptive learning environment for students –  one 
that leverages the power of learning analytics to provide feedback to stu-
dents and inform learning design. Such a system would also ensure its 
design allowed for accessibility, employing ‘Universal Design’ principles 
to make it usable for all.

Where existing VLEs foreground their support for the transmission 
of content and the submission and management of assessment, the next 
generation systems emphasise ‘collaboration, a true learning dimen-
sion’ (7). Collaborative learning, where students actively work to con-
struct knowledge together, is an essential part of the learning process 
(Laurillard 2012). The next generation learning environment can design 
in support for collaboration from the outset: ‘a lead design goal, not an 
afterthought’ (7). Further, in an interconnected world, students should 
not be restricted to their modules and classmates for collaboration:

[students] can organize interinstitutional collaborations, discover 
content, and participate in MOOCs and other learning commu-
nities to augment their learning for a particular course. (Brown, 
Dehoney and Millichap 2015: 7)

The new systems would also have to find a way to resolve the ‘walled 
garden’ dilemma. The current LMS locks out all those not enrolled as 
members of the university or on a module or course, both for security 
reasons and in order to create a private environment for study, where 
students feel supported to make mistakes as they learn. However,

The issue is that it is all too often viewed as a binary choice— a 
course is either public or private. A requirement for the NGDLE is 
to move past such an either/ or view and instead enable a learning 
community to make choices about what parts are public and what 
parts are private. (7)
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Such a system has greater potential to support the Connected 
Curriculum, since it would better facilitate students to connect with 
their peers across the university and with alumni and community out-
side. Students could more effectively choose to showcase the work they 
have created for external audiences and develop their digital capabili-
ties necessary for work and leisure, as well as lifelong learning, by per-
forming digital identity in a supported environment.

Such digital capabilities are required for life in social networks, 
which have become an increasingly important part of ‘people’s everyday 
lifeworlds’ (Cook and Pachler 2012: 711). From this perspective, social 
networks might facilitate learning in informal contexts, including the 
kind of work- based learning envisioned by the Connected Curriculum. 
Since most work- based learning activities ‘involve other people, eg, 
through one- to- one interaction, participation in group processes, work-
ing alongside others, etc’, (714) the potential of social networks for 
supporting this kind of learning is considerable. However, while social 
networks may provide opportunities for connected learning, they are 
not without their own constraints, which the following studies on the 
use of Facebook in learning and teaching bear out.

learning in social networks

Facebook has been associated with higher education since its origins, 
and is one of the most popular social networks among students:  ‘as 
many as 97% of college students have accounts, and they actively use 
those sites for nearly two hours daily’ (Bowman and Akcaoglu 2014: 2). 
Donlan’s (2012) review of social media use in education reported stu-
dents’ positive views of its capacity for ‘knowledge-  and information- 
sharing’ (574), but both tutors and students see Facebook as a private 
social space and wish to safeguard that space from the teaching and 
learning world. Donlan’s (2012) review indicated that when Facebook 
was used for learning, the most successful cases were student- initiated 
groups, despite some students not seeing this kind of peer- peer commu-
nication as learning. Students in Donlan’s (2012) own study expressed 
a strong preference for teaching and learning communications via 
Facebook, but students made no posts on a tutor- created Facebook page. 
Some students were wary of reading materials posted on Facebook, 
preferring the authority of the class reading list. This uneven use led 
Donlan (2012:  581)  to argue that students need help to develop ‘the 
skills required to adapt their understanding of using social networking 
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sites to an academic context’. So, while the model of a social network 
may offer potential for a CLE, there are important considerations to bear 
in mind, such as those offered by Kirschner (2015) who suggests that, 
despite being called a social network, Facebook is more commonly used 
as a broadcast medium, promoting a narcissistic, virtual megaphone 
approach to communication, more to do with presentation of self than 
knowledge construction. Nevertheless, Facebook users reveal informa-
tion about themselves to feel connected to a social group. Connections 
in Facebook are likely to be based on existing contacts offline and rec-
ommendations expand this group by suggesting new ‘friends’ with sim-
ilarities to this group. Thus Facebook can produce ‘groupthink’ rather 
than airing divergent views, and the flat structure of the discussions in 
Facebook does not support complex interactions. It is possible that being 
a member of a group on a social network site, ‘rather than participation 
in the discussion, is an important feature of Facebook as a persistent 
space for instruction’ (Bowman and Akcaoglu 2014: 6).

There are other social networking platforms, however, that could 
be more effective in constructing a learning community. The use of 
the social networking platform Elgg was found to create a supportive 
learning community among undergraduates at a Hong Kong University, 
and this was partly due to the affordances of the technology for ‘emo-
tional, informal and personalized communication’ (Lu and Churchill 
2014: 412). Accordingly, the social network was seen to enhance social 
engagement but not necessarily cognitive engagement.

Existing technologies come both with potential and challenges for 
a CLE and awareness of both needs to inform the construction of techni-
cal support for the Connected Curriculum. An integrated assemblage of 
tools could form a next generation digital learning environment, trans-
forming both the pedagogy of digital education as well as the spaces 
that we use for teaching and learning. According to Nordquist and Laing 
(2015) the new learning landscape combines physical, virtual, informal 
and formal spaces for education. This suggests that a learning environ-
ment that supports the Connected Curriculum would be flexible and 
adaptable: ‘highly connective, permeable, and networked (physically 
and digitally)’ (Nordquist and Laing 2015: 341). Such an environment 
would support students’ ‘freedom to access, create, and recreate their 
learning content; and ... opportunities to interact outside of a learning 
system’ (Tu et al. 2012: 13).

However, to understand what will be required for this new sys-
tem, we need to gather staff and students’ current and future visions 
for digital education at UCL. The next section reports on the interviews, 
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workshops and focus group discussions we undertook with members 
of the UCL community to flesh out the requirements for the Connected 
Learning Environment.

Imagine: an ideal learning environment for UCL

The aim of the first phase of our investigation was to produce a  
detailed understanding of the requirements for a future online learning 
environment.

We consulted a variety of participants across the institution: eight 
senior management/ Vice Deans of Education/ Faculty Tutors, four sec-
onded members of staff enabling the Connected Curriculum in their 
department/ faculty (known as Connected Curriculum Fellows), ten 
innovative teaching staff/ ‘horizon scanners’, five students and five 
learning technology advisors, as well as two learning software repre-
sentatives. We conducted nine individual interviews, a staff focus group 
and two workshops, one with staff and the other with students.

Staff were involved in a process of interpreting the Connected 
Curriculum in relation to their own teaching and learning practices, 
and as one participant acknowledged, the Connected Curriculum 
remained ‘aspirational’ for most staff. Participants considered that tech-
nology should support various lines of communication between teachers 
and students, researchers and students, students and each other, and 
between teachers, students and the outside world.

Despite some participants considering that the Connected 
Curriculum remained ‘aspirational’, there was widespread optimism 
about bringing everyone at UCL together as an academic community of 
learners, including students, teachers and researchers, and facilitating 
‘conversations between novice and experienced learners’. Moreover, this 
was seen to involve staff and students in an inclusive ‘scholarly knowl-
edge building community’, and the role of the technological infrastruc-
ture was therefore viewed as enabling members to play an active part 
within it. Nevertheless, it was seen to be a challenge to get people ‘out of 
their silos’. Participants described ideal online spaces as ‘open and flex-
ible’, with ‘permeable’ and ‘permissive’ boundaries, making them acces-
sible to a diversity of students and promoting connections with the world 
outside of UCL. It was considered that critical digital literacy skills would 
need to be developed to support students in engaging with technology, 
particularly technologies outside of the institutional provision, although 
it was thought that these should be rooted in the disciplinary context 
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of their studies (e.g. how to use the digital tools associated with their 
research community) and embedded in the curriculum. Overall, partic-
ipants emphasised the need for technology to support communication 
and promote an effortless online user experience. These two important 
requirements for a CLE are further explored in the next section.

Communication and the online user experience

Communication was a central focus of participants’ views of how tech-
nology could support the learner experience within the Connected 
Curriculum. Since face- to- face connection time was seen as precious, 
participants considered that technology should be a support for and 
supplement to face- to- face communication rather than a replacement. 
It was envisaged that in the future, students would still meet in person 
at UCL but online learning would grow in importance. Participants’ 
comments, therefore, related to the use of technology to support both 
blended and fully online learning, but there was a different emphasis 
from staff and students working in each mode. Participants’ observa-
tions are presented below in relation to discussion forums, audio- visual 
communication, interactivity and the lecture, the online/ distance learn-
ing and staff digital education support needs.

Current communication systems, such as discussion forums, were 
seen to have a place –  for example, in maintaining communication with 
large classes, where personal communication with each student would 
be unfeasible for tutors. Nevertheless, one tutor was concerned that the 
impact of the discussion on learning was not clear. It was also felt by 
staff that students expected tutors to supply all the answers to questions, 
and that more could be done to stimulate peer communication. Moodle 
discussion forums were criticised by staff for not being fit for purpose 
in the case of communicating mathematical symbols (sometimes it was 
easier to upload a photograph). Digital badges were seen as a potential 
motivator for CPD/ short courses, but not necessarily for undergraduates.

From a student perspective, discussion forums in Moodle were ‘not 
used’, with preference given to informal communication using personal 
Facebook accounts. However, there were differences here for distance/ 
online students, who valued Moodle as the principal means of contact 
with the class. Many participants expressed a desire to use the systems 
that students were already familiar with, rather than ‘forcing’ a technol-
ogy on them because it is supported by the institution. Staff were con-
cerned that large volumes of peer and tutor communication produced 
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by the online learning system could become overwhelming. The capac-
ity to manage notifications by pushing to a mobile phone was seen as a 
solution.

Some tutors had used social media (mostly Facebook but also 
WordPress) with students, either to maintain communication with pro-
spective students prior to their arrival, or to supplement the capabilities 
of Moodle. In the latter case, Facebook was seen as a solution to students’ 
collaboration (particularly their ability to share videos they had pro-
duced or to create imaginative media- rich webpages). In one case, were 
this capacity available, Moodle would have been the preferred option, 
whereas another tutor wanted to have the flexibility for students and 
tutors to install their chosen software on an in- house platform. Video 
production appeared to be growing in popularity as a form of student 
assessment, as was the creation of web portfolios/ blogs. For the latter, 
Mahara was considered surprisingly effective, but did not allow for cre-
ative expression and alternatives were preferred (e.g. Omeka).

The kind of enquiry- based learning that staff envisaged for stu-
dents within the Connected Curriculum involved students getting 
‘excited about learning’, engaged in ‘real science’, possibly involved in 
data gathering in a local context and contributing to large data sets using 
the tools (including digital tools) that researchers use in their work and 
even analysing existing data sets.

Interactivity was also considered important for distance and 
blended programmes, where the teacher became more of a ‘facilitator’. 
Students should be more active, including opportunities for creative 
construction (e.g. tasks involving digitally labelling body parts) and col-
laboration via wikis and Google Docs. However, group work was seen as 
disliked by students, and a problem for individual assessment. Feedback 
on assessment was seen as an area that was difficult to ‘scale up’ and 
which requires technological support enabling a single tutor to do much 
more. Voice feedback on assessments (possibly using Turnitin) was con-
sidered an option. Online/ distance learning was envisaged as becom-
ing more important for UCL. However, Moodle was not necessarily seen 
as the answer to online learning. Text- based online communication via 
Moodle was seen as limited and Skype had proved more effective. The 
capacity to engage students in a web conference or ‘live chat’ was viewed 
as highly desirable for distance/ online programmes.

Personal communication with distance students was seen as 
important, but time consuming. However, teachers could –  and should –  
learn from the interactions with students. An improved monitoring tools 
dashboard was seen as potentially useful for time management. The 
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integration of the online systems that deal with student registration, fee 
payment and teaching were seen to be a priority, especially for CPD and 
‘life learning’ courses.

However, staff reported that not all of their colleagues were inte-
grating technology into their teaching, and there were ‘horror stories’ 
of staff not uploading teaching materials themselves and creating con-
fusing environments for students. It was observed that some staff were 
more ‘IT literate’ than others, but also that the current reward struc-
ture was very research driven which discouraged staff from prioritis-
ing teaching (Fung and Gordon 2016). There were many calls for more 
specialist support with technology –  even an instructional designer per 
Faculty –  since staff did not know the best way to deploy the technology 
that was available to them.

In summary, discussion forums were considered unsatisfactory 
particularly in blended learning environments, and the stream of com-
munication that is produced by the online environment needed better 
management. This could involve social media and other technologies 
that students (and researchers) use in everyday life. The capacity for 
tutors and students to create and store media within the online environ-
ment was considered vital. Technology could make both blended and 
online/ distance learning more interactive, but Moodle was not neces-
sarily the means to do it. Workshop participants noted that the current 
online learning environment was perceived as an area that was wel-
come and functioning, but somewhat cumbersome and not aesthetically 
pleasing, segregated and locked- down. It was principally seen as being 
for the provision of course materials and some activities (which only the 
teacher controlled) and had additional weaknesses in the area of rich 
media use. The online environment needed to be more ‘user friendly’ to 
encourage enrolments for CPD and short courses. Solutions could also 
be found in support from specialist staff in using technology and design-
ing courses.

Staff visions of the future

At the end of the staff workshop we invited participants to provide 
‘one connected activity a typical student in your discipline would be 
doing in an ideal learning environment in five years’ time’. Two clear 
themes emerged from responses. The first theme focused attention on 
students’ use of data, but in ways that put them in control. For exam-
ple, students were envisaged as ‘Working with real data, problems, and 
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research grade models. Building authentic skills’ and ‘Gathering rich 
data (images, video, sound) from field sites, curating and analysing it, 
then sharing a commentary across this with others’. Just as important, 
however, was students’ capacity to manage that data in their ‘own dig-
ital learning space’, where they could choose what to share and what 
to hide. Participants anticipated mechanisms to protect students from 
digital distractions as well as having access to learning analytics ‘that 
tell them when they are on track for a good result’.

The second theme that emerged involved students engaging with 
the world outside of UCL. This could mean seeing themselves ‘as pro-
fessionals from the time they arrive’ or doing and sharing research on 
‘real-world’ issues, for example by publishing PGCE action research  
projects …

into an online community, [linking] staff, students, alumni and 
school staff who can collaboratively address issues affecting pri-
mary education.

Alternatively, it could mean ‘doing more learning outside the current 
institution’, running their own projects or sharing and teaching each 
other ‘in a controlled/ supported/ moderated environment’. Other par-
ticipants wanted to issue a word of caution –  the future may not be so 
different from the present with students ‘reading really hard papers, 
thinking about them, writing about them and sharing this with a 
tutor’, printing them out as PDFs ‘and highlighting them with a yellow 
highlighter pen’. Worse, the technological environment would result 
in students ‘having their head in their laptop, rather than hanging on 
my every word’, using sources without checking reliability and want-
ing ‘more of my attention’.

The current online learning environment was perceived as an area 
that was welcome and functioning, but somewhat cumbersome and 
not aesthetically pleasing, segregated and locked- down. It was princi-
pally seen as for the provision of course materials and some activities 
under full tutor control and had additional weaknesses in the area of 
rich media use. Many elements of marginal relevance distracted from 
essential information, placing the full burden of information filtering 
on users with no help from the technology. This was seen as counterpro-
ductive to what the Connected Curriculum aims to achieve. The vision 
for technology was that it would become a supportive assistant, bringing 
information to users in an effective, flexible and enjoyable way.
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love or hate: students’ attitudes to learning technology

One of our key aims was to understand how students currently use 
technology for learning and what their attitudes towards technology 
are. As a result, at the student workshop, we asked participants to list 
which technologies or tools they use for their studies, and then place 
them on a two- dimensional graph according to whether (1)  use of 
the tool was elected by the student or imposed by the institution, and 
whether (2)  students loved or hated using the tool for their studies. 
The outcome from the activity is replicated in Table 13.1 and provides 
interesting insights, some of which were explored further in a group 
discussion.

While the outcomes from the workshop cannot be representa-
tive for the whole student population, there are patterns that are use-
ful for understanding technology use in the context of the Connected  

Table 13.1 Student categorisation of tools used for learning. Bold entries 
appear more than once.
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Curriculum. Certain tools were mentioned multiple times: the place-
ment of Moodle, for example, showed the widest variety showing 
that students have very different opinions, preferences and needs, 
but also pointing to a high variability of quality in tutor use of 
Moodle, as our discussion uncovered: ‘When a course page is good it 
is really good. On a bad page, nothing is visible or it is disorganised.’ 
Students considered that the use of Moodle felt ‘old fashioned’, as did 
the portfolio tool, Mahara. A discussion about forums revealed that 
students did not find them appealing, but were happy to use them 
when asked, although forum discussions can create anxieties when 
some messages do not receive any replies, leading to suspicions of 
favouritism or rejection. Another pattern was related to audiovisual 
media: such tools never featured in the hate area, whether imposed or 
not. By contrast, the wiki, which was sometimes imposed, sometimes 
not, was not liked by students, but the discussion indicated that wikis 
might have been used in a limited, text- heavy way, corroborating the 
appeal of rich media. In one case, Coursera was mentioned as a some-
what imposed tool, which was well liked. Gently forcing students to 
connect with the outside world in this way could help them become 
autonomous.

The institutional provision of email received much negative feed-
back. It felt very imposed, and students were concerned that emails 
would be lost when the course was over. One student appreciated very 
much being contacted through personal email, and students generally 
criticised unclear instructions on how to forward emails to a personal 
account.

Students opted to use a wide variety of tools for their studies that 
interestingly did not automatically feature in the love area. In fact, 
students were often quite indifferent about a range of technologies, 
for example Skype and mobile phones, and there are also examples of 
institutional provision that was very popular, including Lynda.com or 
OneDrive. Generally, imposed tools generate an opinion, either posi-
tive or negative, whereas a very high proportion of elected tools do not. 
Students admitted that any imposed system would initially be met with 
a sceptical attitude.

Social media unsurprisingly emerged as a tool that the majority of, 
though not all,  students use to communicate, and students pointed out 
that it was important to respect such decisions. Several students con-
firmed that some staff engaged via Facebook, and information in this 
channel would be much more likely to be seen than email. But students 
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were clear that they saw this as their own space, and they felt that staff 
who engaged via Facebook seemed to do so with a separate, dedicated 
account for professional purposes.

Students highlighted the need for consistency and integration in 
technology use. While Moodle was still seen as the primary source of 
course- related information, resources were spread over too many sys-
tems and in too many different formats. A  built- in document reader 
function in Moodle, or having all resources in PDF format, would be 
highly useful. Finally, more lecture recording was highly desirable, 
because of the long delays (six months) between the lecture and related 
examinations.

Students had very defined and differentiated views on technol-
ogy for their studies. The major themes that emerged were around 
integration, media use, consistency, design and usability, and issues 
of use (e.g. anxieties students experience in forums) were as import-
ant as criticisms of imposed core systems such as email. This calls for 
attention to the wider context of negative feedback on specific tools; 
for example, wikis were criticised primarily for how they were used, 
not for their functionality, and while students perceived Mahara as 
useful, it was relegated to the extreme hate position due to usability 
and aesthetics.

Towards a connected learning environment

On the basis of our investigations we drew together the characteristics of 
an online learning environment considered to be necessary to support the 
Connected Curriculum. We divided characteristics into five broad, inter-
secting criteria for an online learning environment: design, communica-
tion, integration of external technologies, student activity and support for 
learning design, technology and digital capabilities. While UCL’s existing 
systems could meet these criteria in part, there were notable areas where 
they could not, particularly around design, important aspects of commu-
nication (such as supporting communication outside of course forums and 
with the outside world) integration and student activity. In other areas, how-
ever, Moodle in particular was seen as doing a good job of facilitating com-
munication between teachers and students. It was clear, therefore, that we 
needed a new learning environment, albeit one that might seek to integrate 
components of our existing provision into a ‘confederation’ of systems to 
produce the Connected Learning Environment as a ‘Next Generation Digital 
Learning Environment’ (Brown, Dehoney and Millichap 2015: 3). The  
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final part of the chapter outlines the most recent phase of our investiga-
tions to identify the likely components of such a system.

UCL Together: creating a connected learning environment

Evaluation of UCL’s current online learning environment in the light 
of the findings from our investigation presented two options. We could 
replace our current VLE with one with a more contemporary ‘feel’ which 
supports audio/ video and enhanced communication (including media 
recording and integrated web conferencing), and the introduction of a 
new system might even be an opportunity for a ‘culture shift’ in learning 
design at UCL. However, in essence, one VLE appears very much like 
another, restricting student permissions and locking student access 
down to courses in which they are enrolled.

Alternatively, a confederation of systems would retain Moodle 
integrated with enhanced systems such as media creation, editing and 
storage capability, an educational wiki tool, the next generation video-
conferencing tools, personalised student webspace and a means of fully 
integrating external technologies. Importantly, an integrated social net-
work dedicated to UCL would facilitate communication between staff 
and students, and the provision of wikis and voting tools within com-
munity spaces would design in collaboration from the outset. Moreover, 
if the boundaries of the network were ‘permeable’ and allow in prospec-
tive students, alumni and business community contacts, we would really 
be supporting the Connected Curriculum at UCL. We began to envisage, 
therefore, a flexible, academic social network with a social media feel, 
with the working title ‘UCL Together’.

Our ambition is that UCL Together would, over time, be used by 
all staff and students as a major communication channel, encompassing 
research, teaching and learning, and social/ community groups. Within 
the network, students could be given the rights to create their own com-
munities and communities need not be locked down, but feature per-
missive boundaries, and act as working studios for researchers to share 
their progress or student societies to show their activities. Such a system 
would allow access to networks outside of the institution, such as pro-
spective and past students, and businesses, charities and local groups. 
Current students would benefit from contact with the vibrant, global 
network of UCL alumni, who could retain their connection with the uni-
versity and engage in lifelong learning after graduation. Students would 
be able to develop digital capabilities in such a social network, making 
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mistakes in a more supportive environment than a public network. 
Students would have the capacity to experiment with digital outputs 
for assessments aimed at a broader audience than the traditional essay 
or examination, and choose when to share them with the prospective 
employers or the wider world.

Our vision for UCL Together is to support a range of distinctive and 
innovative teaching inspired by the Connected Curriculum initiative. 
It will also provide a new way for our staff and students to find each 
other, make connections, explore the depth of expertise at the univer-
sity and encourage a sense of belonging and identity. UCL Together will 
be embedded in the institution’s approach to research- based education 
helping to sustain collaborative active communities among current stu-
dents and staff, including teachers and researchers, and with the wider 
community. UCL Together will be a platform for networked induction 
events and help new students make connections in the busy, distributed 
London campuses and feel a sense of belonging while working, study-
ing or living elsewhere. UCL Together will help to create and maintain 
active and enduring relationships with alumni. It will also support 
a more open, networked and social student and staff body, enabling 
teaching and learning activities that cross discipline boundaries and 
connect with the outside world, in line with the aims of the Connected 
Curriculum. However, we do not expect to be able to achieve these aims 
with technology alone. The way we use the network will be central to 
its success. We will need to encourage a culture of use to embed the net-
work in the everyday life of the university, its staff and students. This 
will require the pedagogy of the Connected Curriculum to be embraced 
at all levels. We will work with teaching staff to use the network to sup-
port innovative, connected, learning design, and with research staff 
and student societies to use the power of UCL Together to foster intra-  
and inter- institutional collaboration and productivity. A confederation 
of pedagogy and technology will create UCL’s Connected Learning 
Environment.
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14
Connecting students and staff  
for teaching and learning enquiry

The McMaster Student Partners Programme

Elizabeth marquis, Zeeshan haqqee, Sabrina Kirby, alexandra liu, 
varun puri, robert Cockcroft, lori goff and Kris Knorr

Introduction

McMaster University (Hamilton, Canada) defines itself as a ‘research- 
focused student- centered’ institution, positioning research and enquiry 
as essential to high- quality educational experiences (McMaster Forward 
with Integrity Advisory Group 2012). Initiatives across campus contrib-
ute to the realisation of this identity by providing students at all levels 
(undergraduate and graduate) with opportunities to engage in research 
within or beyond the formal curriculum. This chapter will describe and 
analyse one such initiative, presenting student and staff perspectives on 
a novel ‘student partners’ programme designed to engage students as 
co- enquirers in the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL).

The student partners programme was developed collaboratively 
in 2013 by McMaster’s central teaching and learning institute and the 
university’s undergraduate Arts & Science programme. Resonating 
with calls to partner with students on learning and teaching initia-
tives (Healey, Flint and Harrington 2014; Cook- Sather 2014) and on 
the scholarship of teaching and learning specifically (Werder and Otis 
2010; Felten 2013), the programme now engages students from across 
McMaster’s campus as full members of SoTL (and other) project teams. 
Three times a year, students are invited to submit applications to become 
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involved in institute projects that interest them. All projects are vetted in 
advance to ensure they provide opportunities for students to contribute 
meaningfully to the intellectual direction of the work. They typically 
draw from a range of disciplinary approaches, and often involve addi-
tional partners from departments across campus. Successful applicants 
are subsequently paired with professional and/ or academic staff and 
work for up to 10 hours a week on shared research. In the programme’s 
pilot year, 13 undergraduates participated. It has since expanded to 
involve more than 50 undergraduate and graduate students annually. 
A number of these students have presented their research at local, 
national and international conferences, and several have co- authored 
publications with staff collaborators.

Despite these successes, we remain conscious of the difficulty 
of developing meaningful partnerships that push against traditional 
hierarchies and engage students as true collaborators in teaching and 
learning enquiry (see also Allin 2014; Weller et al. 2013). To that end, 
a group of students and staff collaborated in 2014 to conduct prelimi-
nary research examining the experiences of participants in the student 
partners programme (Marquis et  al. 2016). Following Cook- Sather 
(2014), this research positioned student partnership as a threshold 
concept for teaching and learning (Meyer and Land 2006), and exam-
ined the extent to which participating staff and students successfully 
crossed this boundary. We posited that this threshold had two major 
components: understanding partnership (i.e., coming to view staff and 
students as collegial collaborators in teaching and learning endeavours) 
and enacting it (i.e., acting on that understanding in ways that realise 
partnership successfully). Drawing from systematic reflections and a 
focus group discussion, we found that most participants either initially 
espoused or came to develop a strong understanding of partnership, 
and that student participants in particular often demonstrated new con-
ceptions of themselves as active, collegial contributors to teaching and 
learning. Traversing the ‘enacting’ portion of the partnership threshold 
proved somewhat more difficult, however, with participants describing 
challenges and uncertainties connected to navigating traditional roles, 
balancing guidance and self- direction, and finding time to realise part-
nership, even while noting successes in terms of sharing power and col-
laborating effectively.

The present chapter builds on this initial work, providing case stud-
ies of four recent projects included in the student partners programme 
and using the lens of threshold concepts to explore the experiences and 
outcomes of these projects for staff and student participants.
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Methodology

This chapter was designed and conceived collaboratively by all eight 
authors. The first author invited the others to participate given their 
extensive experiences in the programme, and we subsequently worked 
together to develop a reflective case study template that would allow 
us to explore our experiences in a systematic manner. This template 
stipulated broad elements to be included in each case (e.g., a brief proj-
ect description, sections for the partners to detail their experiences), as 
well as guidelines for the approximate length of each section. Once we 
came to consensus on the template, the student researchers took the 
lead on writing the cases for projects with which they were involved, 
and staff partners filled in sections focused on their own experiences. 
Once the cases were written, we worked as a team to code and analyse 
them, and to consider how the broad themes arising related to the the-
oretical frame of threshold concepts set out in previous research on the 
programme (Marquis et al. 2016). Ethics clearance for this work was 
received from the McMaster Research Ethics Board.

Below, we present the case studies in full, followed by a discus-
sion of key points arising from our analysis. While some of the projects 
described involved student or staff collaborators beyond the group 
involved in this chapter, we focus our reflections on our own experi-
ences, so as to ensure we are not speaking for or misrepresenting others. 
Nonetheless, we would like to highlight the important contributions of 
these other partners to the projects detailed here.

Case study 1: Science peer- mentoring partnership

project and partnership description

Several studies have shown a strong link between peer mentorship 
and undergraduate academic success, where more- experienced 
senior students guide less- experienced junior students on how to 
overcome common challenges in academia (Dennison 2010). With 
regard to the impact of mentorship on mentors, Colvin and Ashman 
(2010) found that mentor– mentee relationships can indeed have a 
positive impact on mentors at various levels. However, the particular 
role of the mentorship programme and how its structure can affect 
the mentorship experience has not been examined. The goal of our 
study was to compare and contrast the benefits and challenges faced 
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by mentors between a goal- driven mentorship programme structured 
around a university course and a second, less goal- oriented mentor-
ship programme that was purely voluntary. Survey data were col-
lected from the mentors of these two programmes, assessing their 
satisfaction with the programme, as well as their judgements on how 
the programme structure either helped or hindered their mentorship 
experiences.

This project was pursued as a partnership between staff members 
Lori Goff and Kris Knorr, as well as student partner Zeeshan Haqqee. 
Our research partnership focused on the influence of the course struc-
ture on mentors’ perceptions and experiences in mentorship.

Student experience: Zeeshan’s reflection

This collaboration between myself, Lori and Kris has felt like a true 
partnership where every voice has had equal power on the direction of 
our research projects. We would meet regularly and have an open dis-
cussion on the outline of our project, short- term goals and steps to be 
taken to reach them, as well as any comments or criticisms of our cur-
rent approach to things. We would always finish each meeting with an 
agreement on any tasks that needed to be done. While I would always 
look to my staff partners for guidance, they would always let me take 
the lead whenever possible, whether it came to writing abstracts or 
presenting at conferences. Having my own individual project has also 
given me a strong sense of responsibility over my work. Being the sole 
person involved in data analyses has put this responsibility into perspec-
tive, as the project cannot progress until I finish the tasks on my end. 
However, I was never left alone to troubleshoot every problem. My staff 
partners communicated with me during meetings and via email about 
project concerns as they came up, and I regularly sent updates on the 
status of my work. Any challenges faced are solved through discussion 
and brainstorming, rather than having the staff partners take full lead. 
This partnership has given me the chance to formulate my own research 
questions and problem solve with the mindset of a researcher, all while 
having two more- experienced researchers mentor me along the way.

Staff experience: Kris and lori’s reflections

In this partnership, we intentionally took an approach where we invited 
our student partner, Zeeshan, to guide and develop the project according 
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to his interests within a broadly conceptualised project description. We 
aimed to provide him with support and encouragement to define the 
scope and methodologies of the research that we conducted on peer 
mentors’ experiences.

Early in the process, we faced some tensions and challenges with 
gaining momentum. The project topic was one in which we, as staff 
partners, had been engaged in for a couple of years. This past experi-
ence could have allowed us to drive the direction, but we consciously 
valued and prioritised Zeeshan’s perspective in developing the proj-
ect scope and direction. Rather than assuming roles as his supervisors 
or experts in the area of peer mentoring, we opted to adopt roles as 
facilitative guides. While this approach took longer to gain momen-
tum, it was still important and worthwhile to us to have Zeeshan take 
on more of a leadership role in shaping the project. One of our contri-
butions to this partnership came in the form of serving what Colvin 
and Ashman (2010) might refer to as ‘connecting links’ in the context 
of staff– student partnerships. In our context, we were able to connect 
Zeeshan with other students and staff engaged in peer mentoring 
research across campus, resulting in various additional collaborations 
for Zeeshan. Working with Zeeshan, as well as with other student part-
ners with whom we have collaborated, we are continually impressed 
by the ideas that students bring to collaborative projects, and the inter-
est and energy they have to bring those ideas to fruition.

Case study 2: Creativity across disciplines

project and partnership description

In recent years, the significance of creativity has been increasingly rec-
ognised and discussed within higher education and beyond. As such, 
creativity is often viewed as an outcome that universities should develop 
in their students; however, the extent to which this objective is realised 
in educational practice has been called into question (Kleiman 2008). 
This study built upon previous work by Beth Marquis and others, which 
examined the importance of creativity to university instructors. It aimed 
to understand the ways in which creativity is positioned within under-
graduate teaching across disciplines at one university by examining all 
2013– 2014 course syllabi at McMaster for explicit and implicit refer-
ences to student creativity, using a modified version of an approach by 
Jackson and Shaw (2006). All partners within this phase of the project 
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(Beth Marquis, Alex Liu, and Kaila Radan) were involved in collecting 
publicly available course outlines, as well as in qualitative analysis.

Student experience: alex’s reflection

Partnership between students and staff involves the formation of a 
working relationship that is reciprocal, meaning that both parties 
stand to gain through learning and working together. This project that 
I worked on with Beth met this definition through allowing for all part-
ners to contribute to shaping the analysis and direction of the project. 
While working with Beth, despite being an undergraduate student in the 
Health Sciences, with no previous experience with research in educa-
tion or pedagogy, she consistently encouraged my immersion within the 
project, as well as my equal input and suggestions at each stage. This 
consistent encouragement and support allowed me to feel comfortable 
enough to suggest ideas, such as creating a coding protocol that would 
help to ensure better inter- rater reliability between the coders.

Although this project was already established in partnership with 
prior student collaborators (as opposed to one that we designed from the 
ground up), there was still room for my own ideas as a co- contributor to 
its further development. Additionally, I was able to take a lead on the 
coding and analysis of the course outlines, and felt comfortable in bring-
ing any concerns or questions to Beth, or in presenting my own ideas 
in regard to questions that came up during our coding and analyses. 
Through this, both Beth and I were able to contribute towards solutions 
to coding uncertainties, as opposed to the staff partner taking the lead 
on this decision. Partnership in this project felt natural and left me feel-
ing empowered to contribute my ideas as a student towards not just this 
research project, but in other projects at the institute, and throughout 
my undergraduate studies.

Staff experience: Beth’s reflection

Initially, I was worried about attempting a partnership approach for this 
project, since it was already relatively well established and the design 
in place before Alex and her fellow student partner joined the team. 
Nevertheless, they quickly rose to the challenge and became active and 
valued collaborators on this research. Alex, for example, developed a 
coding protocol that shaped and supported our analysis, and also fre-
quently took a lead on distributing tasks and keeping us on track. 
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Likewise, both students raised significant questions and ideas that 
enhanced the work and influenced its directions throughout. The per-
spectives they brought to bear as current undergraduates complemented 
my own interpretations of the course outlines that served as our central 
data source. While, at times, this meant additional work to come to con-
sensus on our coding, the result was a richer analysis that accounted for 
both student and staff views. The project, and I, benefited considerably 
from Alex and Kaila’s ideas and organisational skills.

Given that this study constituted the third phase of an ongoing 
research project I lead, a central challenge for me throughout was to 
resist assuming the position of ‘expert’, while simultaneously letting 
project partners know about the work done to date so it could inform our 
shared efforts. I am not sure I always got the balance exactly right. I was 
conscious of talking too much during the question and answer period of 
a conference presentation Alex and I gave together, for instance. Though 
I did not always feel on sure footing, this process itself has helped me 
reflect on and continue to build my partnership abilities, which I value 
immensely.

Case study 3: Collaborative testing in physics

project and partnership description

During the 2015– 2016 academic year, Robert Cockcroft and Sabrina 
Kirby began an investigation into the use of collaborative assessment 
in physics. Students enrolled in Rob’s first- year, two- semester physics 
class in McMaster’s Integrated Science Programme completed exams 
that included a mandatory collaborative assessment component, and 
were invited to participate in the pedagogical research project. The 
learning potential for students was expected to increase, as has been 
discussed in other studies. However, the question of whether or not 
retention of course content also increases is still largely unresolved in 
the literature (e.g., Leight et al. 2012; Cortwright et al. 2003) and was 
therefore the primary question on which we focused in this project. 
Both partners contributed to all stages of the project development. 
Together, they designed and adopted a crossover approach in which 
the class of approximately 60 students was divided and randomly 
assigned to one of two groups. In Group A, approximately one third 
of the students’ first- term midterm examination time was dedicated 
to collaborative assessment. Group B spent the entire duration of the 
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midterm working individually. During the second- term midterm, the 
groups were reversed. After completing the collaborative portion of 
their exam, students were invited to complete a survey to report on 
their experiences. All students completed three retention tests (one 
day, one week and six weeks following the midterm) and an end- of- 
term examination in each term. At the time of this writing, the project 
is collecting the last data and is about to start the data analysis stage, 
with both partners again sharing that work equally.

Student experience: Sabrina’s reflection

Working with Rob has been an extremely rewarding experience, and 
certainly a highlight of my undergraduate career. I feel that we have 
formed a genuine partnership that overcomes the traditional power 
dynamic between staff and students, in large part due to Rob’s will-
ingness to treat me as his equal. When I  began working with him 
in 2014, I  had only a small amount of first- hand exposure to post- 
secondary physics through my own coursework, and no background 
in pedagogical research. Despite this knowledge gap, Rob invited my 
feedback at every stage of the project, from the earliest brainstorming 
sessions through to implementation. My relative inexperience often 
necessitated background reading; however, this work proved fruitful 
because it simultaneously provided me with a learning opportunity 
and developed into a literature review for our project. Though our dis-
cussions about this research were extremely informative, I never felt 
as though Rob was ‘instructing’ me in the traditional sense. Instead, 
I felt as though an expert was sharing his knowledge and inviting me 
to engage with him. The result was that I  have always felt empow-
ered to make meaningful contributions to the project. This project 
has provided me with experience in both quantitative and qualitative 
analysis, and exposure to research opportunities I may not have had 
otherwise as an undergraduate.

Staff experience: rob’s reflection

The opportunity to work in collaboration with a student benefits both 
sides of the partnership as we share and learn from one another’s 
strengths and different perspectives. I  value Sabrina’s abilities to elo-
quently summarise literature readings, succinctly express her opinion of 
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their merits and disadvantages, and comment on how each may be rele-
vant to our own project. As Sabrina is not majoring in physics, she is able 
to provide a valuable non- specialist’s perspective to the physics portion 
of our project, and help prevent potential problems with the students in 
my physics class before they arise.

One challenge that we continue to face is scheduling; matching 
schedules between a full- time student and a postdoctoral research 
fellow is not straightforward. However, together we can achieve more 
than I can get done by myself –  not simply because we have two people 
working on the project, but because having a student partner on a time- 
limited contract means that I cannot push off work until the summer, 
and we can hold one another accountable to deadlines which helps pri-
oritise and motivate the work.

Because the topic of group assessment has potential benefits for 
many different disciplines, the project has allowed us both to collaborate 
with other faculties also exploring collaborative testing on campus and 
disseminate our work at various conferences.

Case study 4: Filmic representations of higher education

project and partnership description

Constructions of teaching, learning and the university within the media 
and popular culture can exert an important influence on public under-
standing of higher education, which can in turn influence expectations 
(Giroux 2008; García 2015). Combining film studies with the scholar-
ship of teaching and learning, this project analysed representations of 
higher education within 11 films released in 2014. These 11 films were 
in the top 100 highest grossing films of the year and/ or Oscar nominees 
in 2015, and prominently featured institutions of higher education as a 
setting. The result was an examination of themes that were identified 
across the texts, the ways in which they interacted, and the sociopoliti-
cal ramifications of their content.

The project was a collaborative venture between one staff mem-
ber (Beth Marquis) and two students (Katelyn Johnstone and Varun 
Puri), each equally contributing to its design with regard to scope, 
approach and execution. All three members viewed and analysed the 
texts involved. As the project developed into a cohesive manuscript, we 
assumed responsibility for writing individual sections based on each 
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partner’s interest and came to a group consensus on all major decisions 
regarding the paper (including but not limited to formatting, inclusion 
criteria for content, and final editing). Current outcomes include a man-
uscript submitted for publication, and an accepted proposal to present at 
an international conference.

Student experience: varun’s reflection

Working in partnership on this project has been a rewarding, empower-
ing experience. Prior to beginning our project on filmic representations 
of higher education I had already co- authored a published manuscript 
with Beth –  an experience that provided me with a sense of familiarity 
regarding her personal approach towards partnerships.

The project was intentionally open- ended at its outset in order 
for us to have the opportunity to collaborate on developing its initial 
design. The establishment of a specific goal at the outset of the proj-
ect –  publishing in a peer- reviewed journal –  also provided us with a 
shared direction. Throughout the early stages of the project, we con-
tributed equally to the development of our methodology while meeting 
on a consistent, bi- weekly basis. At every point, Beth played the role of 
an equal participant in discussions despite her staff status, and occa-
sionally made practical suggestions that aided the project’s feasibility, 
scope and outcomes.

Although I  was enthusiastic about the potential of the work, 
I  found myself with lingering concerns regarding my lack of expe-
rience in film theory at the initial stages of the project. In response, 
Beth was very understanding in presenting abridged versions of 
her lectures on basic theory. She also provided me with access to 
resources (including an introductory textbook) and recommended 
specific portions that would be helpful for this project. This initial 
orientation to the relevant fundamentals was the only point in the 
entire project in which Beth took on a role that resembled a more 
traditional power formation, and I felt that this was both appropriate 
and very helpful.

I believe that our group successfully developed a working relation-
ship that allowed each member to contribute in a meaningful way. Most 
importantly, I believe that we both navigated and crossed the threshold 
studied in our earlier paper, and were able to create a collegial atmos-
phere that felt natural and consistently productive. The collaborative 
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nature of each stage of the project was enjoyable as each of us assumed 
the role of co- contributor; it reflected the respect each partner had for 
the others’ unique capabilities and potential.

Staff experience: Beth’s reflection

I echo Varun’s comments about the collaborative nature of this proj-
ect, and the extent to which we have been able to develop a meaning-
ful research partnership in which we are able to contribute and debate 
ideas. As someone who continues to struggle with when to ‘lead’ part-
nership experiences and when to step back, I  appreciated Varun and 
Katelyn’s willingness to let me know when they needed more guidance 
or support, and I think this openness has helped to solidify our collabo-
ration and move the project along. I also found our shared analysis and 
writing consistently enriching, as the ideas and insights the students 
contribute have offered compelling perspectives that enhanced my own 
thinking while clearly demonstrating the amount they have learned 
about filmic analysis.

One potential challenge worth noting connects to the initial lack 
of clarity about the project and its goals. While the nascent status of 
the research at the moment the team formed was key in allowing us to 
develop a sense of shared ownership, it did mean that we had to work 
quickly to build trust and establish a plan for moving forward. I’m grate-
ful for Varun and Katelyn’s patience, flexibility and willingness to con-
tribute during this process, which could have otherwise devolved into 
extended uncertainty or the assumption of a much less collaborative 
approach.

Discussion

Each of these cases gives the sense that partnerships between students 
and staff can be both beneficial and challenging. As successful partner-
ships between students and staff develop, a movement from uncertainty 
toward transformation often occurs, suggesting there is a threshold 
through which the partners pass (Cook- Sather 2014; Marquis et  al. 
2016). As indicated in our previous research (Marquis et al. 2016), part-
nership requires difficult negotiations of understanding and identity 
that unfold as partners attempt to navigate and cross the partnership 
threshold.
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First, in that previous research, partners developed new under-
standings of their own roles and began to see themselves as active, 
valued collaborators in specific teaching and learning initiatives and 
teaching and learning more broadly. The cases described above like-
wise indicate shared perspectives on partnerships, resonating with 
what has been discussed in the literature (e.g., Cook- Sather, Bovill 
and Felten 2014). For example, the cases indicate that partners largely 
had a sense that successful partnerships were grounded in a sense 
of shared responsibility, collaboration, mutual work and collective 
benefit.

Second, the partners in the pilot study faced challenges in apply-
ing their new perspectives or understandings of partnership as they 
embarked on the ‘process of developing and enacting collegial, recip-
rocal relationships’ (Marquis et al. 2016: 8). While many of these chal-
lenges were discussed within the cases above, there is evidence of some 
positive processes and outcomes that helped the partners with some of 
these issues, specifically with navigating the power dynamics within the 
relationship and finding ways to enable meaningful and equal inclusion 
of both student and staff voices.

navigating power dynamics

Each of the cases described the negotiation and navigation of power 
dynamics in some way. Kris and Lori chose not to drive the project, but 
‘consciously valued and prioritised Zeeshan’s perspective in developing 
the project scope and direction’ and Zeeshan recognised that he was 
encouraged to take the lead whenever possible [Case 1]. Despite having 
no experience in pedagogy, Alex felt encouraged to be immersed in the 
project and provided equal contributions throughout, taking the lead 
during some stages [Case 2]. Sabrina described a ‘genuine partnership 
that overcame the traditional power dynamic between staff and stu-
dents, in large part due to Rob’s willingness to treat [her] as an equal’ 
and noted her ability to provide feedback at every stage of the project, 
from brainstorming to implementation [Case  3]. Varun described the 
development of shared direction for the project where each member 
assumed the role of co- contributor and respected the other partners’ 
unique capabilities and potential, regardless of their role [Case  4]. In 
each case, the partners were faced with and overcame some of the chal-
lenges in navigating their traditional roles and power dynamics to form 
genuine partnerships.
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Enabling meaningful and equal inclusion of student 
and staff voices

While not inextricable from the concept of power in relationships, the 
process and outcomes of enabling equal inclusion of each partner’s voice 
emerged as a particularly important theme from the case descriptions. 
For example, Zeeshan described the collaboration with his staff partners 
as feeling ‘like a true partnership where every voice in the partnership 
has equal power on the direction of [the] research projects’ [Case  1]. 
Beth similarly described developing ‘a meaningful research partner-
ship in which [each partner is] able to contribute and debate ideas,’ and 
noted the ideas contributed by Varun and Katelyn ‘enhanced [her] own 
thinking’ [Case 4]. Such comments suggest a degree of success in mean-
ingfully enacting partnership, despite the challenges attached to this 
portion of the threshold.

We acknowledge that the four cases discussed here may not be rep-
resentative of all projects included in the student partners programme; 
many others have likely struggled more emphatically with enacting 
partnership and remained in the liminal state. Nonetheless, we focus on 
these four comparatively successful examples to illustrate the potential 
of such work and to highlight strategies for navigating the challenges of 
partnership that might be useful to others.

moving towards success

Successfully navigating the challenges of embracing non- traditional 
roles in partnership became possible when all partners first recognised 
issues around power and inclusion of voices. Partners then need to 
be willing to behave in ways that reflect their shared understandings 
of power and inclusion. Strategies to do so are exemplified in the case 
descriptions. Students and staff met regularly and engaged in con-
versations and discussions frequently. Some of the cases refer to the 
importance of developing a strong working relationship early on that is 
grounded in mutual respect and recognition of the unique contributions 
of each partner. In these cases, staff partners purposefully refrained 
from taking on a supervisory role and elected to be a facilitative guide 
and a contributing member of the team. They encouraged students to 
take a lead role on a variety of aspects of the project, especially in the 
early stages of shaping the vision, direction and scope, even though this 
may contribute to an initial lack of clarity. The practicalities around 
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time and scheduling need to be considered when forming a partnership, 
so that all participating partners have equal opportunities to meet and 
engage in discussions, and position the partnership for success. While 
we have made progress in enacting partnerships, it continues to be chal-
lenging, yet rewarding, work.
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15
A jigsaw model for student  
partnership through research  
and teaching in small- group 
engineering classes

Chris Browne

Context

Engaging students in active learning should be straightforward in a 
practical discipline, such as engineering. Engineering, being the appli-
cation of science, lends itself naturally to a hands- on workshop model 
of learning. However, although these experiences afford students the 
opportunity for physical interactions, students’ minds are often inactive 
as they plod through a series of step- by- step instructions, often without 
thought (Martinez and Stager 2013).

This commonplace experience aligns with Trevalyan’s (2010: 384) 
observation that the predominant pedagogy reported in engineering 
education literature reflects a misguided belief that the professional 
practice of engineering is a solitary, technical exercise. The important 
skills required in professional practice are not learned at university, such 
as lifelong learning (Trevelyan 2014).

A preoccupation on teaching technical content without context is 
not a new problem in engineering education. Forrester (1970) argued 
that students should be agents in problem definition, and be excited by 
new and unsolved problems. However, the prevailing actions of the edu-
cational system that creates engineers almost 50 years later still focuses 
on training students to repeat the work of last year’s students.
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Further, learning without context is not only a problem in engi-
neering education. Boulton and Lucas (2008) note that university teach-
ing is too often concerned with the transfer of information, absent of 
the context. Indeed, they argue that failing to engage students with the 
uncertainty that navigating issues arising from the context is a missed 
opportunity in his or her education.

In this case study, I  outline the jigsaw classroom, a process for 
course delivery that I have developed with second- year engineering stu-
dents at the Australian National University across two sequential profes-
sional engineering courses over the last five years. These courses teach 
processes for navigating engineering design and analysis problems in a 
group- based professional context.

In the partnership, students are both engaged in the process of 
learning and teaching, and enhancing the practice of learning and teach-
ing (Healey and Harrington 2014: 23), and are involved in all four areas 
of partnership at different times: learning, teaching and assessment; 
curriculum design and pedagogic consultancy; subject- based research 
and enquiry; and the scholarship of teaching and learning (Healey and 
Harrington 2014: 25). The jigsaw classroom provides the structure for 
both course delivery and scaffolds assessment tasks, with students as 
active partners in enquiry- based learning, moving through identifying, 
producing, authoring and pursuing modes (Levy 2011). Individuals 
within groups become experts on different topics in the course, and in 
turn contribute to the class by creating and running tutorial sessions.

Situating the model

The jigsaw classroom was assimilated from a number of philosophies 
and strategies. Primarily, this approach draws upon active and experi-
ential learning (Kolb 1984), the creation of knowledge in the learner’s 
mind (Piaget 1973) and by using physical objects (Papert 1980; see also 
Kador et al., this volume). More advanced learners on an expert topic 
assist less  advanced learners (Vygostsky 1978; 1986), and the activities 
themselves are designed to encourage double- loop learning (Argyris 
and Schön 1974).

At the core of the delivery is the jigsaw approach (first described 
by Aronson 1978). In this delivery mode, individuals leave their home 
group to become an expert on a given topic, by working in a short- lived 
group with ‘experts’ from other groups. They return to their home group 
with the relevant insights for their area of expertise. This approach 
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encourages individuals to become accountable for their learning and at 
the same time broadening their home group’s perspectives on a problem.

The jigsaw approach here is used across the entire semester’s learn-
ing. The delivery in the jigsaw classroom can be divided into three major 
phases: an introductory phase (two weeks) sets the scene for the course, 
assessment and expectations; a jigsaw phase (seven weeks), where stu-
dents in expert groups facilitate tutorials on a topic and contribute to 
their home group project on a different topic –  all members holding dif-
ferent pieces of the jigsaw; and individual research (four weeks), where 
students conduct a small research project bringing together the content 
from the jigsaw phase.

The primary focus of this chapter is to describe the interactions 
around the student- facilitations in the tutorials during the jigsaw phase. 
The tutorial activity is the main face- to- face interaction in these two 
courses. The size of the class is somewhat challenging to deliver consist-
ently in a partnership model, with approximately 200 students divided 
into eight tutorials. The student- run component of a tutorial is assessed, 
and typically takes place over 90 minutes, with some additional time 
reserved for tutor sense- making and housekeeping. To assist with con-
sistency of delivery, student- researchers have co- designed a series of 
ready- to- go activities that the student- facilitators can use as part of their 
facilitation.

In the jigsaw classroom, the traditional roles assigned to peo-
ple are challenged. The role of the lecturer shifts from instruction 
to enabling student- facilitators to run the best tutorial possible. 
Student- tutors, often excellent course alumni, support and assess 
student- facilitated tutorials, alongside typical duties of a tutor, such 
as mentoring and marking. Student- researchers, often honours- year 
students not enrolled in the course, design and assess the implementa-
tion of a learning activity for use in the class. Student- facilitators take 
turns to act as ‘experts’ on a topic, designing a tutorial with other topic 
experts for their peers. The students in the course prepare for the tuto-
rial by completing a homework activity, and then attend and partici-
pate in the tutorial.

Goodyear (2005) describes the problem space of educational 
design as a feedback process between a pedagogical framework and an 
educational setting, within an organisational context. The pedagogical 
framework is broken into four layers of activity:  the pedagogical phi-
losophy, high- level pedagogy, pedagogical strategy and pedagogical tac-
tics. These four layers of activity provide a useful framework to situate 
the jigsaw classroom.
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pedagogical philosophy

The pedagogical philosophy used in this model draws upon the princi-
ples of a partnership –  a students- as- partners –  approach, where students 
are involved in various activities such as the design, improvement and 
practice, of learning, teaching and research (Healey and Harrington 
2014; see also Marquis et al., this volume). Ramsden (2008) argues that 
the most effective learning environments in higher education are when 
students are active partners with academic staff.

The partnership approach as the pedagogical philosophy has clear 
intentions about the way that people behave and are treated. As a part-
nership, the relationship is framed around a number of principles and 
values: authenticity, inclusivity, reciprocity, empowerment, trust, chal-
lenges, community and responsibility (HEA 2014).

high- level pedagogy

There are two high- level pedagogies applied in this model. The first concerns 
the creation of the activities used in the class. The activities are designed to 
allow students to apply a constructionist approach to learning. Martinez and 
Stager (2013) describe constructionism as the best way to ‘do’ constructiv-
ism (see Piaget 1973). Papert’s constructionist approach (1980) is a modern 
manifesto for the maker movement, where learning is done through social 
interaction, alongside physical and digital building materials (Stager 2005).

This leads to the second high- level pedagogy, which concerns the 
approach used to define roles in the class. Vygotsky (1978; 1986)  rec-
ognised learning and reasoning as a product of both a practical and social 
activity. The relationship between the learner’s context and the learner’s 
interaction within that context is fundamental to Vygotsky’s sociocultural 
philosophy. An important part of this is the interaction between learners 
at different stages of development. More advanced learners can assist less 
advanced learners through situating learning just outside of their immedi-
ate capability, a location he described as the Zone of Proximal Development. 
In the jigsaw classroom model, all members of the learning community are 
assisting and being assisted by others, including the lecturer.

pedagogical strategy

The pedagogical strategy employed in the model could be loosely 
described as a flipped mode of teaching. A common tactic in a flipped 
mode includes requiring students to engage in a learning resource 
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before class, and to employ more interactive methods of teaching during 
face- to- face time. However, there is no clear definition of the tactics 
employed in a flipped mode, nor has long- term systematic research on 
it been conducted on its effectiveness (Abeysekera and Dawson 2014). 
Nevertheless, it is seen as a strategy for increasing interactivity and 
improving the learning experience (O’Flaherty and Phillips 2015).

In the jigsaw classroom, the student’s normal role as learner is also 
reversed, and the student has a central role in the teaching process. Peer- 
to- peer teaching further encourages students to engage in the learning 
process, such as the student- planned and facilitated tutorials (Baker 
1996; Smith and Browne 2013). These learning environments allow stu-
dents to become active stakeholders in the quality of their learning.

pedagogical tactics

It is at the pedagogical tactic level that the activities in jigsaw class-
room are situated. Involving student partnerships in both teaching and 
research is challenging at a large scale. A jigsaw approach (Aronson 
1978), allows for short- lived partnership interaction. In this pedagogical 
tactic, individuals leave their home group to become an ‘expert’ on a 
given topic, by working in a short- lived group with ‘experts’ from other 
groups. They return to their home group with the relevant insights for 
their area of expertise, making individuals more accountable for their 
learning and at the same time broadening their home group’s perspec-
tives on a problem.

A novel aspect in the jigsaw classroom is that the jigsaw approach is 
applied at a course level. Students within tutorials of about 24 students are 
divided into project groups of about six people. Members within the project 
groups take turns completing different activities in each course topic, of 
which a tutorial facilitation is one. In this way, students within the group 
become relative experts on different topics for the benefit of their peers.

Course design is an iterative process, involving four stages with con-
tinuous feedback processes: decision, design, development and delivery 
(Faulconbridge and Dowling 2009). In presenting this model, I am pri-
marily focusing the description around the mechanisms involved in the 
delivery stages, with necessary connections to the design and develop-
ment stages. Even within these stages, there are important distinctions 
between the official curriculum and the curriculum in use (Johns- Boast 
2016). What is detailed here is not found entirely in the official curricu-
lum, as various activities and roles within the model are situated outside 
any one course.
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Design and delivery of the jigsaw classroom

Setting the expectations of a tutorial is done as a collaboration with the 
students in the first class. The whiteboard is divided into two halves. On 
one half is ‘What makes a tutorial awesome?’, and on the other, ‘What 
makes a tutorial awful?’. Students grab a whiteboard marker, and put 
up a response based on their personal experience. This simple activity is 
extremely revealing, and instantly develops a rapport and expectation 
among the students. Typical responses include:

‘What makes a tutorial awesome?’ Interactive and lively discus-
sion; prepared students who want to be there; prepared tutors 
who know their stuff; meaningful interactions between students; 
variety  –  not the same format each week; food; breaks; making 
improvements each week based on feedback.

‘What makes a tutorial awful?’ Tutorials that are just lec-
tures; silence; unprepared students; unprepared tutors who just 
read their notes or write stuff on the board; no interaction; con-
versations that are dominated by one person; that mature- age stu-
dent; not having time for breaks; no opportunity for feedback; no 
food, starting the tutorial before lunch time.

This list of shared learned experience becomes the basis for a dis-
cussion and a virtual contract with students in the class. The take- 
away message is two- fold:  that tutorials should be facilitated in a 
way that encourages active learning, and that the students them-
selves are active agents in this experience. This is even more so when 
students take on the role of student- facilitators for the tutorial. The 
tutorial facilitations in the jigsaw classroom are dynamic, and have 
many moving parts. Here I briefly describe the key mechanics of the 
process.

Developing engaging learning activities

The student- researchers are tasked with designing a learning activity as 
part of their research project that meet four broad requirements:

1. Encourages students to ‘learn by doing’, based on constructionist 
pedagogy.

2. Conveys an engineering concept clearly in a real- world context.
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3. Has no ‘correct’ answer, and encourages higher- level thinking 
and group dialogue.

4. Can be easily run by other students in a consistent way without 
compromising research data.

It is important to note that student- researchers are also learning through 
this process in three areas: the pedagogical approach, the content topic 
and their chosen research topic. The student- researchers are given a 
primer in the constructionist pedagogical approach through reading 
Martinez and Stager’s Invent to Learn (2013). Student- researchers are 
also given the course syllabus and supplementary reading on the topic. 
From here, the student- researcher negotiates a research topic of inter-
est to them, with the condition that the design of the learning activity 
would allow them to explore that question.

One of the major challenges for the student- researcher is that the 
learning activity has to deliver course learning objectives. Further, their 
research methodology needs to be simple and robust, as the activity is 
delivered as a core component of a tutorial that they do not design or 
run. Data is usually collected during the activity and via a concluding 
survey, and used to guide their research.

The activities that the student- researchers present are often 
more developed and creative than I  could imagine. Some examples 
include a card game that gets students to build a bicycle based on cus-
tomer requirements, creating instructions to build small structures, 
an activity that tests and evaluates different robot configurations, 
an interactive recycling knowledge test, and wearing empathy suits 
to simulate disabilities. All of these activities are now a core part of 
the course, and continue to be tweaked by student- researchers and 
student- facilitators.

timing of classes

One week before student- facilitated tutorials, the allocated student- 
facilitators attend a required workshop. During the workshop, I give 
an outline of the key concepts from the theory on the week’s topic, and 
then a run- through of the student- researcher’s learning activity. This 
activity has been developed earlier as part of the student- researcher’s 
project. All of the resources that the student- researcher designed are 
shared with student- facilitators, and the student- facilitators are able 
to discuss the topic and learning activity with both the lecturer and 
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the student- researcher. Time in the workshop is allocated to help 
student- facilitation groups to develop their plan for the tutorial, and 
groups are invited to seek feedback on their plan from the student- 
tutors and me before their facilitation. Before attending the tutorial, 
all students are required to complete a preset homework task that 
builds into their individual research project in preparation for the 
student- facilitated lesson, and the student- facilitators are encouraged 
to build on this task.

At the tutorials, student- facilitators execute their lesson plan. 
Student- researchers attend, collect data and provide some back-
ground information about their research. Student- tutors use the 
remaining time in class to reiterate key concepts and offer any further 
insights. Students are invited to provide a small amount of written 
feedback, which is passed back to the student- facilitators after the 
student- tutor has used them for consideration in the marking of the 
facilitation. Marks and compiled feedback are typically returned at 
the following tutorial. This process repeats itself through the weeks 
of the semester, with each topic expert facilitating a tutorial on their 
area of work.

resources provided to the student- facilitators

In addition to the learning activity, student- facilitators are given a num-
ber of resources, related both to the theory content and the process of 
delivering a tutorial. The resources are developed specifically for the 
course and take the form of a ‘toolkit’. The primary purpose is to orien-
tate the student to the key concepts and methods that are required to be 
covered in their facilitation, and link to core readings and supplemen-
tary resources.

Students are also advised on how to design their tutorial 
through constructing a lesson plan. This exercise is useful for student-   
facilitators, who often have not run a tutorial before. Their plan 
should include a title, a take- home message about the content, a team 
goal for the delivery of the tutorial, a schedule of timing, materials 
and responsibilities, a detailed description of each activity within 
the tutorial, and an indication of how the tutorial will be modified 
if running short or long on time. The suggested format over 90 min-
utes includes an icebreaker, small- group activity building into a larger 
activity prepared by the student- researcher, followed by a discussion 
and conclusion.
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The lesson plan is developed during the workshop ahead of the 
tutorial, and given to the student- tutor at the start of the tutorial. The les-
son plan is used to understand how the student- facilitators are planning 
to run the tutorial. The lesson plan is not supposed to be a constraining 
document. Student- facilitators are free to drift from the lesson plan or 
make their lesson plan public, as long as it is indicated in the plan that 
this is what they are going to do.

assessment of student- facilitators

One of the key roles of the student- tutor is to assess student- facilitations 
during the tutorial. As there are multiple student- tutors in multiple tuto-
rials, it is important to establish a consistency between tutorials. This is 
done initially through direct moderation, and then through weekly dis-
cussion with student- tutors, shared observations of facilitations, con-
tinued monitoring, and through a marking guide. Student- tutors are 
encouraged to write feedback comments against the marking criteria 
during the tutorial, which are expected to be returned to the student- 
facilitators the following week.

A student- facilitation typically contributes between 10– 15 per cent  
of the final grade. The assessment criteria for the student- facilitated 
tutorials typically cover: content, such as explanation of the topic and 
relevant methodologies; communication of the topic in an engaging and 
informative way; integration of a relevant activity in a way that helps 
peers to understand the topic; and preparation, the use of an effective 
lesson plan that assists in the above points.

As the student- facilitation is completed in groups, there can, at 
times, be unequal contributions between team members. At the end of 
the tutorial, the student- tutor will remind the student- facilitators that 
there is a process for group member moderation, if required. This mod-
eration is rarely invoked, and this process encourages students to con-
tribute in useful ways to the group.

Lessons from the jigsaw classroom model as 
a partnership

The various dimensions of involvement in the jigsaw classroom demon-
strate how a partnership philosophy is appropriate for this approach. 
However, partnerships require work, and are full of compromises and 
frustration. Here I outline some of these reflections.
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more partners equals more work

Occasionally I receive student feedback about how little I, as the lecturer, 
do in a course. This is, of course, an artefact of the traditional mode of 
lecturing, where the presence of a lecturer is an overt representation of 
authority and contribution. In the jigsaw classroom, the teaching is done 
by different peers each week. The student- facilitator might only interact 
with me in a more traditional teacher- student class one time a semester, 
which is the observation in the feedback.

However, behind the scenes, as the number of partners 
increase, the amount of work increases too. Student- tutors must be 
informed about the dynamics of the classes and requirements for the 
lessons, student- researchers require a significant time commitment, 
and student- facilitators need high- quality resources and timely 
feedback on their ideas. Students also need an opportunity to meet 
outside of class to discuss ideas that they are unsure about after the 
facilitation.

Student partners can be all care and no responsibility

Providing student- researchers and student- facilitators with the task 
of designing learning activities and whole classes is an opportunity, 
not a responsibility. Even though both are, at some point, assessed 
for their contribution, the expectations of students can vary wildly. 
I  am reminded of one student- researcher who diligently attended 
all of the tutorials when their activity was running, but promptly 
misplaced the worksheets and surveys that their research project 
needed, which alongside requiring a major shift in their research 
project meant that we could not learn about how the activity ran in 
the class.

Balancing learning experiences and research activities

Often in early discussions with student- researchers the design of inter-
esting research questions constrains the design of engaging learning 
experiences. Likewise, engaging learning experiences can constrain the 
types of data collected. Finding the balance can be a challenge, espe-
cially when this is often the first time that the student- researcher has 
created a learning activity.

With the involvement of a student- researcher in the activity, 
student- facilitators can feel constrained in their delivery of a tutorial, 
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or feel that their success is intimately linked to the quality of the pre-
defined activity. Students are free to adapt the learning activity or create 
a new one, but rarely do.

Being prepared to lose control

A major concern with a partnership model in the delivery of teaching 
is that the lecturer loses control of the delivery of the content. A more 
interesting way to think about this is to challenge the idea that the 
lecturer ever had control. Taking into consideration the higher- level 
pedagogies of constructionism and sociocultural theory, learning is 
not the result of knowledge transmission but rather through the nego-
tiation of ideas, and it is not always possible to do this with a large 
number of students.

Letting go of control can also be a great enabler for students. In a 
different course I convene using this approach, I had one instance where 
a tutor had forgotten to attend a student- facilitated tutorial. Instead of the 
class sitting idle or perhaps dispersing, the students agreed that they would 
send me a message, and forge ahead without the tutor. When I  arrived 
towards the end of class, the students offered me a video recording of the 
tutorial from a smartphone, and individual feedback sheets so that I could 
assess the facilitation. The students had become powerful advocates for 
their own learning. The power of a distributed learning approach turned 
what could have been an awful mistake into a fantastic learning experience.

Empowering students as partners can lead to impressive results, 
and facilitations are often prepared in a more active, creative and rel-
evant way than I can imagine. I would encourage someone thinking of 
adopting these processes into their classroom to consider how to best 
address the following ideas in their course design.

take time to explain the partnership to students

This mode of delivery requires a discussion with students about the 
mechanics of the activities they are responsible for. Students appreciate 
a clear list of timings, requirements and expectations. In larger courses, 
I get groups to sign a contract, where students take ownership of partic-
ular topics within their home group. I take time to explain both what I’m 
asking them to do, and why. In an engineering context, the ‘why’ comes 
down to the idea that, as part of professional practice, graduate engineers 
will be required to explain their ideas in engaging ways to a variety of 
stakeholders.
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Work in the partnership should be packaged in 
similar- sized chunks

For the jigsaw weeks to be seen as equal commitments between group 
members, the content should be approximately the same size, with 
approximately equal readings and resources. I try to do this in my engi-
neering class by presenting three smaller subtopics as one topic, and 
requiring student- facilitators to engage with at least two subtopics. 
Each subtopic has a bullet list of three or four key points that student- 
facilitators should cover. This allows a degree of flexibility for the 
student- facilitators, and allows good students to engage further in the 
readings.

Expect different partnerships to evolve in different ways

The first tutorial in each tutorial group will set the scene for the remain-
ing classes. Try to encourage students that appear to be outgoing and 
onboard with the process to take the first tutorials, as later students will 
model their behaviour to some extent. In an attempt to counter this, 
I have found that encouraging student- facilitators to reflect on previous 
facilitations, and to share experiences and ideas during the workshop to 
be an effective way of getting good ideas out to the whole class.

treat the process as a worthwhile partnership

As with any partnership, there needs to be some give and take. Some top-
ics might need more attention than others, and some student- facilitators 
might need more assistance to deliver a high- quality experience for their 
peers. Because the facilitations occur over several weeks, I often extend 
more leniency to facilitators of earlier weeks and I encourage facilitators 
of later weeks to learn from previous weeks and not settle into the emer-
gent routine.

Reflection on the jigsaw model as a partnership 
for learning

Healey and Harrington’s (2014: 25) overview model describes four 
areas of student partnership: learning, teaching and assessment, cur-
riculum design and pedagogic consultancy, subject- based research and 
enquiry, and scholarship of teaching and learning. These four areas 
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provide a useful framework to reflect on the jigsaw classroom. The 
activities around the student- facilitations fit into this model of part-
nership in different ways for different roles, at different stages of the 
course.

learning, teaching and assessment

Students are learners, are involved in teaching, and inform assess-
ment through peer feedback. Student- facilitators and student- 
researchers contribute to learning through the co- development of 
learning activities in the classroom. Student- tutors take on a mentor 
role in the teaching of content, and ensure that assessment is fair and 
consistent.

Curriculum design and pedagogic consultancy

Student- tutors drive the feedback process that informs the redesign 
and tweaking of tactics related to the jigsaw classroom each semester. 
For example, one semester it was clear that students were not review-
ing the comments on their homework. The following semester, we 
set up a peer review process for the homework so that students spent 
the first half- hour of class providing comments on other students’ 
homework.

The student- researchers are required to research relevant ped-
agogy and strategies for teaching their content topic, and construct 
the learning activity along with evaluation and research mechanisms. 
Student- facilitators make a scaffolded contribution to curriculum design 
through the creation of tutorials for their peers. Good activities are 
absorbed into the course design for the following year, so the course 
is constantly being improved through the contribution of the student- 
researchers and student- facilitators.

Subject- based research and enquiry

Students are encouraged to understand the topic through research-
ing relevant case studies and by understanding the theory at a deeper 
level. Student- researchers are required to undertake their research 
project in the context of a learning and teaching activity, although 
their research focus may be in a different area. Student- researchers 
are also required to share their research approach and results with 
students.
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Scholarship of teaching and learning

The student- researchers are encouraged to engage with the learning and 
teaching literature in order to design their learning activity, from general 
introductory concepts such as Bloom’s taxonomy and philosophies ref-
erenced in this chapter, to specific discipline- centric research and meth-
odologies. Where there is an opportunity, the student- researchers are 
invited to also contribute back to the literature (see Browne and Rajan 
2015). Students are also exposed to key ideas in the SoTL literature as 
a rationale for the delivery mode and assessment tasks, and student- 
facilitators are encouraged to engage with resources that can help them 
prepare learning environments.

The activities around the student- facilitations as a whole provide 
a variety of partnerships for a variety of students. For the individual 
student enrolled in the course, however, the student- facilitation is not 
adequate to cover the learning journey through a course. To conclude, 
it is worthwhile reflecting on the individual student’s journey through 
all phases of the course, using Levy’s (2011: 43) modes for enquiry- 
based learning, where students move through the modes of identi-
fying, producing, pursuing and authoring, throughout the semester. 
This highlights how the jigsaw activities support other activities in 
the class.

identifying

Each student is required to complete a small homework task before com-
ing to the student- facilitation. This homework task typically asks the stu-
dent to apply the week’s topic to their individual research project. Many 
students have trouble with the sequencing of this task, as they have to 
identify the relevant existing knowledge before they have been shown 
what to do. This is, of course, an important skill to develop, and over the 
weeks the homework tasks, if done well, provide a solid foundation for 
the individual research project.

producing

The primary activity in the course that fits into the producing quad-
rant is the group student- facilitation. Good student- facilitators will 
not just adopt the student- researcher’s activity, but will seek out rele-
vant case studies, techniques and other knowledge to build their own 
activities to supplement or replace the student- researcher’s activity. 
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This producing activity often leads to an assimilation of something 
back into the course, or becomes a future student- researcher 
partnership.

pursuing

Each student is part of an open- ended group project for a client. Students 
negotiate the scope and nature of the project, and apply the course con-
tent to create a report. This is also a jigsaw task that runs concurrently to 
the student- facilitations, with each student taking turns to write a draft 
of their expert topic for their group project. At the conclusion of the jig-
saw phase, groups provide a briefing document with recommendations 
back to the client.

authoring

Each student authors a 15- page research project by the conclusion of 
the course. This activity often ties the whole course together for a stu-
dent. Students are required to choose a research topic of interest to 
them, and apply the techniques from the jigsaw topics in a useful way. 
Students choose all sorts of topics, from examining emerging technolo-
gies, to creating solutions for family businesses, to tackling global envi-
ronmental problems. Students are encouraged to extend their research 
beyond the scope of the course topics if they can see opportunities to 
do so. A good student will extend into the authoring quadrant, whereas 
a student who fails this task will typically stay within the identifying 
quadrant.

Conclusion

The contribution of the jigsaw classroom here is that it is a model that 
requires students to move through these modes during a single course, 
setting students up with tools for managing research projects in later 
years. Students move through these modes, as Levy suggests, either in 
a sequential progression or a spiral progression. I have found that good 
students will move through the modes in a spiral progression once or 
twice over the semester, whereas the best students will move through 
these modes in a spiral progression many times over the semester, con-
stantly revising their work in their research project as new knowledge is 
discovered through the course.
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The reflection on the jigsaw classroom has shown how a single 
mechanism can be used to engage students at various stages of their 
studies in multiple different partnership relationships. As with any part-
nership, clear expectations and ongoing negotiations are required to 
make the partnership effective. For educators thinking of adopting a jig-
saw model incorporating student- facilitations, time should be taken to 
explain how the delivery model works and why it is being used, as well 
as considering the size and progression of content each week. Careful 
attention should also be paid to ensuring that students can see how 
the pieces of the jigsaw fit together, with incorporation of other tasks 
to move individual students through different modes of enquiry- based 
learning.
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16
Vignettes of current practice

Introduction

The following 12 short case studies, or vignettes, highlight current 
practices across a range of university disciplines that reflect the 
dimensions of the Connected Curriculum framework, as well as its 
general ethos of encouraging research and enquiry, and the related 
drive that sees students as partners in the development of their 
education.

a. learning through research and enquiry: a graduate certificate 
for working professionals –  a research- based education, with  
flexibility and online learning

A part- time certificate in teaching in higher education has run for over 
10 years at the UCL Institute of Education, which provides develop-
ment for mostly inexperienced lecturers. The programme has aimed to 
model a high- quality and flexible curriculum design (Ryan and Tilbury 
2013) with variable duration, different start times and a choice of 
routes through the curriculum, with selection from workshop options. 
Flexibility is essential for the busy professionals taking the programme 
who also wish to pursue learning that is relevant to their disciplinary 
needs.

While the flexible programme has been very successful and has 
run with large numbers of satisfied students (over 100 students per 
year), the administration of the programme is very complex and it is time 
consuming to keep track of individual routes through the programme. 
Students also found the choices of content and different timings 
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confusing resulting in large volumes of emails to the programme leader 
and administrator asking for clarification.

A programme redesign raised a dilemma. A unified cohort- based 
curriculum over one year would reduce the administrative burden, but a 
pre- planned curriculum without a choice of routes and attendance dates 
would not suit the participants. A  solution was to combine research- 
based and online education to give high quality and flexibility within a 
single route through the programme.

Research- based education provides flexibility of curriculum 
content as participants can select a professional area of interest to 
research. Another advantage of research- based learning is that stu-
dents can engage at a range of levels and the programme can now 
attract more experienced participants who wish to develop leadership 
of teaching at the module or programme level, or move into institu-
tional learning and teaching roles. A new Postgraduate Certificate in 
Professional Education and Training was designed with both aims 
in mind.

The redesigned programme not only has a single cohort but also 
has flexibility of attendance with fixed attendance reduced to two 
blocks of two days and the remaining six days equivalent taking place 
in supported online professional learning groups. Online sessions are 
asynchronous and synchronous and session timing will be negotiated 
with students. Students will work on developing a rationale and plan 
for a piece of research into their teaching practice that aims to enhance 
learning. They will then execute the plan and evaluate the outcomes. 
Their research findings will be discussed and disseminated with peers 
on the programme, with local colleagues and with other students 
from a partnering university interested in the development, Aarhus 
University, Denmark. The assessment follows the research process con-
sisting firstly of the plan and secondly, the evaluation and dissemina-
tion of the innovation. Thus, in the new programme design, the quality 
of the programme is raised to target more specialised professionals and 
the curriculum is flexible to accommodate their busy lives, but the sim-
plicity of the overall design means that administration requirements 
are minimised.

Gwyneth Hughes is Reader in Higher Education and a Connected 
Curriculum fellow. She is currently setting up a global engagement 
link with Aarhus University, Denmark and providing consultancy on 
research- based online learning to the University of London International 
Programmes.
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B. using social media to equip students with research skills 
to improve stakeholder engagement in the energy and 
resources sector

Postgraduate MSc students at UCL Australia learn about what a ‘Social 
Licence to Operate’ (SLO) is and how extractive industries such as the 
energy and resources sectors can better engage with the community. 
Over and above any formal legal permission, an SLO is increasingly 
important for many industries but, surprisingly, the role of virtual inter-
actions with stakeholders is not very well understood yet. Focusing on 
websites and social media, students do several research- based exercises 
as part of their coursework, to examine broad concepts about stakeholder 
engagement that are then critically discussed in class to assess how vir-
tual interactions can be effectively used for engagement. Students’ main 
task is to review how real companies interact with virtual stakeholders 
via their websites, with each student producing a ‘consultants’ report’ 
for a different port or renewable energy development. In a second group 
exercise, students then quantitatively review what social media compa-
nies are using to communicate with stakeholders, how long they have 
been on different channels, how frequently they interact, etc. Each year 
the students, in partnership with the module coordinator, run a different 
survey –  in 2013 it was the top 100 Australian energy companies, the top 
100 minerals companies in 2014 and then 100 conservation groups in 
2015. Each student is assigned a set of companies/ organisations which 
they assess using a pre- defined list of questions and data collated at the 
end of the exercise. Along the way a ‘wiki’ is used to collate information 
about scoring decisions and ongoing research dissemination.

While the main points of the exercises are to get the students to 
consider whether and how social media can be used for communicating 
with stakeholders, a sizeable database on social media use in the energy 
and resources sectors has been generated –  providing a unique bench-
mark for industry to consider, which has been motivating for students to 
be involved in. Subsequently, several students have volunteered to work 
in partnership with the module coordinator after the course to work 
up the data into a full written paper, some of which was presented at 
an international conference on Social Responsibility in Mining in late 
2015 (Styan et al. 2015). Students value the opportunity to engage in 
research, work in partnership with an academic member of staff, and 
produce assessments aimed at audiences which include industry sectors 
that students are interested in joining.
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Craig Styan is a Senior Lecturer at UCL, based in Adelaide at UCL 
Australia. A marine scientist, Craig has worked in both academia and the 
oil and gas industry and strives to equip his students with the research 
skills needed by industry and government to solve future environmental 
issues.

C. Developing students’ understanding of historical practice 
through connections with the university’s research

Following on from the UCL ‘Meet your researcher’ activity (UCLa), 
which begins to enable dimension 1 of the Connected Curriculum frame-
work, a similar but distinct activity has been designed into a second- year 
undergraduate History module at University College Dublin. Its core 
aims are to introduce students to the university’s research culture. The 
exercise was embedded in a module concerned primarily with historical 
theory and methodology. It also explores the notion of public history, 
understood as being the activities of professional historians outside the 
academic environment, with the purpose of informing, educating and 
empowering a general audience. The principal aim is to further student 
understanding of professional historical practice through direct interac-
tion with staff research projects.

The exercise was undertaken in three distinct stages. The first stage 
focused on research and information capture. Small student groups of 
five or six were assigned a staff researcher and tasked with investigat-
ing their research projects. Much of this work was conducted online. 
Students were directed to consult the relevant staff profiles, including 
their academia.edu and researchgate pages, online interviews and pod-
casts. After familiarising themselves with their researcher’s field they 
were then instructed to read some of their recent publications. This task 
was sub- divided, with each student taking responsibility for one source. 
The students organised this themselves, but as they were required to 
post summaries of work completed on the virtual learning environment 
the module coordinator was able to monitor progress. The second stage 
focused on the interview with the member of staff. In preparation each 
group agreed a format and a list of questions on the basis of the research 
conducted in Stage 1. They were expected to incorporate aspects of 
public history as appropriate into the questions. Recording protocols 
were established and interview roles assigned. To assist in preparation 
students were advised to consult recordings and transcripts of inter-
views with well- known historians archived on the Institute of Historical 
Research’s ‘Making History’ website. The groups then interviewed their 
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researcher for around 30 minutes. The third and final stage involved the 
students collaborating in a group presentation focusing on the work of 
their assigned researcher. Staff researchers attended and contributed 
feedback. Each individual student was then required to write a 2,000- 
word essay on the main historiographical trends in their assigned area, 
locating the work of their researcher in this context. Students were 
assessed both on their contributions to group work and the essay.

The principal outcomes of the exercise successfully allowed stu-
dents to engage with the institution’s research activity, enhance their 
understanding of the practice of professional history, provide insights 
into historical methodology, raise appreciation of the role and value of 
public history, and promote communication and digital learning skills. 
Students valued the curriculum design activity and have offered very 
positive feedback.

Edward Coleman teaches Medieval History in University College 
Dublin. He recently completed a Diploma in Teaching and Learning and 
is Director of Teaching in the School of History. His approach to curric-
ulum design (which has been nominated for a National Academy for the 
Integration of Research, Teaching and Learning award) seeks to embed 
research in undergraduate teaching, to encourage student- led projects and 
to promote the use of educational technology.

D. Speech and language therapy students learn through  
scaffolded research development and turn their final dissertations 
into a journal article

Empirical research projects form a key role in facilitating active learning 
and in developing students as researchers (Healey et al. 2010). To pro-
vide these benefits for our students, we have systematically moved our 
final year dissertation module towards a more research- based education 
model, where students learn through research and enquiry, and write up 
their work as a journal article. In line with the principles of the Connected 
Curriculum, and the various stages of Healey and Jenkins’s characteri-
sation of the research- teaching nexus (Healey and Jenkins 2009), the 
programme begins as research- tutored and research- led, with emphasis 
on the research content of the discipline. In the later years, education 
is research- oriented, whereby students learn the skills and techniques 
necessary for research, such as critical analysis, research methods and 
statistics. The programme culminates with a research- based disserta-
tion, usually empirical, whereby students undertake a large piece of 
research using their previously gained skills and knowledge.
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Although students score well on their dissertations, there are 
a number of challenges associated with providing research- based 
projects for a relatively large number of students (circa 40 students 
annually), especially when students are simultaneously undertak-
ing clinical work, and staff workloads are high. Students often find 
a research- based project intellectually challenging, may not see the 
relevance to their future careers, can find time management difficult, 
and must negotiate the ethical challenges involved in empirical work 
in this field. In addition, staff must balance the demands of supervision 
with their own teaching, research and administration, and the super-
vision of research- based projects can be substantially more demanding 
and time- consuming than supervising a literature review, or other pro-
ject not involving data collection and analysis. As explained by Knight 
and Botting (2016), we have addressed these difficulties by moving to 
an ‘academic- led’ model of pairing students and supervisors for dis-
sertations. We provide a catalogue of available projects, suggested 
by members of staff, and students choose their preferred projects. 
Thus, students are not faced with the prospect of developing a feasi-
ble and credible research idea themselves, can see the full range of 
research being conducted across the division and can conduct valuable 
and needed research relevant to ongoing staff interests. This allows 
for motivation and interest to be maintained at optimum levels (Hidi 
and Renninger 2006). The feedback from students and staff has been 
highly positive. Students value the opportunity to experience authen-
tic research first- hand, to connect with research- active academics, and 
to produce an assessment in the form of a journal article. Although 
there are challenges for all in providing this type of final- year research- 
based education, the rewards for students and staff are high.

Rachael- Anne Knight, Lucy Myers and Professor Nicola Botting work 
in the Division of Language and Communication Science at City University 
of London, a leading provider of Speech and Language Therapy education. 
Rachael- Anne Knight is a National Teaching Fellow, and Principal Fellow 
of the Higher Education Academy.

E. Designing a throughline and a research- culture in Biochemistry

The Molecular Biosciences teaching hub at UCL is responsible for the 
delivery of BSc degrees in Biochemistry, Biotechnology and Molecular 
Biology. In 2015– 2016, in response to student demand and the increas-
ing need for masters- level qualifications as a prerequisite for many PhD 
programmes, a new degree began accepting students, the four- year 
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undergraduate MSci Biochemistry degree. The MSci Biochemistry was 
explicitly designed as a research- focused stream run independently of 
the BSc Biochemistry degree. The first two years of the MSci degree 
share the curriculum with the BSc Biochemistry degree, but the final 
two years are unique to the MSci and provide extensive research 
experience. This is achieved with an extended research project and 
practical and written research skills modules in year 4, and through 
data analysis and advanced practical modules in year 3 (based solely 
on practical work in a specific field, providing subject area technical 
expertise required for the extended research project in the final year). 
These modules are specifically aimed at providing a hypothesis- driven, 
project- based context in which students can become familiar with a 
particular set of research techniques. As the subject area is based on 
the current research of an academic in the department, students are 
able to have the experience of real experimentation in the subject area, 
extensive opportunity to acquire the requisite technical skills and the 
rare and exceptional opportunity to use equipment at the forefront of 
signalling technology.

The first two advanced practicals to be developed are ‘Advanced 
Practical in Molecular Biology 1’ and ‘Advanced Practical in Cell 
Signalling 1’. The former uses the UCL Genomics Next Generation 
Sequencing facility to identify the microbial population present in 
a sample of soil. An important element of this practical is the bio-
informatics and computer programming that students learn for the 
sequence analysis. The latter practical takes advantage of UCL’s 
high- throughput calcium imaging device and other high- throughput 
plate readers of the kind used by pharmaceutical companies. Both 
modules have the potential to generate novel publishable data. This 
innovation in the delivery of laboratory practical work uses tech-
nology that is not routinely used in the undergraduate curriculum 
and has provided MSci Biochemistry students with a unique oppor-
tunity to engage in scientific research as part of their undergradu-
ate degree, through an extended throughline and in a research- rich 
culture.

Andrea Townsend- Nicholson is a research- active professor of molec-
ular biology and biochemistry who is strongly engaged in connecting 
research and teaching. Michael Baron is a teaching fellow particularly 
interested in embedding advanced techniques in the Molecular Biosciences 
curriculum. Both have received several awards for their research and 
teaching work and have created a variety of learning resources that are 
used internationally.
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F. a throughline of research in a music programme

Undergraduate Musical Theatre students at Trinity Laban Conservatoire 
of Music and Dance engage with a research development strand to sup-
port practice- based learning. They connect research skills with creative 
practice (including performance) and technical development in singing, 
acting and dancing: as such, the strand is intended to facilitate increas-
ingly complex connections between practical experiences within the 
programme and the musical theatre sector. Research is initially char-
acterised by recognising students’ embodied knowledge. Two first year 
modules scaffold the connected approach: firstly, students create pro-
gramme notes that are linked to their end of term performance project, 
and produce a written reflection on their own learning processes; sec-
ondly, critical analysis is introduced via reflection on their collaborative 
process in a cross- institutional, cross- disciplinary module where they 
undertake mentor- led creative projects. This process is contextualised 
in a portfolio that, through systematic enquiry methods, develops an 
understanding of ‘the creative artist’ by producing an evaluative analy-
sis of ‘who’s who’ in the industry and how the industry operates, reflec-
tions on individual creative processes, strategic analysis of individual 
career and life goals, and consideration of the implications of industry 
practices for creative artists. At Level Four, this enables practitioners to 
engage with tasks that connect to their kinaesthetic experience of crea-
tive practice, performance and learning, while starting to engage with 
fundamental research skills. Practice- led research methods are intro-
duced at Level Five to support research development through practical 
assessments where students choose a role as a creative or a writer, and 
explore that role through the creation of a short piece of work that evi-
dences understanding of what the role involves. Creatives explore the 
shaping of a performer’s rehearsal and preparation of a short mono-
logue, dance or song. Writers create music or lyrics for a song, or the 
dialogue for a scene (leading to a song). A correlative written element on 
the process asks them to consider the extent to which relevant theories 
of practice have informed their own experience, how their experience 
in practice enables them to consider theories of practice, and how their 
experience informs their role as a creative artist. Following this, more 
traditional scholarship is introduced. They utilise their experience on 
the parallel Acting Through Song module to create an article exploring 
what informs performer choice and, to produce a second article, they 
choose a topic relating to their first Level Five Performance Project. 
As well as holistically developing students’ readiness to transition into 
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Level Six, these processes specifically prepare for the higher intensity 
practice- based modules and a Creative Research Project, the culmi-
nation of this strand that replaces the traditional dissertation where 
students must demonstrate how their research develops their creative 
practice in a large- scale project.

Louise Jackson is Head of Learning Enhancement and a National 
Teaching Fellow. Victoria Stretton is Programme Leader for the BA in 
Musical Theatre Performance and Head of Musical Theatre. Trinity Laban 
Conservatoire of Music and Dance is a specialist institution, focused 
on the advancement of creative artistic practice and delivers predomi-
nantly practice- based programmes, with c.1000 students studying Music, 
Contemporary Dance and associated disciplines.

g. history students researching their university and engaging 
an audience

In a second- year undergraduate module in the History and Classical 
Civilisation programmes at the University of Roehampton students ini-
tially learn about the (two) histories of the university and the campus 
that goes back well before the university moved to the site. Students use 
the extensive and varied resources of the university for their research 
projects, including: archival collections from the university, the build-
ings and artworks themselves, many of them listed. These allow under-
graduate students to work with original historical sources that are 
unmediated by editorial processes, a benefit few other students get to 
enjoy so early in their education. Close investigation of neo classical 
architecture and art on campus gave Classical Civilisation students 
numerous possibilities for the research of classical reception. The writ-
ten, pictorial and material sources, many of them unpublished and 
under- researched, have great potential for new research questions and 
specialised research training.

Students in these programmes benefit from engaging staff at the 
university they might not encounter otherwise, such as archivists, the 
heritage officer, chaplains and tutors from other departments. This 
deeper comprehension of the roles of a university and their place as stu-
dents in it not only deepens the students’ sense of belonging but also 
gives them a better understanding of the purpose of university research. 
Because of the wide range of possible research projects, the format 
of their assignments is not prescribed. It is only stipulated that the 
results have to be presented to a public audience that could be reached 
either digitally with a website or a video or in a physical setting like a 
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presentation to a local history society, a guided tour of a school class, or, 
among other options, a study day for fellow students and staff members. 
In conclusion, the module enhances research skills training while at the 
same time challenges the students to think creatively about realisation 
and presentation of their projects (for more on this case study see Behr 
and Nevin forthcoming).

Charlotte Behr is a Reader in Roman and Early Medieval History at 
the University of Roehampton. She has a long- standing interest in design-
ing innovative ways for the integration of research and employability skills 
into the curriculum and has published on various aspects of continual cur-
ricular developments that are aimed at enhancing students’ transferable 
skills while helping them to gain growing confidence in their abilities.

h. E- portfolio assessments: Creating connections

Medical schools across Australia but also globally are looking into 
designing, developing and implementing a programmatic assessment 
approach (Van Der Vleuten et al. 2012) to their medical curricula. This 
approach is often part of a continuum which begins with the develop-
ment of specific capabilities for graduates, necessary to get accredited 
as doctors or other healthcare professionals, and then align this with 
learning activities and measurable assessment opportunities across a 
programme of study. The use of an electronic portfolio tool, the provi-
sion of longitudinal tutorial support and credible feedback are often the 
key design challenges for programmatic assessment (Bok et al. 2013). 
At Macquarie University the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences 
designed, developed and implemented a pedagogically sound and tech-
nologically workable and sustainable solution to programmatic assess-
ment using an e- portfolio tool for its newly established Bachelor of 
Clinical Science –  a two- year accelerated undergraduate programme. 
The curriculum includes a professional practice stream integrated 
across the entire programme. It was in this stream that the students 
were introduced to the concept of an e-portfolio as way to help them 
join the dots between learning and professional capabilities across all 
the modules of study in their programme but also from other aspects of 
their lives (work or volunteering experiences). The curriculum design 
included clear guidelines, scaffolded reflective templates and a set of 
specific capabilities to facilitate the collection of evidence and show-
case learning. Students collected all their evidence into their private 
portfolio space, and a workbook structure was developed to facilitate 
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the assembly into meaningful learning statements. Students were 
asked to link such statements with the capability framework (New 
South Wales Public Service Commission). An auto- submit function was 
enabled to allow timely feedback. Most importantly it was made sure 
through the learning design process that the portfolios reflect as far as 
possible the requirements of postgraduate training and future career 
paths. This was perhaps one of the most important buy- ins for the stu-
dents. An evaluation of the first- year implementation suggested that the 
use of an electronic portfolio to enhance programmatic assessment was 
an invaluable component of the programme. The following quotes are 
illustrative:

I found myself reflecting on everything and not because I had to 
but because I  wanted to. Reflection has actually now become a 
large part of the way I work and has allowed me to truly under-
stand my ambitions, values and principles.

While the portfolio at first seemed quite tedious, as I  pro-
gressed through the session being equipped with the skills to 
reflect effectively I  was able to draw personal meaning and the 
process of reflection became easier. I have come to enjoy the ePort-
folio experience and would strongly encourage this resource to be 
continued with all cohorts.

Panos Vlachopoulos is Associate Professor and Associate Dean Quality 
and Standards in the Faculty of Arts at Macquarie University in Sydney, 
Australia. During 2016 Panos was acting Associate Dean Learning and 
Teaching in the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences in the same uni-
versity, where he led the implementation of an innovative curriculum for 
the Bachelor of Clinical Sciences.

i. using graduate attributes to link academic learning with the 
world of work

Leeds Beckett University, in consultation with staff, students and 
employers, has generated three graduate attributes (GAs) that need to 
be embedded in every undergraduate course. Our students’ futures are 
likely to be increasingly shaped by the changing nature of the workplace 
and society, requiring them to have a global outlook, be enterprising and 
be digitally literate –  these three GAs are all key elements in being an 
employable graduate.
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All our students must be aware of how GAs are shaped through 
their course, how they add value to their degree and help them become 
effective citizens. Students need to be able to reflect upon them and 
articulate them to others, specifically prospective employers. Initially, 
a working group with cross- university representation devised guidance 
for staff on the embedding, delivery and visibility of each GA. This writ-
ten guidance included practical examples of how to embed the GA into 
each level learning outcome so appropriate summative assessment could 
take place. The publication of the written guidance was supplemented 
by informal support workshops for staff as they designed their modules 
and courses. We sought real examples from staff in the form of their GA- 
focused assessment ideas and films explaining how they embedded the 
GAs in their module assessment.

The Centre for Learning and Teaching also interviewed students 
about their assessment experience and their workplace, volunteer-
ing and enterprise activity asking them to link their experience in the 
workplace to their academic course, highlighting how at least one GA 
had been addressed, delivered and executed in their course. From these 
interviews, we generated a student resource called the Little Book of 
Graduate Attributes. This resource contains diverse case studies and 
explores how students can evidence their GA- related activity to poten-
tial employers. In addition, examples of how the GAs might be visualised 
by students at each academic level are included. This Little Book also 
contains case studies from staff about how each GA is visible in their 
modules, outlining innovative assessments, real-world projects and 
workplace links with our students in our partner universities. A hard 
copy of the Little Book was issued to every new first year student and is 
accessible as a digital resource for all students.

Susan Smith is Head of Curriculum Development and Review in the 
Centre for Learning and Teaching at Leeds Beckett University. She is a 
Principal Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and a National Teaching 
Fellow. She is widely published with research interests in curricular activ-
ity, inclusive practice and student metacognition.

J. an alumni mentoring network enabling student connections 
with alumni and career mentoring

UCL Alumni Mentoring Network  –  re- launched in 2016 (UCLc)  –  
provides a platform for students to find out more about a role, 
organisation or sector one is interested in. It is designed to give  
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students the facility to discover this information for themselves by con-
necting them with alumni already working in the sector. The network 
takes advantage of the wide range of existing UCL alumni, allowing 
students to connect with alumni and each other; further, it provides 
alumni with a means of keeping in touch with their cohort, individual 
department and UCL more generally. The network synchronises with 
other social media, such as LinkedIn, and it is expanding all the time. 
In total, there were over 1,800 alumni signed up on the network by 
mid- December 2016; with vast increases in specific areas in a short 
period of time, e.g. the Bartlett Faculty of the Built Environment’s 
alumni increased from 110 to over 160 within one month.

Alumni provide details on the network of the ways in which they 
are happy to help students. The network allows one to search through its 
members in a variety of ways, for example by organisation name, UCL 
department, industry sector and/ or other keyword. Students then mes-
sage alumni through the network, which prompts the student to explain 
why they are getting in touch. Students have already used the network 
for a variety of purposes, including the following:  contacting alumni 
to obtain assistance scoping subjects for their dissertation; introducing 
themselves to others within alumni workplaces; seeking out feedback 
on CVs; obtaining help in preparation for interviews; and securing long- 
term mentoring. The Network provides a powerful tool for the institu-
tion’s students and graduates, particularly as it is only available to those 
who have studied at UCL, empowering students to think early on about 
their career options and ultimately stand out in the competitive applica-
tion process.

Mark De Freitas is a Careers Consultant at UCL where he has worked 
with students and academics across the university.

K. Student– staff partnerships: Students partnering with staff to 
improve education

UCL ChangeMakers is designed to further the university’s aim 
of students being full partners in the university’s future (UCLb; 
UCLd). The original idea was to empower students to develop and 
carry out their own educational development projects, by providing 
funding and central support for student- initiated projects. All the 
projects enhance the student learning experience but their remit 
varies widely. For example, one project developed a series of tuto-
rial videos on 3D printing, while another organised Skype calls with  
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a South American university to allow students to practise their lan-
guage skills, and yet another considered how to optimise the module 
selection process.

All the projects involve an element of enquiry  –  either by inves-
tigating the demand for a change, how it is best implemented, or by 
evaluating a pilot. Students are offered training on research ethics, 
research methods, project management and leadership. As well as being 
supported centrally, students are required to work with a member of 
UCL staff, who provides disciplinary support for the project, ensuring 
its relevance and utility for the context in which it will be implemented. 
As such, students learn through enquiry, connect with staff and have to 
produce outputs, such as reports, to persuade their audience of the util-
ity of the change. The students are also all encouraged to present their 
work at UCL’s annual education conference.

UCL ChangeMakers had a successful pilot year in 2014– 2015, 
with lead students reporting that undertaking a project had empowered 
them and given them a greater sense of belonging to the institution (see 
videos at http:// www.ucl.ac.uk/ changemakers/ projects/ projects- info). 
However, the scheme’s ambition has grown and it now aims to contribute 
to normalising staff/ student partnerships in educational development 
work across UCL. In 2015– 2016 the scheme introduced staff- initiated 
projects which forward the aims of the Connected Curriculum (see 
http:// www.ucl.ac.uk/ changemakers/ projects/ projects- info for a list of 
projects).

UCL ChangeMakers also introduced an institution- initiated strand, 
whereby UCL decides on an educational priority each year on which 
students work in partnership with their department. In 2015– 2016 the 
focus was on assessment and feedback, with 26 students working with 
18 departments to develop resources for both staff and students to aid 
assessment literacy, fairness of assessment, and the quality and use 
of feedback. Examples include students running focus groups for the 
Transforming the Experience of Students Through Assessment process 
(www.testa.ac.uk), and developing feedback proformas.

Student Reviewers of Teaching was added to the UCL 
ChangeMakers programme in 2016– 2017, whereby staff and students 
pair up to investigate an aspect of the staff member’s teaching practice. 
The investigation is based around a series of dialogues, with the pair dis-
cussing their different perspectives on three hours’ worth of classroom 
teaching, how a virtual learning environment supports course aims and 
the merits of an assignment brief. This part of the scheme strengthens 

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/changemakers/projects/projects-info
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/changemakers/projects/projects-info
http://www.testa.ac.uk
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the relationship between staff and students; it encourages critical think-
ing and introduces students informally to observational research meth-
ods (both physical and virtual).

Jenny Marie leads UCL ChangeMakers, which supports students 
and staff across the whole of UCL to work in partnership on educational 
enhancements. She has worked in educational development for 10 years, 
mainly in the areas of skills development, facilitation and adult learning.

l. Establishing an individual and peer coaching support net-
work for an mSc dissertation in voluntary Sector policy and 
management in uCl’s School of public policy

Every year between three and six of the dissertation students are invited 
to an initial meeting, prior to the end of the spring term, where we dis-
cuss the coaching approach to dissertation supervision. At this meeting 
students learn that the purpose of the coaching approach to the MSc dis-
sertation is to collectively contribute to each other's learning, in a safe, 
structured and supportive environment of critical friends. A  contract, 
which is discussed at the outset, establishes the coaching relationships 
not only between the MSc dissertation supervisor and each student, but 
also between students, as peer coaches. 

At this initial ‘contracting’ meeting, the following specifics are 
agreed: a set of mutually convenient dates and times to meet for coach-
ing sessions in the following term; the amount of time each day that 
each student will devote to their dissertation; the requirement to come 
to every coaching session with work, issues or concerns to discuss; and 
that there is always extra time available, should students require indi-
vidual advice or tutoring.

The aims of establishing a peer coaching dissertation support net-
work are twofold. First, it builds both individual and joint capacities in 
relation to research: supervision, methodologies, strategies and skills. 
Second, since dissertations are due in September and the formal super-
visory relationship with each student concludes by the end of June, by 
building their individual and collective capacities both in relation to 
research as well as coaching, they feel confident not only in their abili-
ties to progress with their individual dissertations, but also to seek and 
give advice, support and coach one another. 

Not only does this assist students’ development as independent 
researchers, but by building a coaching culture and peer network, they 
feel supported and enriched, rather than isolated or unduly concerned 
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about the fact that their supervisor is no longer available to them. This 
approach sets students up with the skills and confidence to engage each 
other in the writing of their dissertations.

This approach has been employed over several years and works 
extremely well, with unanimously positive student feedback. Two 
examples follow.

Thank you very much for all your guidance, patience and support 
during this … [coaching] … process. It has been a real pleasure 
and honour to have been accompanied by you … [and my peer 
coach] … during our journey and above all to get to know one 
another better.

I really want to thank you again for all the guidance, support 
and coaching you gave me which I didn’t expect at all before we 
met. I feel so lucky to have had the chance to work with you and 
my peer coach. Every session was not only extremely helpful but 
also very enjoyable.

This example of scaffolded peer support is no doubt relevant to many 
other research- based educational contexts.

Sarabajaya Kumar is a Senior Teaching Fellow in Voluntary Sector 
Policy at UCL’s School of Public Policy and is the lead on researcher develop-
ment at London School of Economics and Political Science. She trained as 
a coach through a staff development initiative at UCL; and as a passionate 
advocate of coaching she has introduced coaching approaches into many 
aspects of her work with students.
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Afterword

Brent Carnell and Dilly Fung

This collection has offered windows into the ways in which a research- 
based education strategy and framework can operate in practice. The 
15 contributed chapters and 12 shorter vignettes illustrate a good range 
of disciplines from art history through to veterinary science. Each con-
tribution illustrates an innovative approach suited to a particular pro-
gramme, discipline or institution, and many can be applied to different 
national, institutional and departmental contexts. However, while 
the applications of these educational developments are already wide- 
reaching, more work is needed to show how the connective approaches 
promoted by the Connected Curriculum framing could play out in and 
across even more disciplines and fields of learning. Given the challenges 
of inspiring busy academic colleagues, researchers and institutional 
leaders, who may be working within academic ‘microclimates’ (Roxå 
and Mårtensson 2011), having a dossier of localised and disciplinary 
case studies to draw on will be a valuable tool.

Similarly, as editors we have attempted to bring together a range 
of research- based education in practice from a spread of national con-
texts. However, here the collection is more limited. As this is an English 
publication, it is perhaps not surprising that the scholars who stepped 
forward to contribute were from the Commonwealth countries (or in the 
case of the Chinese example, were part- based in England). In the future, 
it will be important to draw together an even wider range of case stud-
ies from many regions and national contexts. We are especially keen 
to draw on the expertise of colleagues working across the continent of 
Africa, from those working across the Indian sub- continent, from South 
America and East Asia, and indeed from academics, professionals and 
practitioners from all areas of the world whose perspectives, research 
and practices are not represented here.
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Despite these limitations, with this collection we hope to call to 
action others working in and beyond the growing body of scholarship 
on research- based education to help take this vision forward. Already 
colleagues from around the world are collaborating to inspire educa-
tors to develop their offering by shifting to a more enquiry- driven and 
research- based learning approach that connects learning more effec-
tively to local and wider communities. Those who want to see higher 
education as a fairer, more open and more effective ecosystem of activ-
ity are also inspiring researchers to connect even more readily with stu-
dents, teachers, practitioners and policy makers, finding new ways to 
communicate with the wider world and even raising questions for the 
higher education sector about the ways in which job roles, evaluations 
of ‘excellence’ and systems for reward and esteem need to be revisited 
(Fung and Gordon 2016; Locke 2014). Policies such as these, as well as 
educational practices that affect students more directly, need to change 
if research- based education is to fulfil its promise. It is promising there-
fore to see that institutional leadership teams and those whose political 
and economic decisions affect higher education as a sector are being 
brought into this debate.

Collective efforts to re- think the relationships between our various 
missions and activities in higher education are surely worth it. The inte-
gration of research and education, whereby students connect through 
dialogue with the production of knowledge, has the very real potential 
to make a difference to the lives of people around the world. As Fung 
argues (2017: 17), higher education institutions achieve extraordinary 
advancements of knowledge through research, both within and across 
disciplines. Our many complex global challenges are being addressed 
across the disciplines by researchers who produce new knowledge that 
‘enhances our culture and civilisation and can be used for the public 
good’ (Nurse 2015: 2). Connecting education with research is not just a 
matter of educating individuals. It is about creating a more effective and 
more explicitly values- based ecosystem of activity in higher education 
that is explicitly directed at contributing to ‘the global common good’ 
(UNESCO 2015).

In a volatile era of political instability, global conflicts, economic 
inequalities and innovative technologies, the imperative to take a fresh 
look at the ways in which all of the goals and activities of higher educa-
tion relate to one another is clear. Bringing students more explicitly into 
the landscape of research is not just about creating advanced learning 
opportunities, and not just about enhancing knowledge production by 
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enhancing research through teaching (Harland 2016), although these 
are important aims. It is about developing communities, local and 
global, that are increasingly able to evaluate and make research- based 
arguments, learn from diverse groups and individuals and communi-
cate effectively across cultural and national borders. We hope that this 
volume has made a small contribution to this cause.
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Notes

Chapter 1
1.  An extended set of case studies (Humanities, Law, Criminology, Earth Sciences and Physics) 

is available at http:// www.coronyedwards.co.uk

Chapter 4
1.  Different collections refer to their material in different terms. The most commonly employed 

are objects, artefacts, items, artworks and specimens. For ease of discussion we will employ 
the term ‘object’ to refer to all these categories.

2. https:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v=YQ_ lS_ 8- ZDE
3. https:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v=IKPnxnEM98o
4. https:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v=HPvLQ2o3vHY
5. https:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v=ZhpQkFJBQYc

Chapter 8
1.  The Connected Curriculum –  UCL’s approach to research- based education –  is discussed in 

more depth below. See also the introduction to this collection.
2.  The Institutional Validation is a standard quality assurance procedure found in most univer-

sities. This process is used by programme leaders/ team to make significant changes to the 
curriculum, learning outcomes and modes of delivery of a programme of study.

Chapter 9
1. Referred to as ‘humanities’ in this chapter.
2.  Ethical clearance was obtained for the use of case study data and individuals whose case 

studies are cited gave permission for the use of their ideas and names for the purposes of this 
chapter.

Chapter 10
1.  It is important to note that while C2016+ used the term discipline as shorthand to describe 

the subject areas or areas of practice fundamental to each programme of study, it recognised 
that many programmes do not draw on a discrete discipline, but rather a field of study and/ or 
areas of practice which build on a range of disciplinary and practice- based knowledges and 
understandings.
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 2.  If the traditional approach to software development is expressed in terms of thinking like 
a computer then Object Thinking can be expressed as thinking like an object (West 2004). 
In designing a computer program to solve a problem, the problem is deconstructed into 
objects which communicate and collaborate together to produce a solution; objects cor-
respond to things found in the real world. Object Thinking applies to all stages of the 
software development lifecycle, from conception to execution and provides a way of both 
describing and solving a problem abstracted away from the physical computer and its 
associated constraints.

Chapter 11
 1. A phrase with diverse attributions.
 2.  The concept of a rhizome relates to the root structures of plants, which can go in multiple 

directions, rather than being linear or hierarchical (Deleuze and Guattari 1987).
 3. http:// www.catalytic- clothing.org.
 4.  http:// helenstoreyfoundation.tumblr.com/ post/ 103115842655/ f ield-  of- jeans-   

at- thomas- tallis- school- greenwich.
 5.  A cosmetic science project on managing the effects of age on the skin (see http:// www.

eudelo.com/ 2011/ 03/ 04/ the- beauty- of- age- research- project/ ).
 6. https:// creativeresearchmethods.wordpress.com/ workshop- 2- london/ .
 7. www. http:// shiftlondon_ org.
 8.  http:// blogs.arts.ac.uk/ fashion/ 2013/ 11/ 29/ lcf- prison- project- wins- times- higher- edu-

cation- outreach- award/ ?_ ga=1.150227061.292333858.1473002046.
 9.  The Beauty’s Inside. Issue 4.2. Available online:  http:// sirjohncassfoundation.com/ proj-

ects/ the- beautys- inside/ .
 10. Swift, in conversation with author, May 2016.
 11.  http:// www.arts.ac.uk/ fashion/ business- and- innovation/ industry- projects/ speedo- 

reinventing- the- lzr- racer- suit/ .
 12.  http:// www.arts.ac.uk/ fashion/ business- and- innovation/ industry- projects/ nike- sus-

tainable- materials/ .
 13.  http:// blogs.arts.ac.uk/ fashion/ 2014/ 06/ 16/ ma- fashion- futures- student- wins- at- rhs- 

bbc- gardeners- world- live- with- natural- dyes/ .
 14. Details of this project were provided in an interview with Suzanne Rankin.
 15.  http:// www.arts.ac.uk/ fashion/ business- and- innovation/ industry- projects/ amnesty- 

international/ .
 16. Email to author, September 2016.

Chapter 12
 1.  Human factors is the science of understanding human behaviours within a system (in this 

case, healthcare) (Catchpole et al. 2011).

Chapter 13
 1. Connected Curriculum from www.ucl.ac.uk/ connectedcurriculum
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